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Abstract
This research explores the visual representation of Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia.
Due to the conservative nature of Saudi society this continues to be a controversial issue,
both in Saudi Arabia and in the West. This project is about using photography as a
medium and a critical tool to examine the representation of Saudi women, and reframe
their representation in a collaborative process; understanding the place of photography in
Saudi women’s experience, self-perception, and their response to its creative potential as
a tool of self-presentation; and revealing the full potential of creative collaborative
photography in research and the complexity and multiplicity of Saudi women’s diverse
identities.
The subjects of the research were ten Saudi women, ranging in age from 20 to 61, all
educated and located in the capital Riyadh at the time of this research. The research
employed a qualitative methodology using photography as part of a collaborative process.
Photo-elicitation interviews were used as the principal means of data collection, and
combined with a creative photographic collaboration. Analysing the photographs derived
from the interviews, I explored them in terms of five major themes: family albums, selfrepresentation, identity, restrictions, and public and private spheres. This analysis and the
rapport established with participants provided the ground for the production of a set of
individual photographic portraits.
The contribution of this research is that it has brought a Saudi woman’s perspective to the
representation of Saudi women through photography, in the context of an emerging body
of research and photographic practices from Middle Eastern countries. Two major
elements exist within this research project: the creative photographic collaboration as
well as the qualitative photo-elicitation. The photographic collaboration approach opened
the research process and allowed the creative, deep reflective outcomes to be embraced,
while the methodological framework developed for this collaborative project extended
the use of photo-elicitation and qualitative methods of collecting data through
photographs and narratives to a Saudi context. This visual research methodology
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contributes to the literature on photographic representations of Saudi women, by making
Saudi women visible and providing them with a voice, allowing them to access their own
photographic narratives. In doing so it provides new insights into Saudi culture and
society.
This research presents a unique contribution through listening to the voices of Saudi
women living in Saudi Arabia, gathering and analysing their perspectives through
photographic narratives, looking at the ways they negotiate and relate to the photographs,
and enabling them to present themselves through their own personal portraits. Working
with a group whose use of photography has previously been limited as a result of cultural
expectations and restrictions, extended the application of the photographic methods by
demonstrating the empowering qualities of the medium. This research has demonstrated
the value of photography to feminist debates on identity, as a tool of investigation into
women’s lives and experiences, specifically as it relates to the experience of Saudi
women. It generated new representations and new practices of photography that have the
potential to not only provide insights into the lives of Saudi women but to reveal new
ways of being.
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Preface
Saudi Arabia is a very large country consisting of people from many different cultural
backgrounds, with different views and interpretations of religious teachings. Some in
Saudi society believe that photographing human beings or animals is not acceptable,
based on an interpretation of religious teachings that prohibits the emulation of living
objects. The Arabic word for “emulation” in religious teachings happens to be the same
word that people started using for modern day photographs, tasweer (Naik 2012). People
who believe in this interpretation do not like having their pictures taken and may go as far
as destroying any previous photographs they had of themselves.
Other religious scholars see no fault with taking photographs of living objects, as
photography did not exist during the early periods of Islam, when the “emulation” of
living objects was prohibited. The interpretation of these scholars is that the prohibited
emulation of living objects was more in reference to the creation of sculptures of living
objects, especially since Islam originated during a period when people practised idolatry.
Sculptures were created of very famous people, and after those people had long passed
away, people started praying to those sculptures and took them as gods. Islam prohibited
the worship of idols and called on people to worship the one and only God. For this
reason, the emulation of living objects was prohibited so as not to allow history to repeat
itself, and to eliminate the danger of people returning to the old ways of the pre-Islamic
era.
Does this mean that there have been no photographers in Saudi Arabia? No: there are
several who are famous for taking photographs of the holy cities, Makkah and Madinah,
and portraits of the royal family. In the past there were also photographic studios that
produced portraits, and studios that were mainly for journalism. Many families also kept
their family photographs, and continued to take photographs to preserve their memories
or for a hobby. Saudi Islamic scholars debated and proclaimed that taking photographs of
still life, nature or architecture was allowed. It was living souls that should not be
photographed unless absolutely necessary.
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As time progressed, around the beginning of the twenty-first century, the situation
changed completely. Saudi people became more open to the idea of being photographed
and taking photographs, even those who had once destroyed their photographs. More and
more people in the country started accepting the later interpretation of the prohibition of
the emulation of living objects. People became more open and accepting of being
photographed, especially since photography has become a critical requirement in the
identification of persons, whether on their national ID cards or passports for travelling out
of the country. Not only did photography become a necessity of everyday life,
governmental academic institutions in the country such as Princess Nora University
(PNU) started offering academic degrees in the discipline. I am proud to be one of the
first lecturers in the Photography Department at PNU, having been requested to obtain a
PhD in photography.
Though photography has become the norm in Saudi Arabia, there are few, if any, visual
representations of Saudi women, whether in photography exhibitions, magazines or
posters; it is hard to find Saudi female portraits. It is challenging to find books or
exhibitions produced by locals representing Saudi women. When I started my research, I
found Western photographers that represented women from the Arab Peninsula, and later
on from Saudi Arabia. For example, Jodi Cobb, who was the first photographer to
document the hidden lives of women from Saudi Arabia (Cobb 1987). In this thesis, I
present photography as a method of research and a critical visual platform from which
Saudi women can represent their identity and themselves through photography and
narratives. The thesis addresses a number of questions: How do these women relate to
their existing photographs? How do they see themselves? How do they feel about being
photographed? And finally, how do they want to be visually presented to Western
viewers, and for themselves?
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Women and Representation in Saudi Arabia:
A Research Context

1.1 Introduction
The representation of Saudi women, both in Saudi Arabia and in the West, has been and
remains a controversial issue due to the conservative nature of Saudi society. The Saudi
social structure, which is derived from Islam and Arab culture and traditions, underlies
the laws and behaviour in almost every aspect of Saudi women’s lives. The mention of
Saudi women evokes two stereotypical images, women as victims of Islam or the state,
covered in black veils, or wealthy women enjoying of the luxuries of oil wealth. The
reality is that Saudi women differ greatly; they range from extreme religious
fundamentalists to young, modern, liberal feminists. This practice-based research
explores the lives of Saudi women and articulates their own perspectives on their
identities through the use of collaborative photo-elicitation interviews.
In this practice-based project, I use the medium of photography as a tool for participatory,
collaborative and creative engagement, and as a stimulus for reflection. The project looks
at the opinions, attitudes and identities of Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia and
involves qualitative research, the aim of which is to gain a better understanding of Saudi
women’s perspectives on identity and individuality in their own terms. This thesis also
examines the challenges that confront Saudi women, which are rooted in local sociocultural traditions, but at the same time overlap with religious values. It uses a
photographic approach, through a participatory form of photo-elicitation, combined with
photographic practice. Photo-elicitation is a valuable critical methodology both for the
research process and the researcher’s role (Rose 2012, p.317). Tolia-Kelly (2007) writes
that “art allows us to attempt to capture alternative vocabularies and visual grammars that
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are not always encountered or expressible in oral interviews” (Kindon, Pain et al. 2007,
p.135).
The purpose of this chapter is to contextualize the project by outlining the factors that
motivated it, in addition to discussing how the study was developed. It looks at the
background to the study, outlining the three research questions, as follows: 1. How does
the medium of photography, when used collaboratively in a reflexive dialogue, examine
Saudi women’s experience, self-perception and visual representation? 2. How do
participants’ existing personal photographs, together with the new images they take of
their present lives, have the capacity to open a deep reflective journey of identity? 3. Can
interviews with participants, involving a collaborative research process, provide new,
critical, research-generated photographic representations in the specific context of Saudi
culture?
This project presents a visual expression or representation of the female participants’
identities via a number of stages. All three stages are related to photography: previous
photographs the participant already has, recent photographs that each participant took,
and finally photographs taken of them by another female Saudi photographer (myself).
The project focuses exclusively on portrait photography. It challenges the Saudi woman
through her vision of herself. The project investigates the perception of social and
cultural formation in Saudi women’s identities though photography: Are these women
self-defined or do they have their significance and worth given to them by their families,
in particular male relatives? These characteristics of identity can be difficult and
challenging to ascertain, however, photography is a tool via which they can define and
shape the expression of their own identities. In addition, this study looks at the dominant
social context in order to gain an understanding of issues related to the women’s
identities, particularly the influence of gender, religion and culture.
According to Neumaier and Tucker, photography is a statement of power and a way of
seizing the means of creation (Neumaier and Tucker 1995). Therefore, it could be said
that all three representation stages in this project will have a powerful function, not only
for the participants, but for myself as a researcher and a photographer. This project gives
women a chance to present themselves, enabling them to express their views on and
through photography. Packed into the visual representations that are central to this project
are meanings, feelings, views and beliefs. There are several reasons for choosing a visual
4

strategy, including to make sense and understand the visual environment of these women
by creating a visual platform for them to be presented, via a collaborative process, in
which they choose how and where to be visually represented. It also explores how the
visual environment has significance in shaping our lives.

1.2 Rationale
Visual representations of Saudi women dominate many narratives in Western media.
These perceptions are tangled either with overgeneralised images or flawed,
misinterpreted illustrations that leave those who view them uninformed, and those who
are portrayed dehumanised (Dunham 2013). The photographs of Saudi women circulated
in popular Western discourses are not only problematic, representing a negative image,
but are based on stereotypes associated with Muslim women, without taking into account
the characteristics or individualities of Saudi women. These women are often described
as either victims of patriarchal religion and society, or successful survivors of
discrimination imposed on them by others (Al-Rasheed 2013). According to Arebi
(1994), the notion of “the woman”, from the point of view of Saudi society, involves
concealing them as women and revealing them as symbols. They exist as symbols of
honour and shame, symbols of motherhood, and symbols that serve religion in response
to social and cultural challenges (Arebi 1994).
As a photographer, I always try to find a chance to express myself, or issues facing other
women, especially women from the same culture (Saudi Arabia). I want to take the
opportunity of being a part of Saudi culture to investigate and explore the sensitive
subject of Saudi women. This research project worked with ten Saudi women using a
qualitative process of photo elicitation in combination with a creative photographic
practice. Formal and informal interviews and photographic sessions explored the ways in
which each participant articulated and constructed her identity in relation to photographic
images. It aimed to understand the meaning photographs had within their lives. The
purpose was to reveal some of the complex and multiple dimensions of woman in Saudi
Arabia, and present a critical analysis of the visual outcome. The project aimed to open
up a deep reflective journey of identity, through the production of visual representations
via a collaborative photographic process. Furthermore, through the women involved, the
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project aimed to explore representations of Saudi Arabia today, introducing a complex
and dynamic picture of Saudi society. With each photograph, the project examined issues
such as social and cultural restrictions, family albums, the public and private sphere, selfrepresentation and identity.
This research represents women as individuals within Saudi culture, producing new
insights on them and on how they can be represented visually through their own choice of
photographs and through a collaborative approach to portraiture by another Saudi woman
(myself, the photographer), in order to articulate aspects of the social and cultural
characteristics and context of Saudi culture. It illustrates the diversity of Saudi women.
Photography in this project plays the role of translator: a tool of participatory, creative
engagement and a stimulus for reflection. According to Collier and Collier (cited in
Crowley and Himmelweit 1992, p.233), “every culture must be seen in its own terms”.
Photography, therefore, specifically in relation to representations of Saudi women, offers
a visual means through which women can make sense of their lives. Thus, the purpose of
this study is to contribute a Saudi perspective to the understanding of the representation
of women, in the context of Saudi Arabia, and the emerging body of research and practice
from Middle Eastern countries.
The representation of women is a recognised theme within the history of photography
(Collier Jr and Collier 1986, p.67). Gender activists have argued that there is an underrepresentation of women in the media worldwide (Carter and Steiner 2004, p.15). There
are restrictions on the way women are portrayed, which have seen them commonly
confined to limited roles or treated as second-class citizens. Such representations give a
false notion of what women are or are capable of. The visual representations in this
project bring to the fore women’s perspectives, situated in the Saudi context. This
research locates Saudi woman within Saudi socio-cultural traditions, beliefs, families and
everyday life. It also refers to key theories of feminism, identity and photography in the
analysis of visual representations.
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1.3 A general overview of Saudi Arabia

Figure 1. 1 Map of Saudi Arabia and the Middle
East Source: (Commins 2006, p.1).
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is ruled by Al-Saud (the Saudi royal family). The first
state in Saudi was established in 1788 in Najd at the centre of the Arabian Peninsula. It
came about as the result of an agreement between Prince Muhammad Ibn Saud and
Muhammad Ibn Abdul Wahhab, a reforming Islamic scholar who called for a refining of
Islamic practices by reverting to early Muslim scholarship (Weston 2008). The rule of
Al-Saud was based on the application of Sharia law, stemming from interpretations of the
Quran and Hadith (the teachings of Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him). The
identity of the current Saudi state is rooted in the history of the first state, whose social
structure and regulations arose from the adoption of Islam as a way of life.
On September 23, 1932, King Abdulaziz Al-Saud officially established the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, with Arabic as its national language, Islam as its religion and the Quran as
its constitution. The political system of the country is governed as follows: The king
appoints a descendant of the founder (King Abdulaziz) as his crown prince, who holds
the position of head of the Council of Ministers (known as the Cabinet), who are each
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also appointed by the king. There is an advisory council called Majlis Al-Shura,
consisting of 150 members appointed by the king, who suggest amendments for old laws
and proposals for new laws (Al-Shura 2014). It is a young nation with a very ancient
history. Saudi Arabia has a proud and rich, traditional Islamic, yet closed culture. Until
the twentieth century, Saudi Arabia remained an isolated place; even the Hijaz, which
was accustomed to many visitors from all over the Muslim world, had little contact with
non-Muslim societies and Western customs, which were mainly limited to European
officials, bankers and trading establishments in Jeddah serving the needs of Muslim
pilgrims from their countries (Long 2005, p.26). From a poor nation of Bedouins and
scattered tribes, whose only source of income was that which came from pilgrims to the
holy cities, Saudi Arabia has become a rich modern nation (Al-arifi and Pharaon 2004,
p.350). Oil was first discovered in March 1938. Saudi Arabia holds 18 per cent of the
world’s proven petroleum reserves and ranks as the largest exporter of petroleum. The oil
and gas sector accounts for about 50 per cent of GDP, and about 85 per cent of export
earnings (OPEC 2015). Today it is an industrial country benefiting from oil production,
offering its citizens a variety of services. Its culture has seen on-going, continual yet
gradual change.
Two factors shape the internal and external political stances of Saudi Arabia: religion and
the economy. Religion has played a major role in developing the country’s rules and
regulations, leading to its modernisation. The country is home to the Islamic holy cities
Makkah and Madinah. Makkah is the holiest city of Islam since this is where the religion
originated. It houses the Holy Mosque and the Kaaba, towards which all Muslim prayers
are directed from all over the world, five times a day, and is also the destination for
millions of Muslims during the pilgrimage (Hajj) each year. Madinah is the second
holiest city of Islam, where Al-Masjid Al-Nabawi, (the mosque of the Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) which is also the place of his burial) are situated. The existence of
these two holy cities contributes greatly to the reputation of the country as the cradle of
Islam (Alsudairi 2014). The official title of the Saudi king is ‘The Custodian of the Two
Holy Mosques’

, inferring a responsibility as a protector of

Islam’s most sacred places (Alsudairi 2014).
The second factor that has led to Saudi Arabia’s global importance is its economy: the
country holds one-fifth of the world’s oil reserves and is globally the largest oil producer
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and exporter (OPEC 2013). This has given Saudi Arabia an influential role in regulating
the global economy and has allowed it membership of the G20. The discovery of oil in
1938 led to Saudi Arabia becoming one of the fastest-growing economies in the world.
The global increase of oil prices in the 1970s generated high oil revenues for the country,
while the population increased from 5.8 million to 28.28 million between 1970 and 2012
(Alsudairi 2014).

1.4 Female education and individuality in Saudi Arabia
No schools for girls were established in Saudi Arabia until the early 1960s. Families who
wanted their daughters to be educated had to send them abroad to boarding schools,
mainly to Egypt and Lebanon. Women have seen great progress within education since
this time, with the oil boom bringing about the spread of female education. Education led
to considerable development in the status of Saudi women, both socially and
intellectually (AlMunajjed 1997, p.59). Accordingly, education became part of the
culture of Saudi Arabia which, together with other factors, has played a role in shaping
Saudi female identity. Although education became a component of this evolving culture
and gave women knowledge, skills and recognition, it still did not provide them with the
independence many of them longed for. Women are still unable to freely exercise their
full social and economic power; limitations are imposed upon them, such as being unable
to travel or work without the permission of a guardian (AlMunajjed 1997, p.59).
The male guardianship system in Saudi Arabia is viewed as a part of Islamic Sharia law
and is unique to Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia. The guardian is either a father,
brother, husband, uncle or even son, who is responsible for making crucial decisions on
the woman’s behalf, regardless of her age or social or economic position. This means that
a woman can never be independent even if she is an adult, a mother or a professional of
any sort. Although some women contest the guardianship system, others want it, and feel
that it provides certain protection and security.
Despite the fact that many elite Saudi women have become entrepreneurs, setting up their
own businesses or working within the financial empires of their male relatives, legal
restrictions on their travel, personal identity cards and economic transactions are believed
to delay wider international economic opportunities (Al-Rasheed 2015). In March 2014, a
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petition signed by twenty-five female Saudi activists was delivered to the Saudi Shura
Council, the advisory body to the monarchy, calling for the end to absolute male
guardianship of women and demanding serious measures to protect women’s rights
(Harbi 2014).
Since the establishment of Saudi Arabia, it has identified itself as an Islamic country and
has based its foundation on the Quran and Sharia law. Islamic law, “sharia”, which is the
divine law of God through his messenger the Prophet Muhammad, constitutes the legal
system. This Islamic identity is embedded in all aspects of life and death in Saudi society,
because Islam is not just a religion, but also a way of life that influences social structure.
Many observers claim that Islamic traditions are what has impeded Saudi women’s
progress towards gender equality. Islam has certainly had a huge impact on Saudi culture,
the customs of the people living there and the legal provisions for women.

1.5 Present day Saudi society
Saudi society and Islam are two different things. People in Saudi Arabia strive to live as
much as possible according to Islamic teachings, but are not its official representatives.
Nor does the society apply Islam to their daily lives in an absolute sense. This does not
apply to the country’s constitution, but to the people and the ways of life in general.
Saudi Arabia is a large country, and there are people that represent all spectrums of
liberty, from strict fundamentalists to extreme liberals. There is, however, a direct
relationship between Islamic rulings and society. The social system is based on various
categories of religious and other thoughts, including religious beliefs, tribal laws, and
local traditions and principles. Overall, however, Islam and the way it is interpreted is the
binding force of the collective conscience (AlMunajjed 1997, p.103). It provides detailed
prescriptions regarding the Islamic way of life, including setting out the status,
obligations and privileges of women (AlMunajjed 1997, p.103). It is thus expected by the
state that religious values are the foundation of social order in Saudi Arabia.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, social change occurred rapidly and
transformation was apparent in society. It became more common to see women in the
streets and working with men in hospitals, banks and corporations (Deaver 1978). The
beginning of the oil era announced the arrival of thousands of Americans and Europeans,
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who entered the Kingdom to work for Aramco and petrochemical industries (Long 2005,
p.27). The income from oil was invested in the modernisation of the country, which
brought about social, economic and infrastructural change (Al-arifi and Pharaon 2004,
p.350).
Nowadays, Saudi Arabia continues to experience vast social and economic changes that
affect women’s place in society. In addition to the economic changes, increasing forces of
globalisation have had a profound effect on Saudi society. However, globalisation is
usually perceived as the threatening influence of Western culture, which calls for firm
resistance from the country to protect its cultural and religious identity (Doumato and
Posusney 2003). Although Saudi Arabia supports globalisation on an economic level, the
more conservative Saudis resist cultural and political globalisation because it means a
more open society, and they perceive it as a threat to their culture, their faith and their
morals.
The position of women is at the core of the resistance to change in Saudi society
conservatives, as it symbolizes this resistance to Westernization and the resulting success
in preserving the country’s identity. At the same time, certain inevitable effects of
globalisation, including a global tendency towards promoting women’s rights, may have
influenced Saudi policymakers to facilitate women’s engagement in public spheres by
lifting certain restrictions. Women in the country are still not allowed to vote; nowadays,
there are huge movements taking place to implement change and give women the right to
vote (Shawesh 2016, p.38). Such restrictions and policies, in comparison to the freedom
enjoyed by the men in the country have alienated women. Thus far, the question of
whether women will be allowed to drive by themselves or not is still to be resolved.1
I now turn to the representation of Saudi women in social media. According to AlRasheed (2015), the privacy and anonymity of the virtual world offers women who
stretch the boundaries a shelter for their acts. Use of Internet discussion forums and
daring photography of the rebellious female body are bold acts for women (Haykel,
Hegghammer et al. 2015, p.301); however certain Saudi women have exposed parts of
their bodies online, accessorising them or covering them with controversial clothing.

On the 26th Sep 2017 King Salman bin Abdulaziz Alsaud issued a decree
authorizing the issuance of driver licenses for women in the Kingdom. This decree

1
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Some take photographs of their eyes with full makeup while covering the rest of their
face, for example; others photograph their feet or hands with nail polish and rings; while
there are those who even upload photographs of their entire bodies without showing their
faces. The idea is that as long as no one knows who she is, a woman can post anything on
social media. It could be said that in their own way they are choosing to wear a mask that
expresses their resistance to the rules and restrictions placed on them by their society.
According to Al-Rasheed (2015), wearing heavy makeup and perfume, dancing, smoking
and excessive consumption are a confirmation of women’s ability to use their bodies in a
personal but anonymous way to show their rebelliousness.
This was depicted by Rajaa Alsanea in the novel Girls of Riyadh (2005), in which she
presents an open account of the lives of four Saudi women in their twenties, from the
capital’s wealthy elite class. Alsanea hints at the contradictions present within Saudi
society, how girls are denied free choice in education, their career or marriage, either by
overbearing parents or the oppression of culture and tradition. Alsanea’s stories, depicting
illegal drinking, premarital sex, women posing as men in order to drive cars,
homosexuality and secret dating, made the book an instant success both in Arabic and in
translation, although it was banned by the Saudi authorities (Aspen 2007). On the other
hand, it could be also seen as a subjective description of women in Saudi Arabia, feeding
on Western stereotypes of the East. Aspen (2007) describes Girls of Riyadh as a love
letter to America rather than a poison pen letter to Saudi Arabia.
The social life of the country revolves around the family. These families differ from one
to another as per the level of education and their traditions. In Saudi Arabia, the extended
family is the single most important structure in society (Ahmed 1992, p.169).
Responsibilities within families are often governed by gender, as the male is considered
superior; he has social and legal privileges and also responsibilities towards the women in
his family, and thus asserts his role as a guardian and provider, while the woman’s role is
restricted to household tasks and mothering. In some families, the male figure, as “the
guardian”, accepts expansion of women’s participation outside the home. This enables the
woman to be economically and financially independent, yet not socially independent,
because Saudi women have to depend on men for almost everything, from transportation
and travelling, to approval for work and education.
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There is a constant debate about women’s presence in public places within contemporary
Saudi society. Women in the Middle East in general, and in Saudi in particular, are
portrayed via two conflicting stereotypes from Western society’s point of view (Arebi
1994, p.17). Saudi women are portrayed in Western media as either oppressed and
secluded, or as exotic, sensuous and mysterious (Al-Dosary 2015). One of the most
common criticisms of Islam is that it treats women unjustly; however, as argued by
Islamic women’s activists, women and men are entitled to a vast range of rights and
freedoms within Islam. In their view they believe Islam gives men and women equal, but
balancing rights and obligations (Elisabeth and Jorgensen 2012, p.7). Islamic teachings
advocate great respect towards women, as stated and expressed many times. Quotes in the
Quran, such as the following, clearly indicate that men and women were created equal:

“O mankind, fear your Lord, who created you from one soul and created from it its mate
and dispersed from both of them many men and women” (Long 2005, p.35). Passages
about creation clearly show how men and women were created together, or separately
from one another yet from one soul, to live in pairs in mutual care, protection and
equality.
The Quran states that the rights of women are similar to those of men; it treats women
and men differently with respect to some issues, but this does not mean that it establishes
them as unequal. There are no verses in the Quran that state that men and women are
opposite or that women are lesser or unequal in any way (Al-Qur’an. Al-Nisa, p.77).
Although it is not mentioned in the Quran, the Prophet Muhammad was married to a
highly independent and well-educated woman called Khadija, who ran her own business,
helped him cope with his first revelations, gave him financial support to develop his new
religion and became the first person to convert to Islam (Barlas 2004). Conservative and
modernist Islamic scholars offer contradictory interpretations of the Quran, and this will
lead to different models of society.
Women in Saudi Arabia have now begun to reclaim some of their rights, in spite of
disapproval from the more conservative parts of society. Dr Fatima Naseef, a graduate
from the university of Umm Al-Qura in Makkah, now a religious studies lecturer and
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informal marriage counsellor, is one of many prominent Saudi women allowed by the
state to issue religious rules, or “fatwas” (El-Solh and Mabro 1994, p.120). In 1994, she
said in an interview, “yes, we have women professors and women deans here, but all
decisions, big or small, are made by authorities at the men’s university” (Hamdan 2005,
p.54). This clearly confirms the presence of highly educated and knowledgeable Saudi
women bringing about a gradual transformation in Saudi society, although it is clear that
the authorities at the men’s university still make all decisions at the university. Fatima
Naseef, along with two other female intellectuals, Suhayla Al-Abidin (graduate of AlAzhar University) and Nura Al-Sa’a (graduate of the University of Imam Muhammad Ibn
Saud) have written newspaper articles and books, including some dealing with the issue
of women’s rights in Islam; however, these did not challenge, in any significant way, the
interpretations put forward by the Kingdom’s Ulama (Renard 2010).2

1.6 Saudi women in Saudi society
Towards the end of the twentieth century, Saudi Arabia began to talk more frequently and
more articulately about the need to integrate women into the development of the country.
Current state policy is to increase the visibility of Saudi women in education and provide
them with employment opportunities, however there is no doubt that integrating women
in this manner has produced mixed results. Religious scholars and Islamic
fundamentalists are divided on how to respond to the state’s innovations, especially those
related to loosening restrictions on women in the public sphere (Al-Rasheed 2015, p.307).
There are those who remain silent, preferring not to trigger any conflict with their
criticism. However, both old and young religious scholars express their objections in
virtual forums, and their voices are heard. On the other side of the question, in 2009,
thirty-five ulama circulated a petition calling for the ban of women presenters in the
media, and any pictures of women in the Saudi press (Al-Rasheed 2015, p.307).

2

Ulama are those who possess the quality of “ilm”, “learning”, in its widest sense. They are Islamic
religious teachers.
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Similarly, there is disapproval of the introduction of movie theatres and the mixing of
sexes at festivals and cultural events such as book fairs.3
Saudi women’s involvement in the work sector remains limited and their entitlement to
equality under the law remains uncertain (Al-arifi and Pharaon 2004, p.353). The reasons
for this are complex, but the major one is the debate on women’s role in society within
the framework of the Arab-Islamic-heritage. This has resulted in a contradictory
approach, which both encourages women to join the process of development as equal
partners, yet keeps them in their place as secondary actors within the context of the
family (Al-arifi and Pharaon 2004, p.353). This dilemma will take time to resolve in
Saudi Arabia, because the debate on the role of women in society is caught up in the
larger debate on the role of religion in society.
In Saudi society, the role of women is shaped within the Islamic frame; there is no
separation between the state and religion. However, it is important to differentiate
between women’s place within Islam and their role in Arab traditions and customs
(Ménoret 2005). These customs and traditions, and thus the status of women, vary
considerably within the Arab world. Over the years, however, certain pre-Islamic
customs have reappeared and been established (Al-Jibouri 1995). Cultural customs that
deny women equality have become common in Muslim culture to the point where they
are often accepted as Islamic rules. For example, in the case of women driving, it is
argued that it is not prohibited from the point of view of Islam, but is not acceptable
according to the social custom of the country. Many of the customs or rules followed at
the present time cannot be found in Islamic texts, such as the rule that full face and hands
should be covered. This is also the case regarding the rule of complete obedience to the
husband, meaning that women are not permitted to travel without the permission of their
guardians; these customs have thus led to a segregation of gender, or rather the separation
of men and women in social settings, whether in schools, universities, restaurants,
hospital waiting rooms and even some shopping malls. All these are examples of cultural
customs and traditions, not Islamic rulings. Modern Muslim feminists and women’s
rights activists argue that these practices are not the real voice of Islam (Danfulani 2014,
p.111).

In 2017-18 the ban on movie theatres and music festivals was removed. It is
expected that cinemas will open by 2030.

3
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A comparison of women’s status pre-Islam and post-Islam reveals progressive changes
which provided women with various rights. Certain Arab tribes in pre-Islamic society, for
example, occasionally practised the barbaric act of female infanticide, whereas Islam
granted women the right to live. A woman in pre-Islam was considered a commodity or
possession, subject to inheritance; women had no control over their marriage or divorce,
and were not allowed to inherit (Engineer 2004). Similar to the current situation,
historians argue that some privileged women in pre-Islamic Arabia enjoyed certain rights
due to their class and social position within some tribes, but the majority of women in
those times endured severe discrimination (Engineer 2004).
Islam proposed a dramatic change in the status of women fourteen centuries ago
(Alsudairi 2014, p.55). The Holy Quran states that men and women come from one spirit
and have the same human spiritual nature. This concept led to a new perspective of
women being equal to men in terms of their humanity. The Quran also states that men
and women have the same religious responsibilities and duties, and consequently are
rewarded according to actions and not gender (Alsudairi 2014, p.55). However, there is a
variation in the degree of women’s rights in practice in Islamic and Arab societies today.
Interpretations of Islamic texts regarding the role of women and their rights vary among
Islamic scholars between Arab countries, leading to the current differences witnessed
between Arab women. For example, the rule of guardianship of an adult woman in Saudi
Arabia does not exist in any other Islamic country. This variation has provoked an
ongoing debate amongst Islamic and feminist scholars. Accordingly, Sidani classifies
Islamic scholars into modern and traditional, the latter preferring strict interpretations of
Islamic texts from the Holy Quran and Sunna (the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad,
pbuh) (Sidani 2005).
Such interpretations serve to justify the strict segregation of the sexes and to classify
women mainly as mothers and wives, placing them in the private circle within the home,
while men are workers moving in the public sphere (Al-arifi and Pharaon 2004, p.361).
Their husbands control women’s ability to work and travel, and their right to higher
education and divorce. Children belong to the husband’s family; until recently (2014), the
mother would lose custody over her children upon divorce and might never see them
again (Al-Dbees Sep, 2014); however, a change in the law has given the mother the right
to see her children and have custody over them, though it does not allow her to travel
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with them without their father’s permission. In addition to family honour, a good
reputation rests mainly on the public behaviour of women; therefore a high degree of
segregation of the sexes is reinforced in society (Al-arifi and Pharaon 2004, p.362).
Sidani (2005) argues that much of the discourse from the ulama in countries such as
Saudi Arabia tends to be conservative. He illustrates the views of traditional scholars
such as Sheik AbdulAziz BenBaz (the formal Grand Mufti and head of the Council of
Senior Ulama), stating that: “Sheikh BinBaz’s views reflect the notion that the
engagement of women in male domains separates them from their fitra (innate natures),
which eventually leads to women’s misery and demise”. In his view, such an occurrence
poses a danger to Muslim society as it leads to moral decline (Sidani 2005, p.503). Saudi
religious scholars have produced extensive rulings dealing with women’s issues.
According to Al-Rasheed (2015), the content of many of their rulings reflects an
obsession with all matters feminine. In the second half of the twentieth century, more
than thirty thousand fatwas on women were issued (Al-Rasheed 2015)
The current Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Sheikh Abdulaziz Al-Asheikh, shares these
views with other Saudi scholars. Because Islam is not merely a religion in Saudi Arabia,
but also the foundation of social and political stability, any social changes, especially
those related to women, must be verified by the official religious institution (known as
the Senior Council of Ulama) and its interpretations of Islamic texts. Religious scholars
play a major part in emphasising the role of women as essential to the unity of the family.
They also stress the dangers of mixing the sexes in the workplace, stressing that this
opens the door for sexual harassment and poses a risk to women’s decency. However,
religion is not the only factor affecting the status of Saudi women. The patriarchal nature
of the society also participates in shaping the private and public lives of Saudi women
(Alsudairi 2014). Sidani (2005) argues that the strict use of religious interpretations
justifies the cultural norms that control whether women can work in certain industries
which are considered suitable for women’s nature, such as education and healthcare. In
the few mixed workplaces that do exist, such as in the banking sector, women work
separately from their male colleagues, in women’s sections, and experience only limited
interaction with men. In contrast, modern Islamic scholars, such as the Egyptian religious
scholar Muhammad Al-Ghazali (1917–1996), use the same religious texts to justify their
views on the participation of women in the public as well as the private sphere (Sidani
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2005).
The political and economic events of the last sixty years have had a profound impact on
the position of Saudi women. Women’s rights and roles have been central to debates
between conservatives and progressives in Saudi society since 1960, when the first girls’
school was opened (Alsudairi 2014). By 1978, articles were published in Saudi
newspapers and magazines that discussed issues relating to women’s rights, such their
participation in education and work, and even their right to drive (Doumato 2000).
Conservatives perceived the rise of women in society as due to the influence of negative
“Western ideas” (Arebi 1994, p.17).
In 1979, a group of ultra-fundamentalist extremists, led by Juhayman Al-Oteybi, seized
the holy mosque in Makkah. While some historical analysts argue that the Makkah siege
was a reaction to governmental support of women’s rights and their increased
participation in the public sphere, others argue that the group comprised religious
extremists opposed to modernisation in general (Hamdan 2005, p.43). According to
Doumato (2000), Juhayman was attempting to officially put an end to what he called
Western influence in the country. In 1978, a year before the siege, newspapers and
magazines were publishing articles written by both men and women, discussing women’s
right to participate in public life (Doumato 2000). Saudi Arabia was experiencing
development, wealth and materialism for the first time, and changes began to occur to the
lifestyle within this closed culture (Qadhi 2014). After the Makkah siege, as a reaction to
prevent extremism, conservative perceptions dominated Saudi society, particularly
concerning women’s rights and social roles. They were justified by strict interpretations
of Islamic regulations (Abouzeid 2008, p. 20). This domination was evident in the media,
as television and newspapers were forbidden to broadcast images of unveiled women.
New laws banned women from conducting their business without a male representative,
or from travelling abroad without written consent from a male guardian (Doumato 2000).
There are some modern scholars whose beliefs differ from the traditional views regarding
the dress code for women. These scholars see no conflict between Islamic principles and
women working with men, because mixing with men is allowed to a degree. Certain
Islamic scholars support women’s participation in the public sphere, allowing them to
engage economically and politically in certain countries. On the other hand, conservatives
believe that women must cover their faces, and continue to prevent any direct contact
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with unrelated men (Alsudairi 2014). Sidani (2005) summarises the Arab feminist
movement, which started at the beginning of the twentieth century in Egypt and affected
the roles of Arab women in Egypt, Lebanon, Iraq and Syria during the 1950s and 1960s.

1.7 The dress code for Saudi women
During the 1950s, Saudi Arabia emerged as a new economic force in the Middle East. It
played an important role in the rise and spread of the Islamic resurgence, and therefore of
the veil (Ahmed 2011, p.61). In Arabic, the word hijab has three aspects; these three
dimensions often blend into one another. The first dimension is a visual one: to hide
something from sight, from the root of the verb “hajaba”, which means “to hide”
(Mernissi 1991). The second dimension is spatial: to separate, to mark a border or to
establish a limitation. Its purpose is to set boundaries between the sexes, separate them.
Finally, the third dimension is a moral principle: it belongs to the concept of the
forbidden، veiling eliminates any forbidden act. Hence, there are not just “tangible
categories that exist in the reality of the senses, the visual, the spatial, but also an abstract
reality in the realm of ideas” (Mernissi 1991, p.93). Mernissi (2002) explains that the
view of the hijab is a key concept in Muslim civilization; the hijab revival at the end of
the twentieth century came in response to Muslims’ new search for identity.
In the 1980s, distinguishing Saudi women from Western women became extremely
important; a boundary was drawn between them by rejecting the Western woman’s
lifestyle. In Islam, the female body is seen as a source of fitnah – temptation or disorder.
The total veiling of the body is regarded as a requirement in the public sphere. Scholars’
explanation that women should cover their bodies is not only based on the interpretation
cited from the Quran, but also the Prophet’s sayings, the Hadith (Ruby 2006). However,
many Hadiths that are often cited as a justification for women’s covering have been
challenged, with researchers arguing that these Hadiths are not authentic (Ruby 2006).
Iraqi Islamic scholar Ibn-al-Jawzi (d.1201), as cited in Roald (2001), argued that women
should stay at home, and if they need to go out, should wear the hijab because they can
cause fitnah (temptation and chaos). Ibn-al-Jawzi bases his argument on the Hadith that
says: “the best mosque for women is their home”. However, Al-Ghazzali (d.1111) argued
that many of the Prophet’s sayings provide evidence that women used to pray at mosques
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during the Prophet’s time (Roald 2003, p. 254). Muslim scholars often associate the
notion of fitnah with women’s sexuality. Abu Alfadl (2014), however, argues that the
Quran uses the word fitnah for non-sexual concepts, such as money and tribulations. He
further argues that the injunction that women need to cover their bodies to avoid fitnah is
not in harmony with Islam’s message; the Quran does not use the word to imply that
women are a source of temptation, and does not view the female body as fitnah (Elfadl
2014). Moreover, Islam requires a lowering of the gaze and modesty for both men and
women (Ruby 2006). Ruby (2006) argues that many Muslim women who wear the hijab
state that it liberates them from the male gaze and helps them to be in charge of their own
bodies. They claim that the hijab is not a sign of oppression; rather, it is a sign of
liberation that protects them from a sexist society, freedom from the male gaze, and helps
them stay away from un-Islamic practices (Ruby 2006).
Immediately after 9/11, some women took off their veils to avoid harassment, while
others began covering themselves for the first time in their lives. According to Leila
Ahmed, these women cited a range of reasons: the desire to confirm their Muslim
identity, to educate others and break stereotypes, in some cases, to express solidarity with
Palestinians, and to encourage other women to think about gender bias in society – in
other words, clothing choices and physical appearance influence the treatment of women
(Ahmed 2011).
In Saudi society, the hijab, or “veil”, is regarded as an indisputable religious obligation
and as a symbol of the depth of religious conviction, as well as solidarity with other
Muslim women. For most Saudi women, the veil is a must; without it, women have not
made the essential commitment to a particular ideal of the authenticity of identity (Alarifi and Pharaon 2004).
In 2009, Mrs Nura Al-Faiz, Deputy Minister of Education, stated in Al-Watan
newspaper: “the publication of my photograph in the press angered me a lot. I do not
know where they found it. I have been asked for a photo, but refused. I am a Saudi Najdi4
monaqaba5 and I do not accept the press publishing my photos” (Al-Rasheed 2013,
p.134). Although the veil, which most Saudi females are represented with, is connected

4
5

From Najd, the central part of Saudi Arabia. People in this region are known to be stricter than others.
One who wears the niqab (covering the entire face except the eyes).
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with a spiritual and religious meaning that suggests certain behaviour, for many Saudi
women, religious meanings are associated with their identity and an entire social and
cultural tradition (AlMunajjed 1997). However, other women might argue that they
choose to cover their face or hair in public because they want the focus to be on their
cause or their work, and not their clothing. Nevertheless, some find the veil a vehicle of
cultural, traditional and religious reinforcement by the country.
Although there is no Islamic source that specifies the colour of women’s clothes, Saudi
scholars have elevated black to the rank of religious obligation. Al-Rasheed (2013)
describes Saudi women as women in black, which visually distinguishes Saudi females
from non-Saudi Arab or Muslim women. In Saudi Arabia, when in public, women are
expected not to wear white clothes as such an outfit is the choice of the men of the
country, and in wearing it women would be seen as imitating men and confusing their
gender. This explains the persistence of the black abaya, which is not only a cultural dress
code, but also has religious significance (Al-Rasheed 2015). Put simply, women in Saudi
are required to wear the abaya in public places or in the presence of men who are not
mahram, which is a father, brother, grandfather, husband, uncle or son. Moreover, all
women, including foreigners and non-Muslims, must wear the abaya in public places,
though they are not obliged to cover their hair.
Nonetheless, women in Saudi Arabia and Gulf countries have modernised the abaya, and
introduced many different styles, colours and fashion trends. There are specialised abaya
fashion designer shows and also social media accounts that publicise the latest trends.
Because the original abaya is black, the new coloured abaya have provoked controversy,
with traditionalists who refuse change arguing that the abaya should not draw attention,
and should not assist in identifying individual women. They are intended to cover and
hide the entire body in order to protect her. On the other hand, some extremists use the
hijab or abaya as an excuse to erase the woman’s identity, and her individuality: women
wearing the full veil (niqab) all look the same. They claim that even women’s hands
should not be seen; they also claim that a woman’s voice should only be heard by men
who are mahram to her. These different interpretations of what a hijab should be have led
to different practices and different representations.
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Figure 1. 2 Saudi women wearing the traditional
abaya and niqab. Source: Alamy 2015.

Figure 1. 3 Model wearing a modernized abaya.
Source: Khashoggi 2016.
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Figure 1. 4 Model wearing a modernized
abaya. Source: Khashoggi 2016.

1.8 Visual representations of Saudi women in Saudi Arabia
In 2009, thirty-five Islamic scholars in Saudi Arabia circulated a petition calling for a ban
on women presenters or pictures of women in the media observed as offensive (Haykel,
Hegghammer et al. 2015, p.307). Later in 2015, the Kingdom’s advisory body, the Shura
Council, passed a law requiring women on television to wear “black headscarves and
traditional abayas” while on air (Donaghy 2015).6 According to Ahmed Al-Zailaee, the
law applies to all female media workers in Saudi Arabia (Donaghy 2015). Although some
members of the council said there are other, more important matters to focus on, another
Shura member, and one of the authors of the new law, Ibrahim Abu Obat, stated that it is
“embarrassing” that the country’s media does not represent Islam in what he deems to be
the Saudi way: “Saudi women must appear with the respectable hijab, so we can have a
Saudi media that truly respects our beliefs and values” (BBC News 2015). Abu Obat also

6

The Shura Council is Saudi Arabia’s consultative assembly, also known as Majlis Al-Shura (the formal
advisory body of Saudi Arabia), yet it has limited powers in government.
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called for a national dress code for female state representatives, after a controversy
involving Manal Radwan, a member of the Kingdom’s delegation to the UN, speaking on
behalf of Saudi Arabia to the UN Security Council on the 30th of January the same year,
who faced criticism at home for her decision not to wear a headscarf or abaya (Donaghy
2015).

Figure 1. 5 SBC presenter wearing a headscarf,
Arab News. Source: Al-Ekhbariah-News 2016.

Figure 1. 6 Manal Radwan, member of the Kingdom’s
UN delegation, speaking on behalf of Saudi Arabia to
the UN Security Council on 30th January, 2015. Source:
Donaghy 2015.
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The images above present distinctly different representations of women in Saudi Arabia.
Figure 1.5 shows an Arab female presenter wearing the black headscarf and abaya.
Although the presenter is an Arab non-Saudi, she is obliged by the law passed by the
Shura Council to wear the veil when presenting on Saudi television. The first image
shows an Arab female presenter wearing the black headscarf and abaya after the
Kingdom’s advisory body accepted the law requiring females represented on television to
cover their body and head. Currently there are female presenters who have started
wearing the abaya on specific Saudi channels. Nonetheless, despite her compliance with
the law, there is a conflict apparent in the image of the woman presenter wearing the
abaya, but having full makeup and also presenting, which contradicts the entire purpose
of the hijab: modesty and not drawing attention.
On the other hand, the image of Manal Radwan is a clear example of a woman wearing
conservative clothes with no or minimal makeup on. Because she was not wearing a
headscarf, however, she was criticised and not accepted by some people in her country.
Radwan is a member of the Kingdom’s UN delegation, speaking on behalf of Saudi
Arabia, which could mean that the Saudi state is somehow promoting modernity.
However, the photographs of Radwan’s appearance at the Council were published in
Saudi newspapers, triggering angry reactions from conservative readers.
Being aware of the difference between the representation of women for a Saudi audience
and the representation of Saudi women for an international audience in these examples
illustrates the contradictions in how Saudi women present themselves and the choices that
they are allowed in the public sphere, depending on their audience. This is not limited to
the wearing of abaya, but extends to accessories such as makeup, perfume, nail polish,
brand of handbag and shoes. All these are forms of representation that some women use
as a challenge to culture and tradition. There are women who wear the abaya in Saudi
Arabia and follow the rules and regulations, but they take it off as soon as they travel to
any other country. There are also women who appear in complete black abaya, who cover
their face and sometimes hands, put the abaya on their head to hide their shoulders from
being seen, so no one can tell how their bodies are shaped. In other words, the dress code
changes according to the context, and is also related to each individual woman, her limits
and her expectations of people’s reactions.
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Figure 1. 7 Dr Maha Al-Mozaini honoured in the
UAE. Source: Al-Dosari December, 2015.

In 2015, the United Arab Emirates honoured Dr Maha Al-Mozaini, a director at the King
Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre in Riyadh, for her remarkable
achievements in her field ‘Immunology’. Posters of her were displayed in the streets of
Dubai to honour her remarkable achievements, although she is not from the Emirates.
However, there was no representation of her on the streets of Saudi Arabia, where no
posters or images are shown that have Saudi women’s faces on them. The visual
representation of women is limited to only a few advertisements, in which the women are
not Saudi.
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Figure 1. 8 “Saving your identity is saving your
rights.” taken at Hayat Mall, Riyadh, 2016.
Recently, in 2016, the Civil Affairs service in the Ministry of the Interior displayed
posters in major cities of Saudi Arabia requesting Saudi women to obtain a national
identity card to ensure their civil rights in basic law, as men do, as the national identity
card is the way to prove one’s identity. The poster showed a woman in the traditional
black abaya and scarf. In some shopping malls, the management altered the poster,
covering the entire face with black. The poster says: “saving your identity, is saving your
rights, be responsible and request your national identity card”. The contradiction in this
poster is striking to those observers who are not used to the fact that some women cover
their faces. Visual representation of Saudi women is here both present and denied.
Certain questions surface when looking at the poster: What is the Saudi woman’s
identity? Is the face a part of the identity? Is there identity without the face? How do
Saudi women want to be visually represented? Eventually, it is about accepting and
understanding without interference and judgment.

1.9 Visual representations of Saudi women in the West
Over the last century, Western media and popular culture have developed a visual
representation of Middle Eastern and Muslim women. The usual stereotype is that of the
oppressed, veiled woman, the exotic belly dancer, or the rich princess leading an
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extravagant lifestyle. This usage of the veiled woman as a symbol has a continuing
Orientalist history in its representation of Islam. Deciding whether to wear the hijab or
not, what it reveals and what it hides, are all a part of the realm of identity formation
(Umar 2011). The veil, to both Arab and Western observers, is the most obvious sign of
Islamic reinforcement (Al-arifi and Pharaon 2004, p.360) and patriarchy. Macdonald
(2006) argues that the obsession with images of veiled Muslim women raises significant
issues for the feminist debate, as it has stolen attention from their own voices and selfdefinitions.

Figure 1. 9 Dougie Wallace, ‘Losing Face in Saudi
Arabia’. Source: Wallace 2016, p.23.
In 2016, Glasgow born photographer Dougie Wallace published photographs he took
from six shopping malls in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the Sunday Times magazine. These
photographs were all of advertisements from specific shops. The women in the posters
were all blurred or pixelated. Wallace stated:
I was fascinated by the rubbed out female faces and
pixelated feet, I shot with my Leica Q, which is small, fast
and discreet. I always had my eyes open for the religious
police. I had a story ready that I was a fashion blogger
interested in the clothes, in case anyone asked what I am
doing. (Wallace 2016, p.22).
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Figure 1. 10 Dougie Wallace, ‘Losing Face in Saudi
Arabia’ Source: Wallace 2016, p.22.
According to Wallace (2016), mannequins were also headless, regardless of gender. His
photographs are from his project series called ‘Lifting the veil’. This work in particular
titled ‘Losing Face in Saudi Arabia’, offers a glimpse into the strict cultural codes that
rule Jeddah, even though it is considered a more liberal and multicultural city than the
capital or other cities in Saudi Arabia. In Saudi Arabia, representations of the human
figure are not accepted in the public sphere. Saudi Islamic scholars explain that making a
sculpture that resembles a human is forbidden, in case it is worshipped as an idol.
Wallace’s photographs portray an eerie world of erased female faces. As a Saudi living in
Saudi Arabia at the time he was taking the photographs, I cannot remember seeing these
blurred or pixelated posters; this made me question whether Wallace as a photographer
searched for these images in local traditional markets where they are strict about what
they display, or alternatively, was he producing these images to add to the existing
stereotype of Saudi Arabia? Otherwise, it could be that I had seen them so often that they
became invisible to me.
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Figure 1. 11 Illustration for Time (Norah Al-Faiz).
Source: Smith 2009.
Controversy became inevitable in Saudi Arabia with the appointment of Norah Al-Faiz as
the first female Deputy Minister for Women’s Education in Saudi history, the highestranking female official in Saudi Arabia. Prince Talal Bin Abdlazeez considered her
appointment as a part of a larger process of change, initiated by King Abdullah before his
coronation, when he was still crown prince (Admon and Camron 2009). However, Ali
Alyami argues that her appointment was largely a move to make democratic reformers
ineffective both inside and outside the country, with the goal of reducing global criticism
over Saudi segregation policies (Alyami 2010). Al-Faiz was in Time magazine’s list of
the world’s most influential people, which used an illustration of a woman wearing a
niqab to represent her (Smith 2009). Al-Faiz does not regularly wear the niqab, and the
fact that she felt the need to be presented differently signifies the complexity of the visual
representation of Saudi women within Saudi culture. It was her wish to have her portrait
with a full niqab in Time, and therefore they respected her wish (Cheney 2009).
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1.10 Figural representations in Islamic art
Visual art has always been part of the Islamic tradition. The development of Islamic art
and artistic traditions was profoundly influenced by the spread of Islam from the Arabian
Peninsula in the seventh century (Art 2000). However, the representation of human
figures was not allowed by some Muslim scholars, to distinguish Islam from supposedly
idolatrous practices (Zuhur 2011, p.281). This referred to those who denied and
abandoned the existence of Allah, and worshipped the sun, the moon, Satan, statues or
any created beings (Zeno 1996, p.41). Traditionally, Islamic art involved non-figurative
complex geometric patterns, although there were representations of the Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) and his companions, particularly in books of illustrations. By the
medieval period, illustrations of the Prophet were shown with his face hidden. Other
representations of humans, animals or natural scenes were not problematic in nonreligious settings, but Muslims wanted to avoid the practices of Christian art and distance
themselves from the use of icons and representations of Jesus, as in the Christian tradition
(Zuhur 2011, p.281).

Figure 1. 12 The angel Gabriel appearing to Muhammad (pbuh)
on Mount Al-Nour. Siyar-i-Nabi (Life of the Prophet), created in
1003 by Ahmad Nur Ibn Mustafa, published in Turkey, 18th
century. Source: Illustration 2016.
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Figure 1. 13 Muhammad (pbuh) standing before the Kaaba in
Makkah. From the 1595 illustrated edition of the Siyer-i-Nebi,
Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul. Source: Illustration 2016.
In the present day, even those who are very strict in classifying all kinds of figurative
representations, including photographs, would not include those of necessity, such as
pictures taken for identity cards, passports, keeping records of suspects or crime scene
pictures. Even those Islamic preachers who want the prohibition of the representation of
humans do not see anything unacceptable in photographic pictures, especially if they are
not of the full figure. Some preachers oppose this strict interpretation and argue that the
punishment of figure makers (imitation of Allah’s attribution to creation) does not apply
in the case of photographic images (Al-Qaradawi 1985, p.64). The late Egyptian jurist
Sheikh Muhammad Bakhit ruled that since the photograph merely captures the image of a
real object through a camera, there is no reason for prohibition. He also found that
prohibited pictures are those whose object is not actually presented and which originates
from the artist, because he believes that by doing so, the artist is imitating God’s act of
creation (Al-Qaradawi 1985, p.64).
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The reason for the differing ways of clarifying what is regarded as allowed or forbidden
with regards to photographic portraits between Muslim scholars is the obvious lack of
reference to this issue in the Quran, and the very strong stand against representation in
Saudi custom and tradition (Sadria 1984, p.100). There are also great differences on the
matter of whether keeping and collecting photographs for personal use is acceptable.
Hanging pictures or portraits in a house has been deemed unacceptable by many of the
Muslim scholars referred to in Saudi culture. The majority of Muslim scholars believe
such usage should be restricted. For example, Shaikh Ibn Uthaimeen was asked about the
possession of photographs at home and replied: “taking pictures for memories is
forbidden, because the Prophet ‘peace be upon him’ told us that angels do not enter a
house in which an image exists” (Wasel 1997). While this could be considered proof, for
some Muslim people, that photographic portraits are forbidden, it is also known that Ibn
Uthaimeen is one of the scholars who supports the practice of photography for means
such as documentation or when needed.

1.11 Art and photography in Saudi Arabia
In 1998, leading Saudi Islamic scholar Abdul Aziz Bin Baz announced that many of the
traditions and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) prohibit, in principle, visual
representations of humans or animals, whether through drawings, sculptures or
photographs.7 According to his interpretation of the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh), photographers are cursed and will face severe punishment on the Day of
Judgment. Consequently, Bin Baz’s followers widely destroyed pictures or photographs
that represented human or animal faces in the private or public sphere, such as at home,
in shopping malls and even in schoolbooks.
According to Saudi Islamic scholar Shaikh Salih Alfozan, portrait photography is
forbidden unless it is a necessity. In other words, photography for artistic reasons or
pleasure is forbidden (Facey and Grant 2001, p.9). On the other hand, Islamic scholar
Shaikh Ibn Uthaimeen clarified that taking photographs is not forbidden because it is an
act of copying the creation of God, instead of trying to create and replicate God’s creation

Abdul Aziz Bin Baz, was the leading Saudi Arabian Islamic scholar, and grand mufti until his death in
1999.
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(Alshihri 2014). Preachers such as Al-Qaradawi tend to believe that the subject matter
will be the determining factor. Photographic subjects are prohibited if they run counter to
the beliefs, morals and laws of Islam. Thus, in Saudi Arabia nude or semi-nude
photographs, drawings or paintings, or those which show parts of the male or female
body which excite lust, or photographs of male and female subjects in provocative poses,
are all forbidden (Al-Qaradawi 1985, p.64).
The debate over visual representation of living beings is very controversial. The strongest
statements on the subject of figural depiction are written in the Hadith, where it is
believed that painters are challenged to put life into their creations (painting and
sculptures) on the Day of Judgment and threatened with punishment (Art 2000). On the
other hand, the Quran is less strict than the Hadith since it only condemns people who
idolise those paintings or creations. It is significant that art education is offered in
schools; this counters the conservative position that representational ‘figurative’ art is
forbidden in Islam, particularly images of people (Zuhur 2011, p.238).
According to the Saudi Ministry of Education, in 2005, the chapter on religion and
photography in the subject of tawhid (monotheism) taught to students in the ninth grade
in Saudi Arabia was open to revision as part of a wider re-examination of school curricula
(Al-Awsat 2005). Dr Said Malis, Deputy Minister of Education, indicated that subjects
such as photography, which are discussed in religious education, are subject to revision to
clarify information that students might misunderstand or confuse with other matters. The
Union of Photographers in Saudi (Friends of Light) had claimed that the views expressed
in religious textbooks caused students to assault photographers because of an inadequate
understanding of religious subjects (Al-Awsat 2005). When asked to give his opinion on
the religious commands concerning photography, Khalid Al-Atiq, one of the founders of
the Union of Saudi Photographers stated that “religious scholars disagree amongst
themselves in determining which photographs to prohibit” (Al-Awsat 2005). In Atiq’s
opinion, “we do not change any of God’s creations and have no means to do so” (AlAwsat 2005). Islamic scholar Sheikh Mohammed Ibn Uthaimeen gave his opinion on this
subject and said, “what I see is a machine which instantly produces a picture. The
individual has no part to play in the process; it is not a depiction but a copy of an image
that God created. It is an impression with no intervention by the photographer” (Aljama’a
2012).
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Although art in Saudi Arabia is respected and has a connection with heritage and history,
artists often deal with religious and traditional prejudice about their work. In Saudi
Arabia, where Sharia law governs all aspects of life, censorship is common and artists
must be careful not to push boundaries or challenge conventions. They have to respect
religious beliefs during the creation of their artistic or photographic representations, as
part of the strategy for their work to be accepted. While in Saudi Arabia the infrastructure
for enabling artistic ventures is somewhat lacking, artists seek inspiration by using books
and the Internet, and by sharing ideas with artistically talented friends and relatives.

1.12 The history of contemporary photographic portraiture in Saudi
Arabia
Photography was introduced to the Middle East a few years after its invention in 1839
(Graham-Brown 1988, p.36). Egypt, Iran and Palestine were amongst the earliest
countries to examine the new medium (Graham-Brown 1988, p.36). Photography in the
Middle East often seems to have been regarded by those behind the camera and those in
front of it as a form of power, with those in front of the camera frequently feeling
vulnerable due to its power to freeze them into an image (Graham-Brown 1988, p.60). In
certain parts of the Middle East, photography was considered the work of the Devil
(Graham-Brown 1988, p.61). According to Graham-Brown, in cultures where the
regulations of women’s visibility was an important aspect of patriarchal control,
photography might suggest not only a claim of the photographer’s power over the
subject, but a loss of male control over women, because through it she is viewed by
others. In fact, to this day, some religious people believe that angels will not visit a home
that contains photographs (Zuhur 2011, p.283). Despite the spread of photography across
the world, in the Middle East, the Arabian Peninsula, what is today known as Saudi
Arabia, remained isolated (Facey and Grant 2001, p.9). The first photographs within the
Arabian Peninsula seem to have been taken in 1861 by an Egyptian officer, Colonel
Muhammad Sadiq, who stepped onto the shores at the Red Sea port on the northern coast
of the Hijaz (Aljama'a 2012).
Apart from along the Gulf and southern coasts, the territories of the Arabian Peninsula
were of little interest to Europeans. Few Europeans entered The Holy cities of the Hijaz;
however, most notably Richard Burton managed to visit Makkah in 1853, and Charles
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Didier, of Swiss nationality, visited Yunbu, Jeddah and Taif in 1854. The rest of Saudi
Arabia remained inaccessible to foreign travellers due to the harsh conditions or the
hazards of travel (Facey and Grant 2001, p.9). While rural women were photographed
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Western photographers during this
period took hardly any photographs of upper- or middle-class women. Upper-class
women mostly lived in privacy in order to ensure the honour of their fathers, brothers and
husbands (Kramarae and Spender 2000, p.1119).
Considering the beginnings of photography in the Middle East, the work of early icons of
photography consisted largely of images created from a Western point of view
(Friedewald 2014, p.4). Until the twentieth century, photographs were generally made in
the context of archaeological exploration, commissioned by government agencies or
religious organisations. Although photographs ranged from the pyramids, religious sites
and belly dancers, they echoed the Western point of view (Friedewald 2014). During the
twentieth century, under colonial rule, photographic studios began to operate in
Alexandria, Cairo, Beirut, Damascus, Tunis and Tehran (Gresh 2013, p.22).
Nowadays, photography is a growing domain in Saudi Arabia, especially considering that
displaying photographs or portraits was scandalous and forbidden in most circles not so
long ago (Facey and Grant 2001, p.8). Photography and its social acceptance have
progressed a great deal from being a religiously forbidden practice to a respected
profession, and taking pictures has become the norm. In 2006, Saudi Arabia lifted a ban
on photography in public places, as the country attempted to attract more visitors to the
birthplace of Islam (Zuhur 2011, p.283).
According to the Saudi general authority for statistics, Saudi Arabia is a country of thirtyone million people with extremely diverse cultures and lifestyles (Gastat 2016). The need
to take photographs, in addition to the wide differences in interpretation and the
contradiction between Islamic scholars, makes photography a popular contemporary
activity among young men and women. This major change in the attitude towards
photography occurred gradually in Saudi society, until it became more visibly acceptable.
Whereas initially it was more difficult for Middle Eastern women to join the field of
photography and to adopt it as a profession, they are now becoming prominent figures in
photography. Although many women faced problems and restrictions, a large number of
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female photographers from Iran, Iraq, Egypt and Saudi Arabia became photographers
around the middle of the twentieth century. In 2013, Stanford University Museum
presented opportunities for female photographers of Muslim origin to present their work;
these included artists such as Boushra Almutawakel from Yemen, Gohar Dashti from
Iran, Rana El Nemr from Egypt, Lalla Essaydi from Morocco, and Rania Matar from
Lebanon, allowing them to prove their abilities. Early professional female photographers
mostly shot weddings because women felt more comfortable with a woman taking their
pictures. Now there is an increasing number of commercial female photographers in a
growing range of fields. Manal Al-Dabbagh, for example, was the first female
photographer from Saudi Arabia in the field of sports photography. As the head of
photographers at Al-Watan newspaper in Qatar, Al-Dabbagh started her career in Saudi
Arabia, alongside a friend, as a wedding photographer (Hodaly 2013). After gaining
photographic skills, she found an opportunity in sporting events working in Qatar. In
2013, Al-Dabbagh claimed that “the Saudi woman needs only to take the first steps to
overcome social and mental obstacles, and once she has done that, she can become the
scientist, the genius, and the creative force in all professions” (Hodaly 2013).
Many women in Saudi Arabia hire a woman wedding photographer to document their
special day while others have their own cameras to document their special moments, and
some Saudi women feel comfortable using social media to share their wedding
photographs. One example of a wedding and documentary photographer is Mona AlYedreessy (Al-Yedreessy 2015). During her Bachelor’s degree, she took a course in
digital imaging and a part of that program was building photography skills; she learnt
how to take studio photographs and use digital cameras and lenses. For two years, AlYedreessy worked as an assistant for a professional wedding photographer in London,
before establishing her own business in Saudi Arabia in 2010. Al-Yedreessy stated in an
interview in 2015 that “my long term goals are to continue succeeding in what I do. I like
to be represented as a young Muslim professional photographer who can hopefully
change the stereotypes of women who work at events” (Al-Yedreessy 2015).
One of Saudi’s internationally recognised photographers is Princess Reem Al-Faysal, the
granddaughter of King Faysal, who has captured some memorable images of the hajj. The
hajj is a favourite photographic and artistic subject for Muslims; however, only small
digital cameras and mobile phone cameras are allowed. The authorities disapprove of
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people taking photographs inside the mosques in both Makkah and Madinah, nevertheless
almost all visitors to these holy cities take photographs. If caught with a larger camera,
they will be asked to delete the photographs, or sometimes, if it is a large and obviously
professional camera, it will be confiscated.
Although photography in public places and tourists sites is now generally permitted, three
basic rules apply: never photograph airports, police stations, mosques or anything
vaguely connected with the security services (Hamdan 2005); photographing people is
not allowed without their permission, nor is photographing women in public; photographs
of government buildings can be taken in some cases, where there is no sign banning
photography, yet permission is still needed to photograph private property or individuals.
For this reason, a number of Saudi women artists are motivated to use photography as a
tool that might give expression to what they refer to as “social problems”, as a means of
expressing themselves; or rather it represents a chance for them to express and reveal
their identity and culture. In 2012, Saudi photographer Marwa Al-Mugait, a graduate
from King Saud University with a BA in Business Administration, examined the issue of
mental health among women in Saudi Arabia, in her project The Mood Diary, intimately
documenting an individual’s battle with bipolar disorder (Coomes 2012). Al-Mugait’s
subject, Mona, bravely opened all the locked doors into her private life and revealed
twenty-seven years of suffering. Despite the social concerns the subject might experience
as a Saudi woman admitting to mental health problems, Mona looked at this project as
liberation from her suffering, via an unfamiliar means of expression (Coomes 2012). AlMugait reported that:
The project took time to come together and it was only
after much search and heading down a few dead ends that I
found Mona, as many of those I approached did not want
to talk about their illness as it could jeopardize their
position in society. (Coomes 2012)
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Figure 1. 14 Marwa Al-Mugait, ‘I can never tell, who
am I?’ From the series The Mood Diary. Source:
Coomes, 2012.

Also in 2012, Sara Abu Abdulah, a Saudi artist who studied art for a year in the UAE,
stated that “I don’t call for extreme freedom, but we grow up at a very young age here,
and the more you grow up, the more you realize you will never have full custody of your
life” (Independent, Aug 4, 2015). However, she also claimed that “being a woman in
Saudi may be really restricting, but being a female Saudi artist is very good at the
moment. I want to join that wave” (Hamdan 2005, p.54). Many travel abroad to receive
training in art schools in London or New York with or without state funding.
Recently, in 2015, a trio of young female Saudi artists from Princess Nora University
created a poster campaign (O’Regan 2015). which generated discussion on art in a
conservative country. The three students, Boshra Al-Oudi, Majd Al-Harbi and Ayesha
Al-Barqi, displayed more than 400 posters, stating “Art is Halal”,8 in the streets of
Riyadh (O’Regan 2015). Wearing the full hijab and traditional abaya, the women
photographed themselves pasting the posters all around the city, on car windscreens,
vending machines and pedestrian footbridges, after which they posted their images on
social media. According to all three artists, the aim of the campaign was to provoke
public debate about the limits on freedom of expression in art in Saudi Arabia.

8

Halal means “lawful”. Traditionally, it has several other significations, such as acceptable, in Islam.
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Figure 1. 15Art is Halal. Source: Atkinson 2015.

Figure 1. 16 Art is Halal. Source: Atkinson 2015.
Another contemporary Saudi artist is Fatimah Alnemer, who uses multimedia
representations to express her identity through her art. She uses photography, screen
printing and painting all at once to produce artwork communicating self-representation.
Alnemer stated in an interview: “I have a message for every woman through my art. I am
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a woman; therefore, I have to support women. I am always criticised for being by a
woman’s side”.9 Alnemer said that her work is directed at Saudi women and women all
over the world. While she focuses on expressing feminine characteristics and women’s
issues, in her artworks she covers either her face, mouth or eyes.
What makes Alnemer unlike other artists in Saudi Arabia is that she represents herself in
her artwork. In one way, she is showing herself to the public; however, she is still
covering herself, either by using objects or simply her hand to cover her face or parts of
her face, or by using Arabic calligraphy and other layers of drawing and painting.
Although Alnemer claims that she is representing women all around the world, it is very
clear that it is more of a mirror of her own society’s interpretation of women. In an
interview with Saudi Gazette magazine, Alnemer spoke openly about hosting exhibitions
in Saudi Arabia:
It is difficult to hold an exhibition in the Kingdom due to the laws and
regulations imposed on us, particularly in the Eastern region. There are so
many pressures and restrictions attached to permits for exhibitions. All this
is because of some people who have nothing to do with art yet take a
negative approach towards it. (Gazette 2014)

Figure 1. 17 Fatimah Alnemer, untitled.
Source: Alnemer 2016.

9

On the 8th of June 2016, the artist was contacted through personal messages.
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Figure 1. 18 Fatimah Alnemer, untitled.
Source: Alnemer 2016.

1.13 Western photographic representations of Saudi Arabia
After 1841, the Middle East attracted a number of early European photographers. Egypt,
Syria and Palestine were the focus of their interest because of their importance to Britain
and Europe, and the spectacular antiquities for which they were known. However, it was
the 1850s that saw the real expansion of photography in the Middle East (Milner 2012).
During the first two decades of photography, the Middle East often appeared to be a
world empty of people, but full of historical monuments, due to the restrictions on
photographic subjects. However, from time to time, a few human figures appeared (Facey
and Grant 2001, p.8).
In the period up to World War I, a large proportion of the photographs taken by
Westerners in the Middle East were the products of commercial studios or photographers
seeking to profit from their work by publication in magazines or books (Graham-Brown
1988, p.36). English author and photographer Freya Stark travelled to the Middle East in
the 1920s through to the 1950s, and left an extensive record of her writings and
photographs of her contacts with women. Stark’s photographs of Yemen, Iraq and
Kuwait in the 1930s gave Middle Eastern women visibility and an individuality that
many other photographers failed to represent (Kramarae and Spender 2000, p.1119).
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Saudi Arabia and its citizens were also a favoured subject for Western photographers,
ever since the days of early travellers like Gertrude Bell, an archaeologist and adventurer,
and eventually the oriental secretary to the British High Commission in Iraq (GrahamBrown 1988, p.36). Bell was an enthusiastic photographer whose main focus was largely
exploration, archaeology, architecture and social life (Zuhur 2011, p.238). Bell’s belief
that the tribal people of Arabia were uncorrupted by her own industrial civilisation holds
some truth. However, it was that same belief which led to her dismissiveness of the urban
societies of the Arab Middle East, regarding the Arabs as a mixture of cultures, split
between modernity and the everlasting Orient (Collins 1986, p.26).
One of the few cross-cultural ethnographic photographs and films made on Middle
Eastern women, was by female photographer Eve Arnold in 1971 in the United Arab
Emirates. Her Behind the Veil (photo series and film) portrays life in Dubai, focusing on
the lives of Muslim women, and provides a view of a traditional Arab culture rapidly
entering the modern age owing to its new-found oil wealth. Her film depicts activities
connected with the celebrations of the marriage of the crown prince of Dubai, including
the gigantic feasts and festivities with dance and music (Beck 1977, p.195). Her work
provides a glimpse into the Arab Middle Eastern culture of the 1970s, including the tribal
codes of hospitality, honour, shame, gender segregation, and female and male relations.
Her film and photographs address some of the Western stereotypes about Middle Eastern
women, such as veiling, the privacy of women and polygamy. Arnold reframed the
representations within the context of socio-cultural and religious systems. For example,
her work shows how the veiling and seclusion of women were seen as acts of love and
protection for women in the past, when tribal attacks were a threat to women in the desert
(Beck 1977, p.195).

1.14 Feminist photographic strategies
The current research project is motivated by feminist convictions. As a female
photographer and researcher, I try to communicate the opinions, beliefs, emotions and
words of other women, and to express and explore individual identities and situations
through a photograph. Photography has always been a communicative translation of my
personal thought process; in this research it is also an ideal method for understanding
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others. The collaborative photographic process used in this project was intended to
produce an active outcome, presenting original insights into Saudi culture and the Saudi
woman though the collaborative photographic practice.
It was during the 1960s that many women photographers who identified with the feminist
art movement that emerged in the late 1960’s began developing photographic feminist
thinking (Williams 1991, p.184). Feminist photography, in its different forms, is
important within the context of women’s photography, not only because it challenges
traditional photographic usage and classic methods of picture making, but also because it
has allowed women greater access to the medium (Crowley and Himmelweit 1992,
p.336). Feminist historian and critic Cindy Nemser stated that a woman indulging in art,
whether it is overtly political or not, is a feminist in action. According to her, “feminism
is a gateway to humanism, to a place where every race and religion, as well as both
genders will be evaluated strictly on their merit and prejudice will finally be abolished”
(Nemser 2007).
All cultures have visual characteristics; for many, the visual aspects of a culture, whether
imagery, signs, styles, pictures or symbols, are the most powerful elements of the
complex and sophisticated systems of communication that constitute a culture
(Pajaczkowska 2000). The culture discussed in this research project is Saudi culture,
particularly women within this culture. According to Al-Rasheed (2015), women (their
status, their rights and obligations, their limitations) are what make Saudis unique and
different from other Arab countries or the many Islamic countries worldwide. In other
words, they are defining themselves in a new way that challenges old perceptions of
Saudi society. They are seeking to be modern by choosing to highlight their subjectivity
and choices.
Feminist and critical theorist Judith Butler argues that women should not be identified in
terms of their sex. If, for instance, we see women as those who are capable of giving
birth, this immediately excludes a large number of women who are unable or unwilling to
procreate from this category. She claims, therefore, that since women are so diverse we
can no longer define them as a unified group: “the very subject of women is no longer
understood in stable or abiding terms” (Butler 1990, p.1). She emphasises the necessity of
promoting the visibility of women through the development of language that fully or
efficiently represents women (Butler, quoted inWilliams 1991, p.170). The main
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advantage of women’s photography today is that – like a language – it demonstrates a
diversity of techniques and issues, a sign of the confidence and richness of feminist
practice, from documentary photography to portraits. Consequently, women have not
only created an opportunity for other women photographers, but also contributed to and
determined what photographic history looks like today (Butler 1990, p.1). This was
obviously critical in Butler’s view of gender in universal cultural conditions, when she
pointed out how women’s lives were either misrepresented or not represented at all
(Butler 1990).
Portraying and representing women from all different jobs and different levels of society,
from showgirls to the then first lady Hilary Clinton, laying bare their outstanding
achievements alongside the challenges they still faced, feminist photographer Annie
Leibovitz, driven by writer and cultural analyst Susan Sontag, published Women in 1999,
a book and an exhibition. Featuring a collection of portraits representing American
women at that time, Leibovitz was well aware of the vast nature of the subject; she stated:
“I thought it was a bad idea because it was too big. How can you do it? It’s like going out
and photographing the ocean” (Pursley 2016). She knew that a project like this could
never really be over, mirroring the continued evolution of women in society. Susan
Sontag called it a “work in progress” (Pursley 2016). Feminist activist and journalist
Gloria Steinem commented on the project: “She looks beyond gender, beyond
stereotypes, beyond masks of the day to show us that everything alive is both universal
and unique, including me, including you” (Pursley 2016).
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Figure 1. 19 Gloria Steinem, left, and Annie Leibovitz; in the
background are photographs from Leibovitz’s project Women:
New Portraits. Source: Montgomery 2016.
According to Jessica Evans (2000), there is now a valued body of work on the politics of
representation and visual images, based on feminist theory, photography and cultural
studies. The products of photographic work are often regarded as visual constructions or
texts (Evans 2000). Photography can be used as a medium to express and improve
subjectivity to penetrate the undiscovered secrets of reality. In agreement with this, there
is a need to pay close attention to what women photograph and how they are
photographed, in order to observe the previously unnoticed limits of genre in terms of
what was shown and what was not, and what was said and what was not.
Understanding and focusing on previous feminist photographic strategies will help with
improving current forms of representation of women in Saudi Arabia. For the current
project, I produced portraits of women rather than idealised or distorted images, such as
those presented in the media, while also giving them the chance to articulate themselves.
I want to explore specific issues related to the lives of Saudi women: their cultural
beliefs, their association with photographs that are meaningful to them and how these
photographs represent their identity. I involved the women in my photographic practice,
not only as subjects of my portraits but also as partners in the artistic construction of their
portraits. Thus, it could be said that my practice-based research is feminist, because it
shows full commitment between the female participants and myself, as a female
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researcher and also a Saudi woman, working with their verbal articulation, in addition to
their visual representation to understand, represent and communicate their identity.

1.16 Background to the project
Throughout the late nineteenth century, women in the Middle East were inaccessible to
Westerners, therefore their representation was the object of much creative attention: a
mixture of eroticism, exoticism, slavery, violence and polygamy (Schick 1990, p.349).
The image of the Middle Eastern woman, a combination of contradictory concepts, is
often taken to represent a wide area vaguely referred to as the “Orient”, stretching from
Iran in the East to Morocco in the West, including Turkey and the entire Arab world
(Kramarae and Spender 2000, p.1118). No matter what the Middle Eastern woman’s
religion is, she is always imagined veiled, representing Islam. To some Westerners, the
region’s essential characteristics are oppression, backwardness and barbarism (Kramarae
and Spender 2000).
The publication of Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978), in which he argues that the West
uses the East as an inverted mirror, imagining them to be everything the West is not, was
seminal (Schick 1990, p.350). Said’s examination of nineteenth-century literature and art
reveals that Western encounters with the “Orient” were highly unrealistic (Aguayo 2009).
He discusses how this perceived binary separating the Semitic East and the Christian
West has traditionally displayed itself in art, through romanticised scenes of Eastern
cultures presented as exotic and often dangerous (Said 1978, p.2). Edward Said, points
out that cultures and ideas cannot be seriously understood without studying their
configurations (Said 1978). As the Western image of the “other”, the Orient is both exotic
and a stranger to Western norms, in the context of the portrayal of Muslims in popular
culture (Umar 2011). Sarah Graham-Brown analyses the portrayal of women in
photography in the Middle East from 1860 to 1950 by Western photographers and
exposes how Orientalist photographs of women served to define this “otherness”, and to
express Western men’s sexual fantasies in socially acceptable ways (Graham-Brown
1988).
The purpose of the current project is to use a creative, collaborative, photographic
practice to understand Saudi women today and their relationship with photography.
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Photography in general and female photography in particular is affected by the social
context of the countries in which it exists. Women face difficulties in patriarchal
societies, both in the West and in Saudi Arabia. In the case of Saudi Arabia, it is more
extreme and revealing of the challenges patriarchy imposes on women. Exploring Saudi
women and their photographs within Saudi culture will offer insights into their culture
and identity.
The fact remains, however, that photographing women in Saudi Arabia is strictly offlimits (Bradley 2006). As a Saudi photographer myself, I can confirm that shooting in
public is not accepted, particularly if there are women in the scene. A photographer who
attends an event must always wear a badge that shows which organisation he or she
works for. Also, a photographer may never publish a photograph without the permission
of the person appearing in the photograph. Reem Al-Faysal argued in relation to women
photographers in Saudi Arabia: “What do they hate more? The woman because she is a
photographer, or the photographer because she is taking photographs of women? And by
the way, it’s usually the women who raise objections and cause problems, not the men;
they simply hate having their photograph being taken!” (Bradley 2006, p.22). The fact
that photographing women in Saudi Arabia is strictly off-limits indicates how challenging
this project is, but we live in an age of visual culture, in which, for many, producing and
reproducing pictures is an extensive part of daily life (Graham-Brown 1988, p.52). This
project aims to push the boundaries not only by representing Saudi women visually, but
also by giving them an opportunity to express themselves visually and verbally by giving
them the space to explore their identity, their association with their photographs and how
they want to be represented

1.17 Central key terms
Photography has been used throughout this study as a communicative tool representing a
different culture, to characterise and portray Saudi women and their identity. It has also
been central to the way in which the research has been carried out. It is necessary,
therefore, to define a number of key terms that have been applied to photography and to
explain how they are used within the thesis.
A. Collaborative research
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The literal meaning of collaboration is “to work together”, “in combination with
another”, to engage in a “united labour” (Kester 2011 p.2). Numerous authors
have studied the phenomenon of collaboration. However, while a wide range of
factors apparently contributing to collaborative activity has been identified, few
specific reasons have been clearly established to explain how and why it occurs
(Katz and Martin 1997). Katz and Martin (1997, p.3), argue that collaboration can
take various forms ranging from the collaboration of researchers from different
organisations by sharing data or ideas. In addition, it can involve offering general
advice and an insight to active participation in a specific piece of research is also
considered collaboration. In this research project the collaboration referred to is
collaboration in research, not just any form of collaboration.
Although the act of photography is always potentially collaborative, over the long
history of the medium, it is clear that it has not always been so. Indeed, the
degrees of control and agency available to the different parties to the photographic
act has been central to many debates about the medium. Photography, according
to Marshall McLuhan, is a social rather than a solitary act, as: “nobody can
commit photography alone” (McLuhan 1964 p.183). Furthermore, contrary to the
idea that a photograph is simply the creation of the photographer, Azoulay (2010
p.251) argues: “photography is the act of many and a photograph is a sampling or
a trace of a space of human relations”. This is particularly evident in the case of
photographic portraiture, though to what extent any photographic portrait is
‘collaborative’ is an open question. Azoulay (2010) invites us to consider the
many different agents involved in the production and circulation of photographic
discourses, from the camera, the photographer, the photographed subject, editors
and the spectator. For Azoulay a photograph is based on an open space of social
relations.

She forces us to consider photography as almost inherently

collaborative, but at the same time puts the nature of that collaborative
relationship under the spotlight.
As Daniel Palmer (2017 p.15) points out, collaboration in the medium of
photography relates not only to artistic co-authorship but also to the relationship
between photographers and their subjects, and also between photographs and
viewers. In other words, if we move beyond the authorship of individual images
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and consider photography as a social and communicative activity, which is
revealed over time, it turns out that most photography is collaboratively authored
at some level. This includes photographs that were not originally considered as
collaborative when they were taken but that have become so though their
dissemination, reception, and even rejection by others (Palmer 2017, p.42). These
collaborations can also vary in level from the very substantial to the almost
insignificant.
Working in a very different context, yet with a very similar approach, the artist
Anthony Luvera (2011) used photographic collaboration while working with
documentary portraits. He collaborated with his subjects, involving them in an
ongoing investigation into possibilities of negotiation between himself as the
photographer and the subjects as the participants and the actual use of the camera.
As part of the Residency Exhibition (2011), Luvera developed the methodologies
used to create the documentary’s photographs. He invited individuals to use
single-use cameras to create photographs of the things that interested them and to
meet regularly with him as the artist, to learn how to work on the production of
self-portraits and discuss their photographs (Luvera 2011). Collaboration has been
closely associated with his work with photography. It involves exploring different
points of view of the people working alongside us.
In order to refer to the relationship between myself as a researcher/ photographer,
and the ten female participants, we have to understand that, whereas in the past
the research subjects had been the focus of visual depictions by others, here they
are given the opportunity to shape their own visual representation. This project is
collaborative in exploring the possibilities and also the boundaries of
collaborating in the making of images with the ten women participants.
Collaboration here is not always entirely equal, since I control much of the
process. My role is to provide explanation of the project, guidance, and
suggestions when needed, while the participants determine when, where and how
they want to be photographed, and what they want to say or add in a text format to
the visual image.
Collaboration is key to my work in relation to the practice. Collaboration here
involves exploring the points of view of the women who were my subjects
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alongside my own. In doing so I am interested in the implications this could have
on the issues concerning visual representations and identity. Even though
photography could be seen as a singular form, yet, the creation of photographs,
especially documentary or environmental portraits, is always dependent on social
relations. It is the process of working with the participants and the material that is
produced that matters the most, even if the aspects of the practice are not
immediately evident (Luvera 2011). Similar to Luvera, collaboration in this
project is the heart of the photographs produced.
To summarize, collaboration here is used in a broader sense of their involvement
in the project as photographic subjects, I am in a dialogue with them through the
project about the image they wish to create of themselves but they are not in
control of its creation, so the collaboration is a negotiation or co-creation resulting
in a portrait.
B. Participatory research
The defining characteristic of participatory research is not so much the methods
and techniques used, but the degree of engagement of participants both within and
beyond the research encounter (Pain and Francis 2003, p.46). Participatory
research approaches did not originate as a methodology for research, but as a
process by which communities can work towards change. When employed or
adapted as a means of research, many would point to the importance of retaining
this fundamental principle. According to Pain and Francis (2003, p.47), The
diversity of participatory approaches is growing, and there are different views on
the different ways of achieving each. In practice, it is rare to begin and end within
one rigid approach. Flexibility and adaptability in response to changing contexts
are often essential.
In this thesis the position of strength stands within the creative process as well as
the engagement with the ten participants. Therefore, understanding what
participatory research is highlights the difference between participatory research
and collaboration within this research.
Participatory research is seen to apply generally in this research as the female
participants invest their time and energy in the project. Participatory research
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methods are used to enable the women to seek their own solutions according to
their priorities. Participation forms a central part of connection, community
development, empowerment and generating ownership.

Participation is used more specifically to refer to their engagement in the research
process in two ways: first, as researchers of their own photographic history,
whereby they were asked to select and bring images to the research; and, second,
as themselves image-makers in the second stage of the research process. That said,
although I am not working directly with artists, but with everyday women from
diverse traditional and career backgrounds, my rationale is that I use their own
photographs in two stages of this project and I photograph each one of them based
on their requirements and requisites in the final stage; this makes the participation
formed within the broader collaborative approach to photographic portraiture that
is developed within the project.
C. Practice-based and practice-led research
Practice is the beginning and end of this project, and it is the method by which it
has been carried out. This research is a practice-based, not practice-led project.
Practice-based research is an original exploration undertaken in order to gain new
knowledge by using methods of practice and the outcomes of that practice (Candy
2006). In a doctoral thesis, claims of originality and contribution to knowledge are
demonstrated through creative outcomes in the forms of designs, digital media,
music and exhibitions. Whereas the significance and context of the claims are
described in words and a full understanding can only be obtained with direct
reference to the outcomes (Candy 2006). Practice-based research is different from
a theoretical academic investigation, which mainly focuses on thinking but often
disregards the importance of the practice or action.
This research project uses research though practice (practice-based-research). This
method is based on Donald A. Schön’s complete practitioner concepts of
“knowing-in-practice”. Schon indicates that practitioners themselves often reveal
a capacity for reflection on their intuitive knowing in the midst of action and
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sometimes use this capacity to cope with unique, uncertain, and conflicted
situations of practice (Schon, 1982). In this view, according to Schon (1982, p.
351), planning knowledge pertains to purpose, measures their achievements and
maps the situation in actions. Although research through practice is fundamental
to this project, the academic theories discussed will enhance the strength of the
practice as well as the research. By applying his ideas, I aim to push the
boundaries of knowledge, and uncover the knowledge that exists within the
practice. Therefore, I explore the practical use of photography and the variable
connections Saudi women have with their photographs, as well as providing a
creative contribution to knowledge that will bridge the existing gap.
Practice-led research on the other hand, is a generative enquiry that draws on
subjective, interdisciplinary and emergent methodologies that have the potential
to extend the frontiers of research (Barrett, 2007 p. 1). It is concerned with the
nature of practice and leads to new knowledge that has operational significance
for that practice. In a doctoral thesis, the results of practice-led research may be
fully described in the form of text without including the creative work. The
primary focus of the research is to encourage knowledge about the practice, or to
advance knowledge within a practice (Candy 2006). According to Barrett (2007),
the emergence of the discipline of practice-led research highlights the crucial
interrelationship that exists between theory and practice and the relevance of the
theoretical and philosophical paradigms for the contemporary arts practitioner.
This research project is commitment to the creation of new portraits and new
practices of portraiture. Moreover, as Frayling (1993) points out there has always
been a cognitive as well as expressive tradition in art, and suggests that doing
science is much more like doing design than one might care to admit, despite all
the rationalizing about science. Furthermore, he contends that research like
writing, science, designing and creating art are all practices which can be situated
in a social, technical and cultural context. Hence, research that takes the nature of
practice as its central focus is called either “practice-based” or “practice-led”
research and is carried out by practitioners, whether writers, musicians, artists or
photographers, providing new concepts and methods in generating original
knowledge.
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Acknowledging that there are debates over the practice-based, practiced-led
terms, it was important to use practice-based as it demonstrates new
understanding thorough a technique that has not been used with Saudi women
before. For the most part the research is directed towards particular goals,
generating a cultural, photographic, novel outcome that is shared with a wider
community audience.
D. The relationship of representation and identity
There is a difference between how women are seen in their own society, other
societies, the media, or how women feel or want to be seen. I understand that
Saudi women come from a conservative religious society, and therefore it is easy
to have them presented in a biased interpretation. This contradiction between how
they want to project or represent themselves and the ideas that are projected about
them by others is what contributes to this research project.
When we think of identity, we tend to focus on the characteristics of a person. We
map their specific characteristics together with another or that same person’s
“identity” within a time frame. How is she now in comparison to how she was in
the past (De Ruyter and Conroy 2010). Thus, I want to particularly explore that
aspect of identity of the individual Saudi woman, which is related to what is still
not recognised, but which that person wants to achieve in the future. According to
De Ruyter and Conroy (2010, p.510) this is called the “ideal identity”, which is
not yet actualized but is nonetheless part of the identity of a person because her
ideal identity influences who she is and how she acts.
According to Tagg (1998), a photograph is a transparent powerful device. The
portrait for example is a sign whose purpose is both the description of an
individual and also the inscription of the social identity (Tagg 1998, p.37). At the
same time it is a product of significance in which contending social classes are
present in representation; therefore I would like to argue that photography in this
research represents not only the method or tool that is used for representation, but
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that representation creates a visual and verbal language through which others can
relate to that meaning.
So, what is the relationship between representation and identity? Photographs in
this research represent and produce a meaning, and each meaning differs from one
photograph to another, one representation to another. These representations are all
icons of the different identities of Saudi women. Is their identity identified by
their nationality, birth certificate, or religion? Are their identities recognized
through their relationships, gender, the boundaries or their images? Everything
from the clothes we choose to the music we listen to affects our sense of identity.
The existence of representation raises the question of identity. By analysing
representation, we can examine how identity is presented and from what point of
view. Thus, I want to revaluate how women from Saudi Arabia see themselves by
going back to their personal photographs and how they characterise their own
reflection, representation and individual identity. One of the significances of the
creation of new representations is that it opens up new possibilities of being. So,
in inviting Saudi women not just to imagine themselves in photographs, but also
to create new representations, I underpin the possibility of new ways of
representing. If we decide that there is no identity before representation, then the
representation puts that identity into pictures and words. Existing representations
provide a very limited set of ways for the research subjects to imagine and
therefore present themselves as individual women. The ambition of this research
has been to expand the possibilities for the representation of Saudi women, and to
give space for the expression and emergence of new identities.

1.18 Research questions
One purpose of this study is to express and analyse who Saudi women residing in Saudi
Arabia are, through the medium of photography. By investigating and analysing how
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each woman represents herself through photographs, this project attempts to stimulate
their creative thinking, enabling them to express their views whilst recognising the
opportunity of being a woman and part of Saudi culture. The project allowed me to enter
a closed community to investigate and explore what shapes the individuality of women
within this community. Through it I also aim to develop my own practice and selfknowledge through visual portrayal and representation, using a qualitative methodology.
The female participants present photographs from their personal collections, in
combination with new images that they produce of their lives in the present, allowing for
a deep reflective journey into their individual identities, providing new insights into their
representation in the specific context of Saudi Arabia. This will allow both their own
society, as well as Western society, to become aware of their personal articulation and
visual representation.
The project challenges each participant to come up with a personal vision of herself, each
woman explored her life in depth, and by reflected on what shapes her identity. The
intention was to raise the understanding of each participant, analysing their answers as
well as their photographs, both the previous ones if they exist, in addition to the recent
ones taken during the project. By resisting both Western and Saudi assumptions and
generalisations regarding their disempowerment, this qualitative practice-based research
examines the diversity of Saudi women and their views, allowing for a better
understanding of the diverse “self” of Saudi women. The project also takes into account
how much people have in common. This collaborative project enabled the mutual and
simultaneous creations of new contexts. Through sharing opinions and thoughts, and
creating and analysing photographs, we arrive at a better understanding, and through
understanding and appreciating cultural diversity, I hope to avoid causing any offence.

The research questions are as follows:
1. How does the medium of photography, when used collaboratively in a reflexive
dialogue, examine Saudi women’s experience, self-perception and visual
representation?
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2. How do participants’ existing personal photographs, in combination with newlygenerated images they take of their present lives, have the capacity to open a deep
reflective journey of identity?
3. Can interviews with participants, involving a collaborative research process,
provide new, critical, research-generated photographic representations in the
specific context of Saudi culture?

1.19 Research context
Following this introduction, the thesis consists of six chapters. The second chapter, the
literature review, and presents an analysis of the literature related to photographic theory,
photographic approaches, themes and feminist discourses. It examines the research by
looking into several Middle Eastern female photographers. Focusing on women’s
photography and issues related to it with the aim of uncovering and highlighting the gap
in the literature that this project attempts to address, and building a foundation for the
methodological framework. This analysis also illustrates the visual representation and
growing visual culture of Middle Eastern women in Middle East and Arab countries.
Chapter Three discusses positionality, specifically my position in relation to this project. I
will reflect on myself as a Saudi female photographer, my journey, and how I was given
the chance to represent other Saudi women using the medium of photography.
Chapter Four discusses the chosen methodological approach, which provides the methods
used to address the research questions and aims. The use of a collaborative approach
employing photography allowed me to discuss and analyse perceptions and experiences
of identity for the Saudi women participating in the fieldwork for this research, including
their backgrounds, beliefs and other aspects of their social lives within the broader
context of the country.
Chapter Five represents the main body of the thesis, in which I present the data and
photographs collected. This chapter outlines the development of the stages presented
within the research and gives the details of the ten female participants. In this chapter, the
old photographs and the recent photographs that the participants took, as well as the final
photographs that I myself have taken in collaboration with participants were presented. In
addition, I offer a detailed analysis and interpretation of both the participants’ experiences
and the photographs, examining how Saudi women reveal themselves, and how they
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would like to be visually presented. Furthermore, I offer a reflection of my own personal
approach to data collection, data analysis and self-observation, and interpret the data
collected in order to translate it into an analysis of cultural behaviours, thoughts and
meanings. This is not only a method of knowing and understanding, it is also integrated
in the world consciously, emotionally and reflexively. This will help provide an insight
into the identity of the Saudi woman, and an understanding to myself as well.
Chapter Six discusses the creative practice and photographic outcomes. It reflects on this
practice-based study in response to the research questions, the overall contribution of the
project, the main findings and its limitations. The main findings involve the creation of
new insights on female identity through critical reflection, as well as identifying the
limitations of the research project in addition to the academic contribution of this thesis.
Chapter Seven presents the conclusion. It summarises the outcomes of the photographic
analysis, demonstrating the connection the participants have with their photographs, and
how they relate to them, to articulate how they perceive themselves. The overall
contributions of the thesis will be presented here, including suggestions for future
research.

1.20 Summary
There is a prevalent misconception and misunderstanding about the status of women in
Saudi Arabia, which has distorted their social image, portraying them as oppressed
women dominated by men (AlMunajjed 1997). It could be said that certain traditional
values and cultural norms have shaped the role of women in Saudi Arabia, a country
which relies heavily on conservative, traditional forms. However, this should not be seen
as an obstacle or a weakness; the continuation of a traditional Saudi identity is part of the
development of the social characteristic of the country. This chapter has provided a brief
background of Saudi society and explored the different stages of photography and art
within the country, and how photography was introduced and accepted. It has also
examined photography in Western countries and how that influenced photography in the
Middle East. However, literature exploring the visual representation of Saudi women is
lacking, and this is an essential component of this research. The majority of studies have
focused on the veil as a subject of presentation, or on Saudi women in the workplace.
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Through a collaborative approach, this project seeks to take into account the identity and
individuality of Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia, and discusses and analyses them
within photography as a research method, using the participants’ own words for their
narratives.
The next chapter will provide a review of the relevant literature regarding Middle Eastern
women’s photographs and their work. The concept of identity that I explore in this
research project is based on visual images that situate and explain each woman’s self.
Identity is not a static concept that remains unaffected by time and space. Rather,
identities can increasingly become transformed or fractured, subject to rapid change
(Umar 2011, p.1). By studying photographs of Saudi women as well as giving them the
chance to be visually presented, we will understand the difference in their opinions and
views in comparison to one another. In addition, we will build a better understanding of
the role of visual representation in the self-perception of Saudi women, and the capacity
of photography to influence self-representation and understanding through the creative
practice.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review: Contemporary Women Photographers
in Saudi Arabia and the Middle East

2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this literature review is to discuss the work of several Muslim/ Middle
Eastern photographers, and their accomplishments in highlighting and emphasising
different women’s issues within their countries. The aim is to draw attention to the gap
that the current practice-based research seeks to bridge. Throughout Islamic history the
theories, traditions and modes of thought developed by early Muslim societies, from the
core discourses of Islam, have played a central role in defining women’s place in Muslim
societies (Ahmed 1992, p.1). According to Ahmed, discourses shape and are structured
by specific moments in particular societies; therefore, the investigation into women in
Islamic Middle Eastern societies requires studying them within the societies in which
they live (Ahmed 1992, p.2). Bullock (2002) argues that the Muslim female identity has
become one of the most examined topics within feminist discourses. Recent research
about Muslim women living in Canada discusses how Muslim women articulate their
sense of identity in relation to overcoming notions of racist Islamic representations, or
fundamentalism (Zine, 2008). These examples reveal certain knowledge around the
identity of Muslim women, which will be discussed in this chapter through the works of
contemporary women photographers in the Arab world and the Middle East. It is
important, in order to maintain their sense of womanhood and femininity, for women to
express their own opinions and views.
Photography for most people is used as a method of recording memories, e.g. family
occasions, holidays and the progress of their children. According to Mirzoeff (1998), in
the present, perhaps overwhelmingly visual age, everyday life is considered to be a visual
culture. In other words, images are interpreted and used by people, and are part of the
structure of human knowledge (Manghani 2013, p.25). Images, including photographs,
are intrinsic to culture and aid in the shaping of opinions and identities.
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Cited in (Joseph, Booth et al. 2013, p.57) Jarmakani argues that because photographs
have historically been seen as a tool for documenting reality, they constitute a significant
lens through which scholars have attempted to understand the challenging truths created
about Muslim, Middle Eastern womanhood.. An example of this is Linda Steet’s Veils
and Daggers (2000), which examines the truths constructed about Muslims and Arabs in
National Geographic magazine. The photographic collections she discusses, during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, created orientalist stereotypes of Arab women instead
of genuine images of actual women (Street 2000, p.41). Consequently, the work of
photographers can be considered to have played a part in broader articulations of Islamic
womanhood.
The purpose of the current research is to explain women from different cultural
backgrounds through the medium of photography. It constitutes an in-depth study of
female photographers from the Middle East. In this chapter, I focus on the discourses of
women photographers from the Middle East, highlighting a range of different issues
concerning women. I discuss photographs that highlight women and the issues
concerning them in a variety of different areas. My focus throughout is on women
photographers representing other women. Here I take those previous works forward to
explore the field in another way. The ability of photographers to articulate and
communicate their influences, issues or concerns is evident through their effective use of
different visual photographic approaches. These approaches include the constructed
image, environmental portraiture, self-portraiture, documentary portraiture and narrative
photography, and include a combination of themes or topics, such as the female image,
conflict, routine and expression. While portraiture is ubiquitous in photography, it is also
one of the most difficult subjects to explore; this is why the approaches and themes
chosen cover a broader scope of issues that will assist with narrowing down the topics
discussed later when referring to the participants in this project.
This literature review attempts to demonstrate how previous projects by Middle Eastern
female photographers are a guideline leading to collaborative work between the
participants in the current study and myself as the photographer. My exploration of these
women points towards the complexities of self-representation through photography, and
the construction of female identity. This practice-based research will prove particularly
important for Saudi women, Western society, and photographers interested in female
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illustration, as it allows an insight to the importance of self-representation, in addition to
presenting a new way of examining women’s contribution to a collaborative work, by
using photography as a method of examination and documentation.
After reviewing the field, I was only able to identify two Saudi female photographers
whose work involved the representation of Saudi women and their issues. These two
photographers are Manal Aldowayan and Madeeha Alajroush, who will both be discussed
later in the chapter.
As will become clear from this literature review, the current research addresses an
important gap in the knowledge regarding the questions provoked by the work of Middle
Eastern photographers, the notion of collaborative work, and in the presentation of an
objective and realistic illustration of the participants. The gap is identified within three
arguments: 1. The lack of Saudi female portraits – although there are international
projects and exhibitions engaging Middle Eastern women, they are rarely Saudi; 2.
Highlighting and documenting the identity of Saudi women, who are too often
misrepresented in the West, as well as engaging with people from Middle Eastern
societies through the medium of photography by circulating and exhibiting the work; 3.
Creating an academic and visual reference, which can be used between academia and the
art world.
Many women’s issues have been expressed and highlighted through the medium of
photography. A significant trend that has emerged recently is the work of Middle Eastern
female photographers whose images not only provoke and challenge, but also provide
awareness about different cultures. The female photographers selected here are all Middle
Eastern by birth, yet only a few by nationality, since they moved to and lived in other
Western countries. Although the majority were educated in the West, several still live in
their home countries. All these photographers are self-identified, independent artists and
creative practitioners who seek to challenge issues regarding women from their own
countries or other Middle Eastern countries. They portray a region that has undergone
and seen continuing great changes. They bring female perspectives from Iran and the
Arab world to galleries in Western countries. Their work is produced for galleries or for
publication, and highlights a variety of different themes and approaches. These
photographers will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter.
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2.2 Photographic approaches used by Middle Eastern female
photographers
Each of the photographic approaches and themes discussed here covers issues that were
highlighted within the Middle Eastern female photographers’ photographic practice. My
task is to introduce these photographers, who are Middle Eastern women and who
explore a range of different issues throughout their images. Bullock (2002) explains that
although Muslim women share Islam as a religion, they come from a wide range of class,
race and ethnic backgrounds. Therefore, when it comes to assigning a meaning to an
image, the women add value to it as, not only are they engaged with the production of the
image, but they also symbolise the nature of the topic examined. In other words, they
understand what it means being behind the lens, highlighting specific matters. Regarding
the use of photographic materials for social science purposes, Becker (2008) argues that
“photographs get their meaning from the way the people involved with them understand
them, use them, and thereby attribute meaning to them” (Becker 2008, p.5). In the
following, I will attempt to explain the categories of each of the photographic approaches
selected, and subsequent to this the themes, to make the photographic approaches well
defined and simpler to understand.
I will also point towards wider examples of Middle Eastern female photographers
engaging with representations of women across the Middle East. In looking at the
achievements and developments they carried out and accomplished in their field,
photographers such as Rania Matar, Newaha Tavaklin, Shadi Ghadirian, Manal
Aldowayan, Madeeha Alajroush, Laila Essaydi, Tanya Habjouqa and Jananne Al-Ani
were selected for discussion because they create diverse photographic compositions, yet
they all examine and explore one topic, ‘women’. Although all the photographers
mentioned and examined in this chapter work with gender issues, cultural identities,
photojournalism, and other topics, nevertheless, it could be said that they mainly focus on
and identify as female representatives, focusing on women’s issues.
These women not only represent different arguments, they also represent different
countries in the region. Consequently, they not only remind us of what we need to work
on regarding women’s rights, but underline how far women in the Middle East have
come. Despite many examples of success in empowering women through photography,
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there is a significant amount of work to be accomplished to raise awareness as well as
making others understand a world that goes beyond what meets their eyes.

2.2.1 The constructed image
The four photographic approaches I will discuss here focus on four different themes,
representing different topics related to the eleven Middle Eastern female photographers.
The first photographic approach chosen is ‘the constructed image’. In fine art
photography, this is an image or a series of images where the photographer constructs the
photograph in front of the camera (Burley 2010). The photograph indicates that a set was
designed to create an image that does not occur in the real world. Thus, it could also
mean that the photographer makes a slight change in arranging a specific place to take the
photographs. The subjects are aware of the manipulations that the photographer might
construct and present to the camera (Gillanders 2004, p.34). In this approach, a larger
concept is addressed by creating images that have similar goals. As with any artistic
endeavour, the form of the image comes after the main concept. Through the constructed
image, photographers express perspectives and ideas that they want to explore in a more
personal, constructed manner. In addition, for any studio-based portraiture, the subjects
are aware of likely manipulations that the photographers will present to the camera in a
way they think best represents the topic or concept they are undertaking.

2.2.2 Self-portraiture
Loewenberg (1999) defines self-portraiture as the photographer’s representation of their
own self. Simone Alter Muri (2007) describes it as a means of self-reflection and
accepting one’s self. The subject is the artist themselves. Women have been repeatedly
used as subjects in the field of arts and photography, so there is a special motivation for
women artists to practise self-portraiture (Loewenberg 1999). Since self-portraiture is a
way to maintain control of their own representation and image, it means the subjects are
the real focus; they are not just an object being photographed. In this approach, the
photographer performs herself representing her body, her gaze, her pose and her whole
performance.

When

making

self-portraits,
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photographers

control

their

own

representation. Self-portraiture is reinforced by contemporary culture; particularly in
photography, audiences tend to crave everything that is personal (Loewenberg 1999).
Nonetheless, the women’s movement played a significant role in these cultural changes,
and women artists, and especially photographers, have been open to them (Loewenberg
1999). It could be said that self-portraiture contributes to the construction and enrichment
of identity by being able to transform life experiences into a portrait, creating an
emotional and spiritual strength, which could have a therapeutic quality for the sitter.

2.2.3. Documentary portraiture
The meaning of documentary portraiture arises from the way it is used. It is a social
construction, involving the reporting of what we know, or what we think we know, about
our society or different societies (Becker 2008, p.5). It usually refers to photojournalism,
in which the photographer attempts to produce truthful, objective photographs about
particular subjects. Aside from narrative documentary and photojournalism, this approach
is also about depicting the perspective of the artist herself. By trying to express an
understanding of reality, photographers who use this approach are catching a moment and
documenting certain issues, such as, in the examples discussed here, daily life, education,
or young girls’ rooms and what they signify. Documentary portraiture may also include
environmental portraits. which are taken of people in a situation in which they live, rest
or play, or a place that says something about who they are. It is the subject’s usual
environment, such as their home, workplace, school or everyday natural surroundings.
The photographs consist of people and places, and portray the relationship and
connection between them. Within such photographs, there are elements of discovery,
uncovering the character of the people and landscape in which they are set (Knowles
2006). The surroundings or the background are usually the key elements in environmental
portraiture, and are used to convey further information about the person being
photographed; thus, the background is a crucial part of the photograph. It is this element
of revelation that makes photography a research instrument and not just another way of
writing theory (Knowles 2006). Environmental portraiture is theoretically shaped in a
way that opens up the photographs to further development from the findings of research,
and often gives the viewer a real insight into the personality and lifestyle of the subject
(Knowles 2006).
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2.2.4 Narrative photography
Narrative photography is related to the idea of context; it is all about photographs
constructing and telling a story (Cambell 2010). These artists produce photographs that
inspire the viewer to imagine stories about the images they see (Blatt 2010). In this
approach, the photographers produce complex, expressive moments where they create
and form new methods of visual stories and representations. The desire experienced by
the viewer to create narratives as a way to help make sense of intentionally noticeable
pictures, points to more universal stories about them and all pictures ultimately; it is an
attempt to gain some aspect of control over their subjects, observing their language and
somehow making them speak (Blatt 2010). Thus, the photographer plays the role of
director, collaborating with their subjects to produce exclusive images, exploring
everyday issues that face their subjects. Even if a photograph has no actual writing on or
around it, it can be discussed using language when a viewer reads the image. In this
respect, narrative photographs self-consciously remind us that all photographs are
naturally stories (Blatt 2010).

2.3 The themes used to represent women in the Middle East
The themes selected represent the topics and arguments that were tackled by the chosen
Middle Eastern female photographers. These themes were selected after reading and
understanding the literature and reflecting on the photographic work presented by these
artists, and after spending time thinking about the main subjects covered throughout the
artists’ work. I have also tried to explain what messages the artist might be sending
through their photography. Previous research related to the themes will also be briefly
discussed here. The process of identifying these themes was an important first step in
pointing me towards the choices and characteristics I need to consider while collecting
data for my own project.
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2.3.1 The female image
This theme clearly articulates a complex issue: the female image. The female image
highlights and focuses on female clothing, views of the female body, myths and fantasies
surrounding the veil, dress code, and the entire visual representation of women in the
Middle East. In this section, I discuss all four photographic approaches in relation to the
female image as a theme and the female photographers working with it.
According to Posetti (2007), the appropriateness of the Islamic clothing worn by some
Muslim women, in particular the head covering known as the ‘hijab’ has been the focus
of Western media and many debates in recent years. Posetti identifies that Muslim
women in Western countries are more visible, especially when wearing the hijab.
Knowledge about the veil among Muslim women must be extended beyond the classic
topics of patriarchy, religion, culture and identity. Studies have shown that Muslim
women do not necessarily associate veiling with oppression, or gender equality with
contradiction of traditional gender roles (Byng 2010, p.110). There are many social and
political meanings connected with wearing the veil that go beyond religious practice.
Muslim women, in Western countries, have worn their hijab as a declaration of their
ethno-religious identity and to emphasise their culture, or to stand out as different. Read
and Bartkowski (cited in Byng 2010, p.110) realised that women who wore the hijab used
it to negotiate their minority status, whereas those who did not, saw it as harmful to their
integration, i.e. in order to integrate with Western society, some women chose not to wear
the hijab.
The debates in contemporary Arab countries between supporters of veiling and its
opponents, and the ways in which the issues of the veil and women are encoded with
political and religious meanings, often seem to have little to do with women themselves.
Correspondingly, the way Middle Eastern women are discussed in the West, whether in
the media or academically, often seems to be directly or indirectly engaging other matters
through the discussion of women (Ahmed 1992, p.2). Between January 2004 and
December 2006 alone, there were around seventy-two articles in the New York Times and
Washington Post regarding veiling, the hijab, the headscarf or the niqab; these articles
were concerned with the national identity of Western nations and the integration of
Muslim minorities (Byng 2010, p.114).
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As cited in (Amireh 2000, p.224), Egyptian feminist and activist Dr El-Saadawi rejects
Islamic conservatism and the use of religion as a tool of oppression; she refuses to accept
that the veil or hijab is the free choice of Muslim women in the Middle East. Nonetheless,
she also fights against the Western misunderstanding of Islam. Dr El-Saadawi has stated
that women who wear the hijab or niqab are the same as women who wear makeup, in the
sense that they are all trying to hide themselves. She believes that the veil is a hidden
pressure, a product of social, cultural, economic and political pressure that women are not
aware of (Khaleeli 2010). On the other hand, as cited in (Kristianasen 2006, p.744) Hoda
Sophi, an economist and specialist in gender planning at the state-run National Council
for Women in Egypt, explains her concerns, stating: “what worries me is the stereotyping
of women. It comes from traditional culture. That’s the real problem, not the hijab or
Islam. We’re trying hard to clarify the principles of Islam, and separate it from tradition”
(Kristianasen 2006, p.744).
While the popular Western cultural stereotype sees the veil as a symbol of Muslim
women’s oppression, there are some Muslims who also view the veil as oppressive
(Bullock 2002, p.xxxviii). For Bullock (2002), it was in the nineteenth century, the era of
European colonisation of the Middle East, when the veil was seen as an oppressive
custom among Muslims. However, Western authorities did not have anything against
Islam as a religion or Muslims in general; the discourse of the veil in the West is tied to
their own national interests, which are the US policy to protect its access to Middle
Eastern oil fields and give unconditional support to Israel (Bullock 2002, p.xxxiv). It
seems that many feminists view the hijab as an Islamic symbol that views women as sex
objects in which their sexuality threatens the social order (Bullock 2002, p.219). On the
contrary, the hijab is a religious symbol that treats women as people, rather than sex
objects. There is a need to challenge this negative categorisation, because many Muslims
are offended by the detrimental image of the veil and Islam. Several Middle Eastern
photographers, responding to both the Western media as well as acting upon the
discussions and debates around Muslim women, have worked with the female image. It
was only at the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of twenty-first century that
women in the Middle East began to seize on the medium of photography to delve deeper
into identity and representation (Gresh 2013, p.11).
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A. Boushra Almutawakil
Born in 1969 in Sana’a, Yemen, Boushra Almutawakil was educated in both Yemen and
the United States (Gresh 2013, p.43). She is a founder-member of Al-Halaqa, a group of
artists who created an exhibition space and forum for national and international discourse
in Yemen. In 1999, the empirical research and women’s studies centre at Sana’a
University honoured Almutawakil as the first Yemeni female professional photographer
(Gresh 2013).
Her work has received acclaim in several exhibitions: Women on the Verge, 2012 at the
Empty Quarter Gallery in Dubai, Paris Photo (2012) and the National Museum of Sana’a
(Gresh 2013, p.43). Inspired by Egyptian lecturer and feminist writer Dr El-Saadawi,
mentioned above, Almutawakil has articulated and expressed her opinion on the female
image in a contemporary constructed approach (Almutawakil 2013). Almutawakil views
El-Saadawi’s perspective as interesting, and so decided to interpret it photographically;
nevertheless, previously, she had been hesitant to create work on the veil, mostly because
it was such a powerful, iconic image, that raised strong emotions in both men and
women. In addition, she feared the idea of repetition and wanted to avoid creating
stereotypical work (Almutawakil 2013). It was after 9/11 that Almutawakil chose to
create images on the veil, particularly since Islam and Muslims had taken centre stage
internationally (Wei 2014). According to Macdonald (2006), the events of 9/11
intensified the associations of the image of veiled Muslim women, though they did not
initiate it. Almutawakil found that Arabs and Muslims were portrayed as terrorists. Most
if not all Middle Eastern women who wore the hijab were described by the Western
media as oppressed, extremists or ignorant (Almutawakil 2013).
Almutawakil started her series on the veil or hijab while attending photography school.
She claims that there are many advantages to wearing a veil, seeing it as a part of her
culture and, on occasion, as protection in her extremely conservative country. It can be a
shield from the male gaze, and allows women, she argues, to take control of their bodies,
giving them the sense of belonging to a wider Muslim world.
In 2008, Almutawakil created a series of photographs in her project What If? The
photographs questioned the female image as well as gender by challenging people’s
expectations (Denis 2012). The six black and white photographs featured a married
couple, with the husband becoming increasingly veiled, in contrast with the woman who
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is progressively uncovered. Almutawakil decided to picture the veil from different angles.
She wanted to show that there is not just one way to look at the female image in the
Middle East, by taking the viewer on a visual journey through the different nuances of
what it means to be veiled.

Figure 2. 1 The Hijab Series: What If? Boushra
Almutawakil (2008). Source: Gresh 2013, p.43.

Figure 2. 2 Plate 31 from the series Mother, Daughter, Doll.
Boushra Almutawakil (2012). Source: Keshmirshekan 2015.
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Another series, inspired by El-Saadawi, was Almutawakil’s Mother, Daughter, Doll.
Almutawakil sees photographs as a way to break stereotypes as well as testing people’s
reactions to the veil. She had her own experience of the hijab, coming from an Arab
Muslim background. While she has mixed feelings regarding this topic, there were
certain aspects of the hijab she liked and others she did not agree with. Almutawakil
produced the Mother, Daughter, Doll self-portraits to articulate the different types of veil,
stressing the freedom of artistic expression in Yemen. In the photographs she is wearing a
veil (hijab) with her unveiled child on her lap while her daughter holds a doll.
Almutawakil shows her eldest daughter, Shaden Yaqoub increasingly covered up. In this
series, the question of how far veiling can go is tested.
The image progresses into a Western understanding of what the veil means, at the same
time it highlights the veil’s political uses and how it can easily become a site of
representative struggle and challenge between beliefs. In the first self-portrait, the mother
wears a fairly modern veil, while her smiling daughter, not yet in puberty, is not wearing
any head covering. Over the course of the remaining seven photographs, the images
gradually move into other scenes of the mother and daughter wearing different and
increasing prevalent forms of veiling. The crystalline blue eyes of the doll peek above its
tiny ‘niqab’. As the veil becomes visibly heavy, their bodies blend in with the black
backdrop. The veil is slowly consuming them, portrayed by a black background lacking
any figures. It was initially claimed that this project seems too easy to read, but it is only
when the viewer notices the expression in both figures, their eyes slowly changing from
cheerful to gloomy, does one realise the emotional toll veiling may take (Chase, Alisia et
al. 2014). Each image dreads the next addition of the veil; the smiles on their faces
disappear; their eyes darken; their hands begin to wring. Then there is nothing but
darkness. The subjects disappear altogether. The mother, the child and the doll are all
gone. Although Almutawakil would prefer not to cover up at all, she does not want to add
a negative portrayal to the hijab: “a lot of strong, liberated, working women wear the veil,
we are not all weak, oppressed or ignorant” (Limbourg 2014).
Almutawakil’s way of pushing the boundaries was not accepted by everyone. According
to Almutawakil (cited in Wei 2014), in Artnews magazine, “some men, even some
Western men could not find the humour in ‘What If’, some of them asked me if I was
supporting the idea that men wear the veil instead of women”. It was argued that
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Almutawakil’s What If? challenges the audience’s expectation of the gender dynamics in
Yemen, in which veils and symbolic outfits do not define women as oppressed beings
(Foye 2015, p.17). However, images found on Western media sites generalise Yemeni
people as rigid; moreover, within images of public spaces, men are highlighted as violent,
while women’s identities are evident solely by their veil (Foye 2015, p.17).
According to Ghumkhor and Rogers (2014), Almutawakil’s Mother, Daughter, Doll
series offered an understanding of what we are seeing: nothing and everything. There are
some Muslims at the extreme end of the religious spectrum who would prefer this level of
invisibility. As cited in (Booth 2013) Almutawakil explained that “I am not against
veiling, I feel comfortable wearing the hijab in Yemen, but I object to excessive veiling
and its idea to ownership of women. It doesn’t really have to do anything with Islam. The
solution, instead of covering up women, is to work on men”. In the Mother, Daughter,
Doll series, Almutawakil addressed and articulated self-representation in women wearing
the veil or niqab (Limbourg 2014).
In 2004, cited in (Morey 2010) documentary maker Adam Curtis criticized television’s
obsession with Islamic terrorism, claiming that there are programs that stereotype Muslim
characters, and while the names and situations change, the stereotypes persist. Images in
Western media, he suggested, are one-dimensional or basic representations, because of
the lack of contextual background. According to Almutawakil, it is necessary to leave
these stereotypes behind and create a more accurate representation of the complexities of
the identity of women in Yemen.
As with any other religious belief, there are many aspects to the hijab. Almutawakil
wanted to display, within her project, some of these various perspectives, based on her
own personal experiences and observations in connection with freedom, power,
liberation, culture, social limitations, danger, convenience, irony and religion. As such,
Almutawakil stated that “I want to be careful not to fuel the stereotypical, widespread
negative images most commonly portrayed about the hijab in the Western media” (Gresh
2013). Almutawakil’s hijab series challenged both Western and Middle Eastern
stereotypes; considering the veil as a form of representation, she aimed to limit the
stereotypical, common negative images symbolised about the hijab in the Western media.
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B. Jananne Al-Ani
Jananne Al-Ani is a child of an Iraqi father and an Irish mother. She involves her family
members in her photographs to draw attention to the female image and her mixed-race
background. Born in Kirkuk, Iraq in 1966, Al-Ani was determined to explore the female
image using self-portraiture. Al-Ani studied and graduated with a Master’s degree in
photography from the Royal College of Art in London in 1997, and currently holds the
post of Senior Research Fellow at the University of the Arts, London (Gresh 2013, p.12).
Using self-portraiture (1996), Al-Ani has explored the topic of the hijab, as well as
questioning the normal cliché of the veil as something that is either oppressive to or
controlling of women. Al-Ani was interested in the notion of the confrontational gaze,
staring coldly out of the photograph, trying to break down the idea of the female subject
attempting some kind of a relationship with the viewer. In relation to these photographs,
Al-Ani stated, “since women in the Middle East started becoming suicide bombers, the
image of the veiled women actually becomes a dangerous image, this piece of cloth, its
meaning fluctuates depending on what historical moment that is being talked about, what
location and culture” (Al-Ani 2014). Al-Ani attempted to think about the veil as
something that could be powerful. Hence why she focused on the veil in a conceptual
practice, representing her understanding of the veil and what it means to her (Gresh 2013,
p.13).
She created Untitled 1 & 2, a constructed image of single-screen slide projections of
photographic and video works, that explores the Western fascination with the female
image of wearing the veil (Gresh 2013, p.13). The large slide projection reveals and hides
the faces of women, focusing on the confrontational gaze of the women. Each of her
photographs presents five women in different stages of veiling, looking back at
themselves, as if the viewer is interrupting something that is going on in private between
the women and their reflections, as if the viewer is disturbing a private space. The women
in the photographs are her three sisters, her mother and herself. She often works with the
family group, and always structures it in the order of age.
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Figure 2. 3 Untitled 1 & 2. Jananne Al-Ani (1996).
Source: Gresh 2013, p.15.

Al-Ani uses this body of work to associate with Muslims living in Western societies. At
all times, the veil has been weighed with symbolic meanings regarding Muslim women in
the public space, but these meanings change as political and religious agendas are revised
(Keable 2009). Subsequent to 9/11, the media obsession with the veil began, and
reporters began to search for answers as to why young Muslim women in the West were
increasingly beginning to wear the hijab (Haddad 2007, p.259). According to Watson
(1994), the image of a veiled Muslim woman seems to be one of the most popular ways
Western countries represent the problems of Islam. In other words, they believe British
and American Muslim women have reconstructed the veil as a form of resistance to
Western ideology, as a fashion accessory, or as evidence of Muslim women’s freedom of
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choice (Macdonald 2006). Combined within discourses of Western style freedoms and
lifestyle choices, it is considered a feminist act (Macdonald 2006).
Al-Ani’s idea of creating fictional photographs is linked to how the studio portrait is so
obviously artificial that it resembles a theatrical performance. The top half of the
photograph in Untitled 1 & 2 is the formal performance of the veil appearing and
disappearing, and the bottom half undermines that by exposing the artificiality of the
performance. The exposed knees are central to this performance for the camera, in which
the photographs are deliberately staged and intentionally provocative for anyone who is
familiar with the restrictions of Islam and the requirement that women’s bodies remain
covered at all times, with no skin visible (Gresh 2013, p.14).
According to art director Emily Pethic, the focus in Untitled 1 & 2 remains on the
women’s eyes, and the power of the confrontational nature of their gaze; it highlights the
way in which both male and female gazes are connected by the veil (Pethic 2005). Al-Ani
is always trying to challenge the ideas of truth and reality. Or is she indirectly trying to
look people straight in their eyes, as if she is daring them to judge her on the way she
covers her head, yet exposes her bottom half?
It seems audiences have been puzzled, mistakenly thinking it to be a personal narrative
about her familial relationships, while in fact, it is just pretending to be about that (Gresh
2013, p.15). For example, her video portrait installations A loving man (1996-99) and She
said (2000), are dominated by the central figures of her mother, three sisters and herself
again. Her multi-screen installation, the Echo, displays the four women discussing an
absent figure, an unnamed visitor whose recent re-appearance has improved their mood
and illuminated the extent to which he comes and goes from their lives (Doherthy 2015).
Al-Ani’s intentions are not to disturb or provoke viewers; instead she wanted to
demonstrate and express Orientalism and the female image in photography and its failure
to convey any facts about the subjects it portrays. Exploring narratives based on
memories and family histories, she creates a complex, mysterious dialogue that is played
out by the same women every time.
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C. Shadi Ghadirian
Born five years before the 1979 Iranian revolution, Shadi Ghadirian lives and works in
Iran. She studied photography at Azad University in Tehran (Ghadirian 2005). While
working in Tehran’s City Museum of Photography, she investigated the art of the
eighteenth and nineteenth century in Iran; her subsequent imitations set up a crosscultural and cross-historical encounter between Persian photographers and their European
influences (Gresh 2013, p.85).
In 1844, the Shah of Iran, Mohammad Abass Mirza, invited European travellers and
artists to his country, and so marked the arrival of photography in Iran (Modares 2007).
Photography became popular with the elite, documenting women as well as men (Baring
2007). The images from this period tend to share the same style or structure. People are
posed, usually as individuals rather than groups, in the very elaborate settings of their
homes, often sat next to or holding prized possessions or objects of status. In photographs
of this period, women were permitted to be pictured in less formal dress within the
privacy of their homes.
Ghadirian’s images replicate the settings and traditional costumes of that time, although
her women are presented in a much more modest way in their postures and clothing, in
adherence to contemporary customs (Baring 2007). How the West represents the East is
not one of her main concerns, though she is interested in the representation of Iranian
women. Instead, she created a series of photographs that are closely linked to her identity
as a modern Muslim woman living in Iran. This is in addition to investigating the
conflicts in her own life between the past and present, by highlighting the challenges
between tradition and culture (Brooks 2014, p.64). Ghadirian deals with the topics of
women in Iran and other parts of the world, topics that are intimately connected to her
identity. She explores ideas of restriction, religion, modernity and the female image.
Ghadirian’s photographs are a point of change for many contemporary photographers as
the images speak expressively about the challenges of being a modern woman in a
conservative society (Brooks 2014, p.64).
The photograph depicted in Figure 2. 4 is one of thirty-three sepia-toned photographs
from the Qajar series. The series is composed of young women in traditional Iranian
vintage clothing, completely veiled, with items that did not exist in the Qajar era: modern
objects, such as musical instruments, makeup, a can of Coca Cola, and bicycles.
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Ghadirian uses lighting, gesture and the directorial placement of both subjects and
environments to create this tableau for the camera (Heer 2012).
Her photo construction is simple and artificial, and does not signify the reality of the
photographic medium. Rather, she uses theatricality and artifice in a manner that reveals
how careful timing and presentation is used in the production of a still scene for the
camera (Heer 2012). The difference in characteristics between the image of the subject
and their elements suggests tension between tradition and modern values, between
restrictions and freedom, within the public and private domains in contemporary Iranian
society.
This image is perhaps one of the most dominant photographs in the Qajar series; it
depicts a woman wearing the hijab siting with both eyes firmly fixed, before a painting
backdrop in what looks like a Qajar photographer’s studio, gazing directly up at the
viewer from a recent issue of the Hamshahri newspaper, a publication that was
repeatedly banned in Iran (Ghadirian 2005).
According to Porter (2006), this popular Tehran newspaper was started by the mayor,
Golamhossein Karbaschi, during the 1990s. It was the first colour daily newspaper to
have a wide distribution, and was known at the time as being avant-garde (Porter 2006,
p.106). The paper was banned from publication several times in the 1990s when Iran’s
media was a key battleground, at a time when around 90 newspapers were shut and many
journalists were arrested (Day 2003). Any newspaper or magazine that publishes material
that offends the authorities is banned from publication and recently, after publishing
material about the outlawed Baha’i Faith temple, and encouraging tourists to visit this
place on its front page on 23 November 2009, Hamshahri was banned again from
publication (Cavendish 2007, p.511).
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Figure 2. 5 Qajar #4. Shadi Ghadirian
(1998). Source: Ghadirian 2005.

Ghadirian’s photographic tableaux, using her female friends and relatives, demonstrate
how differently a member of the younger generation of Iranian female photographers can
interpret her experience (Baring 2007). Martha Weiss, curator of photographs at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, has read the artefacts in Ghadirian’s work as a symbol of
the tensions between tradition and modernity in Iranian society (Weiss 2008). Similarly,
Heijmans argues that as an artist Ghadirian reflects on the duality of modern Iranian
women; in other words, she represents the contradictions inherent in life for Muslim
women, and these are the motivation for her work (Heijmans 2011, p.22).
According to Heer (2012), this visual analysis links the objects of the present with
modernity and the costumes of the past with tradition, seeing both as sharing a conflicting
coexistence in daily life in Iran. While the costume and settings from the Qajar period
make reference to Iran’s historical past, the objects, such as a Pepsi can or vacuum
cleaner, are obviously associated and linked with the late 1990s when these photographs
were taken (Heer 2012). While the Qajar series does not fit the typical model of
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performance, as a live event, Heer (2012) argues that it should be referred to as a photoperformance project because of the connection between performance and photograph.
Although Ghadirian is different in her creative expression, in the Qajar series she
emphasises the female image in Iran, as well as describing social issues within her
country. According to Ghadirian, she was surprised by the reception of her works in
London; she said that viewers thought that women in Iran today wore the same dress, and
that her photographs depicted contemporary Iranian women (Weiss 2008). Thus, it is not
enough to assume what the art is about; it is crucial to draw conclusions from the artists
themselves and their own history and how it affects the art they produce.
All three photographers, Boushra Almutawakil, Jananne Al-Ani and Shadi Ghadirian,
explore the female image and discourses of photographic female presentation. Each of
them uses a different method and ascribes a different meaning to female identity. Viewers
of their work recognise a broad framework that represents different cross-cultural
customs. We can see the different influences each of the artists has taken on board,
whether religious, cultural, traditional, gender or contemporary issues. All three employ
critical approaches towards traditional aspects of their culture and womanhood.
International recognition for Middle Eastern photography has led to more cultural
interactions (Huang 2011, p.160). What is important to the Western viewer is how the
works reflect cultural differences (Huang 2011, p.159). According to Alessandra (2015),
for a researcher looking at the authentic Arab body in contemporary photography,
representations of the veiled woman are symbolically inseparable from the power that
demonstrates a negative image of the Arab culture (Alessandra 2015). Nonetheless, the
complexity of the issue of female image is not limited to whether the hijab oppresses or
liberates Muslim women. Therefore, when dealing with these sensitive subjects, most of
the artists use metaphorical and symbolic language that is more suitable for them to
present in public galleries (Huang 2011, p.156).

2.3.2 Conflict
The Middle East is characterised as a place where conflict is inevitable and common.
Many Middle Eastern artists articulate these disputes through creativity. Female artists
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and photographers have recognised the issues and contributed their work and personal
views to the discussion. The photographers discussed in this section examine conflict by
referring to it in many different ways, whether the warring sides are groups, communities
or single individuals. This section also examines the representation of conflict between
tradition and modernity, the private and public spaces, and with regards to gender.

A. Newsha Tavakolian
Newsha Tavakolian is an Iranian photographer, born in Tehran in 1981. She left school at
the age of sixteen due to her dyslexia and decided to pursue an interest in photography,
taking a six-month course in Tehran (Cain 2015). She had her first photograph published
on the front of a local Iranian newspaper, Zan, when she was 16. Her work was exhibited
in 2015 at the Saatchi Gallery in London as a part of the Carmignac Photojournalism
Award retrospective (Cain 2015).
Tavakolian is very conscious of the obstacles and conflicts in her life and country. She
confronts the issues of her home country in her work, since she lives with the difficulties
and understands them. A self-taught photographer, she began working professionally in
the Iranian press after her first publication (Gresh 2013, p.69). Through her work in the
newspaper, she looked at many issues concerning women, until she started working
internationally, and displayed her work in various exhibitions. Cited in (Cain 2015)
Tavakolian stated “As someone who works in conflicts, every day is a challenge”. These
conflicts are often overlooked and unnoticed by the West (Keijser 2011). By shining a
light on some of the tools used by Iranian feminists in Iran, Tavakolian challenges Iranian
society and laws placed upon women.
In her Listen series, she was on the borderline between constructed image installations
and experimenting with artwork. Tavakolian used the title Listen because it is a command
as much as an invitation, stressing the forbidden. In this series, she highlights the
conflicts within her society by producing portraits of women acting as if they are singing
(Keijser 2011). She takes the viewer’s gaze into a territory of invisible tensions and
surreptitious conflicts that display a day in the life of Muslim countries. All women in
Iran are prohibited from performing solo in front of an audience or from producing solo
CDs. If Iranian women are forbidden to sing solo or to record music, nothing can stop
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them from performing in silence, however, symbolising the music Iranians are missing
out on.
The six large portraits were used as imaginary CD cases, which also refers to
Tavakolian’s dream as a child to become a singer. They were produced in a series of six
photographs as well as six video installations where all the women sing soundlessly
alongside each other.

Figure 2. 6 ‘Sahar Lotfi’ from the series Listen.
Newsha Tavakolian (2010). Source: Gresh 2013, p.75.

These photographs can evidently be read as a metaphor for her own position and
ambitions as a photographer. As a photographer in Iran she is always limited in the type
of photographs or topic she addresses. The subject in this photograph is a singer, Sahar
Lotfi, who is forbidden, as a woman, by the Iranian state’s Islamic rules from performing
on her own or producing recordings (Keijser 2011).
Tavakolian has the ability to connect supportively with her subjects, believing that these
women have the power to make a change. With these photographs, she is trying to deal
with female ambitions and dreams being frustrated, but not broken, by higher powers and
rules. The singers act out their dreams in front of the camera, where they are most
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vulnerable, as they appear to concentrate on the music. However, this provides them with
the power to express their disapproval, as if the singer is saying I am performing solo, but
you cannot hear anything coming out of my mouth. It is their way of pushing the rules
and boundaries.

B. Shirin Neshat
Iranian artist Shirin Neshat was born and raised in Qazvin in 1957; she left to pursue the
arts in the US after high school, and was not able to return until eleven years later
(Dannawi 2008, p.2). Neshat chose photography because she was fascinated by
photojournalism and believed that her series Women of Allah, created between 1993 and
1997, required a sense of realism not possible with painting (Dannawi 2008, p.3).
Women of Allah was the outcome of a visit the photographer made to her native country,
Iran, fifteen years after the Iranian revolution (Gresh 2013, p.59). The photographs were
an indication of the role that women played in the historical battleground, women who
fought in the Iran-Iraq war of 1980–1988 (Wallach, 2001, p.137) The photographs focus
on the complex role of post-Islamic Revolutionary Iranian women. Wallach (2001, p.137)
argues that the image of Neshat with a veil may be seen as “a reflection on the tensions of
Muslim society and her own conflicted role as an Iranian woman living in the West”.
After 1998, Neshat’s work became increasingly related to issues about society and
conflict; not only did her art trace the division between men and women in Iran, but also
the separation of East from West, Sharia law from feminism, and even Iranian feminism
from Western feminism (Sheybani 1999). However, Neshat’s photographs stand on their
own as a provocative emphasis of women rights, and the differences between men and
women’s rights in her country.
For example, in ‘Speechless’, a close-up photograph of the artist’s face, she is covered
with Farsi text and has a gun underneath her veil. Here the artist combines two seemingly
contrasting images, the veiled woman and the gun. At first, the viewer recognises the
face; later one notices the gun to the side of the woman’s face, which could refer to the
Iran-Iraq war, or represent the overwhelming weight of women’s forced silence and the
great force lying beneath that silence.
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Figure 2. 7 ‘Speechless’, from the series
Women of Allah. Shirin Neshat (1996).
Source: Lazzari and Schlesier 2014, p.93.

This series illustrates her complex understanding of Iranian women and the conflict
within the country. The poetic black and white photographs in Women of Allah explore
notions of femininity and gender politics in Iran, as well as memory, religion and
violence. Through the use of the veil and associated poetic writings, Neshat questions the
incidence of conflict and the role of the female in the Islamic state of Iran, though she
offers no answers. The series also indirectly reflects social codes that women would
rather live without. Cited in (Wallach, 2001, p.136) in an interview with Neshat, she
stated that “you can study the culture by studying its women: the way they dress, the way
their own society changes, the way they have to wear the chador. Unlike men who create
the rules, women wear the rules”.
In her Women of Allah series, Neshat uses calligraphy to highlight the fact that freedom
of the spoken word for Muslim women in Iran occurs only in private. She inscribes the
poetry of two female poets, Farough Farrokhzad (1937–1967) who rejected double
standards, and lived according to her own social mores, and Tahereh Saffar-Zadeh
(b.1959), whose different views are evident in their portrayal of the face, hands and feet
of Muslim women (Dannawi 2008, p.3). Neshat employs Farsi poetry by contemporary
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Iranian poets on the printed surface of her photographs without providing a translation for
the written text, thus viewers who do not read Farsi may not understand the message. She
examines, through these portraits and symbols, the interpretation of the female body
(Gresh 2013, p.39) The calligraphic text becomes another way to cover the woman as
well as a decorative artistic element.
Neshat chose feminist poetry to convey the idea of the woman’s voice within the silent
medium of photography. She has stated: “poetry is the literal and symbolic voice of
women whose sexuality and individualism have been obliterated by the chador or the
veil” (Sheybani 1999, p.207). According to Cichocki (2004), her photographs act as a
strong metaphor for the harsh reality in which women are openly held captive in
traditional roles. These parts of the body (face, hands and feet) were selected in particular
because in Islamic law a woman is permitted to show them, but should cover the rest of
her body, including her hair. Poetry and calligraphy are an integral part of Iranian culture;
thus, poetry adopted the role of women, instead of what it has always given to men, in
other words, poetry was used to express the female voice (Neshat 2010).
Neshat shares a form of feminism with Iranian women who are fighting for basic human
rights, social justice and democracy stating during a TED talk that “I stand here to say
that Iranian women have found a new voice, and their voice is giving me my voice”
(Neshat, 2010). She explores notions of femininity in relation to Islamic fundamentalism,
as well as the role of women during the revolution in Iran. Although her photographs
examine the complexities of women’s identities in Iran, they are meant to reflect Western
representations of Muslim women and how viewers in the West might read the images.
According to Young (n.d.), the symbols associated with Western representations of the
Muslim world are the veil, the gun, calligraphy and the gaze. Every single subject
suggests the internal contradistinctions alongside the binaries of tradition and modernity,
East and West, beauty and violence. In Neshat’s own words, “every image, every
woman’s submissive gaze, suggests a far more complex and paradoxical reality behind
the surface” (cited in Young n.d.).
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C. Manal Aldowayan
Born in 1973, Saudi artist Manal Aldowayan grew up in the Eastern Province of Saudi
Arabia. Embracing diverse artistic methods, she holds a Master’s degree in Systems
Analysis And Design, and lived in London while completing a second MA in
Contemporary Art Practice in Public Spheres at the Royal College of Art (Aldowayan
2016). She lived on an Aramco compound, which was a Westernized environment, and
once she left its confines she was faced with the real experience of women within Saudi
society (Martin 2014).
Aldowayan recognised that identity preservation among all cultures is mostly linked to
tradition. That is to say that as society rapidly develops to keep up with the changing
world, people cling to certain traditions for a sense of security (Wallach, 2001, p.105).
According to Corinne Martin, Aldowayan, a fierce fighter for the ongoing struggle of
women, uses her art as a form of protest against Saudi Arabia’s strict, religious-inspired
traditions (Martin 2014).
Aldowayan’s clear description of women suggests that local traditions should not be left
unexamined; women represent half of the community, and as such they are a strong and
valuable potential for a wholesome sophisticated society. What she means is that if
traditions are used as tools to suppress and control, communities will become disabled
(Martin 2014).
Her series The Choice is an example of her work that communicates a strong statement;
through a juxtaposition of opposing colours, she offers simplicity, minimalism as well as
depth. The Choice, created between 2005 and 2008, includes portraits of a woman in
which nothing is revealed except for the upper part of her face, an arm decorated with
henna and a steering wheel (Jebreili 2014).
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Figure 2. 8 From The Choice series. Manal Aldowayan
(2005–2008). Source: Aldowayan 2014.

According to Fowler (2010), Aldowayan’s series The Choice represents women in
different activities that they are not allowed to pursue, such as driving, athletics,
travelling without a guardian’s permission and other lifestyles choices that have were for
women in Saudi Arabia. Aldowayan joins two contrasting metaphors: the woman behind
the wheel, holding it tightly with one hand, looking directly at the viewer with a
conflicted gaze. This series explains a common tendency in Muslim regions, in that the
whole discourse around rules is based on religion or tradition. Aldowayan stated during
an interview with the New York Times:
Movement is a very big issue for Saudi women, the idea of transportation and
moving from Point A to Point B. So, I explore the idea of driving because women
are not allowed to drive in Saudi. Other images address women’s sports in
schools, which are not allowed. This is not something I am bringing up for the
first time: this is a dialogue that exists within the community, in the media, in the
elite class, in the lower class. But I portray the contemporary scene within the
general discussion in Saudi Arabia. (Fowler 2010)
The photographs by Aldowayan represent a creative invention; they express women’s
voices, a new aesthetics and the choices they have the right to make. She examines the
issues women face, experimenting with different media and techniques (Al-Dowayan
2006). Rashid (2011) stated in reference to Aldowayan’s photographs: “perhaps the
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beauty of contemporary Saudi art is how it forces us to look a certain way and to affirm
certain aspects. In seeing it, we find a new way of seeing”.
She also observes, in The Choice, the restrictions placed on Saudi women due to the
conflict in local traditions that have become mixed with religion and identity (Matar
2007). Aldowayan uses society and the issues raised as an inspiration to improve lives by
questioning cultural traditions that prevent Saudi women from expanding their roles in
society.
Saudi artist Noura Shuqair had a negative reaction when first seeing Aldowayan’s The
Choice. Shuqair (2013) explained that she hated these photographs when she first saw
them exhibited at the French Embassy in Riyadh (Shuqair 2013, p.12). She had a
different point of view as a woman living in Saudi Arabia, believing that women from
this country were living a very peaceful, easy life; in other words, it was improper for
Aldowayan to make such a negative statement on women’s driving restrictions in Saudi
Arabia in her art (Shuqair 2013, p.12). Nonetheless, Shuqair’s opinion changed on
moving to the United States and having the opportunity to drive a car herself, thus not
relying on a man to drive her. She claimed “it was a huge change for me, from one way
of thinking to another. I gave myself the chance to re-examine Aldowayan’s work with
more understanding and maturity. I completely got it, I loved it, and understood The
Choice” (Shuqair 2013, p.12).
Female artists such as Aldowayan reflect on the obstacles and conflicts that many women
still face. These women want and demand to live their lives as they choose and feel like
living, not as a dependant person in a male society. In comparison with Aldowayan’s
images, my work aims to place the visual representation of women from Saudi Arabia
within a new perspective, as I am looking at attitudes and beliefs, and individual
characteristics and perceptions. I apply visual methods to explore and highlight the
complexity of the identities and backgrounds of women in Saudi Arabia. The intention is
to illustrate participants in a photographically expressive manner, which they would want
to present to the viewers. Unlike my project where I interview and photograph local
Saudi women, Aldowayan used models to discuss issues facing women living in Saudi
Arabia.
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There are female artists who are a part of conflict, resistance or even war. These artists
use their photographs to challenge authority and to face struggle. Within this theme, all
the photographers presented here have explored aspects of conflict in a contemporary,
dynamic manner, with the intention of providing a creative view on complex topics
within their communities. Although the final productions were portraits, every
photographer related their outcome to different issues in a distinctive style. In the words
of Crimmin (2014, p.5), “there are artists who are optimistic in their outlook, and others
who are disaffected by the state of the world, yet in either case make work that has
powerful agency with the intent of provoking a response”. By viewing their work, we can
see a unique insight into their minds and emotions. It could be said that the photographs
express feelings of being present, equality, tension and tradition. In short, conflict has
revealed another new generation of young female artists in the Arab world, in particular
those who have powerful messages to deliver (Toman 2009).

2.3.3 Routine
Issues of Arab women’s daily lives are examined here, looking at everyday occurrences
in all their simplicity and complexity, observing the importance they have, by inhabiting
the world of Middle Eastern women. The photographers in this theme seek to illustrate
different perspectives on the daily lives and routines of the women presented. They look
at the continued processes or repeated performance these women face every day, from
juggling responsibilities, such as taking care of children and households, to their own
daily lives that they have to adapt to, because of the difficult or challenging situations
some of them experience every day. Examining and understanding what female
photographers from the Middle East have argued and represented is key in relation to this
topic.

A. Rania Matar
Rania Matar was born in Lebanon in 1964, and was raised there before moving to the
United States in 1984 (Matar 2017). She originally trained as an architect at the American
University of Beirut and later studied photography at the New England School of
Photography (Wisse 2012). Although Matar came to photography later in life, it was
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apparent from the start that she had an interest in photographing women and their lives
(Wisse 2012). She concentrates mainly on women and topics such as identity and
religion, both in the US and Middle East. Inspired by her oldest daughter at the time,
Matar underpinned female identity though a project completed in 2013.
Toman in Al-Raida,10 a feminist academic journal covering women’s and gender studies,
referred to Matar’s work as activism, making others aware of different situations and
reminding the world of their obligation (Toman 2009, p.123). Matar’s work has been
exhibited widely and Women in Photography International selected her as one of the top
one hundred distinguished women photographers (Toman 2009, p.124).11 As a woman
and a mother, she brought her vision to the development of this collaborative portrait
series. The end result was a partly constructed image that was to some extent
autobiographical.
The photograph ‘A Girl and Her Room’ was part of the She Who Tells a Story exhibition
in 2013 and 2014 at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. In this series, various teenage
girls sit reclined and slouched in chairs, on beds and against walls in their bedrooms. In
this photograph ‘Elham’ (Figure 2.8), created in 2009, a Palestinian teenage girl in a
refugee camp in Lebanon is sitting on her bed. The girl is covering her head with a pink
headscarf because she is being photographed. Behind her, on the cement wall in the
centre, is graffiti saying, “There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is the messenger of
Allah” and on the left there is a big text with the word “God” or “Allah”. On her right,
there is a poster of Shaikh Ahmed Yassin, a Palestinian imam and politician and the
founder of Hamas. Crossing the wall are electrical wires connected to what seems to be
speakers and probably a computer screen. Although there is intimacy within the
encounter between the woman photographer and the teenager, as the photograph is being
taken to be exhibited we as the audience become the wider world; we are in a space that
is both private and public therefore, although she is in her privacy of her room, she is still
wearing the hijab, knowing that she will be seen.

10

A quarterly feminist academic journal covering women’s and gender studies.
An organization founded in 1981 which promotes the visibility of women
photographers and their work.

11
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Figure 2. 9 ‘Elham, 18’, from the series A Girl and Her
Room. Rania Matar (2009). Source: Tasnim 2014.
In this photograph, Matar presents the room of a teenage girl living in a refugee camp,
but trying to make it her own comfortable, private space. The series as a whole
exemplifies the lives of young girls within their intimate spaces: their own rooms. Cited
in (Campaniolo 2014, p.113) Susan Minot describes the relationship between Matar and
her subjects in A Girl and Her Room as follows: “The girls in these photographs willingly
opened their doors to an outsider, trusted her, shared their intimacy with her and exposed
themselves and their vulnerability”. Matar uses constructed environmental portraits to
look at the daily routine of these young women in the Middle East, photographing
different teenage girls from different countries and different backgrounds. During this
project and the taking of the photographs, Matar stated:
I was discovering a person on the cusp on becoming an adult, but
desperately holding on to the child she had barely outgrown… Posters of
rock stars, political leaders or top models were displayed above a bed
covered with stuffed animals… photos, clothes everywhere, chaotic
jumbles of pink and black make-up and just stuff, seemed to give a sense
of security and warmth to the room (Tasnim 2014).
As stated in (Hermes 2014, p.33) Shadid argues that “Matar may not try to represent the
soul of Lebanon, but her images understand the diversity of the subjects she photographs
evocatively well”. In fact, photographers such as Matar provide an illustrative example,
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for researchers and practitioners such as myself, of how such images can serve as a
motivation for change and improvement.
To summarize, Matar believes that a man would not have taken the same photographs as
she did because of the relationship she established as a woman and a mother with her
subjects (Hermes 2014, p.35). Thus, being female, she is drawn to represent women and
mothers, which led to further understanding her own identity and her own daughters. It
could be said that Matar’s work shows that whatever the position of each particular
woman in her country or society, she appears to appreciate the privacy of her space, and
her inner life. However, could Matar really reflect on the diversity of these women, since
she left her country many years ago and now lives in a Western country? Is she able to
reflect on them in the same way as a female photographer who lives in the same country
with them? Matar’s work inspired me to begin exploring, through my participants’ own
photographs, their daily routine. These are the photographs that they take in stage two
(self-engagement), seeking to understand their representation of their lives.

B. Tanya Habjouqa
Tanya Habjouqa is a Jordanian-born Palestinian photographer. Habjouqa was educated in
Texas where she documented Mexican migrant communities and urban poverty.
Subsequently she received her Master’s degree in Global Media and Middle East Politics
from the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) at the University of London
before returning to the Middle East. She now lives and works in east Jerusalem (Estrin
2014).
Since the mid-1980s, the visual narrative of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza has
been predictable: photographs of teenagers throwing stones confronting Israeli soldiers,
and mothers, children and innocent people killed in conflict (Estrin 2014). That is to say
that variations of these visual topics are what dominates the media. Realising that the
portrayal of the Palestinian experience is incomplete, in 2012 Habjouqa participated in
Women on the Verge at the Empty Quarter exhibition in Dubai, where she represented her
series Women of Gaza, which focused on pleasure and humour, instead of suffering.
Women of Gaza did not feature photographs that are typically associated with the
restriction of Hamas in Gaza. On the contrary, Habjouqa investigated women’s lives over
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a period of two months in Gaza, challenging the misrepresentation and misunderstanding
of Middle Eastern women and gently portraying the bright side of their complicated
routine. Habjouqa stated: “I am in awe of the Palestinians for not only surviving but
actually enjoying their lives in the face of difficulties of their daily life and their political
situation” (Estrin 2014).
Plate 73 of the series portrays three young women exercising in the gym, fully dressed in
long black garments, the traditional jilbab, their heads covered with lighter coloured
headscarves. All three women are turned away from the camera in their exercise routine,
with their feet firmly placed on the ground.

Figure 2. 10 Plate 73 from the series Women of Gaza.
Tanya Hoabjouqa (2009). Source: Campaniolo 2014, p.113.

The photograph was taken on a basketball court, which was provided by a women’s
organization due to the concern that there was no other place for women to perform their
activities (Gresh 2013, p.112). The women’s association has strong religious connections
and is becoming increasingly predominant across Gaza (Gresh 2013, p.112). With a
crippled economy and a government under siege, the women’s association offers relief to
the community where others cannot, including day-care, orphan assistance, teaching of
crafts, beauty salons and space to exercise. Although it is a religious organization,
believing in segregation between unmarried men and women, they acknowledge the
limited space for women to work out and be healthy (Habjouqa 2013). The women were
covered at the gym, as they have no privacy in the public sphere due to limited economic
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options; they cannot afford private gyms and are tired of being cramped in the home.
Their feet could be a metaphor for the limited freedom of movement they have in Gaza.
Habjouqa documented these urban stories in photographs by addressing and questioning
women’s daily routines in Gaza. The photographs highlight the narrow focus of
representations of Gaza. One of the key issues highlighted in Women of Gaza is aspects
of women’s daily lives at a time of media attention on their rights in Palestine under
Hamas (Gresh 2013, p.114). Although the series Women of Gaza demonstrated the
difficulties presented in the daily life of Palestinian women, it also signified that the joy
of life should not be ignored, despite the tremendous obstacles (Habjouqa 2012). By
doing so, Habjouqa represented Palestinian women without the typical stereotypes
presented in the mainstream media.
In summary, although Habjouqa was educated in Texas, living in Gaza gave her
photographs an edge. She presented to Western viewers the reality and the facts of the
daily lives of women living there. Many people never knew that Palestinians also have a
normal life, since if you are not living there then the media and what is posted in the
media distort what you know.
C. Laura Boushnak
Laura Boushnak is a Palestinian photographer who was born in 1976 in Kuwait to thirdgeneration Palestinian refugee parents. She moved to Lebanon, and completed her BA in
Sociology at the Lebanese University in Beirut in 1997. She later had a photography
career in Sarajevo. She has worked around the world, covering and documenting different
issues, mostly focusing on women (Boushnak 2014).
Boushnak has a distinct style and approach to her subject matter, from photojournalism to
surreally constructed images to narrative photography. Boushnak declared in an
interview: “I like telling stories and I enjoy taking pictures, the process itself and meeting
people. It’s a form of telling stories, It’s evolving and developing and experimenting with
different means, so I don’t just do photography, I started doing videos as well” (cited in
Handžić 2013).
Her photograph ‘TeTa’ is an example of narrative photography and is a way of arguing
the issue she is emphasising. ‘TeTa’ was taken in 2010, and is a close up of the artist’s
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grandmother’s face, with a dark background; it is a coloured photograph showing only
her face, with the hint of a grin. Her hair tied up to the back means all the wrinkles and
lines are clear. Her direct gaze tells the viewer a story she has never expressed before.
The photograph holds stories, memories and a whole identity of a woman who, similar to
many women of her generation, experienced years of distress and heartbreak.

Figure 2. 11 ‘TeTa’. Laura Boushnak (2010).
Source: Boushnak 2014.

In Arabic, a grandmother is sometimes addressed as teta. When Boushnak was a little
girl, her grandmother used to ask her with a firm tone to sit properly: “good girls don’t sit
that way, shame on you” (Habjouqa 2012). Boushnak says she did not understand until
later, when she learnt how the whole honour of the nation lies between her legs
(Boushnak 2014).
Boushnak’s ‘TeTa’ reveals years of memories that have faded away, being a refugee and
living a hard life, her daily routine, raising three children on her own. She upheld the
traditions and customs while battling through life, feeling the need to protect her children
and bringing them up to according to what she believed was best for them. Boushnak
wondered how her grandmother managed to survive all those years without falling in
love. She asked her once: “Teta, did you ever miss having sex?” She sighed and
answered: “When I barely started to understand what love meant, my husband died”
(Boushnak 2014).
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This photograph symbolises years of suffering while living in different places as a
refugee before settling in Jordan as a widow in a conservative society; there she took on
the strict implementation of the traditions and customs of this country. It could be said
that the photograph represents a re-visitation of routine, customs, tradition and culture,
along with all the memories it holds of a woman from an older generation portrayed by a
female photographer who is also her granddaughter.
Using the daily routine as a theme to understand other women’s daily lives has resulted in
the development and growth of the representation of women from the Middle East to
other viewers. The three female photographers discussed here illustrated some of the
routines within their lives, in their countries. Matar, and her representation of young girls
and their rooms, demonstrated a part of their private lives. Habjouqa highlighted the
hidden side of the daily life of Palestinian women, a people and time rarely documented
by others. Finally, Boushnak focused on the daily routine as a theme to represent her
grandmother and the stories she remembered from being a child. It could be said that they
established a direct approach to examining women’s issues. By examining women’s
routines, we understand much more about the women and therefore about their society
and culture.

2.3.4 Expression
Photography as we all know it is a form of nonverbal communication. A photograph
delivers different thoughts, ideas and notions from one person to another (Barnbaum
2010). Wells (2015, p.328) reviews how women photographers have moved beyond
critiques of representation to an exploration of the relations of looking and questions of
identity.

In this section, a range of topics, from female empowerment, education,

communication and women’s goals, outline this theme. The main thrust of this theme is
to involve articulating and communicating the ideas expressed by the photographers. I
have chosen to express, articulate and clarify the notions and the ideas expressed by the
three photographers discussed here. Once again, I draw attention to and analyse the work
of women photographers and the key features they discuss inside their work. This
approach explores the connection between the expression and the representation of
women, communicating different topics and issues.
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A. Madeeha Alajroush
Born in Saudi Arabia in 1955, pioneering Saudi photographer, feminist and practising
psychotherapist Madeeha Alajroush travelled around the world as a child. She lived in
New York as a young woman, where she completed her education (Alajroush 2014). In
1975, Alajroush began taking photographs of Saudi Arabia and its people, illustrating the
life of Bedouins as well as city life and the contradictions between the two sides.
Alajroush had over four decades of work that none of the women of her generation
created.
As discussed in Chapter One, during the 1970s in Saudi Arabia photography was
considered a sin and against Islamic teachings. Nevertheless, Alajroush captured the
images of people and certain natural elements during Saudi Arabia’s transformation, even
though in some schools students were taught that photographs should not be taken unless
it was a necessity (Blatt 2010). It is claimed in a book detailing the Prophet’s actions,
Riyad As-Saliheen, Chapter 77, that Sharia law condemns both the making of human
portraits and using them as decoration in home, as they might be considered as sacred
objects; or rather that they may be read as part of a polytheistic display (An-Nawawi
1989). However, the book also states that one is at liberty to be photographed or to
photograph in an unavoidable situation.
A key issue for Alajroush is driving. Alajroush has stated on television and social media
that “women in Saudi don’t have the basic right of driving… and driving is a basic
human right that Saudi women need to have” (Alajroush 2014). In a protest for women’s
rights to drive, she herself drove for the first time in Saudi in 1990, an experience that
represented a breaking point that caused her to express her feelings towards the situation
of women in her own country. For many years, through her photographs, Alajroush
publicly confronted issues concerning women’s rights in Saudi Arabia. Her three
published books are Abha Bilad Asir (Abha cities of Asir), Shadow and Resurface; she
was the first published female photographer in Saudi Arabia (Alajroush 2014). In 1990,
in Alajroush’s project Deriya series, she protested against injustice, demonstrating
symbols of power and control by men, in contrast with symbols of silence and
withdrawnness of women.
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Figure 2. 12 Deriya. Madeeha Alajroosh
(1990). Source: Alajroush 2014.
This photograph represents four men dressed in a traditional ‘thoub’ dancing in freedom
around two women. The women are dressed in the traditional Islamic black abaya, worn
in Saudi Arabia on top of women’s clothes. The women are presented standing still, shy
and holding each other’s hands. This photograph is an expression of the necessity for
women to gain empowerment and social change in their country.
In 1999, Alajroush made a series about Bedouin women in Al-Oula, where one of the
women in the photographs had a key fixed to her head cover, which represents power
over food storage, over the daughters in law and also authority in the family, displaying
the power that some Saudi woman have had and still have till this current day. From her
photograph ‘Deriya’ I can infer that Alajroush is representing her own experience in the
1960s and 1970s. It could be argued that today the situation with women’s issues in Saudi
Arabia has changed; Saudi women today work side by side with men in hospitals or
private companies, and have reached high positions within society. Alajroush is not only
a woman who takes pleasant images or photographs of her country; she is a leading
women’s activist in Saudi Arabia. In her work Alajroush attempts to articulate, through
constructed images, her personal passion, desire and feelings towards what she feels is
unrealistic in a society that is ruled by traditions (Alajroush 2014).
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B. Laura Boushnak
Boushnak’s biographical details were discussed in the “routine” theme. In 2012, while
Boushnak was seeking ideas for the position of Arab women, she came across a
report suggesting the reasons why Arab countries are not developing as they should. The
implication was that women are not involved in the process of development (Boushnak
2014). The ability to read and write, it was said, would change women’s lives completely.
In an interview, Boushnak claimed that “without education, this region is going nowhere”
(MacDonald 2013). She examines Arab women and education in different Middle
Eastern countries with a focus on different issues concerning women’s education, such as
illiteracy, educational improvements, drop-out students and political activism. Thus, one
of the obstacles she identified was the lack of education.
At the beginning of 2013, Boushnak began making use of environmental documentary
portraiture as a photographic approach to the female image in many Middle Eastern
countries, but faced many rejections from parents or guardians who refused to authorise
the photographing of their girls. In her series I Read, I Write she photographed portraits
of women attending literacy classes in Cairo, where she invited women to participate in
the project (Boushnak 2014).
Unlike other Middle Eastern female photographers who look at the female image in a
more constructed approach, Boushnak reflects on images of women within their own
environment, whether sitting in a classroom, in the street or in their homes. She asks the
women to use their own words to explore the barriers that have impeded their ambitions,
such as poverty, gender disadvantages, or early marriage and cultural constraints.
One example is the photograph ‘Mastara Education = Ruler Education’. Here Boushnak
reveals an example she witnessed of teaching methods in Arab countries (Boushnak
2014). During her documentation, a twenty-year-old teacher referred to a female student
as a ‘beheema’, which literally means animal, or as stupid as an animal. Additionally,
when officials from the Ministry of Education visited the schools, only the best students
were kept, while the others were sent home (Boushnak 2014). These methods clearly do
not guarantee the best for the future generation in education. In many cases, she describes
the verbal and physical abuse the students have to endure when going to school.
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Figure 2. 13‘Mastara Education = Ruler Education’, from
the series I Read, I Write. Laura Boushnak (2013). Source:
Boushnak 2014.
This documentary photograph shows a class of young girls wearing headscarves. The
teacher is covering her face because she is being photographed. With a wooden stick, the
teacher who is hiding her face from the camera hits the female pupils on their hands after
they are unable to recite a verse from the Quran. To hide their embarrassment from their
classmates, some of the girls smile at the teacher. The girl with the green dress walks
back to her desk with a serious look on her face, leaving behind the rest of the girls who
will be hit on the hands as a punishment, while the other classmates look at her.
This photograph is a depiction of the education system in some Arab countries. The I
Read, I Write project is also about women and their needs. Boushnak argues that “The
Association for the Development and Encasement of Women are really working hard to
have women know their rights” (Boushnak 2014).12 Boushnak’s I Read, I Write project
represents women who pursue their goals in life through education or political activity
while questioning the barriers they face (MacDonald 2013). Although some women in the
project were illiterate, they expressed their goals of gaining control over their simple
daily routines, especially the small details, such as counting money or helping their
children with their homework.

12

The Association for the Development and Encasement of Women (ADEW) was established in 2000,
recognizing that literacy is pivotal to building women’s self-esteem and resistance to legal exploitation.
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Boushnak used the participants’ handwritten words in the project, which completed the
images they were portrayed in. They wrote about their achievements and goals and their
life stories. Despite the words they wrote helping in their higher purposes, they also
brought attention to major barriers that stood in their way. Cultural constraints, society
and poverty were the most noticeable in countries where many still believe that women
are destined for marriage in order to protect the honour of their community, and that their
role is solely in their homes (Boushnak 2014). Boushnak quoted one of the women
activists she interviewed in Tunisia who said, “question your convictions, be who you
want to be, not who they want you to be, don’t accept their enslavement, for your mother
birthed you free” (TED 2014). The photographs of her Egypt exhibition I Read, I Write
have been shown in the British Museum, the UAE and in Hungary. The aim was to have
these photographs as a source of inspiration and encouragement to other women all over
the world (Boushnak 2014).
In the Arab world, many women are denied education and thus deprived of the
opportunity to grow and reach their full potential, which impedes the region’s progress. It
means that women’s chances of getting a basic education vary enormously according to
which country they happen to have been born in (Ghosheh 2009). I Read, I Write focused
on women in Egypt, a country the UN ranks as one of the ten worst in the world in terms
of literacy. Nearly half of Egyptian women over the age of 15 cannot read or write and
are therefore unable to participate fully in their society: half of the female population is
illiterate (MacDonald 2013).
Focusing on illiteracy and education, Boushnak realised that she needed to expand her
topic to cover as many Arab Middle Eastern countries as possible. This was clearly
illustrated in Jordan, where despite the high percentage of young girls attending schools,
many leave the education system in their early teens (Boushnak 2014). An NGO in the
suburbs of Amman provides a two-year programme for students in their early teens who
have dropped out of school (Boushnak 2014). Although Boushnak knew how
conservative the parents were, she arranged with the deputy director of the centre to
obtain a signed consent form from the students’ parents to be able to publish their
photographs. Even though the girls were over eighteen, only six out of 120 students
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brought the consent form back, including two sisters, and a girl who forged her father’s
signature (Boushnak 2014).13
Boushnak found that to raise awareness and to empower women through education,
learning and the photographs she takes, there is a need to motivate the women
photographed and emphasise their vulnerability, by provoking their ability to think and
articulate and by giving insights into different societies.

C. Lalla Essaydi
Photographer and artist Lalla Essaydi was born in 1956 in Marrakech and grew up in
Morocco (Oweis 2008, p.113) where her father was a successful painter. During her
childhood, she moved to Saudi Arabia. Essaydi was brought up in a strict Islamic
household, which aided in forming her identity as an artist. Essaydi received her art
education in the US; she also completed her higher education in the Western world
between Europe and the US (Ganti 2012). Her duality of education added to her
credibility as a woman of two worlds. Later she settled in the United States; she presently
lives in Boston (Oweis 2008, p.113). It was Arab American poet, artist and philosopher
Gibran Khalil Gibran who wrote to early Arab immigrants about a century ago:
I believe in you, and I believe in your destiny.
I believe that you are contributors to the new civilization.
I believe that you have inherited from your forefathers an ancient dream, a song, a
prophecy, which you can proudly lay as a gift of gratitude upon the lap of America.
(Gibran 1985, p.745).

These words reflected the connection the immigrants had to their rich culture and heritage
which contributed to art in America. In other words, Arab artists like Essaydi have
contributed not only to their home countries, but also to the West. Understanding the
need for creating new visual images for Middle Eastern women, Essaydi tests notions of
Islam and the role of women within Morocco; she also articulates the condition of women
in Islamic society, Orientalism and the narrative of art history. As with Neshat, Essaydi
has developed a personal artistic voice that calls into question the power hierarchies,
myths and traditions that limit human freedom (Brooks 2014, p.8).

13

This information comes from Laura Boushnak’s personal project blog.
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In Essaydi’s photograph ‘Les Femmes du Maroc, La Grand Odalisque’, she presents her
female subject as a life-sized, large-scale print. She adopts the art of calligraphy because
it is a high form of art in the Islamic world which is also said to entice Western
fascination with its movement and the flow of its letters, in comparison with the stability
of Latin script. Another usage of articulation is through the procedure of writing words
with a variety of methods, a technique first known in Baghdad in the ninth century, and
used by women in the harem (Davidson 2013, p.3). The women wrote small verses along
the borders of their clothing which represented a voice for the women. It was also
interpreted as an approach to seduce men in order to allure them with their intelligence
(Davidson 2013, p.3).

Figure 2. 14 ‘Les Femmes du Maroc, La Grand Odalisque’. Lalla
Essaydi (2008). Source: Brooks 2014.
Essaydi’s ‘La Grand Odalisque’ challenges the viewer to reconsider the nature of historic
poses and subject matter through a shifting of the contemporary cultural lens (Brooks
2014, p.4). In her work, Essaydi uses henna as a symbol for the life of Moroccan women,
linked to their womanhood and fertility. She creates images through the use of aesthetics
that intrigue Western viewers, such as calligraphy, tile work and the use of Arab
Moroccan women as models. Consequently, instead of changing the women’s
environment, she uses it for visual purposes, enchanting the Western viewer, as well as
mimicking European genre scenes (Brooks 2014, p.8). However, the women play a
different role: they are detached, not persuading the viewer, yet not avoiding their gaze.
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Essaydi thus highlights the impact of Orientalism and how it has affected the way in
which Arab women view themselves.
Essaydi heavily decorates her work with what she feels her international audience will
read as the authentic Moroccan identity, rather than those delivered by nineteenth-century
European painters (Sheehan 2015). Essaydi’s photography offers a unique perspective on
questions of female identity in the Arab and Muslim world. It reflects the artist’s view
and experience of Moroccan women, as an insider and outsider to her culture.
Having the women wear garments which imitate the space around them seems to make
them blend into the interior. She uses their clothing as a metaphor, as if binding them to
the home, reflecting the social implications and laws from a culture which literally
prevents woman from walking down the street without a ‘guardian’ or the protection of a
man.
Henna, on the other hand, is traditionally applied to Middle Eastern women for special
celebrations in their life - puberty, marriage or the birth of a child - and Essaydi uses the
dye from the henna plant to write calligraphy on the drapery and bodies of her
participants and their surroundings. As Muslims cannot visually portray God, she uses the
power of the word in Islamic calligraphy to deliver her thoughts (Davidson 2013, p.4).
Furthermore, by adding the calligraphic script between the subject and viewer, Essaydi
inhibits the traditional Western male gaze (Essaydi and Mernissi 2009). Although
calligraphy is a cherished Islamic art, women do not practise it, therefore Essaydi uses
both henna and calligraphy on her models’ bodies as an expressive symbol through which
the women can speak and tell their stories in her photographs (Gresh 2013, p.26).
Essaydi articulates the female image in a constructed manner by performing scenes from
Orientalist paintings while staging them as colonial postcards. Her work was made in the
light of Edward Said’s critique of Orientalism (Davidson 2013, p.2). Essaydi’s ‘La Grand
Odalisque’ imitates Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres’ ‘La Grande Odalisque’, created in
1814, portraying a resting nude woman (Gresh 2013, p.26).
In summary, expression has been used as a theme to represent a variety of issues.
Alajroosh uses the constructed image to articulate her desire to change a situation with
which many of the women in her country are troubled. In her photographs she represents
traditional dress worn by men and women to emphasise how traditions are ruling society.
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Almutawakil addresses expression through self-representation and self-portraits of
wearing the veil, in which the final images present an entirely covered face. Boushnak
attempts to raise awareness through education, by giving women ambition and inspiring
them. She looks at expression in the form of female literacy and the ability to think, write
and argue. Essaydi’s photographs also use this to discuss the condition of women in
Islamic society and in Morocco in particular.

2.4 Conclusion
This chapter has given details of the development and meaning of fourteen photographs
concerning Middle Eastern women and the issues they face. Its purpose was to explain
the aspects involved in women representing women, and to recognise and understand the
intentions of previous female Middle Eastern photographers. It further aimed to seek and
explain the thematic approaches and visual strategies of the selected group of
photographers, to provide context for this study, in addition to thinking about the
reception and interpretation of these photographers from the perspective of Westerndominated critical discourses on the medium of photography, in the international contexts
in which these works circulate. Furthermore, it provided a review and illustrated steps
that have been taken towards greater visibility for Middle Eastern women, a growing
trend in contemporary Arab and Middle Eastern photography, and the potential for new
creative work by other female photographers. These women are pioneers in their field,
with their photographs and experiences giving an insight into contemporary Middle
Eastern and Arab photography.
Shabout (2009) argues that finding images or works by artists from the Middle East has
been problematic and challenging for both teachers and researchers. She also claims that
much of the art in the Middle East may prove to be only remotely connected to the region
itself (Shabout 2009). Today, there are many female photographers who are highly
talented, producing critical, significant work. Photography as an art is one of the uniting
forces for such activism, since it enables women to find a common medium of
communication, regardless of religious background, social class, level of education or
ethnicity (Films 2013). Lange discusses the ‘familiar’: in presenting something familiar
through the use of a camera, the outcome will be made mysterious (Spirn 2008, p.48).
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However, Sontag (1978) claims that within all photography there is always a belief that
reality is hidden; there is always something to be revealed. After having looked at some
of the most prominent active female photographers from the Middle East, it is clear that
these women and others have been extremely productive in the art world around the
globe, yet there is still more to be accomplished, whether to reveal a reality or to make
the familiar mysterious.
The creativity of these photographers supports the communication of their issues to the
real world, through their imagination and through their creation of new methods and
symbols in their art, which are inspiring to other artists and women. They demonstrate
different views of the representation of women from the Middle East and through
analysing these photographers, we can understand the visual culture, the explanation of
these cultures and their traditions. The fact that there are female photographers tackling
women’s issues from these countries proves that there is still a lot to express within the
Middle East.
The subject of Middle Eastern identity became important to Western viewers and created
expectations, which had an impact on artists from the Middle East. Therefore, to attract
more attention from the West, many artists from the Middle East integrated
characteristics of decorative and attractive arts which carry cultural codes and signs that
address the question of identity (Huang 2011, p.159). Consequently, this led to an
assumption that a work of photography or an art installation from the Middle East would
only be successful if it contained ornamental elements from that region (Huang 2011,
p.159).
My critique is directed at two basic analytical presuppositions, which are present in
Middle Eastern art: clearly, most of the photographs made were directed at Western
societies or the Arab elite and other Arab and Middle Eastern artists; however, this form
of art should also engage with people from Middle Eastern societies, to enlighten women
living there and raise awareness. Secondly, each of the photographers represented within
this research has provided a vision or an interpretation of the world they have witnessed
from their own point of view. Nevertheless, it is critical not only to presents the artists’
opinion, but also that of the women or participants taking part in such projects, and this is
central to the project undertaken here.
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Chapter 3
Being a Saudi Woman Photographer:
Positionality and the Reflective Self

3.1 Introduction
According to Hall, “There is no enunciation without positionality. You have to position
yourself somewhere in order to say anything at all” (Hall 1990, p.18). In order to address
the question of positionality sufficiently and openly, I present here an autobiographical
narrative. I will present myself directly as a Saudi Muslim woman. I am the mother of
two children, a spouse, a photographer, an artist, a learner, a researcher, an educator and I
am a determined woman. I come from a hard-working, educated, middle-class family
from Western Province, Saudi Arabia, from a city on the Red Sea called Jeddah. Having
travelled most of my life to different countries and cities, I have now settled in Riyadh,
where I work as a photography lecturer in the largest female university in the world.
LeCompte and Preissle advise the construction of a research identity as an instrument of
research:
The personal characteristic most affecting conduct of
qualitative research is the investigator’s identity as the
essential research instrument. The identity of the data
collector mediates all other identities and roles played by the
investigator. (LeCompte and Preissle 1993, p.91)
Although LeCompte and Preissle’s discussion does not engage in detail with the nuances
of what this might involve, nor how the other identities and roles are constructed, they
emphasise the role of the researcher in that interaction, thus acknowledging that the
researcher is an important part of the research process.
People become researchers for many different reasons. For some it is a logical choice to
achieve a higher level of study, while others somehow find themselves being invited to
participate in a research project, or feel that the only way to go forward is to challenge a
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particular issue or problem. In the case of my research project, it began with the privilege
of receiving a scholarship to study for a higher degree. Later, during the first year of the
PhD, my research topic was discussed and selected, given my personal position of being
a Saudi woman. Having read the creative artistic literature at length and discussed it with
my supervisor, I found that there was nothing available regarding the representation of
Saudi women through the medium of photography; it has either been overlooked or
remains a divisive issue, promoting stereotypes. Consequently, I became interested in
researching the topic of the representation of Saudi women more deeply, in order to
address this gap in the literature.
This chapter is an introspective, reflective narrative that examines my emotional
experience while positioning myself as a woman, a photographer and a researcher in the
Saudi sociocultural experience, as well as a woman educated in the West, who has been
exposed to many different perspectives and opinions from different societies. According
to Ellis (1991), the use of one’s own emotional experience is a legitimate object of
research to be described, examined and theorized. The focus on researchers and their
feelings during research situations in the field is of particular interest to me. As
researchers have fluctuating levels of absorption and emotional involvement in their
work, this view offers significant insight into how various participants in different
settings might be emotionally experiencing their social worlds (Ellis 1991).

3.2 Positionality
According to Bourke (2014, p.1), the term “positionality” acknowledges that people have
multiple overlapping identities, thus an individual derives meaning from various aspects
of his or her identity. According to Savin-Baden and Major (2010), if we enter the
research terrain with limited experience, we will limit both the questions we ask and the
responses we hear. If we are the research tool, we need to be intellectually sharp and
emotionally open (Savin-Baden and Major 2010, p.15). On the other hand, Rosen (1998)
states that a person’s knowledge can only exist as a result of a massive range of past
experiences which have been lived through, often with the most intense feelings (Rosen
1998, p.30). So, we are what we experience, what we learn, what we read and also what
we feel.
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Ropers-Huilman and Winters (2010) argue that qualitative research methods call on
researchers to categorize their experience, disclose their perspectives, or describe how
their identities might affect the research, though it is suggested that researchers simply
cannot know the limitations of knowledge, and that not all research or knowing can be
comprehensive. Therefore, it is important to position oneself and take one’s place in a
much larger discussion, facilitating the hearing of voices of those who do not have a large
platform to represent themselves whenever possible, at the same time as working towards
social change (Ropers-Huilman and Winters 2010, p.41). By representing the participants
and learning more about their lives, I personally understood more about my Saudi culture
and about myself. I wanted to understand how Saudi women see and represent
themselves; thus, I entered into a creative, visual research project in the hope of exploring
and developing a clear understanding of Saudi women’s identities. With their
representations, I represent myself. I exist within their stories and they in mine.
Critical feminist Collins (2004) argues that educators or researchers are not purely
objective beings and thus are not neutral; they have many experiences that shape who
they are. Positionality, therefore, not only refers to the place that a person occupies within
a set of social relationships, but also suggests that all people have a personal position in
relation to others within a society. One’s position is the result of combining various social
factors or identities, including race, sex, class, gender, age, religion, nationality,
education, occupation and language. I am positioned within the Saudi culture, but also
within a broader category of Middle Eastern artists, and am shaped by the influence of
Western artists. As a researcher, I am against false interpretations. Saudi women in Saudi
Arabia are represented as symbols of honour, shame and motherhood, while on the other
hand in Western societies they are represented as oppressed, dominated by men, victims,
or as having the luxuries of oil wealth. Therefore, I am provided here with an opportunity
to display who Saudi women are not only to myself, but to the Western society. What
they represent and how they would like to be represented. By revisiting my past, I will
briefly articulate my personal narrative in order to adequately address the question of
positionality.
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3.3 An autobiographical narrative

Figure 3. 1 The only family portrait I have with both my
parents; in Monterey, California, near the seaside (Oct
1976).
Early years
My parents divorced when I was a year old, and due to my father’s work, I was raised by
my grandmother; I lived with her, and my aunt and uncle, for the first five years of my
life. (At that time the father took full custody of his children if he wanted to). Later my
father brought me up with the help of my stepmother. I was away from my mother, whom
I longed for, for as long as I can remember. I was always curious to know what it was like
to have a mother. Was it much different? Am I missing much? I used to hear my friends
talk or even complain about their mothers. At times I felt jealous, craving the same
experiences. Later, when I was fourteen, I met my mother; it was during the Gulf War
and I still remember being afraid that I would die without seeing her. We only met every
few years as my father worked hard to play both roles, and it was only later that I came to
understand how difficult it was for him to be both mother and father at the same time. I
loved my father, who had a huge impact on me as a child, and I have always wanted to
make him proud of me.
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During my primary school years we lived in the United States, in Washington D.C. Later,
at the beginning of my third year of elementary school, we returned to Saudi where I
struggled with Arabic, which meant I was weak in most subjects. I remember my father
constantly telling me that if I did not get better grades I would not get into a good
university and would not have a good career. A good career to my father and his
generation in Saudi meant medicine, architecture or engineering, and as women did not
study architecture or engineering at that time it was clear he meant medicine. I was
always attracted to natural science, the arts and music. I had French and piano lessons out
of school hours. Reading different kinds of books was also essential at home. My father
used to say, “There is no such thing as being bored. If you feel bored, go grab a book and
you will travel the world.”

My first camera
My days were mostly spent reading, sketching, painting and playing the piano for hours
in my room. When I was twelve I bought my first camera from the money I had saved
every year from Eid (a Muslim festival that takes place twice a year, Eid Al-Adha, which
marks the end of the hajj, and Eid Al-Fitr, which follows the month of Ramadan). It was
a small orange Kodak camera, which was very cheap and produced low-quality
photographs that a 12-year-old child would be proud of. I took photographs of everything
and everyone, including myself, but mostly my friends or the plants, insects and farm
animals that I raised in the backyard of the house. I used to take the small camera to
school (during middle school) even though cameras were not allowed and they would
have taken it from me if it had been found. My friends and I made sure I always hid it in
a safe place, then later I would take the film to a small Kodak shop and have the
photographs developed.
Three years later, I bought a video camera and started making and directing my own
movies. I was very creative in staging entire scenes, shooting movies of my younger
siblings and cousins. The camera distracted me from schoolwork, and then during middle
school we were taught by our religious studies teacher that taking photographs was a sin
unless they were needed for passports or other official documents. We were told that by
taking photographs of living beings like animals or humans we were trying to compete
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with God’s creation, but even as a teenager I saw no logic to that explanation. These were
interpretations of some of the Prophet’s (pbuh) sayings, which could be either correct or
false. Some people were influenced by what was being expressed at the time. Classmates
at school would say that their families either burnt their photographs or just hid them
somewhere out of reach, and they stopped taking any more photographs. At home, it was
different; not only did my family approve of photography, but 75 years ago my
grandfather (AbdulKareem Mirza) had his own photographic studio (Studio Al-Sahafa),
which he later closed due to other commitments. Some of the most important
photographs he took were of the hajj, and the holy cities of Makkah and Madina, which
he sold to newspapers and magazines.

High school and afterwards
My grades in high school were not good enough to allow me to study medicine or any
science-related subject, therefore my father suggested I do computer programming. In
short, after two years of programming I failed dreadfully, with a first degree in failure, if
it existed. Afterwards I married, lived in Colorado in the United States and attended
university on and off several times, in different majors every time. During that time, I had
two beautiful children and decided to go back to university and study what I was always
passionate about: visual arts. My little family and I travelled to Australia where I enrolled
in one of the best universities in Brisbane and started my degree in the arts. My father
was not very happy with my decision, but it was my decision. After completing my
Bachelor’s degree, I enrolled immediately in a Master’s degree in photography. Some of
the comments I heard before enrolling to study photography included, “people do
photography as a hobby; they don’t go to university to study photography” and “you
know artists and photographers are always poor, you will only be famous and make
money after you die”. Nevertheless, I went on to complete my Master’s degree in
photography.
Recently I found out that I am dyslexic. I have great difficulty in processing data, yet I
have visual intelligence. After researching and learning more about dyslexia, I found out
that it has been suggested that the dyslexic brain is different from ordinary brains, and
studies have shown differences in the anatomy, organization and functioning of the
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dyslexic brain (Hammond and Hercules 2013, p.9). Dyslexic people tend to be more
“right brain thinkers”; the right hemisphere of the brain is associated with creative and
visual thought processes. According to Hammond and Hercules (2013), the neurological
differences give a dyslexic person a particular way of thinking and learning, which means
that they have a pattern of cognitive abilities which shows areas of strengths and
weaknesses. A closer investigation reveals that dyslexia can seriously affect learning at
the higher education level (Hammond and Hercules 2013, p.12). There is a great variation
between how I process information, data and visual material, in that while I have
difficulties with reading, writing and memory tasks, I have good creative visual skills, I
am able to see the whole picture and I am an affective visual thinker. Therefore, no
matter what the challenges were and still are, through determination and persistence in
what I work on, I always try to reach my goals.

Open doors
After completing my MA, we moved back to Saudi Arabia and I started looking for a job.
Nine months later I found out that a new public university would be offering photography
in its graphic design department, and they had no staff with the appropriate experience. I
applied and within a week I was assigned to the new job as a lecturer in photography. I
could not believe the change that had taken place in my country within a few years. They
actually have photography in a public university! I now had the chance to teach these
girls what was taught in Western universities. As I had a sense of the Middle East and an
awareness of Western influence, I was able to combine Middle Eastern and Western
schools of thought. I had been given the opportunity to teach something I loved.

Rough road
Life rarely goes the way you plan it. A couple of months after starting my new job, my
marriage was over and my life changed completely. Sadly, Saudi society has no
compassion for women, especially divorced women. No matter what the reasons, the man
is always right; or, to put it another way, a man does not carry the burden of his mistakes.
Whatever he does is okay; “oh, he’s a man”. I had so many low moments that it felt as if I
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was never going to get up again. I was in severe depression for an entire year, but my
faith as well as seeing a therapist for a couple of months gave me back the confidence I
needed and the strength to carry on. At the same time, I started looking for local group
trips to different regions and historical locations in Saudi Arabia in order to photograph
them. Photographing landscapes, historic locations and sometimes people was also part of
regaining my confidence and my life. It is said that what does not kill you makes you
stronger, and so I decided to pursue a PhD in photography.

Postgraduate student
As a PNU (Princess Nora University) lecturer, I had the opportunity to apply for one of
their scholarships, whereby they send a lecturer, who is qualified, to complete a higher
degree if she fulfils the prerequisites. I started my postgraduate PhD degree in Brighton,
UK, and not only am I now completing a fully funded degree in the arts, but specifically
it is in photography. I have seen gradual change happening within Saudi Arabia and for
women in particular and although this transformation has taken many years over many
generations, it is still under constant development. There has been rapid economic
development, but a slow development in women’s issues. When I signed my scholarship
papers one of the conditions was that I should have a mahram or “guardian” to
accompany me during my degree. Officially, I needed a guardian to complete my papers.
I contacted some female friends in Saudi to tell them about having to have a guardian to
complete my papers and they found it amusing, but not unexpected; it is an inseparable
part of our culture and customs that I have to learn to accept and acknowledge. Why
should we have a male figure as a guardian at this age? Why should there be a male
figure representing us? How would a Saudi woman want to be represented? My friend
Abeer answered, “you are over-thinking it”. I can simply tell you I am nothing; I have no
identity. What is an identity anyway? I could say that I am a mother and a housewife,
who has arguments with her husband every now and then, and this is all my life revolves
around.” However, do all Saudi women feel that way? I was certain that there are other
responses, views and opinions about how Saudi women view themselves and how they
want others to perceive them. In brief, this was the beginning of all perspectives
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combining my past, my present, my knowledge and my photography into a larger image
of Saudi women.

Final decision
Photography always seems to have been a part of my life, whether it was for fun as a
child, to get me out of my despair as an adult, or as a career which provides an income for
a working woman. I suppose photography is some kind of a heritage in my family, a
passion I inherited from my grandfather. Continuing my studies and higher degree using
photography was my next step as a Saudi woman photographer. I had to think of a way in
which photography could be used to benefit other women. I started my PhD in January
2014. My main goal now is to give women from my country a voice and to clarify false
representations and interpretations. My research project has an important role to play, not
only in clarifying my own thoughts on my studies but in bridging a wider gap that exists
in the representation of women in Saudi Arabia, connecting Saudi Middle Eastern culture
with Western British culture. Hence, within my project I reflect on ten Saudi female
participants’ own narratives from different stages of their lives, through their own
personal existing and new photographs.
This project builds on the practice-based research I undertook for my MA. The aim of my
investigation then was to reveal the genuine reasons behind wearing the hijab or burqa for
Muslim women. It could be due to religious, cultural or social pressure; it may also be a
matter of being forced to wear it, or simply a free choice. These aims were situated in an
attempt to break down the barriers between Muslim women and their Western
counterparts’ understanding of them, by creating a discourse and sharing the stories of the
women that were interviewed and photographed. Two exhibitions were displayed in
Brisbane, at Griffith University. The first one was a solo exhibition Revealing the
Unrevealed (2010), and the second was in the graduate art show The GAS.
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3.4 Reflexivity
Debates about reflexivity rely upon a concept of the self. Most recent debates on
reflexivity have focused upon how this reflexive self can be known through particular
methodological techniques, such as confessions or autobiographies (Skeggs 2003). How I
as a researcher am perceived is not only related to the different selves I mentioned earlier,
but will in return affect the way the study proceeds. In other words, understanding the
role of the self in a research project will help us document how and why the self is the
key fieldwork tool (Reinharz 1997, p.18). Therefore, through reflecting on my past and
present, as a researcher I become aware of what allows me to understand, as well as what
inhibits my seeing or understanding (Russell and Kelly 2002).
Breuer (2000) identifies multiple characteristics that may draw researchers towards or
away from particular research topics. Included in these are the elements of intellectual
and emotional comfort, individual interest, and attraction towards certain roles or
environments that complement individual style (Breuer 2000). Based on Breuer’s
argument, in the previous autobiographical personal reflection I tried to present the
reasons that encouraged and enabled me to tackle this personal exploration. I say
personal, because I am a Saudi woman and through this research I am enabling Saudi
women to represent themselves visually and verbally by reflecting on their photographic
images, which in return is a reflection of the discourse of the dominant culture of Saudi
Arabia.
In 1992, Wolf offered a feminist perspective on representation by suggesting that
reflexivity and self-critical attitudes are particularly characteristic of feminist thought.
Feminism in general encourages an examination of power and powerlessness, the mutual
obligations of the researcher and researched (Wolf 1992).
Reflexivity can be described as the act of exploring the research process in the context of
a person’s positionality (Bourke 2014). Reflexivity involves self-scrutiny on the part of
the researcher, a self-conscious awareness of the relationship between the researcher and
the subject (Chiseri-Strater 1996). According to Hertz (1997), reflexivity implies a
change in our understanding of the data collected, i.e. what I know and how I know it.
Therefore, to be reflexive is to have an ongoing conversation about experiences, while in
parallel being in the moment (Hertz 1997, p.ix). So why is it important to understand or
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know who I am, where I come from, what I know and how I know it? Reinharz argues
that the self we create in the field is a product of the norms of the social setting and the
ways in which the “research subjects” interact with the selves the researcher brings to the
field (Reinharz 1997, p.3). In other words, being a researcher is only one aspect of the
researcher’s self. Although as a researcher I might consider “being a researcher” to be the
most prominent self when conducting research, community members may not agree; but
why does this matter? According to anthropologist Pat Caplan, there are a number of
factors that determine the kinds of data we as researchers collect, and our interpretation of
them. One of the most important of these is our positionality: who we are for them and
who they are for us. Other important factors are our gender, age and life experience, as
well as our race and nationality (Caplan 1993). In other words, the researcher needs to
take into account how their assumptions and views have impacted on the research process
and outcomes in order to interpret the complexities of the multiple realities involved.

3.5 The audience
As Gordon (1988) points out: “studies of Third World women by Third world women
suggest rich possibilities for linking Western and Third world writers who are embedded
in and wish to speak to diverse audiences”. The meaning of “audience” points to the final
cause for which form exists, to the purposefulness or its lack that makes a text either full
of possibility or aimless and empty (Park 1982, p.247). In other words, knowing my
audience will help in determining what information is included within the thesis and with
communicating the research properly to its target audience. In this research project I am
faced with three audiences; my role is to ensure an objective, Saudi perspective of the
understanding of the representation of Saudi women through photography. The primary
audience for this research is the academic and research community, the community that is
engaged through journals, conferences and books. My second audience lies outside
academia and is Western society itself. The third audience are Saudi women as well as
men. My aim is to present new insights and clear understanding not only into women
from Saudi Arabia, but also into current Saudi society. My ten female participants are not
a part of my audience, rather they are an important part of the making of this research
project. Without them this project would not have happened. I was absorbed into their
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lives by their stories, perhaps because each and every one of them touched an aspect of
my own life, my own self-representation.
Women’s studies writer Elaine Lawless acknowledges that during her field research she
made many interpretations and conclusions that drew on her participants’ lives from her
own point of view as a researcher writing about them, without always reflecting on their
own interpretations (Lawless 1991, p.35). On the other hand, while establishing a close
and friendly relationship with my participants in this research project, the voices of my
ten participants as well my own voice were clarified as a comprehensive strategy.
Lawless argues that as researchers we need to establish a more collaborative
methodology for fieldwork, and a theoretical framework of knowledge-sharing which
will allow for dialogue which can be included in ethnographic field research as well as in
the presentation of that work, so no one voice has a privilege over another (Lawless 1991,
p.36). The group I worked with were non-separable participants in this collaborative
research project, and in telling their stories through their personal photographs they
presented and reflected for a critical Western audience.
Positionality and the biography of a researcher play a central role in the research process,
as I have already discussed. It is important to define the position of the researcher as an
insider or an outsider to the culture being highlighted, as what each one sees and
understands will be different from, yet as valid as what the other sees (Lee 2001, p.415).
In this chapter, I have engaged in positioning myself within the research project and
given an insight into my personal life and how I was pointed towards my research. I have
both an insider and an outsider perspective on Saudi culture; being an insider because I
am a Saudi woman, and an outsider as all my higher education has taken place in Western
countries.
Collins addresses the question of how to use one’s position as a source of knowledge
(Collins 1986), making the argument, in a very inspiring piece, stating that academics can
enrich and strengthen their disciplines by learning to “trust their own personal and
cultural biographies as significant sources of knowledge” (Collins 1986, p.29). I
interviewed women from within my own culture, yet I did so whilst being away from
home, and whilst my research identity was located in Britain. My insider status was an
advantage when I started my research, to access the community knowing the nuances of
how to reach women within Saudi society. According to Ming-yeh Lee (2001), in her
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own research, “being away from home” strongly enhanced the cultural bond shared
between the interviewees and herself, and as a result she had an endless list of potential
interviewees referred to her by acquaintances. In my case, I did not have an endless list
due to the conservative nature of Saudi society; however, the majority of the women who
came forward to participate were more comfortable knowing that I was an insider from
their own culture, yet would be conducting the research somewhere else (in Britain).
The fact that this research was being conducted in a Western country strongly influenced
some participants’ decisions to participate. Participant K.Q.4, a lecturer and a hospital
consultant, stated a couple of times: “I was asked many times to participate in interviews
but I never accepted. This is the first time I have accepted. Unfortunately, many people
do not know Saudi culture well. I agreed to participate in your research because I want
Western society to know how fortunate we are to live in an Islamic country.” The reasons
varied but what was common was their comfort in expressing their identities, opinions
and representing themselves through photographs, knowing that I am one of them, I am
an insider, a Saudi woman, yet everything will be written, published and exhibited
somewhere else.

3.6 Concluding personal statement
Collaborative work has always been a key part of feminist practice (Gordon and Behar
1995, p.21). Research represents a space, shared by the researcher and the participants
(England 1994), which continues as we reflect on the development of the idea, on the
data collection, on the findings or outcomes, and on the implications. Our position and
reflection may shape our research in different ways; for example, my reflection on my
positionality led me to consider the interaction between the participants and myself, and
my research provided an insight into myself. This research provided an opportunity for
ten Saudi women to share their stories, beliefs, identities and photographs. As such, the
identities of both the researcher and the participants are more likely to impact the
research process (Bourke 2014, p.1).
During my fieldwork in Saudi Arabia, while interviewing the participants, looking at the
photographs they presented, and listening to and recording their stories, my mother
contacted me and reminded me that she also came to Brighton to complete her Bachelor’s
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and Master’s degrees after her divorce from my father (something I never knew about).
Was there something about Brighton that brought both a mother and later her daughter to
the same place, or was it a coincidence? Traveling to different countries allowed me to
hear experiences of women from different parts of the world and to build friendships by
getting to know women from different areas, be they artists, single mothers, housewives
or even colleagues, while completing my academic degrees.
According to Carpenter-Latiri, it is important to note that during a research process many
revelations may arise (Carpenter-Latiri 2017). I learnt more about my mother, my
grandfather, and about myself as a visual artist, a photographer and as a woman.
Nevertheless, positioning myself within this project and sharing my own story, beliefs,
values and how I came to this research project was a process of opening my mind and
expanding how I perceive my own world. I realized that it is not simple to open up and
share a point of view – it takes strength and courage. I had to write and rewrite some parts
of this chapter, fearing I would offend or hurt those mentioned. I also decided not to
reveal certain personal information but to keep it private. This process opened my eyes to
how powerful and generous the ten women who participated in this project were, and
how grateful I am to them. Sharing life stories is not as easy as it seems.
Clearly stating my positionality will allow others to identify where I am coming from and
the lens through which my research has been conducted. Developing myself as a
photographer revealed what power this medium has by reflecting on people’s stories. As
Lawless (1991, p.36) states: “The fact of the matter is, however, that we must first be
conscious of the issue before we can tackle it”. This research gave me an insight into
myself and the distance provided me with space to reflect and narrate my own story with
my own perspective, words and images.
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Chapter 4
Photography as Methodology and Practice
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Brief overview
This chapter describes the methodology for this research project, which uses the medium
of photography as a tool of collaborative and creative engagement in a participatory
setup, and as a stimulus for reflection. It introduces aspects of critical theory in
photography and qualitative research methods, in addition to providing a rationale for the
selection of participants. As I am looking at individual attitudes, opinions and
perceptions, qualitative research is most suitable, especially when working through the
medium of photography, via a collaborative approach. This project explores the complex
and multiple identities of women in Saudi Arabia. Identity is a concept that symbolically
unites a personal world with the shared space of cultural forms and social interactions
(Altheide 2000).
Both equally important to this project, the two methodological approaches employed here
follow: the tradition of qualitative fieldwork in photographic exploration, using photoelicitation as a qualitative research method; and the creative collaborative photographic
practice, collaborating with all ten female participants producing their personal portraits
to reach project goals. Qualitative research is an approach that allows researchers to study
people’s experiences in detail by using a specific set of research methods or techniques,
such as interviews, discussions, questionnaires or focus groups. Qualitative research
requires a study of the participants in their own natural settings to understand how their
behaviour, beliefs or experiences are shaped by the content of their lives. It also pays
attention to the cultural context and physical setting in which it takes place. According to
Hennink, Hutter and Baily (2010), implementing and using these methods, will result in
the researcher achieving a better understanding of their behaviour and experiences (Prins
2010, p.427).
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In 1992, Wexler used the term “becoming somebody”, which Woodley-Baker (2009)
draws on in her research, describing people as a unique construction of social processes,
incorporating family, network, work, friends and more (Wexler 1992; Woodley-Baker
2009). Woodley-Baker’s (2009) project uses photographs and visual representations of
participants to draw attention to the research methodology, which is particularly
reflective and raises a different sociological imagination, one that is attentive to the lived
experience of the young women being studied (Woodley-Baker 2009). Along similar
lines, Woodley-Baker (2009) argues that enabling a group of women to have a voice
captures the cultural symbols of their lives, reflecting more accurately on their world. It
generates a collection of different ways in which people can link aspects of their lives.
According to Mcleod and Yates (2006), it is important to distinguish between the terms
identity and subjectivity. The concept of identity makes it possible to gain knowledge of
how people see themselves as a particular kind of person, and their independence or their
achievements (Mcleod and Yates 2006, p.37). Subjectivity, however, refers to the way
subjects are formed in an ongoing process, affected by historical or contemporary factors,
such as family, friends, work or school. It indicates that identities are not simple to
understand, but rather they are a production of constant progression and change (Mcleod
and Yates 2006, p.38).

4.1.2 Aims and intentions of the project
Photography, in this project, has played the role of translator and has attempted to
illustrate and show the diversity of Muslim Saudi women. The goal was to produce new
insights into Saudi women’s identities, and how they can be represented visually to
articulate aspects of the social and cultural characteristics and context of Saudi culture.
Besides forming a contemporary visual representation of Saudi women, the project
intended to see beyond the image. Analysis of participants’ personal photographs and
documenting their narratives, through collecting and writing all their responses about the
final photographs, allowed me to improve and increase my understanding of the
participants. Moreover, it also raised self-awareness in each participant by exploring each
woman and her life in depth. It allowed me to reflect on what shapes a woman’s identity
and individuality through her society, culture, family, background and religion. The
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project represents ten women, taking into consideration that the selection of the initial
participants would obviously have important influence over the research outcomes.
The rationale behind selecting this methodology was that participatory and qualitative
research strategies allow researchers to gain a wider perspective and a deeper insight into
the issues and problems facing their participants (Monique Hennink 2011 p.84);
therefore, it may be the key to truly understanding the complexity of female identities in
Saudi Arabia. This project was conducted in Saudi Arabia, looking at women over the
age of 18, analysing a wider range of women from different backgrounds and traditions.
As previously discussed, I worked with Saudi women who choose to discuss, investigate
and explore their character through photography, and highlight issues that affect and
contributed to their individuality and identity in their society. These participants all
agreed that their personal attributes can be represented in a contemporary visual
approach.

4.2 The three major methods used in this project
4.2.1 Using photo-elicitation
Based on the research aims and questions, two main methods were used in this practicebased project: the collaborative process of photo-elicitation, which is used in visual
studies by employing visual images in research interviews (Liamputtong 2007, p.143);
and formal and informal interview techniques. These visual and narrative methods
support the objective of understanding and reflecting on each participant’s identity, and
the two approaches are a part of research through practice, i.e. incorporating an element
of practice in the methodology or research outcome. It is a complex task to represent
people, but through practical concepts a photographer can reveal a modest representation
of the culture from the selected samples.
Harper (2002, p.14) attributes the term photo-elicitation to John Collier, a photographer
and researcher of visual methodologies. Collier proposed photo interviewing as the
solution to a particular practical problem, in a study in which research teams did not
agree on categories of housing quality. The technique of photo-elicitation was used to
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examine how different people adapted to their residences. The photographs elicited more
accurate information and memories, and reduced misunderstanding (Harper 2002, p.14).
According to Harper, “images evoke deeper elements of human consciousness than do
words, exchanges based on words alone utilize less brain capacity than do exchanges in
which the brain is processing images as well as words” (Harper 2002, p.13). According to
Collier, a photograph can capture a moment in time and give that moment endurance and
durability, thus allowing others to revisit and re-evaluate that moment (Collier Jr and
Collier 1986). Along similar lines, it could be said that the gap between the researcher
and the participant has to be closed by communication methods, interpretation and
analysis. Photo-elicitation is a method of using photographs to guide interviews by asking
and answering questions about social, cultural and behavioural features (Suchar 1997,
p.34). It has the ability to create an interactive dialogue through well-constructed
questions. Hence, the key success factors are an understanding of the research topic and
proper selection of the photographs (Suchar 1997, p.34).
All research has temporalities, which means it happens in a time and over time (Adam
1995). According to Tinkler (2013):
Research with photographs has a motivating temporal
dynamic in three different ways: firstly, because of the
special manner in which people view and relate to
photographs; secondly, the timing in which photographs
appear in research, and the information generated; finally,
because photographs can restore memory and imagination
(Tinkler 2013, p.13).
For example, Tinkler explains how in interviews, whether photographs are taken at the
beginning or the end of the research has implications regarding how people will
remember or exchange information. There are many researchers who use photographic
images as a method of work, with results often depending on how researchers and
participants engage with the photographic methods. Certain methods will work
differently at different points and different times, which has to be considered when
designing the research and analysing the results (Tinkler 2013, p.13).
Rose shows that photo-elicitation asks the research participants to take photographs,
which are then discussed in an interview with the researcher. It is all about inserting
photographs in a research interview (Rose 2012, p.298). Several studies have examined
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social identities using photo elicitation focusing, for example, on the way people mark
themselves through clothes, illness or ethnic differences (Harper 2002, p.18). The
researcher introduces photographs to the interview as a way to generate responses beyond
language or words alone, as is the way for conventional interviews (Harper 2002, p.23).
In other words, photo-elicitation interviews can allow for a more expansive result, in
terms of human consciousness, than interviews without photographs would. Stanczak
(2007) argues that when conducting photo-elicitation interviews, one of the first decisions
that the researcher must make is to decide who will take the photographs (Stanczak
2007). Some researchers decide to take the photographs themselves and present them to
the participants as this allows the researcher to frame, select and develop the presentation
of the images to the interviewees, based on their own research questions (Stanczak 2007).
For example, Harper (2001) used both aerial views of farmlands and his photographs to
interview farmers about their identity and community. Researcher photographs may
capture taken-for-granted aspects of the participants’ community or life to encourage
discussion (Clark-Ibanez 2004). For a more inductive research approach, in this practicebased research project participants will be asked to take their own photographs to be used
later as interview stimuli, which Clark-Ibanez (1999) refers to as the photo-elicitation
auto-driven interview (Clark-Ibanez 2004).
In brief, this practice-based research has adopted a qualitative photo-elicitation approach.
My initial role as a researcher has been to recruit ten Saudi female participants, and
conduct personal interviews with them using qualitative techniques. The interviews will
provide the knowledge and information needed for a deeper understanding of the identity
of Saudi women.

4.2.2 Using creative collaborative photographic practice
Collaborative research is defined as working together to achieve a common goal (Katz
and Martin 1997, p.7 ).14 There has been little work done on the important aspects of
collaboration (Katz and Martin 1997, p.10). De Lain (2000, p.2) claims that, in
contemporary fieldwork the tradition and trend is for more participation and less
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Collaborative research was discussed in more detail in its definition on page 54.
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observation. There were several reasons why as a researcher I decided to collaborate with
my participants: to represent Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia visually through their
own photographic images, which was the main goal; to reach a realistic representative
portrayal of them; and to develop a higher degree of communication and understanding.
The high point of this research project is based on the creative collaboration between the
female participants and myself as the female researcher and photographer. As Katz and
Martin suggest (1997, p.7), collaboration tends to generate more informal communication.
When I started my project, I did not realise that what I was about to go through was a
collaborative process of interacting and collecting data. Later I realised that this was an
ongoing negotiated process that opens up ways of communication and debates, in which
individual work is limited. The outcome was not limited to visual material, the
photographs, which I would never have been able to get if I was working on my own, but
it was also the narratives and nuances of the private input that added depth and strength to
the research.
Katz and Martin argue that the closer the potential collaborators are, the more likely they
are to engage in informal communication. This could be the case if the collaboration was
between two peers or researchers. However, when working with individual participants
who are not researchers, and not close to the researcher, the collaboration process itself
makes them communicate better and become more acquainted with each other, unlike
when they first start the collaborative work together.

Without the collaboration used in this research project, the results would have been very
limited and incomplete. I would have been unable to communicate the knowledge and
information shared by the Saudi participants using their own words and photographs.
Different views and different ideas were generated and discussed as a direct result of
collaboration. There was a source of creativity, stimulation and trust within this
collaborative process. Social connections or friendships were created from this
collaborative process; nevertheless, it resulted in ten different portraits, each one unique,
created according to each participant’s individual requests, characteristics and identity.
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4.2.3 The use of participation within the research
Methods are very important elements of research studies, and participatory process. The
discussion of participation begins and ends with identifying different methods. The
significant characteristic of participatory research was discussed earlier (page 55).
Participation can mean many different things, here, I will elaborate on participation that is
used in this research project and why it is different from collaboration within the context
of this research project. I refer to women in this project as participants because of their
personal participation and degree of engagement. Participation within this project did not
originate as a method but as a continuous process, with individual motivation or interest
being among the reasons these ten Saudi women decided to participate. Participation in
the research created a complex, yet engaging atmosphere and allowed the women to
focus on elements which interest them and from which they develop satisfaction.
Being involved in a research process is not equivalent to having a voice (Cornwall 2008).
Voice needs to be nurtured and people have to feel able to express themselves without
fear of punishment or the expectation of not being listened to or taken seriously; therefore
those who initiate participatory processes may create space for people to speak up and
have no control on whatever the participant may say (Cornwall 2008, p.178). According
to Cornwall (2008, p.180), The question of who participates involves what they
participate in or what activities they take part in. Hence, the women who took part in this
research project are clearly participants because of the different levels of engagement.
Collaboration is clearly indicated in several points within the research project, with
photography being used as a medium throughout the methodology, practice and outcome.
As suggested by Palmer (2017), a relationship should be built between the photographer
and the subject, which in this case was the connection that was built with the participants
and the association created with their photographs. It is also considered collaboration
when it is in a particular setting, offering a general guidance or understanding to active
participation in research (Katz & Martin 1997).
However, the participants were involved in a collaborative process using their own
photographic images through the three main stages that will be discussed in detail in this
chapter. The participatory process here led to new material and research outcome
conducted with and by different women to enrich the photographic exploration. In brief, I
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would like to argue that the participatory engagement was the voice of the ten Saudi
women, while their participation was the use of their photographs and being
photographed. In other words, the participation here was done by enabling these ten
women to represent and analyse information about their lives or other issues and make
their own decisions of their visual representations, which in return enhanced the use of
photography and motivated those involved.

4.3 The ethnographic dimension
During the research, it became evident that there was an ethnographic dimension, in
which ethnographic principles were indirectly used as a reflection of the participants and
myself as a Saudi woman. Ethnography refers to the study of people in naturally
occurring settings or fields; it captures their social meanings and ordinary activities,
involving the researcher directly in the setting, if not the activities, in order to collect the
data without imposing on them externally (Brewer 2000, p.10). Ethnographic fieldwork
tends to be holistic, seeking to understand all aspects of people’s lives, even if the focus
of the study is on a particular aspect of their lives (Banks 2007, p.58). This will still be
understood within the broader context of their life experiences and social environment.
While I am a Saudi female photographer undertaking a PhD in the United Kingdom, I
found drawing on ethnographic principles was the best way to explore women from Saudi
Arabia using qualitative methods and photography as a research technique.
Banks (2007) argues that ethnographic fieldwork aims to investigate implied knowledge,
the things that people know that they do not consciously know that they know; for
example, how Saudi women represent themselves through their photographs, or how they
reflect or see themselves through their personal photographs. This research project
provided me with the opportunity not only to evaluate a sensitive topic but also to reflect
on the participants. According to Ellis, “The goal is to use your life experience to
generalize a larger group or culture, to document the moment-to-moment, concrete details
of life, an important way of knowing as well” (Ellis 2004).
Photographs are certainly part of how we experience, learn and communicate and
represent knowledge. Photography is a medium that is increasingly an essential element
of the work of ethnographers. What makes this research indirectly related to the visually
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oriented ethnographic approach and principles is the use of photography as a method of
participatory interaction in the participants’ real-life environments. According to Pink
(2013, p.1), the visual is inseparably related and linked with our personal identities,
narratives and lifestyle, cultures and societies. In other words, ethnographic research is
intertwined with visual technologies, images and symbols, in addition to which the
experience of producing and discussing them becomes part of the ethnographic
knowledge (Pink 2013, p.1). Using visual methods of research and representation might
play a broader role in ethnography as a whole (Pink 2001, Banks 2001).
Correspondingly, Da Silva uses anthropological methods to inform her photographic
practice. She writes of how as a participant observer she worked closely with the subjects
of her portraits as they lived out their everyday lives, to access the personal and domestic
arenas of fishing communities and record individual narratives (Da Silva and Pink 2004).
According to Pink (2013), in research images inspire conversations and evoke memory of
an embodied experience, therefore visual ethnography is an invitation to engage and to
see and experience which is part of the ethnographic process. Therefore, to enable a
better understanding of Saudi women, their identity and how they are represented, using
photographs, as a participative, collaborative and creative practice in this research project
is a part of creating representations of ethnographical knowledge.
Ethnography has shifted from being a method for collecting data to being a process of
creating and representing knowledge based on the researchers own experience (Pink
2013, p.18). Although people tend to classify and categorize, photography is by no means
an exception to the rule (Harper 1987). However, depending on the framework,
photography can be received as either documentary, artistic or even ethnographic. In this
sense, this research is also ethnographic because it focuses on the wider social context in
which the women experience and use photography. This medium was not only a
“research tool”, nevertheless, it was already socially and culturally embedded in
participants lives. By analysing the participants photographs and understanding their
backgrounds and narratives, we were able to obtain a better understanding of the lives of
the women who participated in this research through the experiences represented during
the fieldwork. It is also drawing on ethnographic principles in the sense that the project
focused on the wider social context in which the participating women experienced and
used photography.
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Being from the same country as the participants, is evident of having connections with
these women that makes it personal, and their definition of their identities answers
questions that I myself might have as a Saudi woman. Ellis and Bochner state that the
outcome of an ethnographic study often takes the form of expressive narratives written in
the first person (Ellis and Bochner 2000). While developing this ethnographic process,
the participants, and the narratives produced from the photo-elicitation interviews, have
inspired me as a woman and as a researcher. Each woman within this project contributes
insights into aspects of Saudi society, which matters to me as a Saudi female researcher
and photographer. In such a conservative society, I am able to communicate my practice
as well as aspects of identity to provide a richer and more complex insight into Saudi
society, which has certain expectations of women, Saudi women’s complex discussions,
and explanations to define them using their photographs. It is clear that ethnographers
and qualitative researchers have to respond to new perspectives and new ways of
constructing their representations. Bringing text and images together into one platform
could lead into the emergence of new kinds of qualitative and ethnographic insights
(Dicks, Mason et al. 2005, p.42).

4.4 The project design
This research project was designed in three main stages: stage one (observed memories),
stage two (self-engagement) and stage three (reflections). With each stage, a set of
cultural ideologies appeared and was documented. Saudi principles are derived from
interpretations of Islam and Arab cultural customs, and often emphasise the importance
of maintaining modesty by practising strict rules. Since the Saudi woman is constantly
dealing with various challenges, this project has given the ten women participants the
opportunity to express and illustrate aspects of the social and cultural characteristics and
context of Saudi culture through their own personal photographs. The project depends on
the creative contextual visual outcomes and analysis of each participant. Their answers,
opinions and photographs are all a part of its design and final product. With each
interview, more material and information was collected, including the participant’s own
images. Thus, the primary source for this study was both the interviews and the
photographs.
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4.5 Genesis of the research project
Besides the limits of creative expression in a conservative country and its strict social
principles, the initiation of this practice-based research project is illustrated through my
personal experience as a Saudi female photographer wanting to express myself one way
or another, which was the initial motivation for the project.
The aim here was to understand to what extent the female participants perceived an
engagement of this type. In other words, it was achieved by investigating and analysing
how each woman represents herself through photographs. My goal was to represent and
reflect on Saudi women through visual and photographic forms of representation, by
using photo-elicitation to explore, raise self-awareness of and highlight the complexity of
the identities and backgrounds of women in Saudi Arabia, creating opportunities for these
women to express themselves within their own images, words and reflections. The
images, therefore, were a point of entry to see beneath surface issues, and touch on, for
example, relationships, community, culture, religion and the extent to which a photograph
can express and voice identity (Mcintyre 2003, p.48).

4.6 Methodological considerations
The project involved the representation of women from Saudi Arabia, as well as their
own perspective of their visual representation, using a collaborative process of taking
photographs. This methodology was chosen to generate useful photographs in order to
evaluate how the research participants engaged with the research task and approached the
images they had produced (Tinkler 2013, p.17). The aim, therefore, was to understand
whether, and to what degree, such an engagement in this type of research process was
perceived as empowering to the female participants. I aimed to raise self-awareness by
exploring each participant in depth. In addition, the goal was to analyse and understand
how each woman represented her identity through the photographs produced in
collaboration with the researcher. It was important for the participants to have a choice
when they took the photographs, but, as the researcher, it was also important to
acknowledge the factors that shaped their photography: social, physical, cultural and
material (Tinkler 2013, p.168).
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4.6.1 Preliminary pilot study
A pilot study in such a project is the first step of the practical work and is conducted after
obtaining a clear vision of the research topic and questions and the methods. It is
“reassessment without tears”, trying out all the research techniques and methods that the
researcher has in mind to see how well they work in practice; if necessary they can be
modified accordingly (Blaxter, Hughes et al. 2010, p.138).
The pilot study in the current project involved informal exploratory testing of the project.
According to Blaxter, Hughes and Tight (2010), one might think one knows well enough
what one is doing, but things never work out quite the way one expects, therefore the
value of a pilot study can never be overestimated. A try-out of the methods, stages,
techniques, questionnaires and interviews was carried out with two Saudi women living
in the United Kingdom (London and Brighton). They were two women from different
generations, education levels, backgrounds and regions in Saudi Arabia (eastern and
central).
During this process, the importance of the questionnaire in stage one was apparent, when
combined with the photographs that already existed. In other words, it helped to produce
topics and discussions that helped each woman analyse and reflect on her identity and
create new photographs that in turn generated new visual data, and stimulated their
creative thinking. The approach structure (the three stages), which was developed based
on the research aims and questionnaires as well as the visual material, was found to be
very useful for investigating and producing findings about the female participants.

Meetings with the two women at the try out stage
The meetings consisted of the approach structure with each participant in private in a
time frame of three hours. Participants were asked to choose a location where they felt
most comfortable. After the first meeting, when the project was explained in detail,
consent forms were completed and questions were clarified and answered; photoelicitation (stage one and stage two) took part in the second and third meetings. A followup interview was scheduled to examine the images produced by each participant. Both
the participant and myself agreed on three photographs from each theme as the final
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choice. Stage three (reflections) took place in the studios of the University of Brighton,
where the final photographs were taken for the pilot study.

Participant perspectives
The pilot study presented an opportunity to gain information regarding the participants’
perspectives, during the interviews, on the project and the approaches used. The
following observations were made:
•

Alterations to the questionnaire were needed to focus on the aims of the project.

•

Participants were nervous at first.

•

One participant felt that the old photographs generated difficult feelings and
memories, which led her to cry.

•

One participant was reminded by the photographs of transitions she had been
through in her life (place, cultural, economic).

•

The photographs and questions made it clear how her understanding of many
things had changed: how the meaning of happiness had changed; how
perspectives have changed in her identity.

The pilot study revealed the following important factors:
•

The participants did not always commit to the time specified for the meeting.

•

Participants had difficulty finding old photographs. One participant was
disappointed that almost all her old photographs were destroyed in the 1980s
when a fatwa from Muslim scholars in Saudi Arabia emerged saying that
photographs are forbidden and should be destroyed.

•

The old photographs were very helpful in starting the conversations about their
lives and the past.

•

Occasionally a photograph lacked clarity, because it was a photograph of a
photograph, printed as a screenshot on a mobile phone or a photograph that was
emailed in low quality.
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•

There was excitement to start taking new photographs that resemble them and
reflect on their identity.

•

The photographs gave the participants a voice to express what was very
personal but what they did not mind sharing.

•

Some photographs were difficult for participants to talk about and express
because they reminded them of certain times and memories, which made them
very emotional.

•

The time specified for the meetings was extended because they had a lot to
share and express.

•

Meeting in a public area was not beneficial or productive for the participant and
researcher. A meeting in a private space was more comfortable and relaxing for
them.

•

When being asked to select from their photographs, they asked me (the
researcher) for help with selection.

•

One of the participants changed her mind about having the photographs
published after completing the whole process.

•

Follow-up questions helped participants decide on what represented them.

To summarize, the intention of conducting a preliminary pilot study in summer 2015 was
to identify whether the basic structure of the project, which was formed from the aims,
objectives and research questions, would enable the required data to be gathered.
Additionally, it was to take the opportunity to identify any particular issues that would be
suitable for more in-depth development, or would form a particular obstacle or problem
to the research project. In other words, it was to pre-test the research methodology and
approach structure.
A pilot study provides information and saves time, effort and money by indicating
whether the main project will succeed; therefore, it contributes to the success of the
research project as a whole. It was evident in this case that the methodology, provided a
critical visual representation using qualitative methods in a collaborative process. The
focus of the project and the tools evoked different kinds of knowledge and information
from the participants. The use of photography as one of the tools for exploration was
beneficial for constructing the information needed since it contributed richness and
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productivity to the project. The methods that were used are explained in more detail in
the following section.

4.7 Approach structure (stages of the project)
4.7.1 Stage One (observed memories)
Photographic images are a powerful record of memories, people, places and more. By
asking questions about the life of a photograph and what it might reveal about a person,
their society and their social life, one can explain aspects of the background and source of
the image (Tinkler 2013, p.15). The participants’ photographs were a starting point (stage
one). They were asked to bring a number of old (existing) photographs that represented
them within their family and society. The participants were specifically informed to bring
images, family snapshots, photographs of special places and certain people, or any
images that were made to document specific times or events in their lives.
In social research, poor-quality images, as well as amateur photographs can be just as
useful as professional ones in stimulating questions about why the photographs were
made in a particular way, how they were viewed and why, how they were used, and what
happened to these pictures over time and why (Tinkler 2013, p.15). These questions and
more direct a spotlight on the participants and what their photographs have to present and
inform. By looking at old images, this project sought to arouse ideas or emotions in ways
that words alone could not; hence, it directed the participants to revisit and re-evaluate the
personal, social and cultural issues that have shaped their identity. The photographs were
looked at, discussed and analysed with each participant.

4.7.2 Stage two (self-engagement)
Tinkler (2013) argues that there are several reasons why research participants should be
asked to take photographs. One common reason is the belief that participants enjoy taking
pictures and take them with enthusiasm (Tinkler 2013, p.149). Also, when participants
take their own photographs, it is a source of visual data for the researcher, allowing them
to gain information into the subject’s everyday life, personality, or aspects of their
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subjectivity (Tinkler 2013, p.150). Participants are often keen to talk about images or
photographs they have taken themselves, because the process promotes their feelings,
thoughts and concentration. Finally, and most importantly, by giving the participants a
camera to take photographs, we give them a voice (Tinkler 2013, p.150). Generating
photographs enables research participants to represent their views, to observe and have
some control over the research (Luttrell and Chalfen 2010).
In this project, participants were asked to document their daily routine, and those aspects
of their lives that reflect their identity, using their mobile phone cameras or any compact
camera they may have. The aim was to explore how they see themselves through the
photographs they take of themselves. Each participant was asked to choose from different
themes, such as home, work, family, love, sorrow, religion, how her day begins, how her
day ends. These themes were selected according to the aim and objectives of the study
discussed in the introduction chapter.
For example, when asking them to take a photograph to illustrate the word ‘love’, this
word was considered and understood differently from one woman to another according to
her background, tradition, beliefs and feelings, which would later tell us much more
about her as an individual. In addition, each individual participant was asked about what
interested them most, or what was most relevant to their lives and daily patterns and
concerns, in order to agree on the themes selected. More than one photograph could be
taken within the same theme. All of the photographs from the main project were taken in
Saudi Arabia.
A follow-up interview was then scheduled with each participant, to examine the images
they had produced, in which we chose three photographs from each theme as the final
selection. This interactive process with the participants was a powerful part of the entire
method (self-engagement). The chosen photographs were a part of the research as well as
being part of the final exhibition. It was hoped that the outcome for the participants
would be that their self-awareness would increase and each woman would become more
conscious of her identity.

4.7.3 Stage three (reflections)
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Stage three involved the visual representations; images of Saudi women from the point of
view of another female Saudi photographer. After the first and second interviews and
after each participant had taken photographs that represented her identity, each woman
was photographed individually, with the purpose of reflecting on stages one and two as
well as their identity, to represent each participant visually. Photographs of the
participants were taken to reflect on their stories and photographs, providing a chance for
self-expression. The aim was to produce ten black and white creative contemporary
portraits.
As discussed earlier in the introduction, all three stages of photographs were used to
generate new questions in the interviews. Participants were asked about their
photographs. How and why did they decide to take them? How do they reflect on
themselves? What would they like to have photographed but were unable to? What does
the photograph mean?
In stage three each participant was asked to write a sentence to be added to the
photograph, which expressed and told more about herself. These photographs, combined
with the sentences, helped with translating and communicating issues of Saudi women’s
identity, thereby providing a better understanding of them and giving them the chance to
express who they are whilst increasing each participant’s self-awareness. These final
photographs were also the subject of discussion between the participants and myself as
the researcher.

4.8 Research questions and overview of project
The aim of the project was to address the research questions through the medium of
photography, via a collaborative methodology. Qualitative methods were used to test and
explore all three main research questions, from which the data was collected. The
questions were developed from the project’s objectives, the literature, as well as my
understanding of the role of the medium used to create the final photographs and critical
outcomes.
The first section of this chapter addressed the broad primary questions, involving two
sections: photography and its diverse roles, and the collaborative approach used in this
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project. The second part included the qualitative research approach, framing this project.
This section explained how the different stages informed one another, and why they were
ordered in this particular way. In other words, it addressed the second question, with the
aim of producing new insights into Saudi women’s visual representation. The third
section addressed the final question, explaining the nature of the interviews with the
participants, and how they developed from the previous stages of the research. It also
examined how these informed my personal approach and critical reflections, and the
resulting impact they had on my practice as a part of the research. The following research
questions helped to develop the methods and activities used to reach the expected
outcome.
4.8.1 First research question
How does the medium of photography, when used collaboratively in a reflexive dialogue,
examine Saudi women’s experience, self-perception and visual representation?
With this research question, I looked at the use of photography while engaging with each
participant on her own collaboratively via a reflective dialogue. The purpose was to
identify whether this creative dialog would result in a better understanding, not only of
Saudi women’s experiences and self-perception, but also of their own visual
representation.

A. Photography
In this project, photographs played the main productive part in an interview-based
approach. As Tinkler (2013) explains, when interviewing participants, photographs can
be used to generate questions. They are considered a useful approach in research in both
asking questions and answering them, especially where there is the potential for them to
stimulate questions (Tinkler 2013, p.14). Thus, for her there are three reasons why visual
methods are useful in academic work: they help researchers engage in new ways with
photographic images, and can change people’s ways of seeing; they can be used to
establish new questions and engage with stories about the photographs; they can enable a
reaction when interpreting a photograph (Tinkler 2013, p.55). The current project
attempts to address the identity issues of women from Saudi Arabia, using a feminist
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approach, via photo-elicitation interviews. Although the interviews do not appear to have
obtained more information, nevertheless, they evoked different kinds of information
(Harper 2002). Most elicitation research uses photographs, though some uses paintings,
public displays or other visual images. Participants in this project were asked to use
photographs. They participated in choosing old, existing photographs, and were then
asked to take their own photographs, which will be discussed in detail later in this
chapter.
This project invited Saudi women to take photographs of themselves and their daily
routines, with a view to enabling them to think, discuss, argue and elaborate on their
views and opinions regarding issues present in their lives. The knowledge gained
informed the process of documenting the exploration of their identity and representation.
The cultural background and social pressure were a starting point for the participants to
think about and position themselves. The photographs they presented provided different
opinions, with the aim of them as participants to engage with photography as a method
that would stimulate their thinking and discussion. It directed them to revisit and reevaluate personal, social and cultural issues they encounter every day. The project then
created a contemporary visual representation of the participants by collecting and writing
all of their responses to open up a deep reflective journey into their identity.

B. Collaborative mode
This project was based on a collaborative mode, through which participants revisited and
re-evaluated personal, social and cultural issues they encounter every day. It included the
creation of contemporary visual material representing the participants’ identities; the
collection of the data generated from the interviews and the photographs; and the creation
of conceptual perspectives or understandings, leading to original perceptions of the
generated outcome.

4.8.2 Second research question
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How do participants’ existing personal photographs, in combination with the new images
they take of their present lives, have the capacity to open a deep reflective journey on
their identity?
With this second research question, I looked at the photographic approaches represented
in the methodology used. Stage one (observed memories), consisted of their old existing
photographs; in stage two (self-engagement), they themselves took photographs of their
lives; and stage three (reflections), involved their self-reflections through the final
portraits which I as a photographer used to represent them visually according to their own
requirements. I reflected on how all these three stages had the ability to explore
participants’ identities.

A. Qualitative approaches
To obtain an understanding of the participants’ identities, beliefs, experiences, cultural
perspectives and context, a qualitative approach was chosen for the research design and
methodology. This particular research method added depth of understanding and detailed
information regarding the female participants’ self-representation and identity in Saudi
Arabia. As Sherman and Webb explain, “qualitative implies a direct concern with
experience as it is ‘lived’, or ‘felt’ or undergone” (2001, p.7).

Identifying participants (sampling method):
Ten female Saudi participants were selected, aged 18 and above, to cover different
generations. Participants were invited through a public advertisement via social media
(Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram).
The selection used a snowballing method which widens the range of people interviewed.
According to Noy Chaim, snowball sampling can generate a unique type of social
knowledge, which will develop and grow (Kothari 2006, p.3). Snowball sampling was
used in this project because of the type of sample needed. According to Bernard (2006),
when studying hard-to-find or hard-to-study populations, snowball sampling is preferred.
Samples or populations can be hard to find or study for three reasons: (1) they contain
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very few members; (2) they are stigmatized and secluded; (3) they are members of a
privileged group and do not care about your need for data (Bernard 2006, p.192).
Therefore, to expedite the process, key informants were used to locate one or two women.
Afterwards, I asked those women to list other female participants from Saudi society
whom they would recommend for interviewing. In other words, as Bernard explains
(2006), the researcher gets handed from informant to informant, and the sampling frame
grows with each interview. Based on that, in this project initial contact was made through
phone calls to organise a meeting either, in the participant’s house or in a public space if
that made the participants more comfortable. The women were informed that the aim of
the selection process was to cover different backgrounds and a variety of generations to
vary the views, concerns and attitudes involved in the project.
Personal interviews
In brief, the female participants completed a three-hour in-depth semi-structured
interview from February until May 2016. As discussed earlier, each participant was asked
to choose up to ten photographs they had found and discuss them. Subsequently, the
discussion moved to photographs that each participant had recently created for this
research project. Finally, discussions and reflections turned to the final photographs
produced by myself of each woman, reflecting on multiple aspects of their identity. The
aim was to locate the Saudi woman within Saudi socio-cultural traditions, family, the
male figure, and her own self-exploration and identity. The photographs and interview
recordings collected from the participants formed part of the ethnographic
documentation.
Bernard (2006) explains that informal interviewing is characterized by a lack of structure
or control. The researcher tries to remember conversations during the day in the field,
which requires daily sessions in which the researcher sits and documents, writing field
notes. Hence, informal interviewing can be quite demanding and draining (Bernard 2006,
p.211). On the other hand, semi-structured interviewing involves the unrestricted quality
of unstructured interviewing, and requires all the same skills; however, semi-structured
interviewing is based on the use of an interview guide, which is a written list of questions
and topics that need to be covered in a specific order (Bernard 2006, p.212).
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In this project, interviews were conducted with all participants, with each woman being
individually attended to in a private setting. The interviews were conducted in an
informal, semi-structured manner in order to build trust and connection with the
participants. That is to say that the interviews closely resembled conversations than
interviews, including casual chats, enabling me to get closer and spend more time with
them, and to acquire an insight into their cultural traditions, family and lives.

Questionnaires
During the interviews participants were given a sheet of paper with a set of questions to
answer before even discussing their photographs. The main purpose of the questionnaire
was to obtain maximum information about my subject matter and to break the ice and get
them speaking. “Approaching the topic” questions (Appendix III, p.324) echo the key
concept of the research project. These questions put the participants at ease since they are
being asked to discuss topics related to them, which is also central to the research.
“Approaching the topic” questions are crucial to the interview process because they help
the interviewer to gain more information, especially if the participant does not provide
detailed replies. They also ensure that the key issues are addressed and the flow of the
interview is maintained”. It was also important to keep the questions open-ended in order
to encourage participants to reflect and identify their true feelings.
These questions were given out to each participant, before looking at their photographs,
to encourage them to reflect and open up later when discussing them. Participants were
requested to return the completed questionnaires and then questions were selected and
finalised after having been tested in the exploratory work, which involved two Saudi
women who lived in the UK. This also exposed any flaws in the questions or methods
used. The questions aimed to emphasise the participants’ attitudes and opinions, allowing
them to reflect, argue and elaborate on their views regarding their identity.
As previously mentioned, all three stages were used to generate new questions in the
interviews. Participants were asked how and why they had decided to take their
photographs, what they would have liked to photograph but been unable to and what the
photographs meant. This was founded on the idea that “listening to what people have to
say about photos is an increasingly popular method in social and historical research,
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known widely as photo-interviewing or photo-elicitation” (Tinkler 2013, p.173).
Together, I as researcher and the participants used chose photographs belonging to the
participant and discussed them. Following this, the discussion moved to photographs that
the participant had generated recently within the bounds of this research. Finally,
discussions and reflections were drawn from the photographs I, the photographer and
researcher, had produced of each woman, reflecting on everything observed and
examined. An important aspect of using photographs during the interviews was that it
encouraged the participants to talk, and acted as an icebreaker, putting less pressure on
the interviewee than expected (Tinkler 2013, p.174).

Audio recordings
Research interviews were recorded to capture the qualitative data with the audio
recordings taking place during the interviews as another method of documentation. This
ensured an accurate record of answers given during the interview, as well as any
comments. It also allowed me to refer back to the interview and take notes whenever
necessary. In order to avoid any errors, high-quality recording was used and all audio
recordings were saved for future reference in separate folders on the computer, with each
participant’s name. The participants understood that they were being recorded as they had
each signed a consent agreement.

4.8.3 Third research question
Can interviews with participants, involving a collaborative research process, provide new,
critical, research-generated photographic representations in the specific context of Saudi
culture?
With this research question I looked at the outcome of the collaborative process
conducted with the participants and explored whether this process was able to produce
research-generated photographic representations of the participants in the specific context
of Saudi Arabia and Saudi culture.
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A. My personal practice and final photographic outcome
I planned to use the advantage I have of being part of Saudi culture to investigate and
explore a sensitive subject: the Saudi woman’s visual representation. I sought to reach a
realistic portrayal and representation of Saudi women’s identities. Accordingly, the
photographs which I took myself, were the final result of the collaboration of all three
stages of this research project. Limiting the photography to black and white was an
obvious strategy and tradition I decided to use and work with in this project. The use of
black and white contemporary portraiture as a final outcome implies a metaphor. The
usual language of realism is colour, which makes black and white a very basic colour,
more abstract, a metaphor or a symbol; meaning that the photographs are a metaphor for
something else or something more than what is represented in them. The participants
represent something else within their society. These photographs are factual accounts of
the women represented in this project attempting to ascertain their own identities using
their own photographic images.
One of black and white photography’s great joys and strengths is that it offers a different
world from the one we experience. It has less happening in it and so it offers more
opportunity to explore the qualities in the image. In photography, when the medium is
restricted there is an increase in the potential improvement within the photograph
(Freeman 2010, p.26). Black and white allows for complexity, contrast and imagination.
For this reason, the final photographs are black and white, to present strong, interesting
photographs, with a representation of extremes between a complex subject matter and a
wide range of identities.
Taking portraits was always a part of my practice tradition, which I have been trained to
do. The use of black and white portraits is part of my creative practice in this research
project. I did not take these portraits just to record an event or for the sake of
documenting each participant; since I consider photography to be both passion and
knowledge, I intended for the outcome to be rather more artistically related, with a sense
of representing great value and reality. I wanted the viewer to see these black and white
portraits from both my and the participants’ perspectives. Therefore, by producing these
black and white portraits I was presenting something different from coloured
photographs, which people are used to today and thereby using a similar concept of
offering the world a different outlook of these Saudi women then what they were used to.
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B. My role of critical reflection
Reflection in social research refers to efforts by practitioners to distance themselves from
their experiences and thereby achieve a more objective view of their practice (Kondrat
1999). Critical reflection as an approach to practice and the generation of knowledge
seeks to generate theory from practical experience; it has been developed as a process to
enable practitioners to research their own practice (Fook 1999, p.197). In qualitative
research, much of the reflection is exemplified in what is referred to as reflectivity, where
it implies thoughtfulness, complexity and the impact of reflection (King and Horrocks
2010, p.125). The reflection responds to the realisation that the researcher and the
methods used are combined in the practice and politics of the social world, which leads to
the recognizable conclusion that undergoing social research as an active and collaborative
process engaging individual subjects will commonly include emotions and political
commitments (King and Horrocks 2010, p.126). Reflection enables a critical view of the
original knowledge and impact of both myself and the context of the research. This is in
addition to developing an ability to recognise how the role interpretations and behaviours
may play in the final outcome of the research-generated photographic representations.
Using self-reflection during the interviews and the collaborative part of the research to
understand and interpret the participants can provide new insights to enrich the research
project. In other words, trying to identify the experiences of others, the interviewer’s selfreflections on how they feel during the interview and how they use their feelings can add
to the final outcome of the research (King and Horrocks 2010, p.130).

4.9 Ethical considerations
The consideration of ethics in research is of growing importance (Roberts 2003, p.7). A
number of external forces have been recognised as influential in the rise of ethics in
research: the increase in feminism and feminist scholarship; consciousness about the
rights of the individual, the emergence of participatory approaches, and the establishment
of ethics committees within various disciplines and departments (Laine 2000, p.16).
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Therefore, when exploring current issues it is critical to understand the basics of ethical
research and how it might affect a research project, especially if that research involves
participants (Rose 2012, p.328).
Each individual or participant has the right to privacy, specifically the right to decide
whether or not to appear in a photograph that will be used in public or a publication
(Tinkler 2013, p.202). It is important, as the researcher or photographer, to consider the
dignity and well-being of each participant; that is, to portray the individual in ways that
would not shame, embarrass or cause harm. According to Tinkler (2013, p.206), there is
an obligation and a responsibility to be clear when presenting photographs, and to be
aware of what claims they present, by providing a basic interpretive framework to ensure
that the photographs are not misunderstood in ways that might disadvantage the people
portrayed. Unlike many portrait exhibitions, this project uniquely focuses on precisely
how the woman participants wanted their visual representation, their photographs, to be
portrayed to the public; therefore, my responsibility as their photographer was to transfer
their views with clear understanding.

4.10 Ethics and informed consent
How we use photographs in social research is shaped by ethical obligations (Tinkler
2013, p.195). For Tinkler, photographic projects carry different ethical issues depending
on the aims and objectives, the people involved, type and age of photographs used,
methods employed and what happens to the visual data generated (Tinkler 2013, p.195).
Since participants were asked to generate photographs in this research, it was my duty, as
the researcher and the photographer, to ensure they used the camera in an appropriate
manner. Tinkler (2013) explains that it is the researcher’s responsibility to ensure that
participants are well prepared for their task and aware of what and who they can
photograph without invading the rights of others. A consent form was distributed to each
participant (see Appendix III). If any of them could not read or write the information
sheet and consent form were read for them and verbal consent was recorded. Participants
understood how and why the photographs were taken and would be used. A single refusal
meant that the photographs for that participant were not taken or used.
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A. Confidentiality and anonymity of records
The intention was to give a voice to each participant, and so underline their opinions and
acknowledge their independent identity. All participants were assured of anonymity and
confidentiality. Bernard (2006) posits that, with first time participants, a researcher has to
simply explain what they want to know and what is expected from them as an opinion or
observation. When interviewing someone the researcher has already known for a period
of time, it has to be explained why their opinion matters on the particular research topic.
Anonymous is different from confidential; the former means that the participant and their
data cannot be traced (Bui 2014, p.85). In interviews, because the researcher needs to
know each individual’s data in order to answer the research questions, anonymity is
difficult to ensure, therefore, it is best to code data for confidentiality rather than
anonymity. To give the participants confidentiality, all names and identifying information
were removed from any documents; the participants and their documents or folders were
coded and assigned a number. Participants who wanted to remain anonymous and keep
their identity confidential were assigned a study ID or participant code prior to collecting
data. Each participant was assigned her own folder with her photographs, responses and
answers. However, the fact is, although the names of the ten participants were not stated
or published, most of them are visually identifiable through their portraits. All
photographs and analysis of research were used for the dissertation and publications only
after obtaining consent from each participant.

B. Anticipated problems and restrictions
The following is a discussion of problems and restrictions I anticipated before beginning
the project. Firstly, conflict might occur between participants and their families or
guardians, as disagreements and differences of opinion can happen. Each person has a
unique way of understanding and viewing themselves, so conflict is not necessarily
negative; in fact, these differences often foster open communication and change.
Volunteers might endure anxiety or embarrassment, or even manipulate information
given to the researcher. Looking at Tinkler’s study, I recognized some of the complexities
that might arise from interviewing people going through their old photographs.
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According to Tinkler (2011, p.201), when she interviewed women who grew up in the
1950s and 1960s about their childhoods, using the photograph collections they selected
when they were young provoked memories and emotions some participants would have
preferred to forget, and in other situations caused distress or discomfort. In such
situations it is best to skip a photograph or take a break and return to the photograph later
if it seems important.
Saudi culture is a conservative one, differing from one area to another and one family to
another. The fact that I am a woman from the same country and culture gave me the
ability to get close to the participants in order to conduct this research, although some
might hesitate to open up and discuss private issues related to their personal lives, stories
and photographs. Therefore, the first restriction could be the difficulty of documenting
each participant through the three stages of photographs presented in the project. As there
could be a lack of honesty or openness, it may not be easy to reveal what the participant
does not want to present or show through the photographs.
For Saudi women, in a project where they were to be photographed and discuss private
issues, the other constraint was obtaining an informed consent. Since the male figure in
the family is the ‘guardian’, some Saudi women would need the permission of their
guardian to participate, and this male figure might interfere or simply refuse to allow
them to take part in the project; other participants decided for themselves and did not
need a male permission.
During the preliminary pilot exploration, I encountered three different types of
participant. The first woman (D.T.1) refused to take part in the project, insisting that she
does not care whether Western society understands her or not. Her photographs are very
personal to her and she did not want her identity to be discussed in a research project.
Another participant (N.A.2) was very excited to take part in the research project, but
made it very clear from the beginning that her answers to the questions must be presented
in a way that would show her culture, society and herself appear best in the eyes of others
who lack understanding. A further participant (N.H.3) was passionate about becoming
part of the project, and was happy to open up with her answers and photographs. Her only
concern was her confidentiality and that she should remain anonymous.
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It has been suggested that with feminist research, women writing on women’s lives, there
is recognition of the need for an author to realise the difficulties that can arise when
public moral judgments reflect on relationships (Laine 2000, p.186). This notion of
voluntary participation concerns the nature of volunteering in general, because social
research includes only those who are enthusiastic about the subject and keen to
participate (Berg 2009, p.79). For Berg, this raises a problem, because there is no way of
determining what others who lack that enthusiasm would bring to the research. In other
words, the claim is that the qualitative data collected will be questionable. Therefore, in
this project I am aware of such limitations. In order to resolve this, I worked with those
who were eager to volunteer, but also incorporated different age groups, education levels
and people from different regions of the country, to bring a wide range of participants
with different knowledge and responsiveness.

C. Anticipated positive impact
Women’s rights in Saudi Arabia have improved in recent times and women can now
obtain their own identification cards, have custody of their children, study law, register a
business without proving first that they have hired a male manager, and check into hotels
by themselves, with an overall degree of freedom (Kelly 2009, p.2). However, it still
remains one of the most restricted societies in the world; therefore, with this project,
Saudi women were encouraged to speak out, and present their identity for others to
understand how they wish to be seen and perceived by both their own society and
Western societies. Once presented to an international audience, the hope is that these
different communities will each become more understanding of the ‘other’. Additionally,
with the feeling of being a part of a creative process, women can try to overcome their
difficulties and express their opinions, leading to personal investment and selfexpression. Photographs carry a great deal of information; hence, by getting research
participants to explain and elaborate on the information in the photographs, they had the
opportunity to gain deeper and different insights into social experiences (Rose 2012,
p.305). This research provided opportunity and space for the participants to express an
opinion on how they are represented. Also, they were able to create, via a collaborative
method, images that they felt to be expressive of their identity and to define how they
want to be perceived by their own society and by Western society. The photographs that
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they created gave them a chance to express their views and their lives, and hopefully they
enjoyed the process.

4.11 Conclusion
To conclude, first this practice-based project used the medium of photography to engage
the participants in a reflexive dialogue about visual representation. Second, I collaborated
with them to clarify the field of available visual representations. Photography here was
used as a tool of participatory, creative engagement and as a stimulus for reflection.
This project looks at opinions, attitudes and identities, via photographs of individual
characteristics and perceptions of Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia. It is a qualitative
study, which aims to gain a better understanding of Saudi women’s perspective of their
identity and individuality on their own terms. It uses a visual photographic collaborative
approach, through a participatory form of photo-elicitation combined with photographic
practice. In addition, the project examines the challenges that Saudi women face, which
are rooted in local socio-cultural traditions, but which at the same time overlap with
religious values. Tolia-Kelly (2007) writes that art allows us to attempt to capture
alternative vocabularies and visual grammars that are not always encountered or
expressible in oral interviews (Kindon, Pain et al. 2007, p.135). This project set out to
provide a visual expression or representation of the female participants’ identity through
three stages. All three stages are related to photography: previous photographs the
participant already has, recent photographs that each participant will take and finally
photographs taken of them from the eyes of another female Saudi photographer (myself).
This research project focuses exclusively on portrait photography. It challenges the Saudi
woman through the vision of herself. The project investigates the perception of the social
and cultural formation of Saudi women’s identities though photography: are these women
self-defined or do they have their significance and worth given to them by their families
or men? These characteristics of identity exploration can be difficult and challenging to
identify; however, photography is a tool through which they can define and emphasise
their own identity.
This project produced a number of photographs in collaboration with the participants,
with the aim of representing Saudi women to Western society as well as raising selfawareness for each participant. By taking into account how much people have in
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common, this project aimed to develop an understanding of the cultural diversity of Saudi
women, to understand and recognize the similarities that are shared between different
cultures, regardless of the differences that exist among individuals. Additionally, it
examined the challenges faced by Saudi women. Within my structured framework,
photographs are used to represent and understand Saudi women’s identity.
Shabout, a Middle Eastern art specialist, argues that finding images or works by artists
from the Middle East has been challenging for both teachers and researchers, due to the
lack of resources available (Shabout 2009). In response to that problem, the original
contribution to the knowledge that this project makes is the knowledge gained in action,
by getting participants to take daily photographs of themselves, combined with the
photographs taken by myself. Secondly, the working process or method of documentation
will contribute to knowledge. Finally, the feminist discourse displayed in the project
challenges the portrayal of Saudi women in the West. It also expresses how women differ
in their notions, beliefs and opinions, providing a cultural, political and ethical framework
for a better understanding of women in Saudi society.
Using both the photo-elicitation and the creative collaborative photographic practice
assisted this project to tackle an important gap in the research. There is a lack of female
Saudi photographers and of Saudi female portraits. Although there are international
projects and exhibitions involving Middle Eastern women, these rarely include Saudi
women. This practice-based project reflects on and documents the identity of Saudi
women, who are still considered an unfamiliar subject to many Western societies, and
explains this through the medium of photography, creating a reference which can be used
in both academia and the art world.
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Chapter 5
The Fieldwork,
Photographic Images and Narratives

5.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on visual and verbal narratives of identity, based on the
collaborative photo-elicitation interviews with the ten Saudi women who participated in
this research project in 2016. This chapter also explores the main conceptual themes
developed from the methodology, and the discussions and dialogues, which were based
on practical collaborative fieldwork, referring back to the research questions.
According to Shaw (2011), few researchers take the time to reflect on their fieldwork
experiences; most rush to present their final findings in formal publications. Therefore, to
provide clarity regarding the results of this research project, I will discuss the challenges
that occurred and provide details on the different stages of the fieldwork. According to
Hoggart (2014), the defining characteristics of participatory research depend on the
degree of engagement of participants. This participatory process, when adapting methods
of research, can work towards change in communities (Hoggart, Lees et al. 2014). This
project engaged with ten female participants, with the aim of making them visible from a
Saudi female point of view. This was achieved by accessing their own photographs and
their own narratives, thereby creating an in-depth reflective journey of their identities.
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Part 1: Reflections on fieldwork narratives
5.2 Challenges during fieldwork in Saudi Arabia
There is a growing recognition that undertaking qualitative research can pose many
challenges for researchers (Brich and Miller 2000; Campbell 2002). Some of the
challenges identified by researchers include issues related to developing a rapport
(Liamputtong and Ezzy 2005), reflexivity (Ellingson 1998) and managing emotions
(Rager 2005). Drawing on my own personal experience, it is important to discuss the
challenges and difficulties that arose during the fieldwork, with the aim of reaching
useful insights for those embarking on research projects in Saudi Arabia in the future. My
qualitative fieldwork, which is discussed in more detail throughout this chapter as well as
in the previous methodology chapter, focused on understanding the representation of
Saudi women through photography in the Saudi context, via the relationships these
women have with their own photograph collections, and how these photographs are able
to provide us with detailed perceptions of their lives. During fieldwork, researchers ask a
lot of those who allow them into their lives or homes. There are many delays, frustrations
and feelings involved; but these provide an opportunity to reflect on broader, deeper
concepts like the responsibility and goal of the research, and the opportunity to be
creative and learn patience.

5.2.1 Recruiting participants
One of the first challenges regarding fieldwork is how to find and recruit participants. In
a qualitative study, recruitment is an important process (Arcury and Quandt 1999). Many
researchers do not accept generalization as the purpose of qualitative research
(Gheondea-Eladi 2014, p.114). For example, Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2010) argue that
in qualitative research statistical generalization is usually replaced with analytic
generalizations, in order to pursue a richer and deeper understanding of those it studies
(Onwuegbuzie and Leech 2010). In complex societies, participant recruitment requires
particularly careful consideration, beginning with the identification, targeting and
enlistment of participants, and involves providing information to potential participants
and generating interest in the proposed study (Arcury and Quandt 1999, p.128). A
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researcher will face problems with regards to accessing people in specific situations,
especially when studying individuals who cannot be approached easily (Flick 2014,
p.161). According to Flick (2014), strategies can range from using the media (e.g.
advertisements in newspapers or announcements on radio programs), posting notices in
institutions (e.g. schools, centres or meeting points), as well as snowballing. In the
current research project, after having the ethics approved, social media and snowballing
were used. A poster that explained the project in general, and the specifications of the
female participants being recruited, together with contact information, was posted on
social media six months prior to commencement of the fieldwork (see Appendix VIII,
p.340). Many social media web services contain one or more platforms that allow users to
view one another’s networks and interact with each other. These include comment spaces,
chat rooms, Facebook, Twitter and more (Anon 2015).
I attempted to find a sample that would cover a wide range of Saudi women. Several
women called asking about the project out of curiosity, but with no intention of
participating. When advertisements on social media failed, I decided to contact everyone
I knew and ask them to spread the word. I contacted colleagues, friends, family members
and neighbours. I categorized participants as religiously moderate and liberal. Since the
majority of the Saudi population is very religious, I failed in the beginning to find any
women interested in participating.
Establishing access to those women who were interested and making contact was the next
step. I was given many contact numbers for women who wanted to talk to me and learn
more about the project, but I needed to convince them before I was able to gain access to
them. Some women asked to be sent all the consent forms and explanation via email,
however only one woman responded to these emails. According to Patel, Doku et al.
(2003) a refusal to participate is considered a response. Recognising that many women
prefer talking to a researcher on the phone, rather than receiving emails, made me change
my engagement technique. Consequently, phone calls were made and an audio recording
with my voice was sent to all those interested or not interested. In response to my
project’s need, I found that recording an Arabic audio explaining in detail the aims of the
project and what each participant would be asked to prepare and do was a significant
approach, although it was not enough, and some women had concerns and further
questions which were later discussed in a phone call.
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Establishing initial contact was critical, because Saudi culture is mostly very private, and
the research topic is about women, a sensitive topic in the country; therefore, finding the
participants took a long time. Many were eager to know more about the project, but very
few were actually willing to participate. Due to the fieldwork’s tight three-month
deadline, it made sense to start with the first women who agreed to participate while
continuing to look for other participants. The final 10 participants were reached by
snowball sampling, as discussed in the previous chapter.

Name of
participant or
initials

Age

Region

Marital
status

Education
level

Occupation

Bachelor of
Fine Arts
Doctor of
Chiropractic
Master’s in
Accountancy

Housewife

City

A.K.1

37

Al-Madinah

Western

Married

D.A.2

39

Riyadh

Central

Single

D.Q.3

36

Jeddah

Western

Divorced

K.Q.4

61

Al-Madinah

Western

Married

Post-Doctorate

K.H.5

40

Makkah

Western

Divorced

L.K.6

33

Al-Madinah

Western

Separated

L.A.7

20

Riyadh

Central

Single

M.A.8

61

Al-Qaseem

Central

Married

Bachelor of
Interior
Design
Bachelor of
English
Literature
Bachelor of
Marketing
Master’s in
Counselling
Psychology &
Education

R.M.9

37

Al-Madinah

Western

Divorced

S.A.10

35

Riyadh

Central

Divorced

Table 1. 1Biographical profiles of participants
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Bachelor of
Dental
Science
Bachelor of
Business

Chiropractor
Deputy Executive
Director of
Finance &
Administration
Consultant in
Paediatrics &
Haematology
Student
Assistant
Employee
Relation Manager
Student
Psychotherapist &
Photographer

Dentist
HR Manager &
Development
Executive

5.2.2 Biographical profiles of participants
Table 1 presents the biographical profiles of the broadly middle-class female participants.
All ten participants share the same religion, nationality and social characteristics. They
represent different education levels; however, they all hold or are studying for a
university degree (BA, MA or PhD). They are aged between 20 and 61, and come from
different regions of Saudi Arabia and different backgrounds. The table presents in brief
their age, city, region, marital status, education level and occupation.
Participant A.K.1 studied fine arts at King Saud University. Later, after she married, she
worked as an art teacher for a couple of years in a school in Riyadh. When looking for
participants, I contacted all my friends, family, colleagues and any artists I knew, and was
put in contact with her and explained everything in detail. At first, she was very hesitant,
but after she discovered she could remain anonymous if she wanted to, she was more
confident about participating. Although she seemed to be from a very traditional family
that respects and follows traditions, when I asked her if she needed her husband’s
permission she made it clear that she did not and that it was her choice that mattered.
I first met participant D.A.2 when we were in the seventh grade, nearly 13 years old. We
were at school together for three years during middle school and then during the Gulf
War we lost contact. Fifteen years later, at the time when she was adopting her son, we
established occasional contact again. I had been turned down many times by women who
wear the full niqab and at that time I had not recruited anyone who wore it, so I contacted
her explaining the project and the situation. It took her around two months to decide.
I met D.Q.3 in 2007 when I was completing my Bachelor’s degree in Brisbane, Australia.
She was doing her Master’s degree in accounting and later returned to Saudi. She was
one of many women I contacted to see if they were interested in participating or might
know someone who might be interested. When I contacted her, she told me that she had
just changed jobs and was living in the capital now and she would be willing to
participate. After calling her several times, and after she requested me to take her
photograph on the beach knowing that there are no beaches in Riyadh, I made it clear that
I could not travel to the Western coast to take her portrait. She agreed that I could go to
her house for the final photo shoot.
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Participant K.Q.4 is a relative. I was explaining the difficulty of finding participants to
my family, especially how hard it was proving to find more religious participants. It was
suggested that I contact K.Q.4 which I did, but she said was not interested at all. After a
couple of weeks, I was asked to explain everything in detail and after some
encouragement from another family member she contacted me saying, “I don’t mind
participating as long as you don’t give my name, and as long as my face is not apparent.
I want Western society to understand and see how lucky women are in Saudi.” I agreed.
K.H.5 is a childhood friend. I last saw her when we were sixteen, when she got married.
She contacted me three years ago when she left her husband and went to court asking for
a divorce. She had lost contact with her friends and never finished school until she left
him. After she decided to leave her husband she went back to school, completed high
school and was accepted at (PNU) Princess Nourah University, enrolling at the school of
arts and design, because that had been her passion since she was a child. I called her after
I received my ethics approval and told her about this research project and she was very
excited and keen to participate.
L.K.6 is one of my many cousins. When I was trying to reach as many women as
possible, she knew about it but was not interested. However, she offered to ask her
female work colleagues, several of whom wanted to know if they would be paid to
participate in a research project involving being photographed and sharing private
information. When I explained that no payment would be given, they were no longer
interested. After several weeks, my cousin contacted me and said she would like to
participate, to be part of what would hopefully be a successful project that would
highlight the identity of women from Saudi Arabia. Her only concern was her working
hours.
The youngest participant was L.A.7, from Riyadh whose older sister is a doctor who
works in a hospital where a member of my family also works. She is one of many women
who my messages reached. She contacted me and said her little sister admires
photography and would be happy to participate, and gave me her younger sister’s contact
number. When I called her, she was excited and very curious to know more. She was also
one of the first participants to give me an interview date after just a couple of days.
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Participant M.A.8 is a therapist I met for a couple of months, seven years ago when I
needed some advice and guidance. She was an amazing, inspiring, positive woman who
appeared in my life at the right time. As she is also a photographer, we kept in touch due
to our common interest. I contacted her about the research project and without hesitation
she expressed her willingness to participate.
I met R.M.9 on a plane traveling from Riyadh to Wadi-Aldawaser in Saudi. She was with
her seven-year-old son, which made it easy for me to start a conversation with them.
After introducing myself I talked with her about the research project and asked if she
would be interested in participating. She asked me to email her the consent forms and the
information related to it. She contacted me after several days to say she would be willing
to participate.
Participant S.A.10 was the only participant whom I did not contact myself; she heard
about my project and contacted me. I was about halfway through the fieldwork and I
already had my ten participants, when I received a phone call from her explaining that
she had obtained my phone number from three different people. I accepted her at once
and began looking for space in my schedule for her. Two weeks later, one of my original
participants dropped out, so S.A.10 took her place. She explained to me during our first
phone call, that she had a lot that she wanted to say and share, and she had been waiting
for an opportunity to do so.

5.2.3 Refusal to participate
Some participants who participated in the project described their main reason for
participating as being curious about the topic, while others were purely interested in
participating in order to contribute to the knowledge. Some were comfortable
participating knowing that the project was to be presented in a different country, seen by
a Western audience. However, many others refused to participate for different reasons.
Finding and interviewing participants requires that the researcher establishes access and
makes contact with potential participants. It is not objective to only use people who are
easy to talk to, and if researchers are overly shy or hate making phone calls, the process
of finding participants and getting started can be daunting (Seidman 2013, p.11).
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At the beginning of this research project I was aware that finding and recruiting
participants would not be an easy task. I spoke to many women who refused to
participate, the majority of whom gave no reason at all, while others gave a brief
explanation as to why they rejected the idea of participation. After clarifying that the
project was being conducted in the UK, and that it was about their own visual
representation, and communicating that to a Western audience in order for them
understand more about us as Saudi women and Saudi women’s identity, reasons for still
refusing to participate included:

The Western view of Saudi women
“I do not care what Western people think about us as Saudi women, what they know or
do not know about my identity. My identity is something private and I don’t care to share
my beliefs.” It is understandable that there may be a sense of resistance towards the
Western stereotyping of Saudi women, and a reluctance to either reject or clarify these
stereotypes. On the other hand, it could be as simple and straightforward as what this
woman said; her identity is private and she does not like to share it.

Presenting a rosy picture
“This sounds very interesting, tell me what you want me to say and I will say it, I will say
whatever makes my society, culture, traditions and myself look perfect.” This suggests a
fear that people who do not know Saudi women and do not understand Islam will
misjudge them on false assumptions.

Praying to God for forgiveness
“I pray to God for you, to put you on the right path. What you are researching and your
entire project is forbidden (haram). May God guide you to what is in his favour.” As
discussed in the introduction, Saudi women vary from the extremely religious to
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extremely liberal. Therefore, even today there are women who believe that taking
photographs is a sin for which the photographer will be punished.

Questioning the project without taking part in it
“I don’t understand how a photograph can represent my identity or myself. How can an
image represent you? No thank you.” The main objective of these interviews was to
explore whether or not women were able to represent themselves though photographs.
Some women were not completely aware of the research project and its aims, but reached
a judgment based on their assumptions.

Definite decision
“I do not like participating in these kinds of things… it’s not me!” Some women knew
from the start that they were not interested in interviews or meetings, no matter what the
research project is about. It is a matter of preference, interest or curiosity, and they had
none.

Payment for involvement
“Will I be paid to participate?” To encourage participation and collaboration, some
researchers offer people money or coupons in return for that. In this research project
participants were not paid or presented with any offers. Nonetheless, all participants
received their final stage three portraits as a part of the participation collaboration
process, and when all interviews were completed, a box of chocolates was given to each
of them in appreciation of their participation.

Privacy issues
“My mother says we are very private, and these questions and photographs are private,
therefore she will never agree to any of this.” Privacy is always an issue in Saudi Arabia,
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especially when it comes to issues related to women. Participants were offered anonymity
if they wished; however, the narratives they would have shared would still be considered
by many people to be private stories which they would not want to share and have
published.

Guardian’s permission
“It’s my husband! He would never approve my participation. That’s why I cannot
participate.” One important requirement for the women to participate was the approval of
their guardians. Under Saudi law, women require the permission of their male guardian to
travel, marry, sometimes to be granted employment, or even to pursue higher education.
The guardian is typically the woman’s father, or her husband if she is married. If she is a
widow she has to seek permission from her brother, or son if he is of age. In this project,
not all participants needed their guardian’s permission. It is different from one family to
another, and the women would know whether or not they would require their guardian’s
permission to participate.
Some of the women who refused to participate provided insight into their reluctance,
whereas many others who were contacted did not offer any reasons or explanations for
their refusal. Others never answered the phone calls, messages or emails. This illustrates
the complexity and sensitivity of this research.

5.2.4 The pre-interview phase
Before each interview began, the purpose of the research project was explained, which
meant clarifying the material presented when the interviewer first established contact and
arranged an appointment. Participants were met with and interviewed three times in total,
for an hour each time. Participants were offered the opportunity to either read the consent
form themselves or to go over it in detail with me. The consent form was reviewed and
explained thoroughly, and further discussions were offered to address any personal
concerns about their participation. It is important to determine if a participant fully
understands what participation involves (Lipson 1994). It was explained to them in
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advance what they would have to prepare for each meeting. All three interviews used
photographs as a method of understanding and researching. The project was designed in
three stages, following an initial phone call or in-person meeting. In the pre-interview
phase, once the project had been explained and any questions answered, the participant
was asked to sign the consent form and to give permission for the sessions to be audiorecorded. If they wished to continue, the following three stages were implemented: stage
one (observed memories), which involved looking at the participant’s existing
photographs; stage two (self-engagement), which involved participants taking new
photographs of their lives; and stage three (reflections), consisted of the researcher
reflecting on the participant’s personal insights and narratives to produce the final
photographs. Participants were reminded that they were free to withdraw at any time.
During this initial interview, there was often much small talk, especially if the interview
was being conducted in a place where the participant might not feel as relaxed as they
would be in their own home, such as in a university or place of work. This was the time
when the participant(s) and researcher were able to assess each other and begin to
establish a degree of comfort and trust. This initial period is very important and should
never be hurried, because it sets the tone for the forthcoming interview(s) (Corbin and
Morse 2003, p.341). Qualitative researchers must start a rapport-building process from
their first encounter with the participant, in order to build a research relationship that will
allow them access to that person’s story (Liamputtong and Ezzy 2005; Goodwin, Pope et
al. 2003). According to Corbin and Morse (2003), it is the beginning of a temporary but
important human connection that will intensify and grow over the course of the interview.
The key factor in arranging an appointment with the participants was to set the first
appointment though a phone-call, text or email. Then, after the first meeting I would set
the second and third meetings face-to-face, giving them a chance to check the calendar
and their obligations and making sure I left with the date of the next meeting. Setting an
appointment with the participants was not a simple task and I had to contact each
participant several times, some of them numerous times, to set a time and location. Even
then, they would often contact me and reschedule new appointments because they could
not meet on the agreed date, sometimes a day or even just a few hours before the
scheduled time.
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Each participant was free to choose any location she was comfortable with, ranging from
their own residence (A.K.1, D.Q.3, K.H.5, M.A.8, R.M.9), a family member’s or
relative’s house (L.K.6), a café (L.A.7), a university and a hospital (K.Q.4), or private
offices (D.A.2, S.A.10). Some participants wanted to have the meetings away from their
own or their families’ homes, preferring a public place. Others were comfortable with
conducting the meetings not only at home, but in their privacy of their bedrooms.15
Others would change their minds on the location several times. When a participant was
living with their family, she had to receive her family’s permission to have me over. A
three-month timetable, including weekdays and weekends, with the participant’s name,
date, time and location she selected, was prepared. Ultimately, establishing contact,
scheduling and completing the set of interviews was very satisfying when accomplished.

5.2.5 Transportation
One of the major challenges that women in Saudi Arabia face every day, and which I
encountered intensely during the three months of the fieldwork, is transportation. At the
time of writing, women are still not allowed to drive, which prevents them from
commuting freely, and is a daily struggle for working women. They are usually driven
around by male family members or personal drivers and the cost of hiring a private driver
often prevents women from entering the labour market. Therefore, in families that cannot
afford a private driver, inexperienced boys as young as 15 assist as drivers, which leads to
many traffic accidents.
There is no law in Saudi that actually forbids women from driving, yet the majority of the
society is not ready for such a change in their customs and traditions, and still take a
negative view of Saudi women who ask for the right to drive. In 2016, in an interview,
Prince Muhammad Bin Salman stated that the reason for women not driving has nothing
to do with religion or any civil law, saying:
Until this day the society refuses and is not convinced with women driving, and
believes it will have very negative consequences, but I stress that this issue is

15

I established a lone working protocol for the fieldwork. All safety aspects, physical or emotional were
considered, discussed and approved by the ethics committee at the University of Brighton before
conducting the fieldwork.
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connected with the desire of the Saudi society and what they want, we cannot
impose something they do not want or accept. However, we do not know what the
future holds, and we hope there to be positive changes (YouTube 2016).
According to where the participants preferred to meet, whether in a private or public
place, I would need a car and a driver for transportation. The Saudi Arabian public
transport company operates inter-city buses, with the widest coverage in the capital,
Riyadh. Some do not allow women at all, and when they are allowed they have separate
entrances, with women-only sections at the back reserved for them (2016). Those in the
lowest economic bracket use these buses. In general, buses in Saudi Arabia are not
suitable for women.
During the fieldwork, I was fortunate that my father was sometimes available to drive me
to and from interviews and later the photo shoots. At other times, when he was not
available, I had to take a taxi, but I felt unsafe because taxi drivers are not registered with
a company. Later I learnt that Uber cars were available, something which had not existed
a couple of years earlier. Nonetheless, because it is a big city, it took around 45 minutes
to an hour sometimes to reach a location; therefore the cost of the Uber service was a
setback.16

5.2.6 Photographer and/or researcher
Participation in qualitative research is almost always voluntary (Hammersley 1995,
p.109); people must agree to engage with the project. In Tom Clark’s study (2008),
“We’re Over-Researched Here!”, he claims that research would be impossible without
the assistance of those who are willing to provide the information that is needed for that
research. Therefore, sustaining research relationships is the core of the innovativeness of
qualitative research (Clark 2008, p.953). Certainly, much methodological and reflective
work indirectly recognizes the challenging relationships that exist between researcher and
participants, and the difficulties related to supporting these relationships. According to
Clark (2008, p.954), the mechanism identified by researchers includes representation,

This was the transportation issue when I was in Saudi Arabia during the
fieldwork. By the time I finished my thesis, a new law came out allowing women to
drive starting July 2018.

16
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informing, change, and issues such as power and identity. At the individual subject level,
the supporting mechanisms identified include participants’ interest, enjoyment, curiosity,
introspective interest, material interest and social comparison. According to Clark, some
participants are willing to share their personal information and offer their valuable time
but actively negotiate their own interests and perceive a benefit from engaging (Clark
2010).
During the final photo shoot (stage three), some participants made certain requests. They
discussed what they wanted me as a photographer (not a researcher) to give to them in
return as a favour. Although I maintained my identity as researcher, I was often seen as a
professional photographer. The requests made varied from giving a private family portrait
session, traveling to another coastal city to take a participant’s portrait on the beach, and
giving another participant the portraits I took during the research project photo session in
colour and in monochrome versions, edited, signed and ready before leaving her
residence. According to Bulmer “no one gives anything away for nothing, especially the
truth” (Bulmer 1982, p.3). During this research project several participants actively
shared their honest opinions and real-life situations. While research may fulfil one set of
needs for the researcher, engagement may fulfil another set of needs for those who
engage (Warren 1999). Several of the participants’ engagement was for the core reason of
self-expression and representation. Some participated out of enjoyment, curiosity, hope of
change, and sharing their experiences and beliefs, while others wanted to be a part of a
successful project. Typically, talking about the self to a stranger in Saudi Arabia is an
unfamiliar experience, especially if you are a woman.

5.2.7 Feminist interviewer/interviewee practice in the context of Saudi Arabia
The interview only comes about when the roles of interviewer and interviewee are
formalised, which means that individuals are able to come together in dialogue and
discuss their experiences (Cisneros-Puebla, Faux et al. 2004). Although interviewing is
an instrument of data collection, it is one of many ways in which people talk to one
another (Benney and Hughes 1956). In her chapter about interviewing women, Ann
Oakley argues that studies do not usually provide information on: the social/personal
characteristics of the interviewer; interviewees’ feelings about being interviewed; the
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interaction between the interviewer and interviewee; hospitality offered to the source of
information; or the extension of interviewer-interviewee encounters into more broadly
social relationships (Oakley 1997, p.31). She suggests that traditional interviewing
practices create problems for feminist interviewers whose primary orientation is towards
the support of women’s subjective experiences (Oakley 1997, p.30).
According to Oakley (1997, p.31), “Interviewing is rather like marriage; everybody
knows what it is, an awful lot of people do it, and yet behind each closed front door there
is a world of secrets”. During this project, I was surprised to learn the extent to which
some participants were willing to share personal information and offer their valuable
time. Within just a few meetings they were comfortable enough to open up and share
very private feelings and stories, and three out of the ten participants wanted to be
referred to by name when discussing their photographs or exhibiting their final
photograph. In Oakley’s interviews with women, where her intention was not to exploit
either her participants or the information they gave her, she would also offer to help the
interviewees if the interview clashed with the demands of the house or motherhood.
According to Oakley, the attitude she conveyed had some influence in encouraging the
women to regard her as a friend rather than purely as a data collector (Oakley 1997,
p.47).
I would not call it friendship; it is more a case of ease, comfort and accessibility. There
were moments where it felt as if they were talking to a therapist. In two separate
interviews, participants A.K.1 and D.A.2 stated that they believed they were suffering
from depression. Participant D.A.2, a successful chiropractor, had feelings of failure for
the sole reason that she is single and does not have her own family. Participant A.K.1, an
artist, mother and housewife, was fighting severe depression due to mistreatment by her
in-laws. Likewise, some of the divorced or separated women spoke of their experiences
when they were married, while others simply shared narratives related to the photographs
they selected for the interviews.
Lincoln (2003) calls for an empowering, educative ethic that joins the researcher with the
subjects together in an open, friendly relationship, where barriers such as deception,
threats of harm and loss of privacy are removed, stressing the importance of community,
voice, exchange, and the building of collaborative, trusting relationships based on the
concept of the sacred (Lincoln and Denzin 2003, p.218). The stories told not only matter
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to the participants, they also matter to other women, and telling them to a woman
researcher is feminism in practice. The expectations and relationship between the
participants and myself evolved over the different stages. Some were clearly more
comfortable to talk and share by stage three, while others wanted it over and done with as
soon as possible.
Nevertheless, as a researcher, throughout my fieldwork, I found some of the interviews
exhausting. During this fieldwork, although I was welcomed into some participants’
homes and others were more comfortable meeting elsewhere, I was never treated as an
outsider or as someone suspicious or hostile, even when the interview was conducted in
an office or a café. That could be due to the fact that although I am a Saudi woman from
the same culture and religion as they are, this project will be directed and completed in
United Kingdom and not in Saudi Arabia. Some participants made it clear that they are
more comfortable engaging with a project when it is conducted and presented in a
Western country.
According to Oakley (2005, p.226), the subjective situation is essential to give women
greater visibility in society. Interviewing women is a strategy for documenting women’s
own accounts of their lives (Oakley 2005, p.226). All of the those interviewed in this
project said that being interviewed and discussing their stories though the photographs
changed their interpretation and view of themselves as well as their connection with their
photographs. Participant A.K.1 stated, when asked if the interviews and other stages of
the project were helpful in any way:
It wasn’t only helpful… It’s seriously woken me up!
I feel like I was sleeping and woke up… Awakened!
From the first interview I did… and saw the photographs…
and you started asking me, and I started talking… I felt like
I’m a person who could achieve…
Why am I doing this to myself?
All these responsibilities that I have… are all an illusion…
It’s not that big of a deal… maybe I’m exaggerating, to make
myself feel busy?
But no… this interview…the project…is extremely, extremely
amazing.

Participant D.A.2 stated:
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I think these interviews helped me see myself…
Because you know you live from day to day and you do not
think of these things and you start asking me these
questions… start thinking philosophical stuff in life…
identity… etc.
I feel prouder about myself…
I guess for a while I went through this phase that I did not
achieve enough in life… I do not have the traditional family
that is such a big deal here…
Where is the husband? Where are your own children?
But I do have my adopted son…
So there is something where I thought I am lacking or I did not
achieve by the time I reach forty, which is so close now.

5.2.8 Selection of photographs
The participants chose the photographs that were the foundation of the interview, thus
making it a participant-driven photo-elicitation project. According to Auken, Frisvoll et
al. (2010), participant-driven photo-elicitation has the ability to break down barriers
between the researcher and the participants. This in turn creates opportunities for citizens
to be more meaningfully involved in data generation, and control is shifted from the
researcher to the participant, as “the subject becomes the teacher” (Harper 1987, p.12).
Since it de-centres the authority of the teacher, participant-driven photo-elicitation
addresses postmodern concerns about representation, making it a particularly sociological
version of visual research (Harper 1987, p.15).
Asking participants to talk about photographs is typically perceived as being less
threatening and more engaging than other methods (Collier 1957). In stages one
(observed memories) and two (self-engagement), participants were asked to prepare and
select up to 10 photographs, however a couple of them brought more than 10
photographs, bringing 30 and asking me to choose the ones I considered to be good or
suitable. Although it was made clear that there was no right or wrong in their choices,
they felt uncertain about what to choose, which suggests that either they did not
understand the request or it was not entirely clear to them, or perhaps they lacked the
confidence to put forward their own selection. It could also could mean that because they
were doing this for my benefit (researcher’s benefit) some may have wanted to be sure
that I got what I wanted.
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All photographs presented in stage one were viewed together, and participants were asked
to talk about them until they felt strongly about a specific photograph and decided to
select it. Participant K.Q.4 asked me to select four photographs from the Internet as she
did not have those photographs with her; she stated that they are memories and part of
what has shaped her identity. The images were an image of the Quran, a palm tree, the
Holy Mosque in Al-Madinah and another mosque where her father used to make the call
to prayers when she was a child. This participant has only one box of old photographs,
where she keeps her memories, saved in her parents’ old house in a different city (AlMadinah) where they live. Hoffman (1996) states that family images may call up pleasant
or unpleasant memories, current situations or a journey to a newer world. Drawing on
this, although participant K.Q.4 did not bring any old photographs, the images she asked
me to select from the Internet brought back happy memories from her childhood that she
missed greatly, which made her cry.
Participant K.Q.4 stated, when talking about Al-Ghumamah Mosque:
Ahhhhh… Al-Ghumamah Mosque, ‘Almusala Mosque’
This mosque is near to the house where I was born. My father
bought that house one year before I was born. Before that they
lived near the Grand Mosque. God bless my father, he liked to
work as a volunteer in that mosque, that’s why I now like
volunteering jobs.
He volunteered to call athan [the call to prayers] without any
salary or anything for 37 years. He took care of this mosque…
Finally, after many years they told him you have to be
employed and you have to take a salary, maybe in the last few
years before he died.
He had his own trade, but for the call to prayers and taking care
of the mosque he was a volunteer.
That’s why I love it whenever I see anyone doing a voluntary
job… I feel like this person is doing something great. And it
gives you pleasure to do something without expecting
something in return.
You won’t have any materialistic rewards but you will have
many other rewards in life.
I love this mosque; it’s near the area where I was born. And I
always remember this since he passed away. God bless him.
When I was a child I used to go there whenever I hear a call to
prayer, I would go there and ask where is my father?
He was the one who makes the call to the prayers…
But his friends would come and talk to me and say ‘your father
is in paradise’. May his soul rest in peace. [Participant crying]
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These photographs represent an emotional attachment with the house, the city and her
parents. She has never wanted to remove them from there although she has been living in
the capital for over 30 years, which clearly articulates the relation the photographs have
in connection to certain places and certain people, as well as her relation to the past.
According to Hoffman, when we look at photographs the similarities and differences in
our circle of friends, family or even strangers, teach us about our roots. Portrayal of past
times in our lives and in those of others can help us to understand our present and prepare
for the future (Hoffman 1996, p.1).

Figure 5. 1 The Quran

Figure 5. 2 A palm tree
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Figure 5. 3 Al-Ghumam Mosque
(Mosque where her father made the call to prayer)

Figure 5. 4 The Holy Mosque in Al-Madinah

5.2.9 Translating and transcribing
The language used to collect the data during the fieldwork was mostly Arabic.17 Eight out
of the ten participants spoke only Arabic, while two preferred to answer in English or a
mixture of Arabic and English, knowing that this project was to be completed in the
United Kingdom for an English-speaking audience. Arabic, like all languages, has a wide
range of words in its vocabulary that are used but do not have a direct translation into

17

Arabic used in Saudi Arabia (Arabic including a variations of dialects).
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English. This was a great challenge when translating; therefore, I tried to paraphrase,
explaining words or sentences. Cultural meaning is constructed through discourse
between texts (Barrett 1992), and many writers with an interest in the power of the
written word and the process by which it is produced have argued that there is no single
correct translation of text (Temple and Young 2004, p.165). Similarly, Sherry Simon
allows translation to be viewed as a form of re-writing within a specific social and
cultural context. Simon argues: “The solution to many of the translator’s dilemmas are
not to be found in dictionaries, but rather in an understanding of the way language is tied
to local realities, to literary forms and to changing identities. Translators must constantly
make decisions about the cultural meanings which language carries” (Simon 1996,
p.137). Hence, as a Saudi woman based in the United Kingdom, I was in a position to
translate these narratives based on the Saudi culture, thereby connecting two different
cultures.
Practical challenges arise from the recognition that people using different languages may
construct different ways of seeing social life (Temple and Young 2004, p.164). When
participants talked about their photographs, they used different dialects with each of them
speaking in her own regional dialect. Saudi Arabia consists of various regions, including
Najd, Hijaz, Asir, Al-Hasa and Al-Qaseem, with each region retaining certain local
characteristics, customs and Arabic dialects. For example, participants from the western
region used completely different words from those from central, eastern, southern or
northern regions. Women from Hejaz or the western province use modern standard
Arabic mixed with Syrian, Egyptian and other Arab cultures. Historically, many Hijazis
are descendants of pilgrims who settled in Makkah or Madinah long after the time of the
Prophet (Yamani 2009, p.25). Women from central Saudi speak in a “Najdi” accent,
which is mostly a Bedouin tribal accent. That by itself needed some research in order to
understand what some participants meant by certain words.
According to Temple and Young (2004), the relationships between a language and a
researcher, translator and the people they seek to represent, are as crucial as issues of
which word is best in a sentence in a specific language. The translating and transcribing
of the audio recordings from Arabic to English took more time and effort than the
interviews themselves. Every 10-minute audio recording took approximately one hour,
and for one hour of recorded interview I needed up to seven hours of non-stop
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translation/transcription. A situation in which the researcher is fluent in the language they
are working with offers opportunities that are not open to researchers in cross-language
research (Temple and Young 2004, p.168). In this project, I played the role of researcher
and translator. Listening back to the audio recordings with concentration was very
different from listening to the participants during the interview, and at times it was as if I
was hearing certain things for the first time. I tried to capture and write down as much
detail as possible. Sometimes participants would repeat a sentence several times or say it
again in a different way, stressing their feelings or how important particular situations
were. By listening to the recordings to translate and transcribe them, it was possible to
reflect and analyse parts of the data collected.

5.2.10 Emotions during fieldwork
During the fieldwork, I was both motivated and nervous at the same time. I did not know
what to expect. I worried that the women might not accept me or would not open up,
because I am a researcher and I am somehow using their lives to enrich my own research
project and data. Although it was not easy to find ten participants at the beginning, they
all opened up, each in their own way.
Coffey (1999, p.4) verifies the importance of the role of the researcher. As a Saudi female
researcher, I was welcomed into their lives and became a part of the research process.
During the study of the ten participants, I spent several days with each of them,
recording, observing and listening to them, when they were laughing, smiling, angry or
even crying. Later, after each interview, I would listen to the audio recording, which had
a different effect on me as my feelings were more vulnerable when I was face-to-face
with the participants.
Emotional aspects of fieldwork are considered as issues to be acknowledged and if
possible dealt with (Coffey 1999, p.6). Several writers have argued that emotions are an
unavoidable part of fieldwork (Marchbank and Letherby 2007, p.31). Ramsay (1996)
claims that displaying emotions can be difficult and even dangerous, for both the
researcher and the subject (Ramsay 1996). When participant K.Q.4 talked about her
parents, her relationship with her mother and that she meant everything to her, she was
very emotional and her eyes filled with tears; it was hard for me to hide my own emotions
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and after I left I cried. Participant K.H.5 fought for seven years to get her freedom from
an abusive marriage; she completed high school when she was in her thirties and enrolled
at a university to complete a degree in interior design. I was astonished by her strength
and persistence and I had to express my respect for her willpower. Certain emotions,
reactions and experiences are evoked during fieldwork, and some of those can be used to
inform how we understand the situations, people and communities we enter (Cook,
Crapanzano et al. 2010, p.1).
According to Davies and Spencer, emotions do not necessarily emerge only out of the
“self”, or even out of the structures that shape inter-subjective interactions. By
recognizing that our emotions are thus influenced, we can direct our analytic attention
toward distinguishing the nature of the structures that construct these interactions (Davies
and Spencer 2010, p.17). Although it might be said that descriptions of various
dimensions of the field research experience have become more rich in recent times, an
analysis of the core aspects underlying and shaping researchers’ experiences have only
just begun to receive specific attention, and the experience of the researcher has become a
matter of importance (Hedican 2006, p.18).
“Fieldwork makes you consider your everyday experiences in new ways… but most of all
it helps you understand why you react and respond in the ways you do, based on your
assumptions. It will encourage you not only to watch others but also to watch yourself as
you watch them concisely” (Sunstien and Chiseri-Strater 1997, p.2). After meeting a
participant, I would ask myself why I felt a particular way. These interviews made me
think about my own family relations, my connection with God, the effort I am putting
into being a productive woman every day, and they made me think of all the issues these
participants shared with me. As in the arguments of Sunstien and Chiseri-Strater (1997,
p.29), the focus on the emotional aspects of fieldwork allowed me as the researcher more
in-depth insight into the process of meaning and interpretation, by studying my own selfdialogue in the process.
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5.3 Negotiations between participants and my practice
As I began to work with the participants during the third stage (reflections), discussions
and negotiations took place to ensure that participants had a chance to represent
themselves, while at the same time making sure that the project reflected the entire
collaborative process with all its details. Lincoln and Denzin (2003, p.231) argue that the
researcher may feel an irresistible desire to “take control”, legitimated by the argument
that this is necessary to protect the practicality of the study. However, negotiations
regarding data, or interpretation, is the best and indeed the only way to proceed in an
enquiry marked by face-to-face contact.
Negotiations were made with all participants without interfering in any of their choices or
decisions regarding representation. Participant D.Q.3, for example, did not have a clear
vision of how she wanted her final portrait to be. She was certain about the caption she
wanted written on the portrait, but not the portrait itself. She had several portraits of
women from the Internet, and she said she would like hers to look similar. The participant
ended up choosing one of many portraits, which was a close-up of her face, looking
downwards to the side. Her facial expression contradicted the caption, which was “The
best is yet to come”, and I had to explain to her why I believed this portrait did not suit
the caption. These negotiations between me as the researcher, and her as the participant
were aimed at reaching a better understanding of the research practice. I discussed with
the participant whether or not the portrait contradicted what she was saying. She replied,
“But my nose looks nice. I prefer this one”.
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Figure 5. 5 Participant D.Q.3. ‘The best is yet to come’.
Participant D.Q.3 stated:
I selected this phrase because after all the ups and downs I
passed through in my life, from my divorce, being away from
my family and kids, to the passing away of my father, I have
decided to look forward to a better, brighter, more successful
future. I aim to focus on all the positive things in my life, no
matter how small. I do believe that ‘the best is yet to come’. I
am working hard for it and looking forward to it. It is a hope
today for a better future.
Her sentence said: “The best is yet to come”, yet as the photographer and researcher I had
to clarify and explain to her the reasons why I saw that this photograph contradicted the
meaning she wanted to convey. This image represents a woman who is clearly thinking or
daydreaming. She is holding a cup of coffee, which presents a sense of relaxation, and
her face seems sad, not hopeful as expressed by the sentence she chose. I suggested we
take more photographs until she felt that she was satisfied with her image. I took a couple
more shots using the curtain in her bedroom as a partition between her face and the
camera, while she sat on a chair. We finally agreed on one final portrait that represented
her and her statement.
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Figure 5. 6 Participant R.M.9.
The second set of negotiations was with participant R.M.9. She identified exactly what
she wanted from the beginning. She wanted to be represented as the “Virgin Mary”. She
wanted to be dressed in white in front of a white background, to represent purity. She said
“I want to show people that you can be a modest Muslim woman, yet be sexy at the same
time”. In other words, signifying purity, religion and sexuality. Her sentence was related
to being magnificent or stunning. During the negotiations, I explained to her that it would
be possible to have the result that she desired without having to have a plain white
background that she would blend in with. In addition, we had to discuss the sentence for
several hours. I tried not to interfere with her choice of words, I asked her to give it more
thought before reaching the final decision. After long negotiations, she chose to write, “I
am an Arab”, referring to her Arabic background.
In summary, being a woman and conducting fieldwork in Saudi Arabia is completely
different from living in Saudi Arabia. As a woman, I was fortunate to be granted access
to these women’s lives and homes. The challenges arose immediately, from trying to find
female participants, to commuting within Riyadh. Delays, confusion and negotiation were
all part of this project, however these are rarely discussed. By exploring and discussing
the challenges of fieldwork, not only will this chapter give new researchers embarking on
fieldwork in Saudi Arabia more understanding, it will also direct them on how to think
such challenges through and manage them. Above all, it reminded me as an academic
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researcher of my own positionality, my privileges and my vulnerability during certain
situations. In other words, this fieldwork required patience and creativity to accomplish
the goals of the research project.

Part 2: Analysis of the participants’ images
5.4 Thematic analysis
Thematic analysis is a process mostly used with qualitative information. It is not another
qualitative method, but a process that can be used with qualitative methods that allows for
the translation of qualitative information into qualitative data (Boyatzis 1998, p.4).
According to Boyatzis (1998, p.1) thematic analysis is considered a way of seeing,
another method of identifying, analysing and reporting pattern or themes within data.
Often what one person sees through thematic analysis does not appear to others, even if
they are observing the same study, information or situation, whereas if others agree with
the insight, it appears instantly, it appears to be visionary, as something that precedes
interpretation (Boyatzis 1998, p.4). Thematic analysis offers an accessible and flexible
theoretical method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns or themes within
qualitative data. In addition, it helps interpret various aspects of the research topic (Braun
and Clark 2006, p.79). A theme captures something important about the data in relation to
the research questions, and represents a response or meaning within the data collected.
When looking at how the participants in this research project reflect on certain images,
for example, a thematic analysis of the interviews with the participants would reveal how
they represent themselves through variable themes that were frequently repeated. In this
exploration photographs from both stage one (observed memories) and stage two (selfengagement) were treated as one body of material for the purposes of analysis.
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5.5 Initial thematic map
Photographing
Saudi Women

Participants
photographs

Saudi culture

Religion

Traditions

Representation

Selfrepresentation

Memories
Boundaries
private & public
sphere

Mobility

Family
albums

Iden%ty
Figure 5. 7
Figure 5.7 is based on the overall research questions. A quick analysis of word repetition
identified themes at an early stage of the analysis, and based on the aims of the project,
four key themes were identified. These were: self-representation, boundaries (public and
private sphere), mobility and family albums. They were not necessarily the most frequent
and repeated themes across the data set, but together they captured an important element
of the Saudi perspective of the understanding of the representation of Saudi women
through photography in the Saudi context. The notion of Saudi women’s identity is a
development of the questions and subjects discussed which encompasses all these
themes.
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5.6 Thematic analysis and discussion of stage (one and two) photographs
In this section, I have chosen to discuss and analyse stage-one (observed memories) and
stage-two (self-engagement) photographs as part of the same thematic analysis, rather
than taking stage-one and stage-two separately. I decided to position these two stages
together because the photographs of both these stages had a particular personal belonging
to the participants, whether from their past or their present. However, my involvement in
the production of the photographs from stage-three (reflections) was noticeable, and
clear. Therefore, the final stage was discussed separately as an outcome of both these
stages.

5.6.1 Family albums
“Although we take stories of childhood and family literally, I think our recourse to this
past is a way of reaching for the myth, for the story that is deep enough to express the
profound feelings we have in the present” (Kuhn 2002, p.1). In, Family Secrets: Acts of
Memory and Imagination, Annette Kuhn explores how, in telling stories about the past
our past is a key moment in the making of ourselves. Family albums, for instance, shape
memories, family relations and cultural meanings. Most of us imagine the family as a
place of safety, closeness, and intimacy, a place where we can comfortably belong and be
accepted just as we are. I present here a descriptive framework for a collection of
personal family portraits selected from the participants’ family albums. Participants
shared these narratives of their past to reveal their current identity and increased
knowledge. These photographs were not specifically presented in a family album, they
were chosen from boxes, envelopes or even brought separately without a cover. Family
photography is one of the most common types of photography in terms of the volume of
images produced (Sandbye 2014). These photographs represent visual communications
that describe a certain era to the participants. Here I examine what family photographs
represent, and how these photographs provide an exploration between representations and
experience for the participants, in the social context of Saudi Arabia.
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Figure 5. 8 A studio portrait of father and son.
Participant K.H.5
Figure 5.8 shows a studio portrait taken in the early 1950s, of a five-year-old boy
standing holding a ball in each hand. Next to him sits his father (the participant’s
grandfather) wearing the traditional ghutra and mishlah (bisht)18 that is worn only during
special occasions. Underneath them is a rug, and the background is an image. Many
studios at that time used different fabric or paper images that they changed during a photo
shoot. On their left is a vase on an imitation balustrade. The photograph was originally in
black and white, and has been hand coloured. The colours of the rug are not very realistic.
Pink has been used for the rug and some of the plastic flowers in the vase, yellow for the
staircase and blue for the background. The only colours that are realistic are their skin
colour, the mishlah the father is wearing and the little boy’s thoub.

18

Ghutra is the white cloth men wear to cover their heads in Saudi Arabia. Mishlah or bisht is the outer
black cloak men wear on top of their traditional white thoub in many Arab countries. It is usually made out
of fine wool. The best quality mishlah is made of camel’s hair and is usually only worn on special
occasions.
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The viewer can observe much of this, though details of the photograph and how it is part
of who the participant is today are supplied from what the participant explained during
the interview.
According to participant K.H.5:
My grandfather was on his way to have his picture taken for
his ID when he saw my father playing football in the
neighbourhood. He took him without even changing his
clothes. My grandfather had a huge influence on my father as
did my father on me.
He was a calligrapher in the Ministry for Education. He was an
anti-forgery expert which is why his work was related to the
field of art. He was the first Saudi to design Kiswat Al Ka’ba
[the cloth of the Ka’ba]19 …this inspired me greatly.
He is the one who designed the palm and the swords.
Unfortunately, no-one knows that. We inherited the love of art
from him. All of the family has an artistic talent but I’m the
only one of the grandchildren who took art seriously, maybe
because I’m a little bit sensitive. He is a book in himself. His
story could be a research on its own.
He is from a tribe called Najim. We don’t use that last name
anymore. We only use his name now. His name is Mohammed
Helmi, so we use Helmi as our family name.
My great grandfather used to leave him in Makkah and Medina
to learn calligraphy and Qur’an. He left my grandfather here
and travelled to Egypt, but he didn’t return. My grandfather
was staying with Al-Basnawi, who was a senior calligrapher in
Makkah, to be taught by him. After that, Al-Basnawi decided
to raise him. His wife was infertile and she raised him as if he
was her own child. When he grew up, her niece was an orphan
so he married her. He was 119 years old when he passed away.
Gillian Rose (2010) demonstrates how important family photographs are, not because of
how they look, but because of what we do with them. Also, when we look at them we are
motivated and rewarded not by the visual form, but by participation in a shared cultural
understanding of the photograph, which bears traces of the people involved in the
photographic experience.
When talking about her photograph, participant K.H.5 said:

19

Kiswat Alka’ba is the cloth that covers the Ka’ba in Makkah. Every year it is removed and replaced with
a new one. The one removed is cut into smaller pieces, and given to certain individuals or organizations as
souvenirs.
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I think I’m supposed to be standing in this picture to make it
complete. I carry this picture with me wherever I go. I don’t
want my father or my siblings to see it. I want to keep it for
myself.
When I was a child, I used to sit for hours looking at
everything in this picture. My grandfather was an artist.
Although our relationship was a little bit formal, I always feel
that I’m a part of him.
Participant K.H.5’s statement of being a part of her grandfather can be understood as her
connection to the past. The physical presence of the photograph in the interview is as
important as what it shows. The participant has kept this photograph safe with her for
many years which could mean that the photograph is not just a memory of a loved family
member, a role model she followed, but this photograph also creates a sense of whole,
which in turn increases our understanding of her identity.
Similarly, family photographs may show our past, but what we do with them and how we
use them is really about today (Kuhn 2002, p.19). It is clear that participant K.H.5 is
making sense of herself today, and that becoming an artist was partly inherited from her
grandfather. Her inspiration and admiration were also evident while she was talking about
the photograph. She chose to represent herself in the process through an image of a male
figure in the family.

Figure 5. 9 Family portrait with daughter (participant A.K.1
when she was a child) and parents.
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This photograph (Figure 5.9), of the participant as a child with her parents, was taken in
the early 1980s, during a short seaside break in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia It
was taken in a tent with the child sitting between her parents, looking straight at the
person taking their photograph. On her right is her mother wearing a long skirt, black
blouse and a black headscarf to cover her hair from passers-by on the beach.
Participant A.K.1 stated: “The tent was open, people could come in and out. My uncle
was there, young men, and people we don’t know, so my mother was always in her hijab,
and the tent was open”. Behind her mother seems to be bags, boxes and a round tray,
items they had taken with them to use during the period of their stay.
On her left, sitting on his side in a relaxed posture, is her father, smoking a sheeshah and
not paying attention to the camera; he is distracted by his own thoughts. The sheeshah is
close to the camera, extending from the top to the bottom of the photograph. A.K.1 says
of the photo:
From the time I opened my eyes my father used to smoke
sheeshah. I never liked the sheeshah, never liked the smell. It
used to bother me, and I never understood why he smoked it.
What good does it have?
At that time, it was not acceptable for women to smoke
sheeshah; nowadays it is. Almost half of the women in the
society either smoke cigarettes or argeela [another word for
sheeshah]. Tea was our companion in those days.
In front of them on the ground lies a tray with a teapot and traditional cups on it already
filled with red tea, ready to be served. The door of the tent is open and it is clear that the
photograph was taken during the day. Maybe they were waiting for others to join, or it
could be that everyone was already in the tent, but the photograph does not include
anyone else.
A.K.1 stated:
My uncle lives in eastern Saudi Arabia, so he used to leave his
house and come with his family and children, and we would
stay together in this tent. We made one tent a kitchen, and one
tent a living area.
Maybe it was the first time I felt free, that I could do whatever
I wanted. My mother would let me go out and play. Although
there were boys, and my mother would tell me, ‘Don’t play
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with the boys’, I used to go out and play with the boys. There
were no rules. That’s it. Do what you please.
It was the opposite at home, ‘Always stay by me’. But during
that time I never sat next to her. I was always let free, out at the
sea on the sand.
This simple yet expressive photograph from the past connects with the participants
present. This photograph of her father provokes a moment of self-recognition and selfrepresentation. Today this little girl is an adult in her thirties. As much as she dislikes
smoking, it has become part of her life, a part that she also despises and wants to quit.
According to Marianne Hirsch (1997), recognizing oneself in a photograph is an act of
identity, an act of self-discovery. Even though she acknowledges her negative feelings as
a child towards smoking, it is still a part of her daily life today as she is a sheeshah
smoker. Perhaps smoking is a way for her to reconnect with those happy times and
memories.
A.K.1 stated:
Every day, after I finish all my housework, that’s the time
when I relax and sit smoking for two hours, three hours or four
hours. Someone told me, it is not something that you like, it’s
not your mood; you’re using it to escape. When I thought about
what she said, it’s true! It’s is a means of running away.

Figure 5. 10 Girl looking at a group of young boys.
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This is another photograph from participant A.K.1’s family album, from the same period
as the previous one. It was taken in Dammam, in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia,
during a school holiday. The photograph simply depicts the separation of a young girl
from a group of older boys. Facing the camera are four of the participant’s brothers with
six friends they had met on the beach. Her fifth brother was the one taking this
photograph. The boy sitting in the centre holding the oud is one of her brothers who liked
music and enjoyed playing this instrument from a young age.20 All of the boys are
dressed in the traditional white thoub, and some are wearing the casual thoub, which has
a shorter sleeve. Surrounded by five blue poles, it is apparent that they were standing
under a roof to shelter from the heat of the sun. In the background there is a car parked in
what looks like a road or a parking space in an empty sandy area, which means that the
beach is probably facing them from the other side.
Participant A.K.1 specified:
Next to our tent, there was another tent, in which there were all
older boys. They had an oud, and one of my brothers loves
music and singing, so that was what led them to get to know
each other. Later we spent all our time together.
Obviously, I was always an onlooker. Look at me; fixed to
them. I was the only girl amongst all boys.
All of them were boys, there were no girls at all. Then there is
me, spending all my time with them, until they picked up their
tent and left.
I used to feel lonely. At times my older brother, the one on the
right, used to play with me. Look at this photograph; we hung
out more together, yet I always felt lonely since I was a child.

Participant A.K.1 described herself as an onlooker, an observer absorbed into the boys’
world and what they were doing. Although she followed them everywhere, she still felt
lonely and like an outsider. She was following them but she was not included. This
photograph displays exactly what she felt, all alone on the edge of the photograph,
leaning towards a pole, her arms behind her back, not noticing the camera, or maybe
realising they were being photographed, she seems to be overwhelmed with what the

Al-Oud is one of the oldest Arab musical instruments. It is named oud from the Arabic
word for wood. This instrument came to Europe from North Africa.

20
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boys were doing. Two questions come to mind: Did they ask her to join them in the
photograph? Did she refuse, or was she left out and is this why she felt lonely?
Being from a traditional religious Saudi family, it could be that she was taught that girls
are different from boys, and that she should not play with them. Another reason for
feeling like an outsider could be that there is a clear age difference between her and her
brothers and the friends they made on that trip. Whatever the causes were, as a child she
felt lonely and as an adult some of that feeling stayed with her.
Both family portraits, figures 5.9 and 5.10, show participant A.K.1 as a child surrounded
by family members and family friends. Yet, in both photographs she was not really
engaged with the camera. In figure 5.9 she seems to be sitting listening to her brother
who is taking the photograph, while in figure 5.10 she is not even looking towards the
photographer. Many messages can be received from these photographs, and according to
the viewer those message could be understood differently, but can they be evidence that
the participant as a child was lonely? According to Dona Schwartz (1998, p. 120), the
tendency to use photographs as objective evidence overlooks the creative processes of the
image making, analysis and interpretation. Hirsch on the other hand argues that a
photograph possesses an evidential force, that its testimonial strength is not in the object
but in time, and that the power of authentication exceeds the power of representation
(Hirsch 1997, p.6).
From the participant’s emotional reaction and feedback during the interviews, it is
evident with all these family portraits that time is what adds strength to them. But does
authenticity exceed representation in these family photographs? Family albums are
instruments of representation: a representation of the participant herself; representation of
her family; representation of relationships, as well as their past. According to Kuhn
(2002) photographs are evidence. It is not that they mirror reality, but simply that a
photograph can provide material for interpretation. Family albums are a moment in the
cultural construction of a family (Kuhn 2002, p.20). Family photographs not only show
that these people were once there, they show how they were, and they are part of their
memories and part of what has shaped these women today. People will always make use
of their family albums, whether they keep the photographs in an album to look at
whenever they want, save them in a box somewhere to protect them, or take them from
their family and keep them hidden.
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Figure 5. 11 Participant D.A.2 as a child with her sister
and grandfather (1979).
This photograph shows the participant being held by her grandfather when she was two
years old. He was laughing as the shot was taken, so his eyes are closed. Both his
granddaughters, D.A.2 and her older sister, are looking at their mother who is taking their
photograph. Behind them is a small Christmas tree decorated with lights and decorations.
Under the tree are all the Christmas gifts for the family. When discussing this
photograph, the participant said:
I was two years old. With my sister and my grandpa on my
mom’s side (Grandpa Richard). We have our gifts under the
Christmas tree. I believe this represents me because we are
from a different mixture of cultures and religion, my mom’s
side of the family and my dad’s side of the family. That had a
big effect on how I think and how my life is shaped, or my
thoughts.
Being from a mixed culture, I always saw my identity as universal.
Identity is who you believe you are.
I would say I am a female Arab American Muslim, a Saudi
woman. I will not say I am JUST Saudi because I believe and I
am actually half American. Even though you see the cover and
everything that seems so Middle Eastern or Muslim like.
I still believe that I have a lot of American thought and culture also.
I can be American, but I am Muslim American, so therefore I
do certain things in certain way or I have certain beliefs. So, I
guess your religion also plays a role in your identity.
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I think right now Saudi women are so different. There are the
very strict ones and I am not going to say religious I am going
to say strict because they are strict even with cultural issues
that are not really religion.
And those I would say are very... I am not going to use the
words backward... they are very... they are very stuck in place.
And when I say forward I am not saying forward because the
Western life is what is forward. I disagree with that. Forward in
terms of technology, in terms of acceptance of other cultures,
other religions. Then there are very liberal... and I do not think
they are that many.
The majority of Saudi women fall in the middle these days.
They are moving forward, they are educated, they are
outgoing... they like trying things in life but they have the
boundaries of right and wrong based on their culture or on
religion...
It is important to understand the socio-cultural and religious factors of Saudi society in
relation to women in order to understand the identity of Saudi women. Many issues like
religion, tradition, family, education, and more, play a part in shaping the identity of
Saudi women. Certainly, being born a Saudi girl or boy automatically makes them
Muslim. But the Saudi perspective, that their identity is based on fixed ideas (socioreligious values) is not completely accurate. Analysing these photographs and the
accompanying narratives clarifies the concept of not having a unified identity. Rather
than having a singular self, these photographs open a more complex understanding of the
participants’ identities.
Above, when participant D.A.2 was explaining what Saudi women are today from her
point of view, her comments reminded me of Hall and Gay’s (1996) “Actuality”, which
refers to the distinction between ideal and actual characteristics. Some attributes reflect
what the diversity and individuality of Saudi women; others reflect what they are striving
to be like or what they think we ought to be like. In these sets of photographs (Fig 5.8,
5.9, 5.10, 5.11) the participants show that the Saudi woman’s identity is closely
connected to the family, which plays a huge role in women’s lives, whether they are
married or single.
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Figure 5. 12 Participant L.K.6 in a family portrait.
This is a portrait of participant L.K.6 with her family. The participant is at the back,
wearing a light blue dress. Her father stands to her left, and next to him are her uncles and
younger cousin, and on her right are the rest of her uncles. In front of her are her brothers
with her aunts and female cousins. This photograph was taken in the participant’s aunt’s
house, her father’s sister. In the background, the curtain gives the effect of framing the
photograph. This portrait was taken during a special family celebration, which is why the
men and women are dressed formally. According to the participant:
My father’s family played a huge part in shaping my identity. I
tried to find older pictures but I couldn’t. When I was a child I
used to go to my auntie’s home in Jeddah during vacations.
Her home was my second home because we used to be with
each other in the holidays. Also, my cousins and I were the
same age so we always played together as children. My auntie,
her husband, and her daughters helped me a lot in my life.
They always stood beside me. I learned many things from
them, especially my auntie. She is a positive person and
whenever I visited them, I learned from her how to be positive
and how to be kind, the meaning of hospitality, and how to be
generous and have a good heart.
Participant L.K.6 defines herself according to the aspects that she likes and feels that she
is a part of, starting with her family. According to the participant, her aunt’s family
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played a big role in shaping who she is today. All of the qualities she described were
positive, such as being a positive person, standing by each other when in need, being kind
and generous and having a good heart. The participant did not mention any negative
aspects, choosing only positive phrases to discuss the photograph, and from it highlight
her identity. This agrees with Hall and Gay’s (1996, p.641) claim, that we all evaluate
certain aspects of ourselves positively, we dislike other aspects and we are neutral about
still other aspects. “Centrality” refers to the extent to which a given aspect is crucial in
defining our sense of who we are; some elements are fundamental whist others are more
marginal (Hall and Gay 1996, p.641).

5.6.2 Self-representation
Because you cover you represent something and when you
represent this religion then you cannot go around being totally
yourself, because you are putting an image out there and they
are going to stereotype, like “Oh look she is covered, all
Muslims do this”. When it is really my one individual or
personal doing, but they would generalize and say all Muslims
do this. (D.A.2)
This statement by participant D.A.2 explains how self-representation plays an important
role in the lives of Muslim women today. The participant explains that not only is she
representing her own image, she is representing her religion as well, and therefore she
cannot be completely comfortable with her own self. She sees and believes herself to be
one way, but represents herself another. This reminds me of Frances Brozello’s words
when discussing how artists saw themselves in the mirror: “this is what I look like”
becoming a more complicated “this is what I believe in” (Brozello 1998, p.17). The
strategy of self-representation leads us to explore the self and therefore the identity.
However, using self-representation to explore Saudi women’s identity is a new strategy.
In recent years, the notion of self-representation has been used broadly and actively to
mean representing the self. Self-representation today is regularly used to refer to the
activities of participating audiences in a media culture (Thumim 2012, p.1); it is similar
to autobiography in literature (Cruikshank 1992). The Personal Narratives Group
considered it highly important that authors should subjectively provide their readers with
a significant way of understanding the world through their personal experience
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(Cruikshank 1992, p.132).21 Nancy Thumim (2012) argues that the concept of selfrepresentation contains an even more political claim than representation, because the term
itself contains a challenge to the idea that it is the job of one set of people to represent
another set of people. This challenge is present in the claim that in self-representation
people “are doing it for themselves”.

Figure 5. 13 Participant D.A.2 carrying her
adopted son at a national park.
In this photograph participant D.A.2 looks directly at the camera. She is wearing a loose
dark blue dress, with a white hijab and face cover, showing only her eyes. She holds her
son who seems distracted, looking elsewhere. Behind her is the entrance to a national
park in San Francisco, with a couple are coming out of the gate. The green trees appear as
a background to the photograph, while on the right, at the top of the picture, is a tree with

21

The Personal Narratives Group (PNG) is an interdisciplinary research group of ten women affiliated with
the Centre for Advanced Feminist Studies at the University of Minnesota.
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pink flowers which looks as if it is bending into the photograph to show its beautiful
colours.
Talking about this photograph, participant D.A.2 said:
Wearing the niqab forces you to behave in specific manner.
Polite in other words, so even if you are mad and you want
give somebody the finger you have to grab yourself and say no
I am representing something here, but that is okay… that is
good, it helps you to be a better person.
This is me and my adopted son in the north San Francisco area.
This was when I started covering my face… I covered my face
in high school… but in college my dad said no way we are not
sending you to college covered, so I had to take it off. After
college, within a year, I decided I was more comfortable when
I was covered, so I went back to covering my face.
I adopted my boy at 32 years old. He was year and a half in
this photo, so I was about 33. We went on a family trip and
Rayan of course was part of the family now. Rayan added a
whole new part of my life, revealed the motherhood part. I am
already telling him by the time he hits ten years old we will go
diving together because I go diving a lot.
According to Butler (1990), representation is the effective term within a political process
that seeks to extend visibility and legitimacy to women as political subjects; on the other
hand, representation is the establishing function of a language which is said either to
reveal or to change what is assumed to be true about the category of women (Butler 1990,
p.3).
This photograph might seem similar to the extension of visibility and creation of meaning
that Butler discusses when she examines the representation of gender. Out of respect to
her religious beliefs, and avoiding the stereotypical images others might have of Muslim
women, the participant here explains how she finds that she has to represent herself in a
certain manner to avoid being judged, or to save other Muslim women from being judged
due to an act or a mistake she may have made. In other words, she has developed a sense
of responsibility in response to the hijab she wears, which is all a part of selfrepresentation. When being in public or when dealing with others, with the hijab she puts
on and the way she wears it, comes a great deal of obligation. This does not mean that all
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Muslim women wearing the hijab feel or act in this same manner, however, it does create
an understanding of the pressure that some Muslim women experience.

Figure 5. 14 Participant D.Q.3 working out in a gym.
The selfie is understood in relation to rapid documenting of the self as a socio-cultural
revolution about “identity affirmation”, a political merging of the object and subject of
photographic practice and an increasingly normative approach of “self-branding” (Cruz
and Thornham 2015, p.2). A selfie is usually a “A photograph that one has taken of
oneself, typically one taken with a smartphone or webcam and shared via social media”
(Oxford Dictionaries 2013). The definition of “selfie” is a shortened form of “selfportrait” (Pisani 2015). The word selfie, and the practice of taking one’s own pictures,
seems to be everywhere. However, according to Paul Frosh, a selfie should be understood
as a wider social, cultural and media phenomenon; he positions the selfie as a much more
than a representational image (Frosh 2015). The selfie is a form of self-representation that
several of the participants used in representing themselves.
At the beginning of 2000 when camera-phones became popular in the Middle East, they
were not accepted by the majority of Saudi society. Limitations were made on their
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usage, as there were concerns about privacy. For example, students were not allowed
mobile phones with cameras in schools or universities, and they were banned by gyms.
At weddings, there would be a security woman making sure all the phones taken in by
guests were without a camera. If a guest had a camera-phone, they would take the phone,
place it in a sealed envelope and give the invited guest a number to pick it up when the
wedding was over. The main concern was that phones with cameras would be misused to
photograph women without their knowledge.
In 2004, four ministries, the Ministries of Interior, Commerce and Industry,
Communications and Information Technology, and Finance, requested mobile phones
with cameras to be permitted based on the fact that camera-phones are a technological
achievement equal to television and the Internet (Mishkas 2004). Today smartphones are
widely used, and many people use them not only to take normal snapshots of everyday
life, but also to take selfies. According to Senft and Baym (2015) there is no denying the
role technology has played in the rise of the selfie phenomenon. Certainly, the ability
people have to take photographs of themselves using their smartphones means less effort
and less expense, and therefore makes them tempting to use.
Online photo-sharing platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, SnapChat and Twitter have
a growing global popularity (Senft and Baym 2015). Nowadays, people in Saudi Arabia
accept the selfie; however, can a selfie tell us more about Saudi women? Senft and Baym
(2015) argue that a selfie, which is a photographic object, can introduce the transmission
of human feelings. In addition, it is considered a gesture that can send different messages
to different individuals, communities and audiences. Although the selfie as a cultural and
social practice in Saudi Arabia differs in the way women present themselves, it is still a
way of speaking or communicating (Senft and Baym 2015). Saudi society is no different
in its acceptance of the use and sharing of selfies on social networks, except in some
ways that are clearly different, especially regarding the practice of women.
In the above selfie, that the participant cared to share, participant D.Q.3 is in a gym,
walking on a treadmill. Unintentionally, while taking her selfie, her mobile phone hides
her face showing only her eyes as a niqab There are no other women around her, which
made it easy for her to take this photograph, otherwise she would not have been allowed
to take it. would. In Saudi Arabia gymnasiums are sexually segregated, with women’s
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gymnasiums overpriced in comparison to men’s, which results in fewer women going to
them. Participant D.Q.3 explains this photograph by saying:
I started going to gyms in 2007. And any period where I stop
going to the gym I feel depressed, feel guilty that a day has
passed without going to the gym. So now I go to the gym every
day in addition to having a personal trainer twice a week. My
body is a part of me. And it deserves that before a long day, I
give it what it needs. Mainly, I care to look good when I’m
dressed up, without having any bumps or fat. I discovered that
no matter how hard you try, or go on a diet without exercising
you will never get the shape that you desire. I love to be thin
and fit and look good.
[Participant referred to an important person with whom they
worked with]. Now it is also a vital part of my work. At work
he supports women and respects them, but he believes that a
woman with high awareness should also be fit. Because it is
evidence of her awareness. She is taking care of her body and
health and maintaining that.
Personally, I agree with what he says. When I see women who
don’t take care of their bodies, doing and eating whatever they
please. I feel that they have no awareness of what is good for
them and what isn’t.
For example, I deny myself many things, but others would say
you only live once and eat whatever they want… So, even
without my work, I love to be fit and look good.

This is a different approach to the same theme (self-representation), a different method,
using a selfie representing self-care. Participant D.Q.3 is the complete opposite of
participant D.A.2. She likes to represent herself in a more visual manner, by taking care
of her physical appearance and looking good, unlike D.A.2 who prefers being modest by
following Islamic rules and covering up. It is not about her visual appearance as much as
it is about her relationships with people and the way people view her and other women
who choose to cover. Each of these participants represents the self in a completely
different way. Yet both of them are thinking about their image and their identity when
discussing these photographs.
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figure 5. 15 Selfies taken by participant L.A.7.
Figure 5.10 shows the youngest participant, L.A.7, taking four selfies as a form of selfrepresentation in the backyard of her house. In each photograph, she looks straight at her
smartphone’s camera, making funny faces. When asked about these snapshots, L.A.7
answered:
I like taking selfies… I take them almost every day. Whether I
look good or bad, smiling…
I’m a selfieholic. [Laughing]
I like documenting everything.
And I like documenting my face with everything.
I like seeing the photographs after a while and seeing how
much I changed.
So years wouldn’t pass by without having selfies. [Laughing]
It was before people started having selfies with their mobile
phones, that I used to use my own regular camera to take
selfies.
I was in middle school, but I don’t remember which year. I was
sitting with my dad, and I asked him ‘baba, why does everyone
have a talent except for me?’
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I don’t have any talent. I tried playing the keyboard and I
didn’t know how to, I tried painting and drawing and yet it was
the same.
So he kept thinking with me.
I can never forget that day… then he told me why don’t you
become photographer?
So he said come with me and let’s go buy you a camera.
At the beginning I was very excited… but later I discovered
that I’m one of those people that doesn’t have any talents. I
really tried taking photographs.
I really tried getting out my talents in photography, but it didn’t work out.
So when I couldn’t take the photographs that I wanted I turned
the camera and started taking photographs of myself.
[Laughing]

Participant L.A.7 presented many selfies during her second stage, when I asked
participants to take their own photographs representing their daily lives and routines. She
was the participant with the most selfies, possibly due to her young age (20).
Photography theorist Paul Frosh argues that the selfie “invites viewers, in turn to make
conspicuously communicative gesture responses”, such as “liking” and commenting on
social networks (Frosh 2015). When participant L.A.7 discussed why she liked selfies,
she explained that she likes seeing her face with everything, she likes to see the changes
happening in her. There was no mention of the idea that she likes the responses she gets
from others. Her selfies were more in line with what Lobinger and Branter demonstrate
regarding producing images that are “one-arm-length shots”, “selfies”, “ego-shots”; these
are all important elements with regard to the construction of authenticity and identity in
online environments (Lobinger and Brantner 2015).
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figure 5. 16 Selfie taken by participant S.A.9.
Figure 5.11 is another sample of a selfie, by participant S.A.9. She is sitting in the back
seat of a car, wearing the hijab and black abaya. She has sunglasses on, protecting her
from the glare of the sun. In the reflection in her sunglasses her arm is apparent, stretched
towards the front seat. She is smiling towards the screen of her smartphone, tilting her
head to the left, smiling broadly, showing her red lipstick, and she adds a short caption to
her snapshot saying “Beautiful Morning”. Participant S.A.9 explained this selfie by
saying:
This is a morning greeting from me. A new day, a happy day.
[Laughing] Although I was upset the day before, I decided to
start my day with happiness. I like taking selfies but not very
much. I like it when I’m happy not sad. I despise taking selfies
while crying. I love seeing myself so happy and elegant. That
is the expression in this photograph, I look so happy and the
sun is shining.
Participant L.A.7, age 20, a university student, and participant S.A.9, age 35, a human
resource manager, shared a common factor. Both took selfies, specifically of their faces.
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Unlike participant L.A.7, who said she is a “selfieholic”, participant S.A.9 clarified that
she likes selfies but not to the extreme of documenting every moment of her entire day;
she only likes taking them when she is happy. When participant L.A.7 states that she is a
“selfieholic” does that suggest that there is an addiction to the act of taking selfies?
According to Pisani (2015), through the social use of selfies and popular culture’s focus
on women taking selfies, we can see how they have allowed women to play with identity
and representation, and have offered a new form of self-representation that is similar to
the Polaroid. This is just a small sample of the popular new selfie culture used as a tool of
representation of Saudi women in Saudi Arabia. Whether it is for everyday
documentation or just for happy moments, both participants display a fun factor in their
self-portraits.
Anne Burns argues that there is a cultural association between the selfie and pathologies
such as narcissism and vanity (Burns 2015). Selfies can be political and feminist, such as
selfies in direct response to cultural values, issues of individual identity and selfrepresentation; yet this does not mean that all selfies are feminist. It could be argued that
these selfies for the participants are a vanity entity, in which they find pleasure or fun in
expressing themselves. Nevertheless, this small area of pleasure and self-expression
could also be a political statement, a response to their traditional culture. The two
participants represented themselves through these photographs and through their
explanations in a richer way, which makes me think they are both doing different things
to present themselves differently, in order to be an accepted part of the society to which
each one of them belongs. In other words, selfies are not just a form of selfrepresentation, they are a wider socio-cultural, political practice. Selfies as selfrepresentation blend into traditional understanding of images, and underpin notions of
performance, revealing issues and tensions around social norms (Cruz and Thornham
2015, p.7).
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5.6.3 Mobility
Saudi Arabia is an Islamic country that embraces the legal, economic and social
principles of Islam. Under Islamic or Sharia law, men and women have legal rights in
terms of education, marriage, divorce, property, inheritance and work (AlMunajjed 1997,
p.9). Today, in Saudi Arabia, a woman cannot be forced to marry against her will; she has
the right to choose whether to accept or reject the person who has proposed to her. She
keeps her family name after marriage. A Saudi woman also has rights of ownership and
disposal of property before and after marriage. She may inherit from her father, husband
and son. She also has the right to pursue higher education and work, as long as her
mahram (guardian) approves.
During the pre-Islamic period (Al-Jahiliyyah), women in the Arabian Peninsula lived in
degradation. The birth of a girl was looked upon as a disgrace, and the burial alive of
new-born girls was a widespread practice to relieve parents from the economic burden
and shame a girl could cause (AlMunajjed 1997, p.11). According to AlMunajjed (1997),
in order to understand the social structure of the Saudi system in general and the status of
Saudi women in particular, it is essential to understand the direct relationship between
Islamic thought and society. In Saudi Arabia, Islam acts as a major force in determining
the institutional norms and structures of society, since it is not only a religious ideology
but a whole, comprehensive social system embracing detailed prescriptions for every
aspect of life (AlMunajjed 1997, p.9). As discussed in Chapter One, the impact of Islam
and traditions have a major impact on the obligations and privileges of Saudi women in
Saudi Arabia.
Today, controversy regarding the position of women in Islam persists in all Arab and
foreign literature (AlMunajjed 1997, p.31). Saudi women are subject to much tighter
restrictions than men, and on this matter the participants expressed their personal
opinions and discussed the issues of restrictions and freedom of mobility within the
society in their daily lives. Here, I analyse the controversy regarding the issues related to
restrictions from the perspectives of different women through the photographs they
presented. As a member of Saudi society, I am able to explain some of the beliefs and
experiences that the participants shared within the interviews.
When discussing types of restriction that women face in Saudi Arabia, answers varied.
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Participant A.K.1 replied:
There are no restrictions.
Restrictions are illusions… imaginations.
The human being that wants restrictions in his life will put it in their life.
But people who are positive will have no restrictions stopping
them from what they want. What is stopping me? Nothing!
I am restricting myself.

On the other hand, M.A.8 stated:
Restrictions are beyond anybody’s imagination.
It is my daily struggle and my biggest struggle…
But I have to say, because I fight every day to surpass these
struggles…
It also brought back to me a sense of character, a deeper
understanding of myself trying to strive to be the best because I
have a culture that treats me as a non-existing identity…
I think the struggle that’s ours does exist…
I do have an identity… and of course I’m a human being.
But as I strive for that… I always continuously clash with the culture…
I find that I have developed courage… character, strength, and
it has given me oomph in life… if that makes any sense.

While K.Q.4 argued:
Because I have a belief and I want to practise my religion as
God commands. The only restrictions are the restrictions my
religion places. Of course, I’m doing many things that are not
easy, like covering my face. I face a difficulty in this matter but
I want to follow Islam’s teachings and I’m thinking of the
afterlife, the permanent life.
I want to have a special position when I see God as well. If
covering my face is an obligation, thank God that I do it, and if
it isn’t I’m sure that God will reward me for it.
So I have to love these rules in order to live in peace. There are
some restrictions related to society. Of course one should
respect the norms of this society. If these things don’t harm
you or others or violate Islamic teachings, you should respect
them.
In brief, I think there are restrictions but we have to understand them.
Life changes and some restrictions will change. It is important
for you to be content and relaxed.
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Figure 5. 17 Participant D.A.2 swimming with a dolphin.
This photograph (5.17) shows participant D.A.2 swimming with a dolphin in a water park
in 2008. This photograph represents the freedom she has to do whatever she wants, even
though she is fully covered. People think that covering the face restricts Muslim women
from living their lives; this photograph illustrates the opposite of that.
It could be said that this photograph serves as a counter-narrative within the context of
these interviews and the broad framing framework of this research project. Participant
D.A.2 is offering a different way of seeing Saudi women that wear the full niqab, and
their mobility. The participant is aware of the idea of restriction as a dominant idea of the
representation of Saudi women, and also in her life, but similarly in the context of this
research, she is visually countering it. Where are the restrictions that others are talking
about when she is able to do these things, as well as being photographed and
documenting these moments?
Participant D.A.2 said of this picture:
The picture with the dolphin… So the dolphin one it was a bit
embarrassing wearing the diving suit but still covering until I
reached the water and then I could take it off… because I did
not have to submerge my face in the water, so it is okay that I
was covered… When diving you cannot do that… the material
gets wet and tortures you…
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This was another activity that I dreamt of doing for very, very,
long time… scuba diving… and I had been unable do it
because I cover my face and I could not find a female
instructor… and the dive suit is tight and is not modest, so it is
actually one of the last, or I could say the last, activity that I
was able to do because of the way I cover, until I found a
female instructor and took the courses.
When I scuba dived with the mask and the snorkel and
everything… you could not really see my face anyway… so I
finally got to do the last I thing that I wanted to do… because I
have done skydiving… I even have my flying license, so I am a
captain and fly planes… I have done bungee jumping… I have
done hang gliding – you know the triangle one where you jump
off a cliff. I have done all those activities because they are very
easy to do while you are covered, but this was the one I had to
wait to do until I found female instructor.

Figure 5. 18 Participant M.A.8 on one of her photographic trips,
working on a photographic book about Saudi Arabia.
M.A.8 opened her laptop to show me this photograph, which she did not have printed.
She was proud to show me her work. During her free time, she travels all around Saudi
Arabia, documenting its culture, people and rock carvings. Looking at the person taking
her photograph, she sits between two large rocks getting ready to photograph the figures
in front of her. The smile on her face shows how happy she is doing what she does.
Participant M.A.8 stated:
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My husband didn’t like the outdoors, he wasn’t crazy about it,
and in Saudi Arabia I wasn’t able to travel, to drive a car or to go
to the desert, and I would always tag along with foreigners…
and they were not comfortable having me…
I found many difficulties, but at my age, and being a Saudi, and
paying the people who took me into the desert, it was sort of…
Do you want me to tell you the stories? They are too long.
Consequently because of my age now, I feel very liberated, I feel
like I can travel alone… and I’m not a threat to anybody’s sexual
needs… [Laughing]
This is a part of the making of my book. Rock book, ‘Rock Art’,
and the focus is women, the figures of women in the carving.
And here I really got in between the rocks… Photographing a
camel, which is all covered up on top where women actually
used to travel in the desert, and they are all covered up.
So this is where my passion is right now. And I see myself as a
social documenter. Some of the figures I have shot go back as
far as 17,000 years ago. When my work ended in photographing
women in petrographic, I actually felt very sad [laughing]
because I don’t want to finish going outdoors. My camera took
me everywhere, and because of my camera, people take me
seriously.

Participant M.A.8 clearly finds a strong connection between her mobility and
photography. In this sense, the medium itself signifies her freedom, and how seriously
people treat her. According to her, the camera took her everywhere. Nonetheless, there is
one important factor that played a big role in the participants’ freedom in using
photography to travel freely everywhere, and that is her age. Being married and 61 years
old, she is observed as less likely to cause temptation (fitnah) than younger women, who
might not be accepted by everyone as she was, as she alluded to in her comments.
It is clear that participant M.A.8 has a strong connection with photographs since they are
part of her daily life. She is also up to date in relation to the images that are circulated
though the culture media. She views her mobility and freedom differently than the
previous participant (D.A.2). It could be argued that the difference in the generation made
this gap apparent between the two participants, since M.A.8 felt unable to travel around
freely until she reached a certain age that gave her this freedom and sense of security,
while participant D.A.2 was not affected by the fact that she is single and still doing all
the activities she desires to.
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Figure 5. 19 A screenshot of a woman
wearing the traditional abaya and niqab.

This screen shot from an article in the New Yorker is one of the images M.A.8 presented
to express some of the restrictions she feels. This image does not show a real woman, but
a piece of artwork, or maybe an illustration made with a graphic design program. This
illustration displays a woman, covered in black, holding a scale in her left hand to
represent justice. Under the photograph is a caption that says, “The guardianship system
gives a woman a legal status resembling that of a minor”. Discussing this image, M.A.8
stated:
I was just hit by it. It was the cover of the NY Times.
Here we talk about justice and we covered her up.
It wasn’t the NY Times that hit me but the artwork.
The guardian system gives women a legal status resembling
that of a minor. Imagine that!
This picture says it all.
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It is clear that participant M.A.8 is against the guardianship system in Saudi Arabia. She
presented a Western media image in our interview to reflect her argument in my research
study. Like others, she believes that an independent adult woman does not need a
guardian from whom to take authorization. Unlike participant M.A.8, however, many
Saudi women stand by their right to have a guardian and believe that it is for their own
well-being and protection. In 2009, a group of Saudi women launched a petition “My
guardian knows what’s best for me”, led by Princess Jawaher bint Jalawi (Admon 2009),
which gathered over 5,000 signatures defending the system of guardianship. This was in
response to Saudi women’s rights activist Wajeha Al-Huweidar calling for the
abolishment of the mahram, which requires women to obtain the approval of a male
relative for almost everything. Al-Huweider, together with her colleagues, went to King
Fahad Bridge, which joins Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, and demanded to leave the country
without a guardian’s approval (Admon 2009).
Guardianship is a system that is meant to protect women and care for them when they are
old, divorced, ill or simply in need. Women are not left uncared for because of this
guardianship system. If a woman is left without work or income, her guardian, whether
he is her father, brother or husband, is obligated and required by law to provide for her no
matter how old she is. In short, it is meant for a good moral cause. However, in some
families it has been used in a passive manner. In those families, the woman would need
permission for work, higher education or travel, which creates a minor out of adult,
mature women. In other words, it could be said that the guardianship system has been
misinterpreted and misused by some families in Saudi society.
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Figure 5.20 A Porsche, a photograph presented
By participant D.A.2.

Figure 5.20 shows the back left-hand side of a black Porsche. Next to it is a four-wheel
drive car in what seems to be an open parking space; these usually have a roof to give the
cars shade from the strong sun in Saudi Arabia. When asked about the photograph,
participant D.A.2 stated:
That is my baby, my Porsche… I have always dreamt of
having a Porsche. Everybody tells me it does not really fit with
the way you are covered.
Because usually a Porsche is for someone who’s out there
showing off, right?
But I have always dreamt of owning a Porsche.
I love driving it. I cannot drive it here though, I drive it in Dubai…
Ever since I was young I loved cars…
It is so beautiful; I did not care when my dad asked how can
you ride it when you are covered?
I was like, So! Black and black… I am wearing black.
I get a lot of comments. They actually look twice as; ‘Oh my
God she is covered’
It is funny actually the reaction I get.
A lot of people laugh and comment.
They are not trying to be rude.
Because I am covered, it is not like showing off.
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It is a convertible; I love bringing the top down and having the
wind on my face, well not on my face but on the cover of my
face. [Laughing]
I think you can enjoy life even though you choose to dress in a
certain way. I never felt that my face cover stopped me from
anything, being educated abroad, having fun or riding my
Porsche.

Participant D.A.2 is a full-time chiropractor and a mother. She considers herself moderate
in her religious beliefs, but she chooses to cover her face, while doing all the activities
she wants, even driving a convertible sports car. Participant D.A.2 keeps her car in Dubai
where her older sister lives, and drives it only when she is there. The fact that she drives
her car in public while wearing full-face cover does not seem to bother her as much as it
concerns family members and people around her. One advantage for women in Saudi
Arabia living with their parents until they get married is that it provides an opportunity to
have more financial savings. These savings are spent differently from one person to
another. In the case of participant D.A.2, she adopted a boy when he was two weeks old
and bought her dream car.
Participants in this theme explained how they perceive restrictions or mobility as women
in Saudi Arabia. Their views ranged from “there are no restrictions, they only exist within
us”, to “the restrictions are unbelievable”. For participant D.A.2, covering her face never
prevented her from participating in sports and activities, from skydiving to scuba diving.
It is a matter of contentment and commitment that she finds it easy while others might
find it difficult. On the other hand, as participant M.A.8 got older, she felt more
independence from restrictions and freedom of mobility than when she was younger.

5.6.4

Boundaries (public / private sphere)

The concept of the “public sphere”, according to German philosopher Jürgen Habermas,
is a realm of our social life in which a public opinion can be formed and access is
guaranteed to all citizens (Habermas 1974, p.73). The private sphere, on the other hand, is
that in which one wishes to remain concealed, protected and inaccessible to others, or in
which one can exert decision-making authority (Kadivar 2003). The public sphere is one
in which matters are neither concealed nor inaccessible (Kadivar 2003). According to
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Landes (1998, p.3), the term “public” suggests the opposite of “private”; it relates to the
people as a whole, the community, things open to sight, and those things that are
accessible and open to all, whereas “private” signifies something closed and exclusive.
However, feminists have shown how the line between the public and the private is
constantly being renegotiated (Landes 1998, p.3).
The feminist movements that emerged in the 1960s crossed a wide intellectual territory.
Having argued that the personal is political, feminists then declared the importance of the
gendered division of public and private life, and debated whether this division was a
universal feature of human culture or the product of history (Landes 1998, p.16). Landes
(1998, p.16) explains how feminism calls attention to the ways in which public and
private divisions have been drawn today. Increasingly, questions of recognition and
representation, culture, equality and justice are discussed in terms of the gendered
organization of public and private life. In one of the most resolute defences of the private,
Seyla Benhabib argues against the necessity of bringing “private matters” to “public”
light (Benhabib 1996), calling attention to the mutual overlapping of public and private
life.
Among the cultural components of this concept, religion is one of the most influential
factors in determining the extent of the public and private spheres. Religions, including
Islam, Judaism and Christianity, all give rise to human identity, through emphasis on the
private life of the individual (Kadivar 2003). In Muslim countries, the relationship
between the individual and God is a direct relationship. A faithful Muslim deals with all
aspects of life according to the principles of faith. On this basis there should be no
difference between the private and public spheres, because it is believed that God is
present at every moment in one’s life (Kadivar 2003). According to Kadivar, there is
nothing that can be characterized as a public or private sphere outside what people
actively claim it to be.
Sherry Ortner argues that women everywhere appear more associated with nature than
culture, with activities that are more innate and imbedded in things. She argues that
women are seen to be closer to nature than men. In other words, she argues that a woman
is a construction that is framed as an active participant that has a direct connection and is
more rooted to nature (Ortner 1974, p.12). In this argument, Ortner puts women in a
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universal case of oppression, where they are always symbols of something that every
culture devalues (Ortner 1974, p.10).
The fact that Saudi Arabia has never been colonized does not means that it has escaped
the influence of globalization or Western culture. This effect is criticized by
conservatives in Saudi Arabia, especially with regards to the participation of women in a
gender-mixed setting in the public sphere (Le-Renard 2008). A strict code of gender
segregation is adhered to in most public places, with the exception of a number of work
areas, such as medicine (Le-Renard 2008). On the other hand, women in Saudi Arabia
have strived to play an active role in the public sphere (Guta and Karolak 2015, p.115).
Within this theme, I address the participants’ experiences with the boundaries of the
public and private spheres through their photographic images. Through each participant’s
environment, I provide an interpretation and analysis of what the public and private
spheres could mean to them, and how this is part of the representation of Saudi women.

Figure 5. 21 Photograph of an argeela
by participant A.K.1.
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Figure 5.21 shows an argeela,, also called a sheesha, a water pipe. It was initially very
popular in India and the Middle East, and is now embedded in the culture, but is
becoming more popular all over the world. In the photograph, the argeela is placed on a
round tray with golden edges. The pipe is connected and wrapped around the bottom
glass part, which contains water. Two pieces of lit charcoal have been put on the clay
plate on the top that contains the tobacco.
In Arab countries, the pipes themselves are often considered to be works of art. They are
designed and crafted in a way that attracts buyers to use them in the privacy of their own
homes. Today, it is very common to see them used in public places. They are offered in
many cafes and restaurants in Saudi Arabia, and in fact they are so popular in Saudi
Arabia that a sheesha culture has developed, with separate family or female sections.
Participant A.K.1 does not smoke the sheesha in public as the private sphere for her
represents a more comfortable and relaxed place. Smoking in the privacy of her house
shields her from the eyes and judgment of a public that still does not accept women
smoking, as well as allowing her to smoke for several hours without the need to rush or
think of time. A.K.1 stated when asked about the photograph:
This is a photograph of my argeela, which I have every day after I finish
everything. It’s the time when I am alone at home, trying to relax. I will smoke for
two hours, three hours, or four hours…
Someone told me ‘it is not something that you like, it is not your mood, you’re
using it to runaway’. When I thought about what she said, it’s true! It’s is a
method of running away…
I’m a person who likes to be busy all the time. I like to accomplish things, many
things. I like to know that today I did this, I accomplished this.
I don’t like repeating the same routine every day.
But when I think about my painting, I still have to get out my equipment; I still
need to buy things, I still have to think of ideas…
And who will I paint for? Who will I colour for?
And I will have all these things all around the house; that will make my house
messy.
Therefore, what will I keep myself busy with??
With this… with the argeela.
At least when I’m sitting it’s not that I’m not doing anything.
No, I am smoking my sheesha. Although I think that what I’m doing right now is
erasing me, my identity.
This participant is a housewife and an artist, who gave up her art to take care of her
children, while her husband works as the provider for the family. Although there is a
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sense of guilt in her statement when she says, “what I’m doing is erasing my identity”,
meaning she senses that her smoking and finding excuses not to paint is a form of
running away, she still sits for hours smoking every night after her children are asleep.
Being in a private space does not seem to bother the participant. As mentioned earlier,
this space represents comfort. However, it could it be said that being in that private space
every day with the same routine is what makes her feel the need to turn to something that
gives her what she assumes is comfort, i.e. smoking. In reality, it is adding to her guilt
about her failure to produce artwork. However, for participant A.K.1, as for many other
women today, the reason they decide to leave work and stay in the own private space as a
housewife is the children, and the responsibility of taking care of them.

Figure 5.22 View of the street from a hotel
in Berlin. Photograph by participant K.Q.4.
Figure 5.22 is one of many photographs participant K.Q.4 took from a private sphere
looking into the public sphere. In this photograph, the participant made sure she showed
the red prayer mat on the floor, near a window without any curtains, looking at the street
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and other buildings in Berlin. It was taken during the day; the sky is clearly cloudy, and it
might have rained before or after this image was taken. When speaking about this
photograph, participant K.Q.4 said:
This photograph was taken in Europe. I usually travel to Europe each
year. It was at the hotel in Berlin and the weather was amazing. I
usually take prayer mats and clothes, but not for me, for the Muslims
there. It makes them happy because they need it.
Some of them follow me when I carry the prayer mat in a mall or
other places. Usually, I take two bags the small one for my clothes
while the bigger one is for the things I buy for them.
I use a small bag because conferences I attend don’t take more than a
few days. So, as I said this was one of the mats I brought, used it to
pray then I gave it to some people there.
It is not with me now.

The participant wanted to show a photograph of her time in Berlin as well as her
generosity to the Muslim community there. That is why she tried including the prayer mat
as well as the view through the window. All of the photographs she presented were from
a private space looking out of the window to a public space. The participant mentioned
that the main reason for her visit to Berlin was to attend a conference related to her
medical and academic career, yet she also went out to shopping malls. Even though she
was present in the public sphere during her trip, she did not take any photographs while in
public. Her photographs symbolize the boundaries that she sets for herself, which are
present in the way she has taken the photographs. This could be due to three factors. First,
whenever she is in public she has too many things to carry, which makes it hard to take
photographs. Second, she might think that taking photographs in public is not allowed,
like in certain places in Saudi Arabia. Finally, she could be uncomfortable taking
photographs wearing the full niqab, and does not want to attract attention to herself. For
these reasons she finds comfort in taking photographs of the public sphere from her
closed private sphere.
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Figure 5.23 Participant’s house.
Photograph presented by participant R.M.9.
This photograph shows the back of a house that the participant owns. The colour of the
house is the colour of sand, like many other houses in Riyadh. At the bottom of the
photograph there is a grey metal fence, which surrounds a small pool that is not apparent
in this image. It could be said that this fence represents the boundaries that surround the
participant; those boundaries she has placed upon herself to avoid people’s judgment of
her as a divorced single mother, living on her own. Behind the fence is a large window
that reveals the family living room inside the house. On the top right-hand side of the roof
there is a satellite dish, which almost every house in Saudi has because few people tend to
watch the local channels. Most educated Saudis now have a satellite and use modern
communication, and are far more exposed to the world’s media (Cordesman 2003, p.12).
R.M.9 said about this photograph:
This is my house. My home, where I feel as if it’s my
kingdom.
I thank God that I have four walls to do whatever I want,
without people bothering me or judging me.
I feel that this is a place where I really can be me.
I’m not being judged.
I’m just by myself. I can do what I want when I want.
I enjoy the sun that comes from the window every day.
I literally thank God for having four walls.
No actually five walls. I am very grateful.
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R.M.9 is a dentist and single mother of an eight-year-old boy. She represents a minority
who live on their own after divorce. In general, it is preferred for divorced women to
return to their families and live with their parents, unless they have children, then living
separately from their parents depends on each family and their acceptance of it. However,
the majority of Saudi society does not accept a single woman living on her own. In the
case of participant R.M.9 she expressed her gratitude and happiness at having her own
private space where she is free and not being judged by others; it is her comfort zone.
In Saudi Arabia, the majority of houses have separate areas for men and women. In some
families, women prefer to have their private closed female space, exclusive of men, while
in others the sitting spaces are shared by men and women together; again, this depends on
the comfort of each family. In public, women are obliged by Sharia law to cover their
heads and wear loose garments or wear the traditional black abaya; wearing the hijab in
public is compulsory, however in the private sphere women are free to dress as they wish.

Figure 5.24 A birthday portrait of participant
A.K.1 with her brother and aunt.
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This photograph was taken at the beginning of the eighties. It shows participant A.K.1
when she was six years old, with her brother on her left and her aunt to her right. A.K.1 is
in the centre of the photograph, posing for the person taking her photograph, which could
be her mother or maybe one of her brothers. She has her finger on her cheek as if she is
thinking, is wearing a white dress and a white hat, and is facing her cake, which has five
candles. The number of candles does not indicate her age; they were the candles found
when they decided to have a pretend birthday. The cake stands as the main subject in
front of the camera, with her, her brother and their aunt in the background.

Participant A.K.1 explained this photograph as follows:
My mother was very organized at home and my father was
firm with time, decisions and rules… That’s it. No means No!
And seriously, I am like that, no means NO!
This is a stubbornness that I took from my father.
This is how it was, no reasons.
No staying up late, no reasons given.
Everything he said no to, you couldn’t discuss it with him.
‘NO’ for making a mess, and staying up late…
It was as if we were in the military, having our meals at the
same minute, same time. Sleeping same time, same minute.
Everything! Everything was done based on a firm system.
Maybe that’s why I am now very systematic and strict!
So, when baba travelled, all the prohibitions were lifted at that time.
We took it as an opportunity that our father was traveling.
We didn’t know what to do.
Anyway, it wasn’t really my birthday
This photograph shows the first time I ever had a birthday
It’s like this, my father isn’t around, so we party.
My mother felt that we were under pressure. So she let us have
fun and did what we wanted to do.
Playing, messing up the house. She let us.
You know, everything can be organized and cleaned again.

As a child, A.K.1 saw restrictions in her father’s strict behaviour. She was not given any
reasons for not doing certain things; they were simply orders and rules that as children
they had to follow. Today as an adult she finds herself acting the same way with her
children, being firm and organized; setting boundaries is part of her daily life with her
own little family. She perpetuates the restrictions today that she always questioned and
disliked as a child.
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Although figure 5.24 seems to be a very standard birthday photograph, it was possible,
through the qualitative methodology conducted, to generate a narrative. In other words,
this rather straightforward standard photograph took on a definitely much more complex
set of meanings, enabling me as a researcher to keep the focus on the interpretation of the
photograph. Hence, the point of the study here is not that the participant’s father was
strict, but that in response there was a need to visually create a family photographic
memory despite that.

Figure 5.25 Refugee camp in Bekaa, Lebanon, 2016. Photograph
presented by participant M.A.8.

Figure 5.25 represents a photograph of participant M.A.8 in a refugee camp in Bekaa in
Lebanon in 2016. Children from the camp surround M.A.8. She is looking at or talking to
one of the children, while the young girl with a green top, holding her arm, is looking
towards the woman taking the photograph. In the bottom, right-hand corner of the
photograph there is another girl looking at the camera. Her face is not entirely in the
frame, but she is clearly smiling and excited to see visitors at their camp. Two boys are
standing to the left of the participant, and a man is passing by in a hurry, with his head
covered with his hoodie. On the left and on the right the colour blue is dominant; this is
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the plastic covers for the tents to protect them when it rains. When discussing this
photograph, participant M.A.8 said:
My physiotherapy is my dominant identity. This is a picture of me
getting out of my comfort zone and going to Bekaa in Lebanon,
helping people and giving time. Time is something I don’t have the
luxury of, but I had to stop everything and I wanted to go and help
the children of the war through an organization called Children of
War. I connected them to Bekaa and I attended the whole training.
My role in the training was to support the adults of the war
physiologically as they gave workshops to help children to recover
from psychological problems like war trauma. My role was actually
to support them. The whole time I was saying ‘my goodness’. You
know, to move from your home and live in a tent. I think I’m still in
shock. I can’t even describe it. I was very touched. The weather was
below zero and children weren’t wearing shoes.
It was cold. I was wearing three pairs of socks on my feet.
I photographed children wearing slippers in the winter.
That was pretty hard to see but that is me!
Going out of my comfort zone.
It was sad.

Participant M.A.8 broke all boundaries to get out of her comfort zone and help these
refugees. Where the first three participants found comfort in their private sphere, whether
smoking, taking photographs or just relaxing and being away from people’s judgment,
M.A.8 is an example of Saudi women who challenge themselves and society. She works
hard to make a difference within her society and for others. She is an active Muslim, a
Saudi woman, contradicting stereotypical images of Saudi women.
In many instances, Western feminists have a tendency to blame Islam for all the
wrongdoings against women in Saudi Arabia (Kurdi 2014, p.54). However, the
understanding of the restrictions imposed on women being from Islam and that Islam as a
religion which gives men power over women is incorrect. Traditions and culture have a
great impact in informing gender roles in Saudi Arabia, where the man is the provider
and the woman stays at home and takes care of the family, but these are part of the Saudi
tradition and should not be confused with Islamic principles (AlMunajjed 1997). The
issue of gender differentiation is based on culture and its social impact. According to the
West, the different treatment and expectations of individuals based on sex implies a sense
of inequality or inferiority. In Saudi Arabia, however, many believe and accept that God
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has created men and women essentially with different natures, emphasizing that although
women and men are morally equal, they have balancing, complementary roles rather than
identical roles and responsibilities. In order to understand “boundaries” as a theme that
arises from these photographs, it is important to recognize how women in Saudi Arabia
have bridged different gaps between the public and private spheres. As Hall (1992)
explains, identity in the sociological concept bridges a gap between the personal and the
public worlds. Each participant represented her identity consciously or unconsciously in
the social and cultural world. Their identities are what, according to Hall (1992), stitches
the subject and the cultural worlds together.
It is clear that photography enabled my participants to project their identity through
family, material objects, spaces and also activities. When they first selected these images,
whether existing or new, they never expected the photographs to represent themselves or
their identity, but when discussing these images in detail, they saw they offered more
than just a representation of the self or the identity; they offered a space for
communication, memories, connection with the past and the present, as well as social and
political discussions. I could argue that photography brought back their unconscious
minds to conscious.
Of all the photographs that the ten participants presented within both stages one and two
(observed memories and self-engagement), 64.5% were taken outside or in a public
sphere while 35.4% were photographed in a private sphere; 78.7% of the photographs had
people in them, and only 21.2% of the photographs had no human element. It could be
argued that people favour being photographed or taking photographs in the public sphere
alongside other people, instead of being photographed alone in in private spaces.

5.7 Summary
This chapter has documented and analysed the fieldwork associated with the
photographic images the participants shared during their interviews. It corresponds to the
feminist theory discussed by the Personal Narratives Group on how narrative texts
directly reflect the reality that women speak for themselves (Cruikshank 1992, p.132).
Instead of looking for typical or average life narratives, I emphasized the differences in
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the women’s experiences and examined how they expose themselves using their own
photographic images.
From the photographs selected for the purpose of analysis from both stages one and two,
four major themes emerged: self-representation, mobility, family albums and boundaries.
Each of these themes captures something important about the meaning of the data
collected in relation to the research questions, and each was driven by my analytical
interests as a researcher. In addition, photography in itself was an important focus within
my data, developing as a subject in its own right in the participants’ lives.
In the first half of this chapter I discussed the challenges that female researchers might
face when conducting a fieldwork project in Saudi Arabia. I explained in detail the
process, from finding the participants, up to the emotions I faced as I interviewed them.
According to Oakley, in most cases, the goal of finding out about people through
interviewing is best achieved when the relationship between the interviewer and
interviewee is non-hierarchical and when interviewer is prepared to invest his or her
personal identity in the relationship (Oakley 1997, p.41). Based on Oakley’s statement,
when I started the fieldwork interviews I was not prepared to invest my own personal
identity, but I found out that just being a woman made it easier for women to open up and
share intimate stories, and for me to be an important part of this exploration.
Oakley (1981) highlighted that many of the pregnant women she talked to during the
course of her study actually found the process therapeutic (Clark 2010, p.401). This was
very evident to me; several of the participants expressed their gratitude at being a part of
these interviews, which made them look at things positively. Often people need to
unburden themselves, and there is no one else to whom they can turn to tell their story. A
frequent reason cited by people for consenting to participate in a study is the hope that
telling their story will help others. Some people just have a need to talk. Talking helps
them to sort things out, make sense of events, or conquer fear, shame or pain. Sometimes
people want to see how a stranger reacts to their story before they tell it to someone
closer to them. Usually, there is no contract between participant and researcher about
what the exchange will be, however a conscientious researcher will try to recognise what
participants are seeking, then if possible provide that either during the interview or once it
is over (Corbin and Morse 2003, p.342).
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In the second part of the chapter, I analysed the participants’ photographs through themes
that highlighted the features that displayed Saudi women’s perspectives on their
representations of their identities. From these themes, “identity” was a category that
encompassed all the themes. According to Hall (1992), there are three different
conceptions of identity: the central, unified subject which is the essential inner core or
“the real me”, the individual’s identity from birth; the “sociological subject”, which is
configured through interaction between the self and the society, where one’s identity is
shaped by cultural values in the world in which one lives; and the “postmodern subject”,
which is conceptualized as having no fixed, essential or permanent identity (Hall 1992,
p.275). The concept of identity has changed over time, becoming increasingly unstable
and open to different interpretations. We can see that identity becomes formed and
transformed constantly in relation to ways we are represented or addressed in the cultural
systems that surround us (Hall 1992, p.277). In other words, Hall (1996) argues that
“Identities are never unified, and in the late modern times, increasingly fragmented and
fractured, never singular but multiple, constructed across different, often intersecting and
antagonistic, discourses, practices and positions” (Hall 1996, p.4).
In recent years, there has been a broad explosion of interest in the concept of identity
(Hall and Gay 1996, p.1). Simon (2004) argues that identity may be an analytic fiction
and that the search for its variation as a “thing” may be a misleading endeavour.
Nevertheless, he maintains that if it is taken as a shorthand expression for a social
psychological process revolving around self-definition or self-interpretation, the notion of
identity will serve as a powerful conceptual tool (Simon 2004). Simon’s (2004) “SelfAspect Model of Identity” suggests that a person’s self-concept involves beliefs about
their own attributes or self-characteristics, such as personality traits, behaviour, social
roles, language abilities and more. People may differ in the degree to which they
differentiate their various characteristics, and may perceive and evaluate themselves in
different ways (Hall and Gay 1996, p.640)
Many writers argue that the characteristic of a homogeneous society such as Saudi Arabia
is to reinforce a single identity, particularly illustrated in the roles of the Saudi woman as
a mother and a wife (Fatani 2008, p.58). These are considered to be the roles this society
expects from women; but is this the reality? In the following chapter, I will discuss my
creative practice, present the ten final photographic portraits, report what each participant
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had to say about the entire process, and provide the findings of the research project, as
well as the limitations of the method used.
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Chapter 6
Creative Practice:
Ten Photographic Portraits

6.1 Introduction
There is no greater work of art than a great portrait.
Henry James (1887)

One hundred and thirty years after Henry James first made this observation, portraits still
have a huge impact in art and in our daily lives. The photographic portrait can capture a
moment, pry into a life, and reveal secrets. Roberts argues that the photographic portrait
was once seen as a minor photographic form, a simple mechanical reproduction, but
nevertheless it was also considered to demand just as much technical skill, and was as
highly regarded in terms of artistic skills as any other art genre; it can be both ordinary
and mysterious (Roberts 2011, p.5). Of all the fields of photography, the most
charismatic, and therefore the most difficult to undertake successfully, is the portrait
(Badger 2007, p.169). A portrait photograph immediately grabs the viewer’s attention
and triggers very personal responses, which can be emotional, illogical and not always
rational. The issues raised are complex, challenging, even deceitful, revolving around the
self, its representation and identity (Badger 2007, p.169).
This chapter consists of four sections, all related to the photographic practice in this
research project, and aims to present all ten participants and reflect on my personal
findings, and the limitations of the method used. The chapter provides the details of the
ten portraits that were produced in the final stage of the project, and describes each
participant’s personal encounter with the process of their interviews and their final photo
shoot. This in turn will highlight crucial elements of the progress of my relationships with
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the participants, as well as developments of the visual strategy that led to this stage. The
details of each photographic outcome will reveal the collaborative effort involved in
sustaining the participant’s identity as well as the creative aspect of the representation
process.
This brings us to the issue of representation, which is an important factor in the
arguments of contemporary feminism, both inside and outside Saudi Arabia. Feminists
claim that “We need to question representation both as a political and as an
epistemological problem” (Ganguly 1992, p.61). Ganguly argues that feminists should
always question who is representing women, and how they are represented in society, the
media and politics. She argues that we should not depend on relative comparisons
between one culture and another (Ganguly 1992). This project is presented from the point
of view of one woman regarding other women who share the same culture and religion. It
aspires to give a closer, arguably more accurate representation of Saudi women. I, as a
Saudi female photographer, am an enabler for these women to represent themselves
through their photographs. They chose to be represented in these particular ways in order
to create new representations that previously were non-existent, or to challenge
representations that already existed. These portraits, reflections and the women’s
responses emphasize how photographs are both technically and socially constructed in
ways that inform an understanding of the self, and therefore the identity.

6.2 Placing words with the photographs
Rose (2010) found that placing words with personal photographs in family albums
allowed people to communicate important information about family members when the
opportunity for physical proximity to facilitate personal story telling was not available.
Rose concludes that to be a personal photograph an image must not only “look like a
family photo [it] also ha[s] to be treated like one”. This includes filing the negatives or
digital files, pasting the photographs in albums, sending them in the mail, or posting them
on the internet for other family members to view (Rose 2010). It is the action of doing
something to the images that constitutes personal photography as a cultural practice.
Photographer Jim Goldberg (1985, 1995, 2007) took pictures of people and asked his
subjects to add text to the photographs. He asked them to write about themselves or the
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selves they saw in the photographs he took. The comments, which are overlaid on the
photographs, are the subjects’ own written reflections about their stories and their lives.
The handwritten commentary is sometimes poetic and many times heart breaking. A man
in a hotel room writes, for example, “I am trying every day to be something, instead of
that nothing I look like” (Kennedy 2014). Goldberg began photographing different people
in the late 1970s. In an interview with the New York Times, he stated that it is in his
nature to want to make things better (Kennedy 2014). Does this mean that his work was
making a difference? Was it making things better? He grew up during the twentieth
century, observing the social documentary of photojournalists, but his claims of truth
were questioned, sometimes reorganized as artful manipulation in the service of social
change (Kennedy 2014).
I too found that photographs can perform and can be interpreted in many different ways;
with the addition of text, they offer valuable knowledge. Although personally inspired by
Goldberg’s work, it was through this research project that I recognized that an individual
portrait can create and contain cultural information. In addition, it can produce a dialogue
between two cultures as well as between the subject and the viewer. According to Collier
and Collier, photographs have to be taken and organized, but eventually they have to be
presented in a way that can be verbalised (Collier Jr and Collier 1986, p.169).

6.3 How the participants accepted the writing
When the participants were asked to write a sentence on the photograph that represented
them, or added more understanding to the photograph, they fell into three groups, with
one finding it to be an exciting task and coming up with sentences or quotations as soon
as they were asked to think about it. They found it very useful to add a quotation to a
photograph as a way of adding the spoken word to an illustration or an image. The second
group needed more time to think about it and took between one and two weeks. They
thought about their lives, and looked for quotations that explained or expressed their own
personal views. In addition, they contacted me and discussed their quotations and asked
for my opinion. I made it clear that it was their voice that they were adding to the
portraits, and that the aim was to enable them to speak for themselves, and express their
feelings and beliefs or how they are perceived. As for the final and third group, which
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comprised two participants who did not understand or accept the task easily, they could
not make sense out of it. One came up with a quotation at the last moment as a way of
avoiding spending more time on it, and the other selected a quotation that was not
appropriate and could not be used because it was a quotation from the Holy Quran, but in
reference to herself. Finally, when asked to change it, the participant took a couple of
hours to come up with a short sentence expressing who she is. Each of these quotations is
important and effective as they add to the way these women are understood as well as
adding clarity and vitality to the photographs. Moreover, it will be helpful for anyone
wishing to use this research to see how some women position and express themselves. It
is more about the practice of women’s own words and representations than my
interpretation as a researcher.

6.4 Final stage portrait outcomes
The ten final photographs were all taken at the last and final collaborative stage, called
‘reflections’, after each participant had reflected on herself through the first and second
stages – the old, existing photographs and the new, recent ones. In this stage, I took the
participants’ portraits according to how they want others to perceive and identify them.
Each of the ten participants had a different idea of how she wanted to be represented.
Here I present each portrait and discuss each participant’s own words on why she chose
to be photographed this way. I also share what participants stated about the entire process
of the project.
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Figure 6. 1 Participant A.K.1
I met A.K.1 at her house during all three stages of the project. During the final stage, the
photo shoot, she took me to her second-floor living room and made me a cup of coffee,
even though I do not drink coffee (she assured me that her coffee was different and
suggested that I should try it). She had a clear idea of how she would like to be presented,
since she was an artist and was passionate about her art (though she had stopped
producing it after she married). She wanted to be photographed with the last piece she
had worked on, around 17 years ago and which she had never completed.
Smoking the argeela had taken the place of her art, therefore she said she would like to
have smoke cover her while holding her painting. I asked her if she had a mabkhara,
which many Arab families use to hold scented wood with lighted charcoal, as scented
smoke would emanate. She went to the kitchen, and within a couple of minutes, she
brought one but with mistaka instead of scented wood. Mistaka is a kind of herb that is
used with certain food which also has a pleasant scent in the smoke that comes out of it.
Afterwards we went to the guest room, where she wanted me to photograph her. I took
several shots, but because she was wearing a light grey abaya against the white walls and
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the red and white sofa, the smoke was not clear. I took a number of shots from different
angles, but I started to feel sick and dizzy from all the smoke and the strong scent coming
from it. I took some time to rest – around fifteen minutes – went to another room, and
asked her why she had chosen the sentence she wished to have printed on her photograph.
She said: “The sentence that I always repeat… always, for the last 20 years is:”

Translation: “Oh God, it is you to whom I complain of my weakness, my helplessness
and my insignificance upon people.” She explained:
I can’t tell you that I’m a weak person. On the contrary, when I
recall my life and my memories, I feel like a strong person…
However, you cannot use strength with the people around you,
especially people you love. Because then, you will lose them.
And I personally don’t want anyone to be upset for me… maybe,
I’m too kind… too emotional. I don’t like complications.
So, when I do face difficulties or any small problems, it is then
that I feel very weak… and no one knows about this or feels me
except for God.
He is the one who knows how much pressure I put on myself not
to lose the people around me. So… ‘God, it is you who I
complain to the weakness of my strength and the little force I
have…’
Yes, I can answer back, yes I can defend myself, and face the
situation without fear… but I do feel broken and weak because
the situation requires that… or… I will lose!
I will lose the people around me.
And I want my image to be ideal with people.
So, I do feel like I have little force… And the humiliation people
have towards me…
Sometimes, I’m treated in a manner that makes me feel like I’m nothing.
And this is, of course, something that bothers me.
That’s it… So, I always repeat the sentence, and I feel comforted
every time I say it…
but God knows who I am, and what I am, and what’s inside of
me, and what I’m doing to please the people around me, and I
don’t upset any of them.
Therefore, I see myself with this prayer, and I feel comforted after I say it.

When asked if she found the collaboration helpful in representing her identity, she stated:
I just wish that it happened a long time ago. It didn’t help me…
it’s woken me up!
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I assume if I wasn’t part of this research… I would’ve remained
me… exactly the same… I wouldn’t have changed.
I’m extremely happy… I thank God that I was a part of it.
Thank God…
I’m not joking or exaggerating. It was from the first
interview
that I felt something inside me…
I felt happy… I felt joy…
When I recalled the memories, and what I’ve always wanted to
be… and how I became now.
I started comparing the past and today… what I’ve always
wanted to be. I’ve always, since a long time ago, wanted to be…
But why?
What is stopping me?
Nothing!
I myself am prohibiting myself.
So, this gave me a push.
So, this photograph will always be in front of me to remind me
that this is how I want to be.
And I will be like that!
In this portrait the participant looks unhappy and depressed. From what she explained
during the photo-shoot, and later what she wrote on her photograph, I could say that there
no actual problem preventing her from pursuing her art career again. There is no-one
preventing her and nothing stopping her, it is a personal behavior. She herself is blocking
any change that could happen by focusing only on the things that put her down and not
resisting them. Instead of wasting her time every night smoking, she could simply go
back to her paintings. Hence, at the end of her statement, she confessed that nothing is
stopping her and she herself is the problem. It is related to whether you see the cup as half
empty of half full. On the other hand, perhaps she is not to blame. However the question
is why is she blaming herself? It could be said that she is clearly in a stressful situation
where she is avoiding confrontation by repressing her feelings and not expressing herself.
She says she feels humiliated and struggles with building her self-esteem. She believes
that she is risking losing people around her if she does express her thoughts or feelings.
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Figure 6. 2 Participant D.A.2
Participant D.A.2 is a chiropractor. She asked me to meet her at her clinic at the end of
the day, around 8.30pm, for the final portrait. I waited in her office for five minutes, until
she had asked all the staff to leave. After everyone left, she came back to me with a big
smile and said, “I still have one nurse left here, can she be in my photograph? I want to
demonstrate what I do.”
I took several shots of her and the nurse, but neither of us felt it was suitable; it looked
more like an advertisement for her practice than a portrait representing her, so I made a
few suggestions. She put on her niqab and looked straight at me, and I took the first shot.
She was really happy with the outcome and asked me if I could tell if she was smiling. I
laughed and said, “No, I can’t.” She said afterwards, “Can I add that to the text? I want to
write it down.”
She wrote: “Can you tell that I’m smiling?” And in Arabic, she wrote a saying:

اﻟﻨﺎس أﻋﺪاء ﻣﺎ ﺟﮭﻠﻮا
Which means “people are enemies to what they are ignorant of”. She explained:
If you are going to be against something that you do not
understand… you are going to be anti whatever you do not
understand, and I strongly believe that this fits with my character,
because I feel if you are going to judge me, because I cover then you
are going to say, ‘retarded’, oppressed, backward thinking, maybe
self-hating female, that she would do that to herself whatever it is and
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the reason why you would be an enemy to the way I cover is because
you do not understand it.
You do not understand why I am doing it.
You do not understand that I chose it…
you do not understand that it makes me feel more comfortable, so in
anything in life…
With the West, for a long time Russia was the bad guy right… and all
the shows were about Russia and how bad they are, and represented
them as terrorists… Just because you do not understand it, does not
mean you should hate it.
You should just try to understand it.
Do not try to liberate me because I am liberal… in what I feel
comfortable with.
Oh, we are going to liberate Iraq… Iraqi people… true, they had their
problems, but they have way more problems since you tried to
liberate them.
When asked if she found this collaborative process helpful in representing her identity,
she stated:
I was hesitant about participating in this before.
Looking back and how I experience life and how I enjoyed life so far.
These interviews helped me see all the past years.
I feel miraculous.
I feel it is even clear to me now.
In short, it was great going through my own past and still knowing
what I want to do in life.
Participant D.A.2 is mixed, half Saudi and half American. She chose to write her
sentence in both languages, the Arabic and English. Yet, she states two completely
different messages. From the way she chose to write her sentence, we can understand that
she has a sense of humour. In her image-text combination, she chose to use both humour
and seriousness in the sentence. Her use of Arabic and English text on her photograph
expresses a lot about herself, her character and background, which was the purpose of
asking the participants to express how they want to be represented visually and to add
their own words to their portrait. Her choice to be photographed in her office where she
works, the way she is sitting and looking straight at the camera while smiling, represent
belief and confidence in what she does.
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Figure 6. 3 Participant D.Q.3
Participant D.Q.3 starts work around 11am, so I went over to her house at 9am, only to
discover that I had left the camera on from the night before and that my battery was dead.
I only had one battery for this camera, as I had not had a chance to buy a second one yet,
and I was extremely embarrassed by the situation so I apologised several times and asked
her to set a meeting with me another day “Fortunately, she agreed to meet me the next
day.
The next day, I arrived at 9am and she took me to her bedroom, where she was getting
ready for work and was putting on her makeup and fixing her hair. It did not take long;
she was ready within 30 minutes. I sat on the bed waiting for her and looking for music
that I would later play during the photo shoot.
The participant did not have a clear vision of how she wanted her portrait. She knew the
sentence she was going to write on the portrait but not the portrait itself. She showed me
several portraits of women from the Internet, and said she would like hers to look similar.
I took around ten photographs over a period of two hours. She explained:
I chose to write, ‘The best is yet to come’.
I selected this phrase because, after all the ups and downs I have been
through in my life, from my divorce, being away from my family and
kids, to the passing away of my father, I have decided to look
forward to a better, brighter, more successful future.
I aim to focus on all the positive things in my life, no matter how small.
I do believe that the best is yet to come. I am working hard for it and
looking forward to it. It is a hopeful today for a better future.
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When discussing the process, she stated:
What happened is that these three stages helped me think of who I
really am.
It made me understand myself more.
I had never asked myself what represents me and what doesn’t
represent me.
But this gave me a chance to understand myself more.

In this portrait the participant sits facing her bedroom window, staring at the open space
in front of her. The light coming in, plays a crucial part in adding different shades to the
portrait. She is looking into the distance without paying the camera any attention, as if
she does no notice its existence. She did not want her face to appear very clear, and this is
why she pushed the curtain away and sat with one part of it covering slightly her face.
The way she tightly holds the coffee cup, communicates some stress, whether it is from
being photographed, or from the future that she is awaiting the best from.

Figure 6. 4 Participant K.Q.4.
I kept texting, emailing and calling K.Q.4 to set a date for the final photo shoot. She
asked me to meet her at King Khalid Hospital, where she treats patients and also teaches
medical students. The participant stressed several times that she never allowed anyone to
interview her or take her photograph, but that she was making an exception for me, as
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long as I did not include her name. She was doing ths because she wanted the West to
know all the good things about Islam and how fortunate Muslim women are.
At the beginning, she stated that she wanted me to take her portrait in her office, but on
the day of the photo shoot, she took me to one of the new buildings and told me that I
could take her portrait there. There were some artificial palm trees, and because she loves
palm trees, she asked me to take her portrait near one. I took around ten photographs with
her next to the palm tree, but the lighting was not sufficient to use the reflector. I was also
unable to use the flash, because there were many reflecting surfaces around, so the
photographs were not technically good. I explained we could go outside and take a
photograph with a real palm tree, but she preferred to try the second floor of the same
building. This portrait was taken on the second floor. She did not want her hands to be
apparent in the portraits. The sentence that she wrote was as follows:

“O my dearest messenger of God… My beloved Muhammad peace be upon him.” She
explained:
I mean it, really. This touches my heart because we really love him.
He brought us from darkness into light. All his characteristics are perfect.
He is our role model.
This love is pure.
He is dead now, and he can’t do anything for us, but our love is
represented in us following what he urged us to do. We hope that we
follow his commands completely to show our love.
If all people in world I mean Muslims or non-Muslims followed
Islam’s teachings, the world would be a peaceful place for all.
This project made me think about things in me, I didn’t think about before.
Actually, photographs have meant a lot to me since I was a child.
Pictures are good things to capture the moment because sometimes
people forget. Although, many say that I have a good memory, I still
need to capture my moments. One picture can tell a lot. It reminds
you of every detail of that previous moment.
It saves good memories.

From the first glimpse of the participant it is clear that she is very religious. Being in her
sixties she seems confident in herself and her beliefs, not caring what others might think
of her. From the way she hides her hands in the hospital coat, and the extremely small
opening of the niqab through which her eye can barely be seen, to the sentence she chose
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to write, the stress is on her being a proud Muslim woman. Nevertheless, being religious
did not prevent her from being highly educated, an active professor and doctor at both the
hospital and university.
However, her request to be first photographed inside a new building, next to a fake palm
tree, confused me as it contradicted what she was presenting, which was strong faith,
connection with nature and not caring for the materialistic; whereas, this photo-shoot was
taken in one of newest buildings in the hospital where she works. In addition, her request
to be photographed next to a man-made palm tree, does not demonstrate visibly her love
of nature. Nevertheless, she may have chosen this building in particular to show Western
people the modern facilities, which exist in Saudi Arabia. I presume this is an example
that represents some of the contradictions we have with our own selves in Saudi society.

Figure 6. 5 Participant K.H.5.
I went to participant K.H.5’s house during the day. She had two more exams at the
university but she said that she would not be studying on this particular day and that I
could go over to take her portrait. When I entered her house, she took me to the guest
room that had a collection of her artwork: sculptures, paintings, and even a beautiful table
that she had designed and made herself. On another table, she had chocolates and Arabic
coffee to serve me as a guest. I went around the room looking at and admiring her work,
then her cat came in and I lost all concentration playing with him.
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She was ready for the photo shoot and had the painting she wanted to be photographed
with ready as well. I started taking her photograph from different angles, including some
from behind, with the painting taking up the entire frame.
She had a head accessory that looked similar to the one on the head of the Indian dancer
she had painted. She told me that she would like to wear it as well and experiment with it
on. After two hours, she chose this one and wrote her sentence, which is a poem by the
4th caliph,22 Ali Bin Abi Taleb:

“And you think you are just a tiny object, but you hold the whole universe.”
When asked about the statement, she stated:
I used to think that I’m nothing. I didn’t believe in myself.
Suddenly, I discovered things in me I had never imagined.
All the disappointments, all the negative comments I got were
illusions I believed in.
I really discovered that there is another world inside human beings,
so this expression represents the place I reached today.
Every stage in this project helped me set the record straight.
It allows you to focus on things you didn’t notice before, especially
my photos in the past and the present.
People keep running in this life trying to make accomplishments
without focusing on what they have in the current moment.
This process reminded me of our past, present and future.
It was helpful.
I didn’t look at these photographs for a very long time.
Every one of these pictures reflects a part of my identity.
It is a part of who I am.
I always feel happy when I look at them.
The way I look at these pictures differs according to my age.
I told you before that I was thinking that my father didn’t like me.
But now, when I look to the way my father used to treat me like, I
understand and I realize that I was wrong.
I discovered so many things.
I am so thankful.
Participant K.H.5 is the exact opposite of participant A.K.1. Even in the hardest
moments, she never stopped believing in her capabilities, continuing with her artwork
while going back to university after a failed marriage. She focused on the positive things
22

A person considered a successor to the prophet Muhammad.
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she has. The sentence she chose describes her belief and her desire to be something better
and greater. The fact that she is painting a complete face and figure of a woman, knowing
that in Saudi Islamic culture drawing a face of a human figure is considered a sin,
signifies that she is a woman with her own beliefs and outlooks. Her direct gaze into the
camera reflects a woman who is self-assured, optimistic, has a clear vision of her present
and is ready to take off into a brighter future

Figure 6.6 Participant L.K.6.
It was hard to arrange a photo shoot with participant L.K.6 because she works long hours,
and by the time she gets home, she is too tired to see anyone. On the weekends, she takes
her daughter out because she is sharing custody with the father.23 After much organising,
we found a day that was suitable for her, meeting in her home at night, at around 10pm,
after her daughter went to sleep and she had rested a little. She was dressed and ready for
the photo shoot. She took me to the guest room, which was beautifully furnished, and sat
on one of the sofas that had a pretty painting behind it. I experimented with several
photographs, but nothing turned out the way she wanted. She said she had a certain angle
that she likes to be photographed from. After that, I suggested we pull one of the sofas
over and try a different shot while she stood near another wall canvas that, she had
mentioned earlier that she liked very much. We found the one she was most comfortable

23

At the beginning of the project the participant had been separated from her husband for three years. At
the end of the project I was told that she got divorced.
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with and which expressed her best. Her mother came a couple of times to check on us and
to ask if I would like anything to drink. She also asked us to return everything to its place
after we had finished.
The participant has lived with her parents since her separation, which is Saudi tradition
and culture for a divorced woman, and if her parents were dead she would live with one
of her brothers. However, this is not an absolute rule; it differs from one family to
another, and in some families if the woman has children she can live on her own. The
sentence she chose was:

“Let your smile be your first feature. It is health for you, alms in religion, happiness in
heart, and a peaceful energy for those around you.”
Participant L.K.6 stated:
I chose this because a smile is very important to me.
It has a positive effect on people around us.
I try to smile as much I can. One should smile even if he or she is sad
or has problems.
Smiling has a good effect on people around you when they see you
always smiling. My previous colleagues in Jeddah always remind me
of my smile when I contact them.
It is good to be remembered by this.
That’s why one should smile, to leave a good memory wherever he
goes.

After I finished, I requested an Uber to pick me up, but the driver could not find the
house. Her driver was asleep, and I could not find anyone to drive me back. She and her
mother insisted I sleep over in their guest room until morning and then I could use their
driver to return home. As embarrassed as I was, I accepted and called my family to tell
them I would stay that night at her house. The next morning, at around 7am, their driver
drove me home. When I asked the participant to reflect on her experience of this project
and whether she found it useful or otherwise, she said:
This entire process made me think of many things.
The old photographs made me think about the things that made me
who I am today. Maybe I reached this age and stage in life without
focusing on how I became what I am.
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I focused on things I have in my life, my identity.
It made me feel proud of myself because I was reminded of what I
was, what I became and what I want to be in the future to represent
myself. In addition, I felt proud because I wanted to be a part of this
successful study that represents Saudi women.
I really like the concept.
Finally, I will be represented, that’s why I felt proud.

From the sentence the participant chose, it is clear that she is a constructive person.
Posing for the camera with a smile on her face goes together with the sentence she wrote.
Her divorce did not change her positive attitude to whatever life throws at her.

Figure 6. 7 Participant L.A.7.
L.A.7 was the youngest of my participants, in her final year of studying marketing. At the
age of twenty, and being the youngest of her siblings, she mostly talked about university
exams, music, friends and coffee. She said that she wanted to be photographed at a
Starbucks café, because she goes there every day and because it is her favourite spot for
relaxing and meeting friends.
On the day of the photo shoot, she picked me up at 2pm with her family’s driver and we
went to Starbucks. We went straight to the family section (cafés and restaurants in Saudi
Arabia have single men’s sections and family sections). I knew that they had very big
windows, so I was sure I would not need any additional light with me. However, I was
wrong, as all the blinds were closed, and I was unable to open any of them. When I went
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to talk to the men working in the café, they said that, to prevent people from opening
them the religious police cut all the ropes. The place was dark – with only the dim lights
within the café. I had to put the camera’s ISO on a very high setting to create more light.
The photo shoot was over within ninety minutes, and although the participant was happy
with the final photograph, all the other photographs shot that day were high in noise.24 I
asked her if we could repeat the photo shoot at the same place another day, when I would
have my external light. She agreed, so I met her again four weeks later. We went at
almost the same time, when there were fewer customers. I took around 30 photographs,
but the participant still preferred her first portrait. When asked about the sentence, she
replied:
“It’s a line from Muhammad Abdu’s song,

.”
Which translates as “extremely mysterious, and very much like the light”.
I chose this phrase because I am very mysterious, yet very bright and
clear, like the lights.
So this really does describe me.
When can I be very clear?
Or when am I very mysterious?
I’m very mysterious when I’m upset.
I wouldn’t share or tell anyone what’s bothering me.
I keep it to myself.
From the project, I felt and realized some features in me that I’ve
never known existed.
The questions helped me a lot to think of who I am and what I
believe.
I was surprised to understand that I have these features.
I was just living like anyone else without deeply thinking of who I
am.
I seriously enjoyed it, and understood a lot about my personality that
I never knew existed.
There are things that never crossed my mind before.

24

The term “noise” is used to describe visual distortion, i.e. when the image looks grainy.
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This participant chose to be photographed in Starbucks Café because it represents
part of her daily routine. The way she posed for the camera gives the viewer the
sense that she is thinking or concerned about something. The sentence she chose
to write, “extremely mysterious, and very much like the light”, either represents
her, or it could be that she likes that phrase or poetry, so in return she tries to
perform it in the photograph; as if she is telling the viewer, “I am mysterious”, or
“I could be mysterious”. From the way she is sitting, looking away from the
camera, hiding a part of her face with her hair, it could be argued that she likes
playing the role of a mysterious young lady, or perhaps she could be a shy person
in nature. It could also be claimed that by holding her iPhone, showing off her
watch, purse and drink, that she is contemporary and showing off her style of
life.

Figure 6. 8 Participant M.A.8.
M.A.8 is a busy therapist as well as an active photographer. She made it clear to me that
she is very busy and would not be able to spend long on the photo shoot. She contacted
me two days before the photo shoot and said she wanted me to come and meet her at her
house, instead of the original venue we had decided on, which was her own private clinic.
I reached her house around 9am, and the caretaker opened the door for me and took me
straight to her bedroom. On the way, I met her husband, who welcomed me and told me
to go ahead to the second floor. When I reached her bedroom, she asked me if I would
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like anything to drink and I asked for a glass of water. The bedroom was big and had a
work area with a desk and computer, a sitting area with a large sofa, and a dressing room
where she was. She called to me, but I could not see her. She said, “Please have a seat.
I’ll be there in a couple of minutes, I’m just getting ready.”
I sat there looking around at all the family portraits and books she had everywhere. A few
minutes later, she came out of the dressing room, smiling broadly, and asked me if I was
ready. I asked her where she would like to be photographed, and she said, “Let’s go out
on the balcony”. The door was jammed so I had to squeeze myself through it with my
camera. It was a small balcony, with sand roses that she had collected from the desert
whenever she went to take photographs, as well as a big plant that was partially green and
partially dead. She stood in a corner and looked straight up to the sky. I took several shots
over fifteen minutes. She looked at the photographs and chose one immediately. Later,
we went back to the sofa and she sat down to write down her sentence. She wrote, “There
are many journeys in life, make sure each one ends with a light of your choice”.
I chose this sentence… light meaning that opportunity, that way out, that
growth.
Some of these lights are very small, coming out from a little hole, from a
window or from a wall.
But there is also an exit that light comes through and it means a way out.
It means growth… It means taking that lead of the light, and allowing
yourself to grow no matter how dark things may be at a particular time of
our lives.
So reach out, look for that light and let it be your choice to grow.
This project was able to represent all angles of my identity.
I think that I had never connected my identity to pictures.
I have connected them always intellectually, so going throw the process I
was very careful in the reason for choosing random picture of a women
holding a scale of justice.25
I just shot that picture there was no second thought.
It was a part of my identity. It was a picture of me and it was also the cover
of NY Times magazine, but definitely the process was identifying myself
through pictures and how much the two are connected which, is my identity
and what I gravitate to in pictures.
The way participant M.A.8 presented herself was as a strong woman who has no regrets
in her life. She is a woman who has lived her journey with ups and downs and has

Participant M.A.8 was referring to the earlier picture she submitted in stage two
(Fig. 5.19) in chapter five.

25
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reached inner peace. Although she does not look towards the camera, she holds her head
up with pride. The sunlight hits her face, gently drawing out her features, and the slight
smile on her face adds a sense of peace of mind and wisdom. The sentence she wrote
signifies the choices she has made in her life, whether right or wrong, they were her own
choices no one else’s.

Figure 6. 9 Participant R.M.9.
I went to participant R.M.9’s house, where she lives with her son, at 10am on a weekend,
because this was more suitable for her. She opened the door, welcomed me and told me
she had just finished taking a shower and still needed to get ready. I said that that was all
right and that I could wait for her. She asked me to accompany her to the bedroom where
I sat on her bed, browsing the Internet and checking emails. Her cat came to the bedroom
and kept me company. Two hours later, I was still waiting for her to finish her makeup
and hair, when she told me she had to make an important phone call. I continued working
and editing some of the older photographs related to the project. An hour later, I went
over to the other room and told her, “I’m sorry for interrupting your phone call, but I have
other work to attend to, and I can’t wait all day”. She immediately apologised, got off the
phone, and came back to her bedroom. I went downstairs to wait in the living room, while
she finished getting dressed.
The participant came downstairs with a white bed sheet-like cover and said, “I want to be
presented dressed in white, with a white background, as a sexy Muslim woman. I want to
be like the Virgin Mary.” I was silent for a few seconds, and then I told her that the
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Virgin Mary is not Muslim. She said, “I know, but that is how I want to be presented”. I
started taking photographs of her against the white wall she had in her living room, but I
personally did not find the photographs good. She was not happy with them either, so we
kept changing backgrounds until I asked her if we could go to the backyard, because I
saw a dead tree that would work well as a background. After many other attempts, she
found one she was happy with. Afterwards, we discussed the sentence she wanted written
on her photograph. She said:
“I want to write

.”

This is a phrase from the Holy Quran, describing the Quran itself. It translates as: “It is
kept hidden in a book, which none touches unless they are purified.” I explained that she
could not use that sentence and that she should think of something else because
religiously and culturally it is not acceptable to compare oneself with the Quran.
After around thirty minutes, she came up with another sentence, but I told her to think
more about it. Later, she decided to write, “I am an Arabian” or “I am an Arab.” When
asked to explain why she chose it, she said, “it is my identity, and it makes me feel proud.
And even though I am an Arab, it does not prevent me from being an attractive, clever,
beautiful woman.” When the session was over, she asked me not to leave until I had
finished editing all the photographs, added the text and sent it to her. She made lunch and
asked me to stay to eat and to continue my work. I was at her place for seven hours; I was
really exhausted, because I had had an earlier photo shoot. I was exhausted both mentally
and physically.
According to the participant:
Because this process was spontaneous and in a casual matter, and what I
said came out of my heart, I wasn’t acting. Basically, I verbalized my
thoughts, who I am. I never talked about it… I spoke it… it is the power
of words.
I turned it into words, verbal words.
It is as if I shaped and personalized who I am.
I was looking forward to representing myself in a photograph, not only a
word. Honestly it was fun, being photographed and putting on makeup.
From the sentence she chose to the way she wanted to appear, participant R.M.9 could
mean that she wants to represent herself as beautiful, unique and exclusive, giving herself
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value. Maybe this is related to the fact that she is divorced, or it is just her character;
holding on to visual nuances that make her feel proud, happy or complete.

Figure 6. 10 Participant S.A.10.
S.A.10 was my final participant. I met her in a shopping mall in Riyadh, and she took me
to her office there. After taking a couple of photographs in her office, we decided to go
downstairs to the mall. It was early in the day, so it was almost empty, which made me
comfortable holding my camera and taking photographs.
I used the front window of a shop as a screen on which to reflect her. I took several
photographs when, by serendipity, two men walked up the escalator, and I could see them
in the glass. I asked her to just stand there for a second, I took that photograph, and she
was very happy with it. The participant has been divorced twice, and those two men
apparent as shadows in the background represented the two men in her past. They
vanished and are not a part of her present.
When asked about the sentence she said,

,

Meaning: “A blow that doesn’t break the back, makes it stronger.” She stated:
I have been through a lot of things, and I even suffered from aphasia (not
being able to speak). That was because of the problems I had during the
divorce. I kept my problems to myself and I did not tell my family. I don't
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know how to share my problems… you know how people see divorce…
but I can no longer handle this…
If someone comes into your life, it becomes hard to lose that person…
Also, during divorce, one becomes so tired… I did not lose my ability to
speak completely, but I had a severe stutter, I would always say, ‘Aaaaaa’
then I pronounce the word… and that is because I kept my problems to
myself…
It’s been a long time since I tried to do something that represents my
identity, whether by giving a speech or talking about my experiences, but
now you have enabled me to express myself.
You made me think of my past since I was little… and how I was… the
innocent. Then when we moved onto the second stage where I took
photographs of myself. It made me think of the purpose of taking
photographs, which is to represent ME and not to satisfy anyone…
There is a Hadith which is translated as ‘Allah loves someone who, when
he works, he performs it in a perfect manner (itqan)’. So I love to
complete my work perfectly for the person I work for… it is also in this
way that I like to represent myself.
This third stage represents all the aspects of my life as it is…
The first phase: is my study…
The second phase: after my study and my work…
The third phase: is what I want to do in the future…
Therefore, when I said, ‘What does not break me, makes me strong’, I
mean that what represents my photograph, and you will notice that
through the way I look, smile and through everything. You will see the
strong me.
It appears from the way the participant is standing, and her gaze to the camera; that she is
a clever, confidant and a proud woman, knowing what is surrounding her. The sentence
she chose to write completely applies to her, meaning whatever breaks me, I will stand up
high and strong again. Although it could be said that she is empathizing with her own
self, she has a hint of a smile that resembles hope and faith for what the future hold for
her, while the past remains in the past.

6.5 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to represent the ten Saudi female participants through
their portraits and their own texts, as they chose to represent themselves, in order to
provide a visual and written context for the critical collaborative research process of
photographing Saudi women. This stage of the project gave prominence to different
topics and findings, and allowed for reinterpretation and understanding.
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Macdonald states that the fixation with images of veiled Muslim women raises significant
issues for the feminist debate, as it has taken the attention away from their own voices
and self-definitions (MacDonald 2006, p.7). Similarly, Elizabeth Poole argues that the
dominant representation of Muslim women internationally is of women in thick black
hijab, with the focus always on the garment and not the person (Poole 2009). It is
important to note that challenging prejudiced representations and perceptions is not
achieved by adding to the existing stereotypical images.
The Saudi female identities represented within these portraits are explicit, as they are
defined visually and textually through their own images, handwriting and narratives.
Their own explanation as to why they chose this particular way to be presented is direct,
complex, intimate, powerful and sometimes funny. When they explain their photographs,
we obtain more understanding of their faith, views and identities. Since the visual has
particular educational significance in our image-saturated world (Fischman 2001), not
only might these portraits challenge existing labels of Saudi women’s subjectivity, they
also continue to communicate the work of generations of women artists who have sought
to explore constructions of gender and culture through the representation of the self.
Portraits of women, specifically Muslim women, may help non-Muslim audiences grasp
and accept the diversity and complexity of this social group.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary of the thesis
In conclusion, I will make some observations regarding the thesis, its findings,
contribution, limitations, impact and suggestions for potential further research. This thesis
presents an account of the different stages of photography in Saudi Arabia, from rejection
to acceptance and everyday usage. It looks at previous representations of Saudi women,
and the relation they had and still have towards their personal photographs; how they
relate to these photographs and how these photographs not only have the ability to
represent them, but also to give them a voice, a public language that many can understand
and relate to.
This thesis generated a body of photographs through three different stages. Analysing
these photographs offered further information, which led to an understanding of the
woman. The research questions that were generated for this research project are framed
by the theme of photography and its value. These questions generated answers to
controversial issues in regards to Saudi women and Saudi culture.
An increasing and growing methodology for practice has without doubt given concise
answers to the fundamental research questions in view of the absence of visual,
photographical representations of Saudi women. The study examined three research
questions. The first question was, Does the medium of photography, used in a
collaborative mode, have the ability to produce new insight into Saudi women? By
looking at existing literature and photographic practice, the method used by Middle
Eastern and Muslim female photographers displayed how new insights were produced in
the use of photography to discuss certain issues. Building on what has previously been
done by other photographers, this research project used the medium of photography, via a
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collaborative approach, to produce new cultural, personal and individual insights into
Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia.
To address the second research question, How do participants’ existing personal
photographs, in combination with the newly-generated images they take of their present
lives, have the capacity to open a deep reflective journey on their identity, we have to go
back and examine both the methodology and analysis chapters. The analysis chapter,
supported by the methodology chapter, was essential to understand the photographs that
were generated from stage one (observed memories) and stage two (self-reflection). In
terms of recognising the capacity these photographs had to identify each participant’s
reflections on their identities, a crucial point to make here is that the narratives that were
spoken by the participants had no less significance than the photographs themselves; they
completed one another.
The third question was: can interviews with participants, involving a collaborative
research process, provide new, critical, research-generated photographic representations
in the specific context of Saudi culture? As this practice-based research project was
conducted in Saudi Arabia, interviewing Saudi women using their photographs to discuss
their past, present and recent life, there is no doubt that the results will be related and
associated with Saudi culture. This question focuses on the creative practice of the final
ten photographic portraits in stage three (reflections) which involved collaboration to
produce new photographs. These ten portraits were generated out of the research and
analysis of what all the participants said about their stage one and two photographs, their
narratives, and their own requests for a visual representation. The final ten portraits
answer the third question. They are research-generated photographic representations in
the specific context of Saudi.
Throughout the thesis, I have covered the background of Saudi Arabia, and
representations of Saudi women from the point of view of Saudi as well as Western
society. The research questions provided a framework in which to explore aspects related
to the representation of Middle Eastern Muslim women in general and Saudi women
living in Saudi Arabia in particular. I also explored my positionality, that is my own
position within this research as a Saudi female researcher and how I came to embark on
this research project, as well as the audience I am targeting with this research. I presented
a deeper understanding and awareness of both the respondents and of myself. I explained
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how, in the field, I contributed to the participants’ lives as I interacted with them as they
told their life stories. I discussed the important challenges to reflexivity when working on
a feminist research project that included working in collaboration and partnership with
the participants.
Chapter Three presented a review of the literature related to contemporary female artists
in Saudi Arabia and the Middle East who work with issues related to representing Middle
Eastern Muslim women. This literature review explored the female image, conflict,
routine and articulation. I discussed the photographic approaches that were used and the
themes that arose in representing and articulating such women. Exploring the different
approaches used by Middle Eastern artists enabled me to develop my own practice and
themes in terms of the representation of women from Saudi Arabia.
Chapter Four presented the methodological approach used in this project. With the aid of
semi-structured photo-elicitation interviews with ten Saudi women living in Saudi
Arabia, I discussed the project design and stages used; I also developed a better
understanding of the research questions and how they related to the methodology. This
chapter also described the research methods employed for the data collection needed to
analyse the identities of the participants.
Chapter Five was divided into two major sections: the first consisted of a discussion of
the challenges that occurred during the fieldwork, from the recruitment of participants
through to refusals to participate; the second presented critical analysis of the
participants’ photographic images from stages one and two.
Chapter Six presented the final stage, which was the ten photographic portraits. These
final portraits, taken by myself, represent all the participants as they wanted to be
represented. In addition, there was a discussion of the use and significance of the written
words added to the photographs by the participants. This chapter provided the research
findings.

7.2 Research project findings
Interviewing Saudi women in a collaborative process using photo-elicitation provided
revealing information about their opinions, sentiments and attitudes regarding the
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diversity and quality of their lives in a traditional society. They described their
experiences and views through their own personal collections of photographic images, as
well as explaining their own connection with the photographs.
Saudi women are one of the most rapidly changing elements of Saudi society, making the
issue of women in Saudi Arabia one of particular interest (AlMunajjed 1997, p.6).
Misconceptions about their status have distorted their true image and depicted them as
second-class citizens (AlMunajjed 1997, p.6), and according to the West, Saudi women
are oppressed and need to be rescued (Abu-Lughod 2002). It is true that traditional norms
and cultural and patriarchal values have shaped the role of women in Saudi Arabia,
however this should not be seen as an obstacle to Saudi women taking part in the process
of general development.
Today, Saudi women eagerly pursue new opportunities and are keen to play a more
responsible role in society. Since 1992 Saudi women’s participation rate in the Saudi
labour force has tripled, though the majority of women work in the field of education.
According to a study in 2007, working women make up only 15 per cent of the national
workforce (AlMunajjed 2010). In this project, throughout the final exploration (stage
three), it was notable that four out of the ten participants requested that their portraits be
taken in their place of work, which emphasised their profession as an important
component of their identity. They chose to be shown in their place of work rather that
conducting other activities such as cooking, taking care of their children, or praying.
Certainly, as AlMunajjed (1997) argues, education and work outside the home have
provided new possibilities for Saudi women, beyond the traditional margins of marriage
and motherhood, and this has had a positive effect on their behaviour, self-esteem,
aspirations and relations with others.
The photographs in stage one (observed memories) were largely family oriented. Only
one participant (K.Q3), did not hand in any photographs at stage one as she has them
hidden in a box and did not want to present them out of privacy and religious beliefs. In
stage two photographs (self-engagement) the type of photographed changed from mostly
family oriented to more personal. For example, the photographs were more about the
participant’s work, travel, activities, house, children, their daily routine and themselves,
for example the use of selfies. Professional identity, which had a minor presence in the
earlier chapters (stage-one and stage-two photographs) – for example, the rock art
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photograph – became a much stronger theme in some of the portraits in stage three
(reflections). Participant K.Q.3 was photographed in the hospital where she works. D.A.2
wanted to be photographed in her chiropractic clinic where she works every day.
S.A.10’s photograph was taken in the shopping mall where she works. Although
participant K.H.4 did not explicitly present a professional identity, it is again visible that
this stage allowed for the emphasis of active identities. I could argue that with the change
of time women in Saudi Arabia are now more focused on themselves, their professional
life and achievements, but does this mean that they are not as attentive to their families as
they were in the past, when everything revolved around the family, even their
photographs? Could this be the reason why there is a large percentage of divorce? Or
might it be the opposite, because there is a high percentage of divorce, women are now
more independent and focused on their own careers.
It is not uncommon that qualitative research enables reflection. Yet, a significant feature
of this project is that it stimulates self-reflection. Rich and deep understanding of the ten
female participants’ culture, beliefs, social relations and more was produced though their
photographs. Photographs have been used in various ways in research, for example,
documentation, illustration or as research tools (Gotschi et al. 2009, p.291). However
once photography entered practical social research, photographs began to be used for
deeper reflection and discussion within the interview process (Collier and Collier 1986).
It was not until these ten Saudi women participated in this research project that they
recognized that they had never connected their identities to pictures. They never knew it
was possible to explore personal identity though photographic images. This project
enabled these women to express themselves. The process led them to think deeply about
and to gain more understanding of themselves by providing an opportunity for selfrepresentation, not only in in photographic form, but also in words and texts. Half of the
participants discovered some features they never knew existed in themselves, which
surprised them. In 1987, Sandra Harding noted that while studying women was not new,
there was no history at all of them being studied from the perspective of their own
experiences, so that they could understand themselves and their positions with their social
world (Harding 1987, p.8). This project provided a new form of exploring and
understanding that the participants never knew existed, and uncovered personal facts that
had never crossed their minds before.
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In addition, seven participants claimed their confidence and pride in who they are and
what they have accomplished has risen since participating. One study of religious
adherents in the United States, argues that individuals do not experience the ideas of their
culture in the same way: “they must have something else: a willingness, a capacity,
perhaps an interest in allowing those cultural ideas to change their lives” (Davies and
Spencer 2010, p.21). This willingness was apparent in some of the participants and
sharing their photographs and stories changed some of their perceptions of their own
lives.
According to Weiser (2001), the actual meaning of any photograph can never be
completely objectively predicted, especially by an outside observer who was not initially
involved in any portion of that image’s creation (Weiser 2001, p.10). In this sense, it is
obvious that this research project not only explained the photographs when analysing
them, but it presented each individual participant’s narrative via a unique approach.
I agree with Landes’ statement that feminist studies offer women a public language for
their private issues (Landes 1998). Most of the ten participants found the experience of
participating enjoyable and exciting. Several of them found the creative collaborative
process therapeutic; thus it is worth briefly recalling what Weiser has argued, that
photographs of ordinary moments or common places that people rarely notice, not only
illustrate the power that simple ordinary, non-artistic photographs hold in most people’s
lives, but also help explain the reason why photography is so different from any other art
form, especially when used for the purpose of self-exploration (Weiser 2001, p.10).
Four participants felt better after using their own photographs to express themselves or
talk about their stories. One participant (D.A.2) stated: “I always felt from society that I
haven’t accomplished much because I didn’t get married… I never knew how much I had
achieved, or how fortunate I was until I went through these three stages looking at my
photographs and talking about them.” It is clear, therefore, that using photography as a
tool of communication can have beneficial and satisfying outcomes.
All the participants talked about their families one way or another, whether it was about
their parents, children or aunts and uncles, but does this mean that these women had
“perfect” or “normal” families? In this research, five out of the ten participants were
divorced, and three out of those five lived on their own with shared custody of their
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children. All the participants admired their fathers, however there was little mention of
the husbands or their roles, with only one out of the three married participants (M.A.8)
stating, “My husband has had an extraordinary impact on my life. As a humanist he
believes that I have the total right to make choices and to run my life the way I see fit.
The biggest impact is driven by his own strength and sense of manhood, and social
pressure will not dictate how he treats his wife or daughters.” However, the participants
had a clear connection with their families, which confirms that women who do not follow
the expected family life course may express different things in different ways, but still
have that connection to and affection for their families.
I have constantly encouraged myself to deal with my weaknesses by facing every
frustration, every challenge. This project itself was a challenge. Finding Saudi women to
interview was not easy, but finding Saudi women who would agree to become a part of a
project that would require taking and publishing their photographs was an even more
difficult task. However, working for three months with ten Saudi participants living in
Saudi Arabia, interviewing them and using visual material, provided revealing
information about their opinions, feelings and views on different topics, all related to
their daily lives, which allowed me to gain more understanding of their identity, their
position within the society and my position as a Saudi female photographer. Observing
all of their photographs, as well as their final portraits which I created, presented me with
a higher level of thinking, and depiction of the social issues of Saudi women living in
Saudi Arabia today, and was an important experience in breaking away from the common
stereotypes.
As a professional photographer, I gave advice when needed with the final portraits, to
assist with participants’ desired visions, as well as meeting the research objectives.
Photographs have various uses in research, and in this research project not only did they
play the role of an interviewing investigator, they also stimulated memories, emotions
and reactions that assisted with enriching the conceptual outcomes. Finally,
understandings of the photographs used within this research may differ; interpretation of
the photographs can be diverse; and according to the audience’s perspective and
interpretive approach, the outcome might change.
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7.3 Contribution to knowledge
When two or more people discuss the meaning of photographs they try to figure
out something together. This is, I believe, an ideal model for research.
(Harper 2002, p.24).

In this research project, photography was a means through which women could make
sense of their lives, and provided the central focus and method of this research. The
literature review revealed that little research had previously been carried out in relation to
the representation of Saudi women in photography; the topic has either been overlooked
academically or has remained a divisive issue, prompting common stereotypes. The
purpose of this study, therefore, has been to contribute a Saudi perspective to the
understanding of the representation of women through photography, in the context of an
emerging body of research and practice from Middle Eastern countries.
The rationale behind the use of photographs in the project was to explore and evaluate
different aspects in which Saudi women are under-represented in a gender-segregated
nation. Accordingly, what does it mean for Saudi women to present themselves through
photography? It was through both the collaborative and creative processes that the
participants were directly and indirectly engaged in the practice. According to Sontag
(1978, p.174), “Photography has become one of the principal devices for experiencing
something”. The representation of the participants of themselves, using their own
photographic images, allowed them to visualize their professional identities and gave
them a space to express and communicate their feelings, views and beliefs, which is an
important contribution of the practice. They became more aware of what their past was
and how they want their future to be. It could be argued that by presenting themselves
through photography they constructed a public voice for their inner issues through their
own images.
This research project has contributed to opening up a visual space for the representation
of Saudi women that has potential for further development. The contribution has been
originated around several major points:
First, the understanding of Saudi women’s experience facilitated through photography:
what this thematic photographic approach revealed about the experience of the
participants. This study adopted a practice-based approach to exploring Saudi women, by
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evaluating their identity through photo-elicitation interviews and portraits; it also
examined the relationship between the Saudi female participants and their photographs,
whether existing photographs, current participant-generated images or new collaborative
portraits, and how these images relate to the personal lives of these women.
Second, the extension of photographic methods into the particularly challenging (in terms
of its acceptance and approach to visual images of women) context of Saudi Arabia. This
visual research methodology bridged a gap in the current literature regarding the
photographic representation of women; it provided a novel way of perceiving and
approaching knowledge through a critical reflection of current issues. Moreover, this
project aimed to empower Saudi women by making them visible from a Saudi female
point of view and by accessing their own photographs, and from these their own
narratives. This research project gave new insights into Saudi culture and the place and
potential of photography within it.
These new insights will help in the growth of feminist studies relevant to the theoretical
framework, and assist in developing analytical and theoretical concepts within the
methodological structure of the study. The methodological framework developed for this
collaborative photo-elicitation investigation creatively used ethnographic principles
indirectly based on visual and conventional qualitative methods of collecting data and
narratives.
Third, the development of a collaborative portrait practice, and the creation of new
images of Saudi women: photographs that are different than those circulated in the
mainstream. This also contextualised the representation of women in the media in
contemporary Saudi society. The individual representations of ten Saudi women
produced in the final stage of the project propose a new form of portraiture in the context
of connecting two different cultures. The final portraits were all a part of a visual
representation exhibited in Brighton. A sense of Saudi society has been provided through
the voices and self-defined images of Saudi women. This research emphasised the
different dimensions and complexity of Saudi women, and provided a critical evaluation
of the use of photography to bridge a wider gender gap existing in the representation of
women in Islamic society. It created an in-depth reflective journey of female identities
through the organisation of photographic representations in an innovative photographic
process that engaged each participant.
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This practice-based research project adopts both feminist and photographic standpoints
together. Drawing on Butler’s (1990) argument that women should not be identified in
terms of their sex, for example as the gender who gives birth, or who is weaker, although
women share the oppression of patriarchal structures all over the world, their experiences
and opportunities vary. Feminism resists definitions that define women as having features
that are essential to their being women. Women are so diverse and different that we
cannot put them in one group, we cannot essentialize them. When it comes to Saudi
women, they have often been essentialised as being submissive, oppressed, dominated by
men, or having all the luxuries of oil wealth.
This thesis has argued, through the exploration of a small sample coming from a similar
middle-class background, that Saudi women’s identity cannot be essentialised, each
woman is an individual. Not all Saudi women are covered in a black veil, and for those
who wear the full face veil, their motivations, personalities, and identities are diverse and
remain unpredictable.
According to Flusser (2000, p.81) a philosophy of photography is necessary for raising
photographic practice to the level of consciousness. It was though the use of collaborative
photography as a method of research and analysis that the visibility, individuality and
self-expression of these ten Saudi women was promoted and developed as a visual and
verbal language. Photography was the shared language that demonstrated the diversity
and individuality of each woman, allowing communication and sometimes the issues
each woman would narrate through photo-elicitation to be anticipated. Each woman’s
own individual life-story was presented and an insight was obtained into the
transformations that Saudi society is going through and that are now being acknowledged
by the Kingdom in the recent political changes. According to Vilém Flusser (2000, p.60),
through a photograph, rather than seeing historical events with their causes and
consequences, we see magical connections. This is true, we read an article through the
photographs; it is not the article that explains the photograph but the photograph that
illustrates the article (Flusser 2000). Throughout this thesis, photography has illustrated
the complexity and diversity of Saudi women. It is the medium bridging various
disciplines: feminist theory, photographic theory, cultural studies, women studies. The
contribution to knowledge is in how a practice-based photography thesis backed by
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feminist theories allows a valid representation and insight into the lives of Saudi women
and an insight into Saudi society and its most recent changes.
The application of photography-based methods was extended by working with a group
whose access to, and use of, photography has previously been limited as a result of
cultural expectations and restrictions, demonstrating the empowering qualities of the
medium in this context. This research has demonstrated the value of photography to
feminist debates on identity, as a tool of enquiry into women’s lives and experiences,
specifically as it relates to the experience of Saudi women. Also, it has generated new
representations and new practices of photography that have the potential to not only
provide insights into the lives of Saudi women but to inform new ways of being.

7.4 Themes that arose from stage three (final portraits)
Identifying themes is one of the fundamental tasks in qualitative research (Bernard and
Ryan 2003). Two major themes emerged from the data of stage three (reflections)
portraits, as well as my understanding of the participants and their photographs of that
stage. These two themes were light and gaze. According to Bernard and Ryan (2003,
p.88), “when we describe themes as the conceptual linking of expressions, it is then clear
that there are many ways in which expressions can be linked to abstract constructs”. Here
I will briefly discuss the themes that emerged and their relation to the portraits.
7.4.1 Gaze
Ten different participants each react to the camera differently. What are they trying to
communicate to the viewer? Their feelings, their beliefs, their identities, or their own
personal representation based on how they see themselves. One of the most obvious
themes that occurred and reoccurred and was clear in these final portraits was “gaze”.
The gaze as Lutz and Collins (1991, p.137) argue is represented by the camera’s eye, and
can leave its clear mark on the construction and content of the photograph.
On looking at the final portraits (Reflections), six had different ways of expressing
themselves. In the first portrait, participant A.K.1 chose a dramatic composition, looking
away from the camera, her face aside, looking down. Her portrait sends a message to the
viewer that could be understood as being silent or broken. Confirming what Berger
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(1972) argues, that women are defined by their attitudes towards themselves, the
participant is withdrawing from any direct interaction with the camera. She appears as
what Berger states as a woman who is “surveyed” or just “appears”. However, this does
not mean that these statements apply to her; on the contrary, this is her act. If men act as
Berger argues, then this could be seen also as an act of how the participant wants to
appear.
Lutz and Collins (1991, p.134) describe a portrait with a gaze as if it will break the frame
and reveal its social context. Participant D.A.2 looks directly at the viewer while smiling.
This smile breaks any formality that was created from her wearing the niqab. Participant
K.H.5 is pausing from her painting and turning her head briefly as if she is responding to
a call from the photographer. By lifting her brush and looking directly at the
photographer there is a sense of importance to the viewer.
Participant L.K.6 relaxes against the wall, smiles and looks directly at the camera. Her
gaze reveals excitement or even happiness at being photographed. Perhaps it is a sign of
her character and how she likes to be seen, always with a smile. On the other hand,
participant R.M.9 poses for the camera, looking directly at the viewer as if attempting to
display self-assurance or maybe the possibility of self-awareness. Finally, was participant
S.A.10’s returned gaze or gaze reflected by the glass. This was the most complex, since
the participant has three reflections in the window. She is looking at her herself looking at
the camera. According to Lutz and Collins (1991, p.143), “the mirror and the camera both
are tools of self-reflection and surveillance; each creates a double of the self, a second
figure that can be examined more closely than the original”. Nonetheless, although there
are three reflections with three different gazes, only one of them has a direct gaze to the
camera, as if she if offering the viewer different dimensions of her identity.
These six examples correspond with Lutz and Collins (1991, p.134) argument, that the
gaze creates a complex and multi-dimensional piece that allows the viewers to negotiate a
number of different identities both for themselves and for those photographed. Although
these portraits all had a common theme (gaze), the space and narratives accompanying
the portraits played a big part in the meanings of the photographs and how the viewer can
comprehend them.
7.4.2 Light
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“We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the patterns of the
shadows, the light and darkness, that one thing against another
creates”.
(Junichito Tanizaki 2001 [1933] p.46).
Light could be considered revealing or concealing, the controlling of light and the
visibility of the object, light is also considered of religious significance. The light is a
significant agent in four of these portraits. According to Bille and Sorensen (2007, p.264)
because people move around and thereby recognize different aspects of light revealing
different experiences of the world, certain kinds of light have direct impact on the
structure of our lives. Without light, form and space have little meaning to most of us
(Bille and Sorensen 2007). They state that light, in one way or another, is used in social
life as a way of reflecting notions of identity, culture, ethics, and revealing or concealing
particular aspects of social life (Bille and Sorensen 2007, p.266).
Participant D.Q.3 hides herself behind the curtain, drinking her early morning coffee
before going to work. The light’s reflection hits the folds of her bedroom curtain
revealing her face and adding a softy peaceful atmosphere to the portrait. With participant
K.Q.4, lack of light in the location challenged the making of the photograph. There was a
skylight in that new building, yet it did not noticeably reach ground level. I had to use the
flash light as a final solution, however the reflective surfaces all around us made it very
difficult to avoid the reflection bouncing back and interfering with the photograph.
With participant L.A.7 there were two integrations with the existence of light. The first
one was when she used light as a part of her sentence, which was a verse from a song by
one of her favorite Saudi singers. Referring to herself the sentence said “extremely
mysterious and extremely like the light”, so she used the phrase of being like the light as
being opposite of being mysterious. In other words, she portrayed herself as being open,
straightforward or honest and the light was used as something positive or good. The
second presence of the light was actually its absence. The blinds in the coffee shop were
all closed during the day (Religious police had cut the cords to prevent customers
opening the blinds and people being visible from outside), and because I was unable to
open them, I used the ISO on the camera to increase the sensitivity of the sensors to the
light that was in that space to work with.
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Participant M.A.8 also used light in her sentence when she said “There are many journeys
in your life, make sure each one ends with a light of your choice”. Unlike the presence of
light in the other portraits, here the participant referred to it as a choice, suggesting that a
person can choose their light, as if it is something that can be touched. Life is a journey
and light is the final remedy or response to life itself. Light is what our life ends on after
many years of experience.
The theme of light in combination with the portraits and every narrative related to the
portrait reminded me of “the Allegory of the Cave” by Plato’s, illuminating the
relationship between the object, light and shadow as a way of creating reality; however
true or false that reality may be, lights and shadows are still part of reality for the person
experiencing the world (Plato 2003, p.263). Light in this theme does not only reveal
surfaces, but it is a metaphor for existence, clarity, certainty and knowledge. Light
communicates what the eyes see and what the minds understand.

7.5 The impact of the project on the researcher
This research project had a number of positive impacts on my practice and on myself as a
researcher. First, the use of a qualitative research method enabled me to interview Saudi
women face-to-face. They welcomed me into their homes, and into their private lives
through the narratives they shared with me. This would not have been possible if I had
used a quantitative approach.
This research is not only about the theories discussed, it is also about the photographs
taken and analysed and the narratives that arose from them. Corresponding with
Cruikshank’s argument that representative statements of identities, such as life stories,
must be interpreted in the context of the social conditions in which they are rooted
(Cruikshank 1992), the personal narratives which came from the participants’ own
photographs not only articulated their social norms and identities, but also informed us of
their life experiences, which is a crucial part of feminist theory. Undertaking this research
in the UK, a country with a long history of feminism, aided my personal and academic
experience, allowing me to identify the differences between two completely different
cultures and traditions. This study answered all three of its research questions and
demonstrated that photography has positively impacted the lives of Saudi women. The
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process of collaboration and engagement seems to have been liberating and therapeutic
for most of the participants.

7.6 Limitations of the method
I hope that this research has much to contribute visually, methodologically and
theoretically. Like any other method, despite the strengths of this research project,
limitations naturally do exist. The use of only ten participants means that the findings are
not representative of all Saudi women. A set of different participants would have
produced different results. The participants were all working, middle-class women from
major cities in Saudi Arabia. Thus, the experiences and feedback of women who were
less educated, non-urban or from a different class were not included in this project.
The photo-elicitation and participatory approach, and the methodology and analysis used
are what makes this research project different. The method used here triggers memory,
leads to new perspectives, and adds more understanding and a platform for
representation. Yet this self-staging process that participants were invited to work with
me on, is a context in which women have never been asked to perform before.
Until recently, Saudi women were not asked to reflect on their selves and their identity
through photography; they were excluded from visual representation, because of social
restrictions. In the past it was not socially acceptable for them to take part in such studies,
but today this is changing. This research project is the first to represent Saudi women
from Saudi Arabia in a personal visual approach, therefore some of the participants did
not feel comfortable taking the lead in the interview when talking about their own
photographs. They would look at me for confirmation of whether or not their photographs
were acceptable.
As a researcher, I asked the participants to take their own photographs in the project’s
second stage, to be used later to stimulate their creative thinking. In this stage of photoelicitation or “auto-driven” interviews, some of the participants went back to their
existing photographs and took photographs of them, while the intention was to motivate
their creative thinking and communication, reflect on their present time and take new
photographs. However, viewing and re-photographing those old photographs gave them a
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chance to connect and reflect on their past as part of who they are at the present time.
Initially, I thought they had misunderstood the task, but it was not confusion, it was a
clear approach to how they see themselves.
Although they enjoyed the process and it might have impacted positively on their selfesteem, this may only have lasted for a short period of time. The photo-elicitation
interviews were meant to reveal more intimate and reflexive aspects of Saudi women
today. Some of the participants provided only very brief discussions and narratives of the
photographs they presented, saying only a sentence or two and then stopping. Even when
they were asked questions about the photographs, they would only provide short answers.
One participant directed most of her discussions as more of a religious analysis and
dialogue. She connected the photographs with religious principles in which she believed.
Many of the images presented were connected with family or childhood memories. Only
a few participants took this as an opportunity to discuss different topics related to their
lives.
Despite these limitations, the research project provides valuable insights and reveals new
information related to the experience and identity of Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia.
The findings of this project contribute to the understanding of Saudi women and Saudi
culture, as well as to the growth of feminist studies.

7.7 Suggestion for future research
If it had been conducted over a longer period of time, with a greater number of
participants, and a wider range of social status and education levels, the study might have
produced different findings. For future photographic research, a study might also be
enhanced if the women’s male guardians are included as part of the study. This would
give another perspective of the relationship between the photographs and the stories that
identify them, and how the guardian’s perspective affects the women in his family. Such
a study would also give a voice to young men and how they express themselves through
their photographs. From there we could explore the differences between Saudi women
and men when it comes to self and identity, and the expression of these through
photographic images. We could then explore whether a gap exists between women and
men in Saudi Arabia, and how it is dealt with.
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7.8 Concluding thoughts
In this research, the exploration of photographs led to the prime aim of this project. It
started as a personal project, a personal exploration and went through a process of
collaboration, ending with a photographic, theoretical outcome. It was not just about the
theories, but also about these photographs, these stories and these women. The process of
analysing and studying photographic images was more complex than I expected. With
every participant’s story, with every thought and emotion, interpretations were created
and combined with my own views, opinions and beliefs. I imagine every reader and every
viewer of these photographs will also create a new meaning through their own thoughts
and understandings.
According to Roberts (2011), when we see photographic portraits of ourselves, or of
family and friends, a process of recognition takes place which can vary in intensity and
length. People recall the context and the date as much as they can. As they survey the
image, past associations and emotions are recovered and brand new thoughts, perceptions
and feelings are stimulated (Roberts 2011, p.3).
People think that Saudi Arabia is a nation that is not receptive to change; however, that is
incorrect. Very few societies in the world have undergone the type of change that Saudi
Arabia has over the past seventy years. According to Aljubair (2016), 95% of the
population were illiterate in the 1940s, whereas now almost 100% are literate. Education
for women did not exist in the 1960s, but today 55% of university graduates are women
(Aljubair 2016). Seventy years ago, Saudi Arabia was a tribal country with a simple
infrastructure, yet today it is a modern nation with a modern infrastructure. Institutions
were built in the early nineties in consultation with the Ministry of Council, which had
sixty members; today it has a hundred and fifty members, thirty of whom are women
(Aljubair 2016). Saudi Arabia as a nation has adopted new laws and new regulations and
is moving forward at its own pace.
Saudi women are given great opportunities to grow and achieve. In our faith, Islam, there
is nothing that prohibits Saudi women from pursuing and achieving their goals, their
dreams. However, until recent the Saudi society was not ready for broad change in
relation to women, therefore there are still social issues related to Saudi women, which is
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why it is important to give Saudi women the opportunity to express their views and their
opinions, and to discuss their issues.
This thesis is being submitted into a context that is changing. As a part of communicating
this research project to the West, it could be seen that this project is similar to the change
the Saudi State is undertaking. On the 26th September 2017, a couple of months before
this research project was completed, Saudi King Salman Al-Saud issued a decree
allowing women to drive for the first time since the state of Saudi Arabia was established.
Although this is a big step forward towards women’s rights, it has been claimed that
women will still need their guardians’ permission to obtain a driving license. The first
request from Saudi female activists was 27 years ago, when a group of women who are
mostly in their sixties today drove their cars and demanded the right to drive for
women.26 This for them this is a victory, a success they have lived to see. Driving will
start next summer, July, 2018 when all rules and regulations are in place. The Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman has made it clear that his vision is to modernize
Saudi society and bring it more into line with the rest of the world. However not everyone
has reacted positively towards this change. The majority of conservative people have
turned to social media to express their anger, accusing the government of bending the
Sharia law.
In this research project I have presented the complexity of Saudi women, by giving them
a voice and a visual platform to explain and communicate what it means to be a Saudi
woman, how they relate to their photographs and to being photographed. By using
personal photographs of each participant, I have constructed a new technique that helped
with the building of these narratives, understanding the difference in their identities
through the creative process of photographic interviews and practice. I acknowledged
their presence in different arenas by taking their photographs in public or private spaces,
and established communication between different women of different generations and
different traditions.
As an early career researcher, it is my hope that this research provides more insight and
understanding into who Saudi women are, and what Saudi society is. Being a Saudi

Participant M.A.8 was one of the 47 women that drove in November 1990
protesting against the driving ban.

26
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woman myself, I have been careful to avoid biased interpretations; I have aspired to
present a clear yet accurate explanation and description of who we are. It has been a
challenging, yet fulfilling journey, one that has been important for myself and also for the
participants, who were given an opportunity to share their stories and connect with
themselves. Every photograph represented in this research implies a far more complex
and paradoxical existence of unseen realities. Learning about women from a certain
culture leads to insights and significance that one might never have expected. A lot has
been done, yet there is still more that remains to be done.
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Appendices
Appendix I
Additional stage-one photographs (observed memories)

Participant D.Q.3
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Participant K.H.5

Participant L.K.6

Participant L.A.7
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Participant M.A.8

Participant M.A.8
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Participant M.A.8

Participant S.A.10
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Participant R.M.9

Participant S.A.10
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Participant L.K.6

Participant D.A.2
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Appendix II
Other stage-two photographs (self-engagement)

Participant L.A.7

Participant A.K.1
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Participant K.H.5

Participant D.A.2
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Participant D.Q.3

Participant K.Q.4
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Participant L.K.6

Participant L.A.7
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Participant M.A.8

Participant R.M.9
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Participant R.M.9

Participant D.A.2
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Participant D.Q.3

Participant S.A.10
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Appendix III
“Approaching the topic questions” 2016
1. Name or (initials):
2. Age:
3. Occupation:
4. Marital status
5. What is your education level?
6. Current job
7. How would you describe the visual representation of women from Saudi?
8. How would you like to be visually represented?
9. What makes you feel as an individual in your own society?
10. What role do you play in your family?
11. What role do you play in your society?
12. How happy are you with what you have achieved so far?
13. What affect does your society or your culture have on your decisions?
14. How encouraged are you to be who you really are?
15. Is there a male figure in your family that has positive or negative influence on
you?
16. What highlights your identity as a woman?
17. How would you describe Saudi women identity in your own opinion?
18. If there is something about your identity that you would wish to change what
would it be?
19. How do you find the process of taking your photographers, helpful in representing
your identity? Or otherwise?
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Appendix IV
Participant Consent Form
Title of Project:
Photographing Saudi Women: A Critical Collaborative Exploration Through Images and Narratives
Please
initial or
tick box

I agree to take part in this research, which is: Saudi Women’s Identity:
A Critical Collaborative Exploration Through The Medium Of Photography
The researcher has explained to my satisfaction the purpose, principles and
procedures of the study and the possible risks involved.
I have read the information sheet and I understand the principles, procedures and
possible risks involved.
I am aware that I will be required to answer questions, select photographs from my
past, take new photographs of myself or my life, discuss this material in an
interview, and be photographed.
I agree to the researcher taking photographs and making audio recordings during the
project.
I understand how the data collected will be used, and that any confidential
information will normally be seen only by the researcher, and her supervisors and
will not be revealed to anyone else.
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without giving a
reason and without incurring consequences from doing so.
I agree that should I withdraw from the study, the data collected up to that point may
be used by the researcher for the purposes described in the information sheet.
I agree that data and photographs collected may subsequently be published in the
researcher’s PhD thesis and associated publication as well as in a possible exhibition
in Brighton, UK.
I do not wish to be named in the exhibition, and wish my identity to be
obscured in the exhibition
Name (please print) …………………………………………
Signed ……………………………………………………….. Date ………
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Appendix V
Participation Information Sheet
Invitation to participant
I would like to invite you to take part in my practice-based PhD research study, which I am
undertaking in the College of Arts and Humanities, University of Brighton, UK, on the topic of
Saudi women’s identity. The study will look at the culture, religion and background of Saudi
women, by using the medium of photography as a tool of participatory and creative engagement
to stimulate reflections. In this project you will be interviewed, asked to present previous old
photographs if they exist, take new photographs that represent your life, and be photographed by
me to explore and highlight the complexity of understanding the identities and backgrounds of
women from Saudi Arabia.
The study will look at the culture, religion and background of Saudi women, by using the medium
of photography as a tool of participatory and creative engagement to stimulate reflections. The
interviews will take between 2 to 3 hours each day, for 4 days.
The research process that you will go through, in brief, is:
Initial meeting:
In this first meeting, that will require between 2 to 3 hours of your time, the entire project will be
explained to you, you will also be given the consent form to read and sign. After it is signed, you
will be invited to answer a questionnaire in which you do not need to answer any questions you
are uncomfortable with. The role of the questionnaire is to introduce you to the kinds of areas the
research is seeking to explore in relation to Saudi women’s identity.
Stage 1:
After the first meeting, you will be given 5 days to come up with existing photographs that
represent your identity and anything that makes you who you are. After this, I will meet with you
to discuss the selected photographs. From these, the three strongest will be chosen to be discussed
in detail in the interview after. This stage will take approximately 2 hours.
Stage 2:
In this second stage, you will be asked to take new photographs that represent you at the present
time. You will be given specific themes to photograph, such as: home, family, love, freedom and
work. After discussion, each participant will agree on 3 themes on which to focus. We will then
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have an interview within this stage on the process in this stage and the photographs you have
taken. This stage will take 2-3 hours.
Stage 3:
This last stage and final meeting that will take up to 3 hours, and will be divided in two parts.
First, I will photograph you, aiming, through these photographs, to reflect your identity based on
your old and new photographs combined, our discussions, and my critical reflections on them.
The entire collaborative process though the three stages is aimed to create new insights into the
Saudi female identity. After these photographs are taken you will be asked to select one of them,
and give your opinion and reflections on it.
Please take time to read the following information carefully. I will go through the information
sheet with you, giving you all the information that is needed before you decide whether you want
to take part in this study or not. You will be given time to think about whether you wish to take
part before making a decision, and can take this sheet away with you.
What is the purpose of the study/project?
The purpose of the study is:
1. Address the hypotheses through the medium of photography via a collaborative
methodology.
2. Produce new insights on Saudi women’s identity and how it can be represented visually
to articulate aspects of the social and cultural characteristics and context of Saudi culture.
Why have I been invited to participate?
You have been invited to participate because you are a Saudi female living in Saudi Arabia over
the age of 18.
Do I have to take part?
No, your participation in this research is voluntary.
What is expected from participants?
1. To meet with the researcher 4 times for a maximum of 3 hours each time.
2. To complete a questionnaire.
3. To show and discuss existing photographs that represent your identity.
4. To reflect on these photographs for the purpose of this research.
5. To take recent photographs and/or snapshots which represent you and highlight your
identity.
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6. To be photographed by myself as the researcher.
7. To permit your photographs, as well as the researcher’s photographs of you to be
used in the PhD thesis as well as a final exhibition in Brighton, UK.
Will I be paid for taking part?
No payment will be made. Any woman who wishes to participate will be a volunteer for the
research out of interest in the project. Participants will be offered the photographs taken of them
in the project and one additional professional photograph taken by me, not related to the project,
if they would want that.
What are the potential disadvantages or risks of taking part?
1. Conflict that might happen between a participant and her family or guardian such as the
disagreement and differences of opinion between the two parties.
2. This project may include some challenges; participants could experience some anxiety,
embarrassment or sad memories.
What are the potential benefits of taking part?
1. Encouraging Saudi woman to reflect on and express their opinions about how they want
to be represented.
2. The chance for the participants to make their own photographs, which they feel best
express their identity and their views.
3. Stimulating the participant’s creative thinking.
4. The photographs that participants will create will give them a chance to express their
views and their lives, which may be an enjoyable process.
Will my taking part in the study/project be kept confidential?
•

Your name will not be used and will be kept confidential.

•

Data including photographs will be kept anonymous, and stored in computerised form in
password-protected files. Hard copies of the research materials will be kept under lock
and key at my home. A list of participants’ names will be kept securely and separate from
all this material and during the research, and in relation to all the research data each
participant will be identified by a code, for example A1.

What will happen if I don’t want to carry on with the study?
Any participant may withdraw from the research project at any time without explanation and no
further data or photos related to you will be collected or documented. Even if you decide to
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withdraw then you can still give permission for your material to continue to be used in the study.
However, if you wish, your data can be withdrawn from the study at any point prior to the
completion of the thesis and the mounting of the exhibition.
What will happen to the results of the project?
Results of the study will be a part of a published PhD research thesis and associated publications
and the photographs will be a part of a final exhibition in the United Kingdom.
Who is organising and funding the research?
My funder, the Saudi Cultural Bureau, and myself, the researcher.
What if there is a problem?
Any problems related to the research should be addressed to me in first instance and if necessary
beyond that to my supervisors Gillian Youngs and Darren Newbury, to be resolved as soon as
possible.
Contact details
The researcher:
Lujain Mirza
Mirzalujain@gmail.com
Brighton University, College of Arts and Humanities.
Doctoral College at Grand Parade.
Brighton BN2 0JY, UK
Who has reviewed the study?
This study has been reviewed and approved by the University of Brighton, Arts and Humanities
College Research Ethics Committee.
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Appendix VI
Research Ethics Review Tier 1 Checklist
This Tier 1 checklist should be completed for every research project that involves human
participants. It is used to identify whether a Tier 2 application for ethics approval needs to be
submitted. If a Tier 2 application is required, please use the AH CREC Tier 2 Application Form.
Before completing this form, please refer to the Ethical Research Guidelines for Staff and
Students and the University’s Guidance on Good Practice in Research Ethics and Governance.
The principal investigator (or where the principal investigator is a student, the supervisor) is
responsible for exercising appropriate professional judgement in this review. This checklist must
be completed before potential participants are approached to take part in any research.
Yes, the principal investigator/student has read and understood the Ethical Research Guidelines
for Staff and Students and referred to the University Guidance on Good Practice in Research
Ethics and Governance.
Section A: Applicant Details
1

Project title
Photographing Saudi Women: A Critical Collaborative
Exploration Through Images and Narratives

2

Name of researcher (applicant)

Lujain Mirza

3

Status (please select)

Postgraduate Student

4

Email address

l.mirza@brighton.ac.uk
mirzalujain@gmail.com

5a

Contact address

Brighton University, College of Arts and Humanities.
Doctoral College at Grand Parade.
Brighton BN2 0JY, UK

5b

Telephone number

07721584723

Section B: For Students Only
6

Module or Unit name and
number – or
MA/MPhil/PhD

PhD Arts (Photography)
course

&

(Code: H5AC010)

School
7

Supervisor / tutor’s name

Darren Newbury
Dora Carpenter-Latiri
Gillian Youngs

8

Email address

D.M.Newbury@brighton.ac.uk
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D.Carpenter@Brighton.ac.uk
G.youngs@brighton.ac.uk
9

Contact address

Brighton University, College of Arts and Humanities.
Doctoral College at Grand Parade.
Brighton BN2 0JY, UK

Supervisor / tutor: Please answer Yes / No to the statements below (or N/A where not
applicable). The study should not begin until ‘Yes’ is applied to all statements where
relevant
The topic and ethical implications of the research have been addressed with
the student.
The topic merits further research of the kind being proposed and this is
appropriate to their level of study

YES

The student has confirmed they understand the Ethical Research Guidelines
for Staff and Students

YES

The student has the skills to carry out the research

YES

The participant information sheet or leaflet and consent form are appropriate

YES

N/A

The procedures for recruitment and obtaining informed consent are
appropriate

YES

N/A

The procedures for ensuring confidentiality/anonymity of respondent data
are appropriate
Risk assessment has been carried out and the form completed where
necessary

YES

N/A

YES

N/A

YES

Comments from supervisor / tutor

Section C: Project Details
Brief description of project:
Photography is not about simply capturing a snapshot of an object of reality; it is much more than
that. In this practice-based project I will use the medium of photography as a tool of participatory,
creative engagement and as a stimulus for reflection. I will be looking at opinions, attitudes and
identities of individual characteristics and perceptions of Saudi women living in Saudi Arabia.
The methodological approach in this project will follow the tradition of qualitative fieldwork in a
photographical exploration, using photo-elicitation as the research method. The study utilises a
questionnaire and one-on-one audio recorded interviews in a three-stage project.
The project begins with an initial meeting during which I explain the project, the consent form
and ask them to complete a questionnaire, if they wish to continue. Then, stage one (observed
memories) will look at participants’ previously existing photographs. Stage two (selfengagement) will involve the participants taking new, recent photographs of their lives. Finally,
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in stage three (reflections), I as a professional photographer will reflect on the participant’s
personal insights and produce the final photographs. During each of these stages, the participants
will go through the process of selecting photographs and discussing them with me to provide new
insights through my critical reflection.
The aim of this project is to: 1. Address the hypotheses through the medium of photography via a
collaborative methodology. 2. Produce new insights on Saudi women’s identity and how it can be
represented visually to articulate aspects of the social and cultural characteristics and context of
Saudi culture.
This project will invite ten Saudi women to take photographs of themselves and their daily
routine, which will enable them to think, discuss, argue and elaborate their views and opinions
regarding issues concerning their lives. The cultural background and social pressure will be a
starting point for the participants to think about and position themselves. The photographs they
take will enable them as participants to engage with photography as a medium that stimulates
their thinking.
Overall this project focuses on collaborative work with participants to revisit and re-evaluate
personal, social and cultural issues they encounter every day, including through the creation of
contemporary visual material representing the participant’s identity, the collection of the data
generated from the interviews as well their photographs, and the creation of new research
generated photographic representations that will provide new insights.

Approximately how many participants do you anticipate will be involved in your research?
Approximately 10 participants over the age of 18.
Section D: Research Checklist
Please answer each question by indicating the appropriate answer: YES / NO
1

Does the study involve participants who are particularly vulnerable or unable
to give informed consent? (For example, children, people with learning
disabilities, your own students)* See below for more details.

NO

2

Will the study require the co-operation of a gatekeeper for initial access to the
groups or individuals to be recruited? (e.g. students at school, members of selfhelp group, residents of nursing home)

NO

3

Will it be necessary for participants to take part in the study without their
knowledge and consent at the time? (e.g. covert observation of people in nonpublic places)

NO

4

Will the study involve discussion of sensitive topics (e.g. sexual activity, drug
use)?

5

Will the study involve invasive, intrusive or potentially harmful procedures of
any kind?

NO

6

Is pain or more than mild discomfort likely to result from the study?

NO

7

Is the study likely to induce psychological stress or anxiety or cause harm or
negative consequences beyond the risks encountered in normal life?

NO

8

Will the study involve prolonged or repetitive testing?

NO
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✔

YES

9

Will financial inducements (other than reasonable expenses and compensation
for time) be offered to participants?

NO

Comments from supervisor/tutor
The sensitivity in engagement with participants is expected to be around cultural and social issues
of different kinds related to visual representation of women.
* Children are defined as those under the age of 16 years. Any research activities involving
children or vulnerable adults must be referred to the Arts & Humanities College Research Ethics
Committee (CREC) for Tier 2 approval prior to the start of the research. Vulnerable participants
are those who are vulnerable by reason of temporary or permanent mental or physical disability or
incapacity, age or illness. They could also include people who are vulnerable for reasons such as
social inequality or marginalisation, or their status as homeless people, drug users, sex workers,
victims of crime, bullying or domestic violence, as well as those who may be vulnerable due to
their sexual orientation. People who have undergone traumatic or adverse emotional events may
also be vulnerable, especially with regard to research relating to that event.
In cases where researchers are working with children, Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)
checks may be required, notably if researchers are working unsupervised. Researchers should
liaise in advance with the organisation(s) in which they plan to work to discuss this and clarify
those details on the Tier 2 Ethics Approval Application Form.
If you have answered ‘NO’ to all questions:
• Submit the completed and signed form to the supervisor/tutor for approval
• Attach copies of any relevant documentation, i.e. questionnaires/interviews and/or focus
group questions; participant information sheets; consent forms; risk assessment forms;
feedback forms; and procedures for ensuring confidentiality/anonymity in the storage and
use of data.
If you have answered ‘YES’ to any of the questions in Section D:
• You will need to describe more fully how you plan to deal with the ethical issues raised
by your research. This does not mean that you cannot do the research, only that your
proposal will require further review, and possibly referral to the Arts and
Humanities College Research Ethics Committee. You will need to submit your plans
for addressing the ethical issues raised by your proposal using the A and H College Tier 2
Application Form and in the first instance submit this to your supervisor/tutor. He/she
will decide the level of approval required.
If you answered ‘YES’ to question 1:
• You will need to consult the Ethical Research Guidelines for Staff and Students and the
University Guidance on Good Practice in Research Ethics and Governance. If you or
anyone connected with the research will be working directly with young people you may
also need to conduct a DBS in order to carry out this work. It is advisable to initiate this
process well in advance of your project start date. Please consult your supervisor/tutor for
further advice as to whether a check is required. If it is advised, you should liaise in
advance with the organisation(s) in which you are planning to work to discuss this.
Please note that it is your responsibility to follow the College’s and University’s Guidance on
Good Practice in Research Ethics and Governance including providing appropriate information
sheets and consent forms, and ensuring confidentiality in the storage and use of data. Any
significant change in the question, design or conduct over the course of the research should be
notified to your supervisor/tutor and may require a new application for ethics approval.
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Signed:

Date:

20-10-2015

Principal Investigator:
Signed:

Date:

Supervisor / tutor (where
appropriate):

Emailed version with names in the signature boxes is acceptable.
In the case of students the completed checklist and a copy of all documentation must be
approved and retained by their supervisor/tutor. The supervisor/tutor should also send the
documentation to the Secretary of the Arts & Humanities College Research Ethics Committee
(CREC).
In the case of staff all documentation should be submitted directly to the Secretary of the Arts
& Humanities CREC. Once received the documentation will be passed to a member of the
CREC to review the material and confirm that it is Tier 1.
Secretary to A&H CREC: Jenny Embleton j.embleton@brighton.ac.uk
Updated Sept 15
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Appendix VII
Risk Assessment- Guidance notes
All activities have a risk potential. All activities, events, workshops, studio practice and offsite visits
are subject to risk assessment. At the earliest stage when considering the provision of an activity the
researcher/student should assess the following:
Do I really know all the risks involved and what do I need to do to make sure I have the necessary
resources and measures in place?

•
•

People
Who (with the relevant skills) is able to help me complete a risk assessment?
Are the project staff supportive and skilled enough to manage the research project competently and
safely?

•

Space
Is the space appropriate for the activity or task planned?

•
•

Activity
Use of the correct equipment, materials or resources to carry out the research
The skills to work with the above
Project activities can differ in their routine with varying degree of risks attached so you will need to
update risk assessments regularly.
Time should be given for [researchers/students] to discuss risks with [course leader if a student] their
own fears and concerns, however minor, about carrying out an activity.
Time should be programmed for debriefing and evaluation of all activities, through discussion,
reflection and assessment. This needs to be recorded and will contribute to the improvements in the
quality and safety of the work.
Make time to record and discuss what went wrong, lessons for next time – be prepared to recall and
discuss your ‘close calls’ with other members of the research team/course leader and put measures in
place for future work.
Risk Assessment Calculation
Severity of Harm: 1 = small incident, 2 = need medical assistance/hospital 3 = fatality or permanent
injury
Likelihood of harm: 1 = not likely, 2 = might happen, 3 = going to happen lots.
Severity of Harm x Likelihood of harm = risk of project. (If risk is high (6-9), cancel activity until
adequate safety can be reached.
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Risk Assessment Form

Task or
Activity
Stage 1:
Volunteers
Initial stage
will be
announcing
for female
volunteers
through social
networks:
Facebook,
Twitter,
Instagram and
LinkedIn
accounts as
well as
announcing it
via family,
friends and
work.

Hazards

No
physical
harm or
emotional
harm

No
physical
harm or
emotional
harm

Who may be
affected

Myself

Participants

Controls Present

I will go to religious groups and
announce there.
Try a snowball network
sampling method in finding
female participants.
Reassuring them that only what
they want to show or reveal will
be a part of the research,
otherwise everything else can
be anonymous.
If a guardian to allow the
woman’s participation in the
project, then she will be
informed that she no longer
needs to participate, not to
cause any conflict within the
family.

(A)
Severity
of Harm
Insert no.
1-3

(B)
Likelihood
of Harm
Insert no.
1-3

Risk
Rating
(A x B)
Insert
no. 1-9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

* The risk of
the participant
of having
conflict with
her family or
guardian
because of
disagreement
and
differences of
opinions on
her
participation.

Stage 2:
Personal
interviews

No
physical
harm

Interviews
will be
directed after
each
participant has
signed the
consent form.

Mild
emotional
harm

They will be
conducted at
participants
home or in a
public space,
where they
feel more

The
researcher
and
participants

A mobile phone will be with me
at all times.
Details of the address and place
of meeting, participant contact
as well as the time of meeting
will be given to a close relative
(brother) and a colleague (PNU
university), to check on me if
they are concerned for any
reason.
I will also contact them when I
finish the interviews.

I as the researcher will go
through the consent form with
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1

comfortable.

the participant.
No
physical
harm

The
researcher
and
participants

Mild
emotional
harm

An audio
recording will
take place
during the
interviews as
another
documentatio
n method. The
recording of
participants
gives an
accurate
summary and
answers
captured
during the
interview, as
well as the
comments.
Stage 5:
Photography
In the
approach
structure for
this project
there are 3
stages of
photography.
Stage 1
(observed
memories),
stage 2 (selfengagement),
stage 3
(reflections).

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I will explain the project to the
guardian and if he refuses, I will
happily leave without any harm
done.

The
possibility
that the
participants’
“guardian”
(husband,
father or
brother) will
not allow
them to
participate.

Stage 4:
Audio voice
recording

I will not be surprised if any of
the participants’ guardians
refuses to allow them to
volunteer.

Make them aware that there is
no obligation to take part.

No
physical
harm
or
emotional
harm

The
participant

No
physical
harm
or
emotional
harm

The
participants

As the researcher, I will make
the participants aware that all
audio recordings will be kept
anonymous and in a safe place.

There is a chance that after I
take the participants’ photos
that they might change their
mind about participating for any
reasons.
Photos being published will not
affect the woman if she has the
support of her “guardian” and
family, depending on the
woman herself.
Some women will not need
anyone to approve her
participation and photos
published.
I will assure the participant that
none of her photos will be
published and will discard any
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photographs or recordings
related to that particular
participant if she changed her
mind about being a participant
in this project.

Comments / Action Required
Always allocate actions to a member of the research project team

Time Scale

I will make sure that this project is very clear and understood
completely from each participant that is considering being a part of this
practice based research to avoid any disappointments or withdrawals.

2 to 3 hours for 4 days

Date Completed
Please date and
sign (or print name)

If any participant does not read or write, everything will be explained
verbally and her consent will be recorded verbally as well.

Signed… Date…………20-10-2015…………
Person doing assessment (researcher) Lujain Mirza
Signed……………

Date 20-10-2015

Course Leader (if researcher is a student) Darren Newburry, Dora Carpenter-Latiri, Gillian Youngs
Full address of place of activity………
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Appendix VIII
The flier that was published in social media (2016)
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